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This rolumc the eighteenth of the scries contains an account of the astronomical observations for

latitude, which have been taken at stations of the principal triangulation o? India during the last twenty years. The
observations which were taken prior to 1885 have been already described in Volume XI of the Account of the Operations

of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, and Volume XVJII may be regarded as the continuation of Volume XI.

In Part I of the present volume the methods of observing and computing are described : in Part II the values of

latitude* are deduced from the observations : in Part III the results of Part II are combined with those of Volume XI.

Part 111 thus contains complete classifications to date of all latitude observations taken in India, and of the

resulting deflections of the plumb-line in the meridian.

In Appendix No. 5 are shown the deflections of the plumb-line in the prime vertical as deduced by Laplace's

equation from azimuth observations. In the present volume there are therefore compiled the results of "all determinations

made in India of the direction of gravity with tho exception of those few which emanate from the longitude operations

and which have bceu described by Colonel George Strahan in Volume XV.

The standard of accuracy desirable in latitude observations.

The question has been raised of recent years whether astronomical latitudes are not observed with unnecessary

accuracy. Differences of 6" and 8" between the astronomical and geodetic values of latitude are of frequent occurrence

in all parts of India, and in discussions' of deflections of the plumb-line the quantities involved are so large as to

render the inclusion of decimals a superfluous refinement. On the other hand our astronomical latitudes are observed

with so much tare, that the probable error of a result seldom exceeds
//
06. Would it not be better, it has been asked,

to devote less time to one station and to increase the number of stations? Similar controversies over the accuracy

necessary in triangulation and in levelling have taken place at intervals and ivill recur in the future.

There are two objections to lowering a- standard of accuracy: the first is that we cannot foresee the purposes

which our observed latitudes will be required to serve when the geodetic problems confronting our generation have been

replaced by others : the second is that probable errors, though useful for purposes of comparison and combination, are not

sufficiently reliable criteria to bo accepted as absolute measures of accuracy.

When we say that the probable error of a latitude is 0"*05, we know that the actual error may be O^'ZO or

more : when we calculate that the probable displacement of the terminal station of a chain of triangles is 10 feet,

we cannot forget that the actual displacement may be 40 feet or more.

To mkke use of the law* of probability in estimating the weight of a result is a course generally recognised:

but to base the design of a geodetic operation, upon this law would be incorrect unless we could prove that the operation

was not liable to systematic errors or mistakes. Our triangulation, our levelling, our tidal,, pendulum and astronomical

observations have all in turn exhibited signs of systematic error; and our best observers have bceu liable to make mistakes.

When therefore we prolong and multiply observations at any owe station, and when we introduce different conditions

into work, we have in view not a decrease of the probable error, but a cancelment of the evil effects of systematic errors

and an elimination of all possibility of mistakes.

Let us suppose that we now consented to accept a lower standard of accuracy in triangulation and astronomical

work} we should know that we were breaking the Uniformity of the lusvey and, we should commence to actumu^to
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results which, though possibly of present use, might be found defective in the near future, when our knowledge of the

fprm of the geoid, and of the variation of latitude,, and of the constitution of the earth has advanced. And what should

we gain in return for these disadvantages and risks ? We are promised more latitude stations and a speedier and cheaper

triangulation. It is .doubtful however if these promises would be fulfilled. The time and trouble that an observer takes

in getting his instrument and himself to an observing station in the field are so great, and the necessary preparations for

work are so many, that when everything is orice in working order at a field station it is the wisest and most economical

course to repeat observations under different conditions and thus to guard against all possibility of grave error. *

The triangulator by increasing the lengths of his rays, the areas of his polygons and the dimensions of his circuits,

can provide a fundamental network of principal triangles as cheaply and rapidly as one of secondary. Where principal

triangulation is slow and dear, there will secondary and tertiary triangulation be slow and dear also, and nothing will be

gained by reducing the accuracy of the foundation. We are only concerned in this volume with astronomical work :

I have introduced the subject of triangulation to show that we are not now discussing a narrow question which concerns

latitude observations only, but that the accuracy of all geodetic operations is involved.

For the last 30 years a latitude observer has been expected to show at the end of a season's work a mean

probable error of 0**06, and it is considered undesirable to introduce a change now. Many of the probable errors

of the. results tabulated in this volume will be found to exceed Hr 0"'06/but in every such case the circumstances

were exceptional : at times observations have been unavoidably curtailed because of the unhealthiucss of the district, at

times through the failure of supplies, and at times on account of the persistence of clouds.

Many probable errors in the volume will be found less than 0^05, and what is of more importance the

continued efforts of Major Lenox Conyngham, Captain Tandy and Captain Cowie have largely tended of recent years to

free our latitude results from the effects of constant error.

On the adopted value of latitude for the station of origin.

The deflection of the plumb-line in the meridian at any station is obtained from a comparison of the observed

Tame of latitude with the value calculated from the triangulation. The latter value is liable to be in error, firstly, because

the computations of the triangulation are based upon an assumed figure of the earth, and, secondly, because the position on

the globe of the whole of the triangulation is dependent upon adopted values of the latitude and azimuth of tbe station

of origin. The first difficulty can be temporarily surmounted by exhibiting deflections of the plumb-line on different

spheroids : the second difficulty admits of no easy solution.

The latitude of Kalianpur has been observed many times during the last century; throughout this period our

knowledge of the places of the stars has been continually increasing, and our instruments have been repeatedly improved;

our more recent observations of this latitude deserve therefore greater weight than those of our early predecessors.

In Chapter IV of this volume it is shown that the general mean of all observed results is 24 7' 10"'97, and this

is the value that we should adopt for the latitude of Kalifinpur, if we were free now to make a determination. But we

are not free: we cannot cut ourselves adrift from the past: this volume is one of a series, in which we have to preserve

continuity. The work of our generation is but the link of a chain, and we have to see that our link is connected with that

of our predecessors. In this volume I have therefore adopted Everest's original value for the latitude of Kalianpur, viz.

24 r ir- 26.

-
- *

This value has been adopted because all the computations of geodetic latitude, that have been made in the

preceding volumes of this series, and all the results that have been published in those volumes have been derived from

Everest's original value. I do not contend that our successors wfll be bound for ever to continue this value, but the time

for change has not come yet.

It is worthy of notice in this connection that within the last year the committee appointed in 1904 have

recomqaended to the Government of India, that the old Indian value of longitude still employed upon our maps should be

abandoned, and that a iriore correct value should be introduced,* The old value has however been used throughout our

principal triangulation and we have had to consider what steps ought to be taken in consequence to maintain the

trigonometrical survey abreast of -the topographical : no immediate step has been rendered necessary, because for th< present
'
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the shift in longitude is to be confined to published maps and is not to be introduced into triangulation. This course

is however recognised to be a tentative measure, and it may have to be supplemented shortly by more radical changes.

Though no great revision of data has been suggested until now, further revisions will be inevitable in the future,
and so I take this opportunity of explaining the course which I think we ought to pursue,

Revisions of trigonometrical data.

We have known for years that errors pervade our geodetic and geographical data.

( i. ) The longitudes of all stations of the triangulation are in error by about 2' 27^;

(
ii.

)
The latitudes of these stations are in error by about 6" ;

(iii.) Superposed on the above errors are further considerable errors due to our adoption of Everest's spheroid;

(iv. ) The Standard foot for India differs from that of England;

(
v.

) An artificial value was introduced for the fundamental azimuth of the triangulation (see Appendix No. 5

to this volume);

(
vi.

)
The closing errors of the circuits of the triangnlation were adjusted without consideration of the

azimuthal errors revealed by Laplace's equations (See Appendix No. 5) ;

(vii.) The great triangulation of Burma has remained to this day in terms of the Son&khoda Base-line and of

an observed azimuth at Madhupur terms that are different to those adopted for the triangulation of India;

(viii.)
The closing errors of the levelling circuits have not yet been adjusted;

(ix. )
The expansion of levelling will necessitate a reconsideration of our trigonometrical values of height.

A perusal of the above. list will show the formidable tasks that face our small computing office : extensive

recalculations and republications will assuredly be necessary.

On the geodetic side of the office the compilation of a volume dealing with the Levelling operations has lately

been put in hand, and another volume which will contain details of the Burma triaugulation is contemplated : further

volumes to deal with the Pendulum, Magnetic, and Tidal operations are in prospect.

On the geographic side of the office a volume is being compiled in which the positions and heights of the observed

peaks of the Himalayas are being recorded and classified; complete lists arc also being prepared of all peaks observed in

Tibet and Afghanistan ;
and the adjustment of the levelling errors will necessitate the withdrawal and republieation of our

numerous pamphlets on bench-marks.

Frequent revisions of data are undesirable*: it is better to continue with incorrect data than to introduce

confusion by constant changes. When moreover several sources of error exist, an attempt should be made to eliminate*

all simultaneously and with this object in view postponements of intermediate revisions are often justifiable.

From the geodetic point of view the time is not yet ripe for revision : the effect^ of local attraction on our

observed values of latitude, longitude and azimuth at Kalianpur are still uncertain; the investigation of the movement

of the pole is in its infancy, and no method of correcting observed astronomical results for periodical variations has as yet

been devised. It would be premature to reject the spheroid of Everest, until a new spheroid has been definitely recom-

mended by the International Geodetic Association. It would be premature to adjust the errors of the levelling circuits

before the level net for India has been completed, .and before the questionable line between Bombay and Madras has

beea re-observed ; and it would be premature to publish new values of latitude, longitude, side and dzirnuth for the

triangulation of Burma, when it is confidently expected that base-lines will be measured within a few years.

The present task in front of our computing office is rather to make ready for the inevitable revisions of geodetic

work than, to publish revised values immediately. It is important to make ready to catty through all the preliminary

steps, and to have a definite plan in view. It will throw undue work on our successors, if we fail to maintain^

;E*t CUfeijtt I! at tW tolume. 8** aJeo- O*n*r*i Bepori of the8mj of India, tor 1903-04, pgg*
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unpublished data both tip to date and on one uniform system, and if the necessary preliminary steps TO revision are noi

taken as soon as they become possible.

The results of our geodetic work have been published in a series of professional volumes of which this is the

eighteenth. When the time comes for revising those results, we ought to devote a i^w suid entire volume to the revision.

The early volumes of this scries have already attained an historic value, and it would be out of the question for us to

cancel the works of our predecessor^or to publish revised editions of those works. Every geodetic survey has h.d its

history, and has especially if it were a pioneer fallen into mistakes. It is not for us to obliterate all mention of those

mistakes under the cover of new editions : the only safe course to pursue is to leave the published volumes unaltered,

to recognise the mistakes committed, and to publish periodically a new volume of the series, in which the results of

preceding volumes are brought up to date.

Such a volume would explain our reasons for abandoning the spheroid accepted in Volume II, for correcting the

geodetic co-ordinates given in Volumes III, IV, IVA, V, VI, VII, VIII, XII, XIII and XIV, and for modifying the deflections

of the plumb-line of Volumes IX, X, XI and XV. Just as we have to revise the results of the past, so will our results have

to be revised in the future; and the periodical publication of occasional additional volumes of this series will do for

the geodetic survey what periodical revisions of maps in the iielcl do for the topographical survey.

although we are not called upon to revise our geodetic data immediately, we must recognise that the adoption

of a n^ Value of longitude for our published maps may oblige us shortly to revise our geographical data. It will be no

doubt troublesome at first to have geodetic and geographic data differing from one another, but we cannot expect the

topographical survey to wait for the geodetic errors to be eliminated.
*

Our geographic results are published in series of synoptical volumes and levelling pamphlets, in which the

positions and heights of stations in India are recorded: these volumes and pamphlets, containing as they do mere

numerical data for surveyors, may be cancelled and revised over and over again. The change that has been now intro-

duced in the longitude of maps may necessitate the early revision of all our synoptical volumes; the simultaneous reduc-

tion of the levelling net will render all our spirit levelling pamphlets obsolete.

The Earthquake of 1905.

In connection with the subject of revision the effects of earthquakes upon the positions of trigonometrical stations

will have to be periodically considered. On April 4th 1905 Mussooree and Dehra Dun were severely shaken by the great

earthquake, which wrecked Dharmsala and Kangra. The standard clock and the turret clock of the Survey office at

Dehra Dun were stppped by the convulsion, and the office itself was damaged. It appeared possible to those of us who
witnessed the catastrophe that the positions and heights of the surrounding stations of the Great Arc series of .triaugulation

might have been affected, and steps were taken to ascertain the extent of the displacements.** Several horizontal angles of

the principal triangles at the northern end of the Great Arc of India were re-observed ; owing partly to the haze the revi-

ionary observations were not of the highest order of accuracy, and we were consequently unable to discover whether

horizontal movements of six inches or less had taken place or not : a comparison of the results however showed (Istly) that

4
BO relative horizontal displacement of 8 inches had probably occurred near Dehra Dun, and (2ndly) that no relative hori-

zontal displacement of 12 inches could have occurred.

Our revisionary work was necessarily local, and we had to be content with
determining

the extent of relative

displacement within the locality tested. It would not have been possible without great expense to discover whether

there had been any general movement of the Himalayas.

There have been erected in India 3706 trigonometrical stations of the principal triangulation: in 1904

there were 3515 surviving. In spite of measures taken to ensure preservation the average rate of decrease has been

of late about 4 stations per annum. The rivers of northern India by their constant changes of course have been very
destructive ; encroachments of the sea have washed stations away, the expansion of railways, canals and towns have necessi*

tated the removal of others and movements of sand in the desert have caused a few to be buried. It is not possible to

state the number of stations which have been displaced by earthquakes from their original positions, but seeing that severe

earthquakes have only occurred of late years in certain sub-Himalayan regions and having regard to the recent reassuring

observations round Dehra Durt, I do not think it probable that the number which have suffered greater disturbance than

6 inches can exceed 40 : and an estimate of 40 errs on the side of pessimism. /

t

" An account of the stops taken ww included to ft report .on Geodesy submitted to the Board of Scientific Advice, in Number 1905, and
ettti

' -' ^/-.v : ,; \ < :/,
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After the great earthquake of 1897 we discovered horizontal displacements in Assam* of 8 feet and more.*

Mr, Oldhamwas of opinion that these were merely relative displacements in the small area tested ami that the absolute

displacement of the whole area would have been found to be considerable, if we had commenced our tests outside the

disturbed region and worked inwards to the epicentre. But triangulation is a slow and costly operation, and it is not

practicable to revise great lengths of it after every earthquake. The small local revisions carried out last summer to test

the effects of the earthquake of 1905 were rendered possible by the fact that Dehra Dun is the head-quarters of the

trigonometrical survey and observations can be taken in its vicinity without expense or difficulty. The damage, however,
done at Dehra Dun by the earthquake faas small compared to that at Dharmsiila, and our proof that the stations around

Dehra Dun have not been relatively displaced by six inches is no proof that those near Dharmsdla have remained equally
undisturbed. If moreover we apply Mr. Oldham's argument to the case of Dehra Durr, we shall have to consider that

the whole region may possibly have moved, although the relative positions of local marks have remained unaltered.

From a topographical point of view a displacement of G inches may be disregarded, but one of 10 feet is liable

to cause inconvenience and error. If we suppose for instance that of the two trigonometrical stations of Hatklhfir and

Lipiana which are situated iu Kangra 10 miles apart, one has been displaced towards the other by 10 feet, then the line

joining the two would no longer form a suitable base either for the observation of distant snow-peaks, or for a scries of

minor triangulation for Tibet, although the disturbance might not embarrass plauc-tablers surveying the immediate

locality. If the displacement had occurred in a direction perpendicular to the line joining the two stations, the accepted
azimuth of this line would be in error by #3", and this is an error that would soon begin to inconvenience triangulators.

The Shillong earthquake of 1897 rendered the positions of perhaps 15 stations uncertain, and the Dharrasala

earthquake of 1905 has possibly affected the same number. When in the future these stations come to be utilised, it will

be necessary for observers to take the precaution of measuring the angles of two or three of the original triangles by way
of a preliminary test.

We have long since had to introduce such a precaution into levelling operations : the heights of bench-marks
when erected on alluvium are liable to vary with age, and when a new line of levels is bcin started from an old bench-
mark it is not safe to accept the original value of its height : it is always necessary to rclevel to two or three of the old

bench-marks in order to test for subsidence. Such a precaution has never hitherto been considered necessary in triangu-

lation, because, although markstones may move vertically in the course of time, as a rule they maintain their horizontal

positions. But there have been two severe earthquakes within eight years, and it is necessary now to recognise that in

certain regions the positions of points will have to be accepted with a greater caution in the future than in the past.

The displacement o the stations of the principal triangulatiou is but one aspect of the general problem of

change which a survey has to face. The forms and positions o topographical features are always undergoing change.
In certain cases the changes arc so rapid that it is hardly possible to make a consistent survey at all : the Indus, for

instance, is constantly eroding its banks, washing away survey and boundary marks, and altering its course perhaps by a

mile or more. If the whole river were to be surveyed in one month, the map could be rightly headed "The course of

the river Indus in January 1905", but to survey different portions at different times, as in practice we have to do, is to

give a course to the river, which it never actually pursued.

During the progress of the present survey of Sind, many recently surveyed sheets have been rendered obsolete

almost before they have been published by the opening of a new system of canals. And these changes are going on every-

where, varying in character from those that are so local and marked as to be perceptible to the most casual observer, to

those that are so wide-spread and gradual as to require lengthy revisions of triangulation to reveal them.

A line of spirit-levelling had been run in May 1904* from Dehra to Mussooree, and had given a difference of

height of 4706 feet 10 inches. Owing to the earthquake this line of levels was revised in May 1905, when the difference

of height was given as.4706 feet 4| inches. It therefore appeared that the Mussooree range Jiad
subsided 5 inches with

regard to Dehra Dun.

When, the revisionary results were* first tabulated, it was perceived that the amount of the subsidence increased

gradually as the levellers ascended the range. This gave rise to a suspicion that the lengths of the levelling staves may
have been in error. During the first 6 miles, the ascent is 694 feet or 116 feet per mile, and in the last 12 miles it is

4013 feet, or 334 feet per mile. A levelling staff being 10 feet long, and the difference of height being 4707 feet, there

were contained in the total rise 471 lengths of staff. If then the 10-foot staves had been 0*001 foot too long, our unit of

measurement would have been slightly iu error, our measured heights would all have been given too small and*the deficiency

accumulated at Mussooree would have been 0*471 of a foot or about 5 inches.

Four different staves are however in daily use, and these are periodically compared in the field against a 10-foot

steel standard and corrections for each deduced. An examination of the results of the cpmparisons showed that the

apparent subsidence of Mussooree could not be attributed to errors in the adopted lengths of the four staves.

witft a woftU inatrome&t And tbe displacements were mwur*d to the neweat 2 tot only : rid* Beport on,
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The steel standard against which they were compared was then suspected, and this was subjected
1

to rigorous

tests under comparing microscopes at Dehra Dun, Its length, as determined, accorded with the value previously obtained,

and it became clear that the observed change in the height of Mussooree above Dehra Dun between 1904 and 1905 could

not be attributed to any error iii the adopted length of the standard of reference.

During the process of levelling the level is always erected midway between two staves, and at each station the

observer by reading the staves through the telescope deduces the difference in height between the two points on which

the staves are standing. Under ordinary circumstances there is no reason to fear accumulation of error. But when the

line followed is constantly rising, as between Dehra Dun and Mussooree, the ray from the telescope to the higher staff is

always nearer the ground and more likely to be disturbed by radiation than the ray to the lower staff : this fact introduces

an uncertainty, which continues to exist whether we work up or down the hill and which we endeavour to minimise by

stopping \vork during the heat of the day.

We are not, it is true, discussing now the absolute value of the height of Mussooree : the levelling observations of

both 1904 and 1905 were taken in the month of May under similar atmospheric conditions, and we are only attempting to

account for the difference of 5J inches which appeared between the value obtained in May 1904 and that of May 1905.

Nevertheless it has to be recognised that an uncertainty does exist : it was the examination of this question that really

revealed how little was known of the degree of accuracy of a line of levels on a steep slope. It is at times extremely

difficult to obtain a definite numerical idea of the probable and possible errors which are accumulating in a lengthy survey

operation, but a knowledge of these errors is essential before we can discuss the meaning of an actual discrepancy observed*

In the levelling operations carried over the plains and peninsula of India, no error approaching 5i inches in 18 miles

has been met with.*

Owing to the doubts that were felt, the levelling operations between Dehra Dun and Mussooree were repeated

for the third time in October 1905; the difference of height was now given as 4706 feet Scinches. Although then

there is some evidence in favour of the view, that the earthquake decreased the difference in height between Dehra Dun
and Mussooree by 4 or 5 inches, I do not consider that we are justified in stating that such a decrease has been actually

demonstrated.

Investigation* of Himalayan Attraction.

Within the last five years attempts have been made at Dehra Dun to investigate the subject of Himalayan
Attraction. In 1901 a paper was published in the Survey of India professional series on this subject, in which it was

shown that the deflections of gravity from the vertical could be broadly classified by regions, and that though the

deflection within any particular region might remain constant throughout a wide area, yet it might differ considerably

from the mean deflection observed in a contiguous region. The regional classification led to the conclusion that a long

chain of excessive density lay buried in the earth's crust between Balasore and Jodhpore.

In a subsequent paper prepared for the Royal Society I was able by the aid of Professor Helmert's graphical

interpretation of the old Indian pendulum results to show that these latter confirmed the conclusions that had been pre-

viously arrived at from a consideration of deflections of the plumb-line only. .Observations taken since 1902 have tended

also to confirm the view that along the northern border of the Ganges valley the earth's crust is deficient in density, that

the density increases towards the south, and that a buried chain of excessive density runs parallel to the Himalaya along
the southern border of the Gangetic plainsf.

It is perhaps advisable for me to explain why the subject of Himalayan attraction has received so little notice

in this volume. These volumes are designed to record facts for the permanent use of geodesists : they are not intended to

be contributions to contemporary discussion or to include speculations, which will be sooner or later rendered obsolete

by new discoveries and advances. Contemporary discussion is necessary for the determination of programmes : without

it work degenerates into routine, its aims get lost sight of, and the accumulation of observations rather than their meaning
becomes the main object in view : but these volumes are intended for the classification of data and not for the record of

arguments and hypotheses.

Nothing has tended more to further the progress of geodesy than the institution of an international association

under which the several geodetic surveys of the world now co-operate. The geodetic survey of India has profited of late

in many ways through its connection with the international association. We have been able to refer questions of difficulty

to Professor Sir George Darwin, K.C.B., the representative of Great Britain, and we have derived very great benefit from

the advice and help of Professor Helmert, the director of the association. The reports of the international conferences

have been found useful and instructive guides.

* The great error of 3 feet between Bombay and Madras may ha*e been partly generated in the steep swept of the. GhiU on the Bombay-J?oona
".but the weight of the evidence ia against this tiew. . ',.'''

v c f The term "
excessive

"
is relative : it may hereafter be found that density is nowhere in abtofatt excess. The gradual increase in denjitjr

from north to forth aa*<he appearance and effect of a hidden trough on the north and a hidden chain oa the tooth. Philoaoohioiil frft&wotio&ji of
the Boyal Society of London, &&ea A., Vol. 305, 1905. 0* ** JT*tow/y *4 &*r*etor* of *** ybree of gravity in Zndi*.

" *
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In the* winter of 1905 Doctor Heckcr who had been deputed by the Royal Geodetic Institute of Potsdam to

observe the- intensity of gravity over the great oceans, visited India in the course of his tour of the world, and joined

Major Lenox Conyngham's pendulum party in camp in northern Bengal, For three days and nights the two observers

worked together, and obtained independent values of the times of vibration with their respective penduluras. Their

co-operation will enable Major Lenox Conyngham's results to be standardised in terms of the absolute value of gravity at

Potsdam. Doctor Hecker afterwards visited Dehra Dun, where he took magnetic observations with his own instruments

in the magnetic observatory of the survey office.

*
This volume was printed at the office of the trigonometrical survey in Dehra Dun under the supervision of

Mr. J. Eccles, M.A., and of Lieut. C. M. Browne, D.S.O., B.E., who officiated for Mr. Eccles during the latter's absence

on furlough : to both officers I am much indebted for their constant and valued assistance. Mr. Eccles was formerly one

of the latitude observers, and he took an important part in the preparation of Vol. XI; I have derived great benefit from
his experience.

The historical and descriptive chapters were compiled in the first instance from the records of the surrey by
Lieut. R. II. Phillimore, K.E., to whom my acknowledgments are due for the care he took to render the accounts

accurate and complete.
The numerical data were abstracted and tabulated by Babu Kartar Singh and Babu Baldeo Behari Lai of the

Astronomical party, and the printing was carried out under Babu Sarat Kumar Mukerji, to all of whom I express my
obligations for the interest they have shown in the work.

The formulae and results have been checked throughout by Babu Shivnath Saha, the head computer, by whom
also I was very materially assisted in the calculations for Appendix No. 5.

The final proofs for the volume were scrutinised by Babu Ishan Chandra Dev, B.A. and Babu Ganga Prasad

Mathur, who have introduced many improvements and detected in time not a few mistakes.

By the courtesy of the Rev. Osmond Fisher I have been able to publish as Appendix No. 1 his contribution on

Deflections of the plumb-line in India : it is many years since Mr. Fisher first showed his interest in the geodetic work of

India in his well-known book on mathematical geology,
"
Physics of the earth's crust ", and I have been much gratified

at being able to include in a volume of the survey a paper by this distinguished investigator.

Captain Cowie, who has carried out many investigations of the value of the micrometer screw of the zenith

telescope with equal skill and patience, kindly wrote for me both the chapter anp appendix that deal with the micrometer

value : his determination of the periodic errors of the micrometer screw is in progress but is not yet complete. Captain
Cowie also contributed Appendix No. 2 and initiated the system, under which the latitude results have been abstracted

from the original records. Major Lenox Conyngham has kindly examined every proof, and the value of the volume has

been much enhanced by his corrections, additions and suggestions.

/

DEHRA DUN, ")

S. 6. BURRARD.
December 26th, 1905. }
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ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES

PART I.

HISTORY-DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INSTRUMENTS, OF THE
SYSTEMS OF OBSERVING, AND OF THE METHODS OF

REDUCING THE OBSERVATIONS.





CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

1.

The observations described in Vol. XI.

The astronomical observations, which were taken in India prior to 1886, for the determination of

the latitudes of a certain proportion of the stations of the Principal Triangulation, have been discussed

in Vol. XI of the Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. The
observations for latitude, with which the present volume deals, were made in continuation of those

described in Vol. XI. The present volume the eighteenth resumes the subject at the point, where

Vol. XI left it, and carries the description and discussion of the observations down to 1905.

From the year 1872 to 1884 the determination of astronomical latitudes was in abeyance owing to

the fact that both astronomical parties were engaged on the determination of differential longitudes by

electro-telegraphic signals.

In 1884-85, as two officers wore not available for longitude operations, Lieut.-Colonel Heaviside

recommenced latitude work in northern India on the meridian of 80: the observations taken during
that season were the last with which Vol. XI dealt.

2.

The observations, which have been taken since Vol. XI was written.

The present volume treats of the latitude observations which were taken between November
1886 and March 1905 ; during that period latitude work suffered several interruptions, which are explained
in the following table :

*
Owing to climatic conditions in' India field work cannot be undertaken during the summer; as a rule obserraliens begin annually in October and

*re continued through the winter till May. It it therefore eoafeoientto refer to them by saaaone and act by yean. A season denotes the period during,
which the obaerrert are at work in the field.
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] THE OBSERVATIONS TAKEN SINCE VOL. XI WAS WRITTEN.

Season.

1902-03

1903-04

Operations undertaken by

Operations.

Latitude

i Pendulum

Latitude

Latitude

the astronomical observers between 1885 and 1905. contd.

Obsenors. 1 Locale.

H. McC. Cowie i Ganges Valley, Meridian of 79

1904-05
Pendulum

Latitude

G. P. Lenox Conyngham

H. MeC. Cowie

H. Wood

Dehra Dun and Coast Stations.

Himalayas, Meridian of 77.

Nepal.

G. P. Lenox Conyngham i Ganges Valley, Meridian of 88

H. McC. Cowie I Lower Burma.

During the five seasons 1892-93, 1893-91, 1898-99, 1899-1900, and 1903-04 two astronomical

observers were employed on latitude observations : during the nine seasons 1886-cS7, 1888-89, 1890-91,

1896-97, 1897-98, 1900-01, 1901-02, 1902-03, and 1904-05 one observer was so omployed : throughout
the six seasons 1885-8G, 1887-88, 1889-90, 1891-92, 1894-95, and 1895-90 the latitude work remained

in abeyance.

Season 1886-87.

Latitude Stations visited. Sarey Khan (formerly known as Sarandi Pat), Lingmdra, Sitdpdr,

Bhimsain, Rdjuli.

The operations carried out this season on the Jubbulpore Meridional Series formed part of

Mr. Hennessey's scheme, under which latitude observations were to be taken along the meridian of 80

at stations half a degree apart from the Himalayas to the Madras Coast. In laying down this pro-

gramme Mr. Hennessey halved the distance that had liitherto been considered desirable between

latitude stations.

In 1884-85 Colonel Heavisidc had commenced this series of observations in the north of India,

and had worked southwards across the Ganges Valley : in 1886-87 Lieut, liurrard, ll.E., crossed the

Central Provinces from north to south and extended the series from the valley of the Nerbudda to

that of the Godavari. Burrard observed with Strange's Zenith Sector No. 2, and adhered to the methods

and procedure formulated by Colonels Ilerschel, Campbell and Heaviside. A full season's work was not

completed owing to the recall in March of the observer to Dehra Diin, where a series of experiments
had to be undertaken with the transit instruments for the purpose of investigating the cause of the

large circuit errors that had appeared in the longitude work of the previous season.*

Season 1888-89.

Latitude Stations visited. Dlwai, Ankora, Hurgpaili, RdrAgir, Bolikonda, Nidlamari, Dhulipalla.

In 1888-89 Mr. J. Eccles, M.A., extended the series still further south across the rivers Godavari

and Kistna into the Madras Presidency. He observed with Strange's Zenith Sector No. 2 ; whilst

adhering generally to the methods of his predecessors, he increased the number of observations per

station, and obtained very complete results.

* Volume XV, Account of th* Operation* of the Griat Triffonomttrical Survey of India, pp. 373 to 387 5 ftlao General Effort on the Operations .

of fa Sumy of India Jfcpartowt* for 1889*00, pp. 6, 70-72, tii to xi.
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&?a$0tt 1890-91.

Latitude Stations visited. St. Thomas's Mount, Madras Observatory, Gudali, Kistama,

Darutippa, Ongole, Ddnapa.

In 1890-91 Lieut. Lenox Conyngham, R.E., observed for latitude between the Kistna and the

Madras Coast, and thus completed Mr. Hennessey's programme on the meridian of 80.

During this season the Zenith Telescope was first used in India, and Talcott's method of obser-

vation was introduced (see Plates I to III). Lieut. Lenox Conyngham was the pioneer who initiated

the new method of observation, and his work has formed a lasting foundation for the Talcott system
in India.

Season 1892-93.

latitude Stations visited. Sondda, Chanidna, JDeesa, Oria (formerly called Guru Sikkar), Samdari,

Thob, Chamu, Jambo.

Hdjpur, Dehra Dun Base-line East End, Coldba, Mdndvi, Dhauleshvar,

Khdnpisura, Kanheri, Nitali, Achola.

Captain Burrard commenced observations in Gujarat and worked northwards into the

Rajputana desert. He employed Strange's Zenith Sector No. 1. This instrument had been

used by Colonel Campbell in 1871-72, but its results had proved unsatisfactory, and it had been

condemned. Campbell had found t^e curious fact that although the two zenith sectors were apparently

alike, yet his, the No. 1, gave large differences between north and south stars, and measured all zenith

distances in excess of the truth.* In 1892 Burrard obtained permission to give it a further trial : hef

pointed out that if it had been used as a zenith telescope, the (N S) difference would never have been

discovered!, and that even the new zenith telescope might exhibit a similar difference, if it were em-

ployed as a zenith sector. At three stations Burrard used the instrument both as a zenith sector and as

a zenith telescope, and observed for latitude both by the sector and Talcott methods. His mean results

by the two methods agreed very closely, but the sector exhibited the same (N S) difference, even to the

last decimal place, as it had done in Campbell's hands 22 years before. The accordance of Burrard's re-

sults by the sector and Talcott methods removed the stigma from the instrument and the latter has been

frequently employed since, and has won the confidence of successive observers. In Appendix No. 3 of

this volume is given an account of the investigation of the (N S) difference.

During this season Burrard introduced a modification of Talcott's method of observation, in that

he occasionally observed a single star by Talcott's method instead of a pair : this could only be done with

stars situated within half a degree of the zenith, of which four or five Were generally available at every
station.

In 1892 Lieut, Lenox Conyngham commenced the season by observing for latitude with the

zenith telescope at*two stations near Dehra Dun ; he then moved to Bombay, and worked from west to

east along the parallel of 18 30'. Lenox Conyngham made an investigation into the effects of tempera-
ture upon the value of the micrometer screw, but he was unable to trace any connection between the

observed changes in the value and the observed changes of .temperature*

Season 1893-94.

latitude Stations visited. Agra, Bithnok, Rhirsar, Telu, Zddimsir, IMooltdn, Dera Din Pandh, Amritsar.

Bolarum, Pirmulo, Fdndkonda, Sinydtodram, Parampudi, Sdnjib, Waltair.
t>

Capt. Burrard, working with Zenith Sector No. 1, started in the Eajputana desert, and continued
his series of the previous year northwards into the Punjab.

* 8t* Volume XI, Account of the Operation of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of Ittto, Chapter I, page (U).
t G*n*ralfteport of the OperttiQm of t% Survey of Zndi* Department for 1892-98,
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Lieut. Lenox Conyngham, working with the Zenith Telescope, resumed his work of the previous
season on the parallel of 18 30' and extended his line of latitude stations eastwards to the east coast.

Both observers experienced difficulties with their levels, and recommended the employment of two levels

for observations by Talcott's method. The second level, which had always been used in Sector observa*

tions, was held to confer an advantage on the sector method over the Talcott.

Season 1896-97.

Latitude Station visited. Madras Observatory.

The Madras Observatory was amongst the stations visited by Lenox Conyngham in 1890-91. It

was an unfortunate coincidence that the first latitude observed in India with the new Zenith Telescope
and by the Talcott method should have happened to be the latitude of an important astronomical obser-

vatory. Lenox Conyngham, moreover, had reported adversely upon his observations at Madras : he had,
he wrote, constantly found his level unsteady, and ho had been driven in consequence to design a wooden

flooring for his tent. Being new to the instrument, he had been unable at Madras to locate the cause of

the unsteadiness, and regarding his observations as experimental he had pushed on to his second station ;

the wooden flooring was then ready, and the unsteadiness of level disappeared.
In 1896 Mr. Michie Smith, the Director of the Madras Observatory, was about to complete a

very important catalogue of stars, but was hindered by the uncertainty which surrounded tho observed

values of the latitude of t^e observatory. Lenox Conyngham, who was in England, strongly supported
Mr. Michie Smith's proposal for a redetermination.

In the winter of 1896-97 Mr. Michie Smith and Major Burrard observed for latitude at Madras with

both tho Zenith Sector and Zenith Telescope* From a subsequent discussion of all results Mr. Michio
Smith obtained a final value of 13 4' 8"'0.*

Season 1897-98.

Latitude Stations visited. Agra Longitude station, Agra parade poiftt, Agra-group north point, Agra-
group east point* Agra-group west point, Agra-group south point.

In consequence of the simultaneous publication of the first volume of the Geodetic Survey of

South Africa, and of a paper in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, entitled " India's

Contributions to Geodesy ", in which Sir David Gill and General Walker respectively recommended

systems of "
grouping

"
observed latitudes round a central station, it was considered advisable to introduce

a scries of "
groups

"
into the Trigonometrical Survey of India ; a similar system however had been

initiated once before by Colonel Ilerschel, and had been abandoned after two years' trial. f

In 1897-98 Capt. Lenox Conyngham assisted by Lieut. Beazeley observed an experimental group
of latitudes an

t
d azimuths round Agra; valuable experience of groups was gained, and the latitudes

furnished interesting results : but the azimuths were not completed owing, firstly, to the delays caused by
the observation of the Solar Eclipse, and, secondly, to the great expense of cutting trees, which would have

been necessary, ha'd the triangulatiori been perfected. One lesson learnt was that the vicinity of a great city

was not a favourable locality for a "
group ".

On January 22nd, 1898, a total eclipse of the sun was visible in India, and many European and

American astronomers visited this country. Capt. Lenox Conyngham was orde/ed to prepare a camp
and observatories at Pulgaon in the Central Provinces for Mr. Newall and Capt. Hills, two of the obser-

vers selected by the Solar Eclipse Committee of the Royal and Royal Astronomical Societies. At the

* Afadrtts Meridian Circl* Obtervation*, Vol. IX, General Catalogue, 1899, pages xviii to xxi.

t Volume XI, Account of the Operation* of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of /die, page (3).
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same time Major Burrard, who was in charge of the Tidal and Levelling operations, was directed to

build observatories and prepare a camp at Sahdol in Uewah for Mr. W. H. M. Christie, F.K.S.,
the Astronomer Iloyal, and for Professor H. H. Turner, F.R.S.*

In 1897-98 Lenox Conynghani increased the number of intersecting wires in the Zenith Teles-

cope from one to three. The wires were separated by intervals of 1000 divisions of the micrometer ;

the object of the change was to obviate the necessity of traversing the single micrometer wire from end to

end of the field when stars differing considerably in Zenith Distance were being observed. The exact
distances between the several wires in terms of micrometer divisions were frequently measured.

Season 1898-99.

Latitude Stations visited. Daiddhari, Bhaordsa, Sironj Base-line N.E. End> Kalidnpur, Surantdl,

Kdmkhera, Losalli, Tinsia, Ahmadpur.
Yizagapatam Base-line N. End, Rdwal, Mai, Khunddbolo, Cuttack, Patna

Ghandipur, Daridpnr.

In 1898-99 Capt. Lenox Conyngham observed a very complete and a very important group of

latitudes and azimuths round Kalianpur. His observations for latitude were taken with Zenith Sector
No. 1, and those for azimuth with Barrow's 21-inch theodolite No. 2. His results were discussed by
Major Burrard in Professional Paper No. 5 on "the Attraction of the fLimalaya Mountains upon
the plumb-line in India" published at Dehra Dun in 1901. f

In this paper deflections of the plurnb-line were classified by regions, and were shown to follow
one general law on all Himalayan meridians. It was also contended that the attraction of the Himalayan
mass was being compensated not only by deficiencies of matter underlying the mountains, but by regular
variations in the density of the Earth's crust under the plains of Northern India; and that the explana-
tion of observed anomalies was to be sought in the abnormal densities of the crust underlying the plains,

surrounding the mountains, rather than in a deficiency of matter below the Himalayan mass itself. J
In this paper the futility of "

grouping
"
latitude stations around a centre was demonstrated.

In 1898-99 Lieut. E. A. Tandy observed for latitude at stations on the East Coast of India : the
instrument used was the Zenith Telescope, to which a second level had now been fitted. Tandy intro-

duced this year a system of balancing pairs, by means of which the positive and negative corrections on
account of micrometer value were equalised in the aggregate. This system was an immense improve-
ment on the old.

Season 1899-1900.

Latitude Stations visited. Sarkdra, Sirsa, Bdnsgopdl, Sankrdo, Salimpur, Bostdn, Chandaos.

Armia, Karia, Hdthbena, Ramai, Pathdidi> Dalea.

In 1899-1900 Lenox Conyngham observed for latitude with Zenith Sector No. 1 at stations in
the Ganges Valley near the meridian of 78. His object was to multiply stations in the vicinity of the

Himalayas, and in those tracts where Himalayan attraction appeared. to cease.

India Isog^
On ""* T ial S lor EcUp*e Januar̂ 22nd

> lsgs
"
published under the direction of Major-General C. Stmhan, R.K., Surveyor General of

t Also see Koyal Astronomical Society, Monthly Notices, January 1902. Xeport of the International Geodetic Conference, Paris. 1900. Article OnMountain Maw* and Latitude Determinations in yatwre". May 22nd 1902. Paper on the Figure of the Earth in the Eeport of the British A**o-

March 1904
Admncement "? s<*<*> Belfast, 1902, page 541. Papers on Deflections of the plumb-line in Philotophicti Marine for January and

t The following extract is from an earlier paper by the same writer :

* -
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^Sr*?
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^
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*?
t0
*
te11 at what point on each meridiatl Himalayan attraction really ends, and when on the meridian of 78 we assnme

f v f *L
W

r7
e
K^yfcwt coincides with the normal, the absence of deflection may have been merely brought about by a conntor-ftttmo-

anr? 52?2L I
mfty

rl
Hl^^'n attraction extends much further south, ami that about Lat. 26 it is merely neutralised by the Via-and

bafcjura
ranges' , General Jbfvi of the Operation, of th* Survey of India #wrtumtt for 183^4, Latitude Operations, pge xri.
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In 1899-1900 Tandy observed for latitude with the Zenith Telescope at six stations of the Bilaspur
Meridional Series. He also devoted much attention to questions concerning the accuracy of his levels^

and took advantage of the two levels on his instrument to carry out a thorough investigation. lie de-

duced a system of calibrating levels and invented an ingenious diagram, from which the true dislevel-

ment for any position of the bubble, freed from errors due to deformations of tube, could be read off,*

Season 1900-01.

latitude Stations visited. Khankharia, Diddwa, Virdriay LilnJri, Rojhra, Chdnga, Khori> Alamkhdn^
Kdrothol, Akbar, Itanjitgarh.

In 1900-01 Lieut. II. M. Cowie observed for latitude with the Zenith Telescope at eleven stations

of the Great Longitudinal Series in the Rajputana and Sind deserts, and thus completed the chain

of observed latitudes, which stretches across India from Calcutta to Karachi.

Lieut. Cowie introduced this year into the calculations of final mean values a system of weights,
which bas been followed in subsequent seasons.

He also introduced a system by which the level corrections were in practice reduced to a minimum.
This was an outcome of Tandy's investigations : Tandy was the first to show the serious effect of the

errors arising from levels; Cowie took a step further, and showed the possibility of escaping from these

errors in practice. The probable errors of Cowie's results this season were not only smaller than had

been attained with the Zenith Telescope before, but were the smallest on record.

Season 1901-02.

Latitude Stations visited. Madhupur, Charalddnga, dianduria, Lohdgara, Jalpaiguri, Siliffuri,

Kurseong, Senchal, Tonglu, Phallut.

In order to test the correctness of the views put forward in the professional paper on Himalayan
attraction and to discover whether southerly deflections would prevail over the east of the Gangetic

plains as they had been shown to do over the west and centre, Cowie was deputed in 1901-02 to observe

a series of latitudes on the meridian of 88 from Calcutta to Darjecling. He found that the zone of

southerly deflection was even more marked here than in other parts of the Ganges Valley, and that it

extended northwards until the Himalayas were visible. At Kurseong ho discovered a larger deflection

of the plumb-line, than had yet been met with in India.

During this season Cowie made a thorough investigation of the value pf the micrometer of the

Zenith Telescope, and carried out a calibration of the screw.t

Season 1902-03.

Latitude Stations visited. Guwni, Majhdr,Algi, Andhidri9 Dargawa,Budhon> Saugor, Ndhanmau, Birond.

In October 1902 Lieut. Cowie was ordered to continue his tests of the previous season by working
across the Gangetic plains over the supposed zone of southerly deflection along the meridian of 79. He
found as before that southerly deflections prevailed uninterruptedly throughout the zone. The instru-

ment employed was the Zenith Telescope.

* See Professional Paper No. 4, "Note* on the Calilratio* of level*." 1900.

t See Refractsfrom Narrttw e$ort9 of the Survey of Zwfta, for 1901-02 Latitude Operations,
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Djiring the summer of 1903 Cowie determined the systematic variations in the value of the

^micrometer of the Zenith Telescope by means of the " G "
microscope of the apparatus used for com-

parisons of standards of length.

Season 1903-04.

Latitude Stations visited. Bahak, Bajamara, Lambatach, Kidarkanta,

Kaulia, Mahadeo Pokra, Quetta.

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature of Himalayan attraction is the sudden increase in the

deflections of the plumb-line in the submontane region. On the meridian of Calcutta the extreme range of

the deflections over 200 miles of alluvial plain was 3" : but in the eleven minutes of latitude between

Siliguri and Kurseong the deflections increased by 28". A similar peculiarity exists at Dehra Dun, and
Birond. These sudden increases were as little to be predicted from the laws of gravitation, as was the

prevalence of southerly deflections over the plains south of the mountains. They indicate that the real

distribution of mass in the submontane regions is very different from what it appears. Consequently in

1903 it was decided to investigate the deflections of gravity in the inner Himalayas, and Lieut. Cowie was

ordered to extend the triangulation of the Great Arc of India northwards across the Mussooree range
to the snows, and to observe for latitude at all convenient points.* His results were very remarkable,

and showed that large deflections of 30" continued to prevail within the heart of the Himalayas.

The natural difficulties of the Himalayan problem have been increased by the exclusion of

observers on political grounds from Nepal, for Nepal is most favorably situated for geodetic work. In

1903 Captain H. Wood was received at Katmandu by the Nepal Durbar, and was allowed at the special

request of Lord Curzon to observe at two stations in the vicinity. The immediate object of Wood's

visit was to identify the peaks of Mount Everest and Gaurisankar, and to settle points of geographical
interest which had been under discussion for 60 years. Wood was however well aware of the value

attaching to geodetic observations in Nepal, and seized the opportunity of observing an astronomical

latitude at two stations near Katmandu, the geodetic positions of which he fixed by observations to

well-determined snow-peaks. The only instrument that he had with him was a 6-inch micrometer

theodolite an instrument that is not generally considered suitab^ for rigorous astronomical work :

but his results have been given a place in this volume beside those obtained with larger instruments, both

on account of the skill displayed in difficult circumstances by the observer and in view of the small

present probability of any further geodetic work becoming possible in Nepal.

After leaving Nepal Captain Wood was employed in observing astronomical azimuths at longitude
stations : at Quetta he observed fpr azimuth and latitude with a 12-inch micrometer theodolite.

Season 1904-05.

Latitude Stations visited. Dehra Dun Haig Observatory, Nagarkhdna-f, Akydb,

Prome, Moulmein.

In 1904 Captain Cowie accompanied the Tibet Frontier Mission to Lha-sa. Upon his return ha
observed the latitude of Dehra Dim, and of four longitude stations in Lower Burma,

* A chart of Cowio's Himalayafi triangulation is given at the end of thifi toluuac. A detcriptioa of hie work will b* found i Apptndix No, 2,

t Nagarkhana is six miles from Chittagong Longitude Station.



CHAPTER II.

THE INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED AND THE METHODS OP OBSEBVJNGL

1.

The Zenith Sectors. Description of the Instruments.

'The construction of two zenith sectors, intended for the determination of Astronomical Latitudes,
was sanctioned by the Secretary of State for India in 1861, and the task of designing them and super-

intending their manufacture was entrusted to Colonel A. Strange, F.K.S., who was at that time employed
in preparing other instruments for the Great Trigonometrical Survey, and who was shortly afterwards

appointed Inspector of Scientific Instruments to the India Office. The zenith sector is intended, as its

name implies, for observing the meridional zenith distances of stars, not far distant from the zenith. Its

distinguishing feature may be described as a construction which allows of its being turned on a vertical axis

through 180 in azimuth between two observations of the same star about one culmination, a provision
which admits of zero error being eliminated by treating the two observations as a pair to be combined

together. It was not an instrument in common use, and but few had ever been constructed before

Strange undertook ttio task. The chief points he had to keep in view were lightness and portability,
so far as compatible with the desired power of the instrument, which was to be on a par with the

highest class of field instruments, as distinguished from those of fixed observatories. Strange did not

consider that any existing type of zenith sector the best known being that by Sir G. Airy would afford

the desired portability; and lie designed the new instruments on entirely novel lines. Their manufac-
ture was entrusted to Messrs. Troughtori and Simms, but was delayed in various ways, and the instru-

ments were not completed for several years, No. 2 being sent out to India in 1869 and No. 1 in 1871.

The experience gained in India in the use of No. 2 led to some modifications in No. 1. A detailed des-

cription of the zenith sectoi^s is given in the second Chapter of Vol. XI of this series,* and a drawing of

one of them is appended to this volume as Plate IV.

2.

The Zenith Sectors. Method of observing.

The programme of work with a zenith sector at a latitude station was drawn up in accordance
with the following rules :

(i). From 70 to 100 stars were observed, 100 when possible.

(ii). Each 'star was observed once E. to W. and once W. to E.* In order that this might
be done without confusion, a programme of stars was commenced on its first night with
the first star E. to W., the second W. to E., and so on alternately: on the second night
the first star was taken W. to E., the second E. to W., dnd so on.

(iii). Pour or six nights were devoted to each station : four were considered sufficient, if there

wets a paucity of stars and no misses occurred ; but six allowed of stars that had been
missed being observed in their second direction E. to W. or W. to j)B.

(iv). When half the observations had been secured, the instrument was revolved through 180 in

azimuth, i.e., if the azimuthal stud had been originally placed north, it was brought round
to south.

(v) . If only 70 stars were observed, they were divided into two programmes of 35 each :

during the first night tho first programme was worked through, during the second the

second programme, and during the third those stars of both programmes tha$ had been

missed, were observed : on the morning of the fourth day the instrument was reversed,
and in the evening the first programme again worked through, those stars taken E. to W.
on the first and third days being now taken W. to E., and vice versa : on the fifth night
the second programme was again taken up, the direction E. to W. and W. to E. being

changed for each star from what it was on the second night : on the last night those

stars of both programmes that had been missed during the fourth and fifth nights were
observed.

* " Observed W. to E," means thai the first intersection of the star was made with the telescope west, and the second intersection with the teles*

cope east.
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(vi). If 100 stars were taken, they were divided into three programmes : each programme was
worked through once with the azimuthal stud north, and once with it south : those stars

observed E. to W. on the first occasion of each were taken W. to E. on the second, and
vice versa. As three programmes had to he got through in six nights, no spare nights
were available for picking up misses, but by judicious interchanges of stars between the

three a star missed from one programme could often be observed again in one of the

other two.

'(vii). The number of observations per station were not to exceed 200, and were not to be less

than 140.*

The selection of stars for latitude observations was strictly regulated as follows :

( i ). All stars were taken from the latest authorised catalogue,

(ii). No star was considered sufficiently trustworthy for observation unless its north polar
distance was shewn in that catalogue as determined by at least six observations,

(iii). No star was included that had not a proper motion in north polar distance assigned to

it in the catalogue.

(iv). Double stars and stars of the 1st and 2nd magnitude were avoided..

(v). No star was included that had a greater zenith distance than 13.

(vi). The number of north stars had to be the same as the number of south,

(vii). The mean zenith distance of all the north stars was not permitted to differ from the

mean zenith distance of all the south by more than half a degree,

(viii). Stars tlmt were 8 from the zenith or more were paired as nearly as possible,

(ix). The minimum difference in right ascension between two consecutive stars was six minutes,

(x). Two to four Nautical Almanac stars, equally distributed north and south of the zenith,
were included to enable the chronometer error to be determined.

(xi). Two to four stars within 1 of the zenith were included to enable the collimation error

in azimuth to be determined.

The programme of work for one night was made up as follows :

( i ). The zenith distances of About 36 zenith stars were measured, the stars being selected in

accordance with the above rules, and each observed in both telescopic positions,

(ii). The time of transit of a circumpolar star, whose right ascension had been well-deter-

mined
l
was taken over two wires in each telescopic position : from this was deduced

the deviation error of the instrument.

(iii).
The transit-axis level was read before and after work in both telescopic positions,

(iv). The two thermometers outside the tent were read every 15 or 20 minutes,

(v). The barometer was read every hour, the mercury in the cistern being lowered and raised

again to, the zero pointer each time,

(vi). The microscope ruu was determined 12 or 15 times, the same 6' space never being utilised

twice ; the high reading was always recorded above the low, whether read first or not.

(yii). It was considered of importance that the temperature of the interior of the observatory
tent should not differ from that of the outside air by more than 1 or 2 Fahrenheit : the

thermometer attached to the barometer was therefore occasionally glanced at, but its

readings were not recorded,

(viii). The error of the chronometer and the collimation error of the telescope in azimuth were
found nightly, but no special observations were needed for their determination, if in

the selection of stars attention had been paid to rules (x) and (xi) given above.

3.

The Zenith Sectors. Specimen of Record and Seduction.

An extract from the original field records is given as a specimen of the form in which the zenith

distance observations were entered and reduced. The first four columns call for no remarks : the next

\ * It will be found, as a rule, that all the observations taken on any one particular night wiU be burdened with some small constant error, running
tnrotghont ; the more rfghts therefore that the observations are extended over, the better wiU be the flaalresult,

'

-
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five contain the readings obtained from the sectors by moans of the index microscope and the four

microscopes A, B, C, and D. The |enth column is the mean of the preceding four. Tile column
headed "

c'
"

gives the correction for the average run of the microscopes. The average run was obtained
at each station by repeated observations : at Chaniana the mean value of the run was determined from
the following observed equation :

299 * 429 divisions of mean microscope micrometer = 300 seconds of arc,

and the correction for run was
+ 0"- 00190 per micrometric division.

As a general rule the division of the limb nearest to a micrometer zero was intersected by the

micrometer : if by any chance this rule was not adhered to, or if any doubt existed as to which division

was nearest, a note was made on the record thus " Referred to 15' division.'.'

In the twelfth column m is the reading of the eye-piece micrometer, but to obviate the necessity
for 4- and signs 5000 divisions are addled in other words the zero line is put back half an inch, for 100
revolutions go to the inch, and there are 100 divisions in the screw-head.

The next four columns contain the readings of the two levels, which are named "
a
"
and "

b
"

their

ends being named n and s for reference.

The column M = /um is simply the reading m of the rye-piece micrometer reduced to seconds by
multiplying by /x

= 0"' 425456, the value in seconds of one division of the micrometer.

Refraction was taken from Bessel's Tables. The colliination and deviation errors and the dislevel-

ment of the transit axis were measured frequently during work.

Stars observed with the zenith sector have to be intersected in both positions of the instrument,
and the two intersections cannot consequently be made on the meridian : it has been usual to

make the first intersection 20 seconds before "the star reaches the meridian, and the second intersection

20 seconds after its transit. The interval of 20 seconds was estimated by means of the known in-

tervals of the vertical wires from the centre wire. The observed zenith distance has therefore always
received a correction on account of the extra-meridional position of the star at the time of intersection,
due in the first place to the observations having of necessity been made off the centre wire, and in the

econd to the centre wire not having coincided with the meridian owing to imperfect adjustment of the
instrument.

There were four causes which prevented stars being intersected on the meridian : they were

(i) Intentional intersection off the centre, (ii) Collirnation error, (iii) Inclination of the transit axis,

(iv) Deviation error. The collimation and deviation errors and the inclination of the transit axis were

always determined and entered on the record.

In the case of both intentional intersection off the centre and of collimation error the zenith dis-

tance of a star was measured on a small circle parallel to the meridian : in the case of dislevelment of

the transit axis the measurement was made on a great circle cutting the meridian in the north-and-south

diameter of the horizon : in the case of deviation error the measurement was made on a great circle

cutting the meridian at the nadir and zenith.

Intentional intersection off the centre and collimation error have been treated together:
the corrections to zenith distances depending on these two causes have been computed from the

16*
formula, -5- (fc + c8

)
3 tan 8 sin 1", 8 being the star's declination, c the collimation error in time and k

the estimated interval in time that the intersection was made from the centre wire. Zenith distances of

north stars have been decreased *jmd those of south stars increased by this expression.

If at the time of observation of a zenith distance () the transit axis was inclined to the
horizon at an angle b", the distance as observed has been, if the star were north, decreased by
ft* cos (A+.Q cost .,,..,,, . A * ** COS(A-OCOS . .

< fifA
8ln 1 * an(* l* the star were south, increased by -^ sm~A sm 5 being the

North Polar Distance of the star.
* *

If at the time of observation the deviation error of the instrument from the meridian was a",

the observed zenith distances of north stars have been decreased by -5 --I-^A sia T> and

AI ~* 4,1* * j Ji*2 sin (A - C) sin . ,

* 81n *
those of south stars decreased by

- sm l
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Record and jKeduction of Zenith Distance Observations at Chanidna Station taken with Zenith Sector No. 1

by Captain Bufrard*
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Record and Reduction of Zenith Distance Observations at Chaniana Station taken with Zenith Sector No. 1

by Captain Burrard.
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The Zenith Telescope. Description of the Instrument.

A zenith telescope was first used in India in 1890 : it is a- simple instrument and weighs but one-

tenth, of what a zenith sector does. So far the Survey of India has only purchased one zenith telescope

proper and that was constructed by Troughton and Simms. The zenith sectors have however been

used as zenith telescopes, and though they are unnecessarily heavy being encumbered with a vertical

arc, they have proved suitable for observations after Talcott's method.
,

The distinctive feature of the Talcott method is that instead of the meridian zenith distance

of a star being measured by means of a graduated limb, the difference between the meridian zenith

distances of two stars on opposite sides of the zenith is measured by means of a micrometer. Thus if

X denotes the latitude of the station, n , 8 the zenith distances of the stars, one north and the other

south of the zenith, and 8n,
8S their declinations, we have

X - ^ = S9

X + & = 8U

and therefore A = S^+~n + -=-
2i 2t

The zenith telescope is designed for the measurement of the quantity ( 8 )

Three plates illustrating the zenith telescope made by Troughton and Simms for the Survey of

India are given in this volume. The telescope, the aperture of which is 2| inches and focal length 30,

is fixed at one end of a short horizontal axis, and is counterpoised at the other. The horizontal axis

is fixed to a vertical axis, about 14 inches high ; the latter is of steel and is supported by a tripod. The

tripod rests on three levelling screws and is fitted with an azimuthal setting circle. The latter is pro-

vided with two stops which can be clamped 180 apart, so that the telescope can be brought into the

meridian in both positions without reference to the limb of the circle. The telescope carries a setting

circle and two sensitive levels.* The reticule consists of the ordinary five transit wires and three transverse

wires moved by a micrometer screw of long range, by which an angle of 40' may be measured in zenith

distance,f

When first used in India the zenith telescope was erected on a wooden stand, which was

supported by a masonry foundation. The stand was however found to be affected by variations in humi-

dity and temperature which rendered it unsteady and made frequent readjustments of the level necessary.

This was troublesome and the stand has now been discarded in favour of an isolated brick pillar (see

Plates II and III.)

5.

The Zenith Telescope. Adjustment* and Constants.

The*permanent adjustments are four in number, namely :

(i). Stellar focus.

(ii). Horizontally of the horizontal wire,

(iii). Collimatien of the central vertical wire.

(iv). The zero of the setting circle.

* The second level was added in 1898.

-.f Originally there wa but one tnuurerse wire : the other two were added IK 1*97,
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In this instrument special attention has to be paid to the focus ; the observer has to make sure

that the adjustment is satisfactory before ho begins regular work, for any subsequent change alters the

angular value of a revolution, of the micrometer.

There are three horizontal wires, A, B, and C, A being that which lies towards the smaller

numbers of the micrometer comb. These wires will seldom bo truly parallel, so that all cannot be made
horizontal. The central one B is adjusted and the inclination of the others to it determined.

The adjustment for collimation in azimuth has usually been made by Gauss's method with two
small theodolites as collimators. The small remaining collimation error was determined nightly from,

star observations.

The values of the following instrumental constants were determined frequently :

(i). The equatorial intervals of the vertical wires,

(ii). The divisions of the head of the eye-piece micrometer,

(iii). The divisions of the scales attached to the levels.

The diaphragm carries five vertical wires known respectively as i, ii, iii, iv and v, and so numbered
that in the position telescope east a zenith star transits the wires in the order i to v

; whilst in the position

telescope west, wire vis the first wire reached and wire i the last. In both telescopic positions wire iii is

the centre wire, from which the intervals of all the others are measured. Wire i is that nearest to the comb.

The micrometer scretv. The determination of the value of a division of the eye-piece microme-

ter is one of the most important and at the same time one of the most difficult operations connected

with the zenith telescope. Various methods have been tried, and the following is the procedure now

adopted by this survey.

The quality of the screw is first examined by observations of slow-moving stars near the pole. These

may be made cither with the micrometer in its normal position, the star being at elongation, or with the

micrometer turned through a right angle so that a star at culmination is moving parallel to the screw.

The latter plan is the more convenient and there is less clanger of error owing to imperfect kno\\ ledge of the

refraction; but in the zenith telescope no simple means of revolving the micrometer through a right

angle are provided. The elongation method has the advantage that, if any movement of the telescope
in altitude takes place during the observation, it is noticed and can be measured by the level, whereas if

a movement in azimuth takes place, while a star is being observed at culmination, the observer is rarely

aware of it and cannot measure it. The instrument, however, if erected on a suitable pillar, is not

liable to movements in azimuth so that the advantage alluded to is moro theoretical than real. The met hod

of observing is similar to that for determining the wire intervals, except that in an examination

Of the screw the star is caused to transit the same wire again and again, the wire being advanced by
a suitable number of turns of the micrometer after each transit.

*

Micrometer screws are liable to two principal defects, the one being a continuous increase in value

from one end to the other^ and the second an irregularity with a period of one revolution. To detect the

first, it is best to select stars about 10 from the polo and to observe transits from one end of the field to

the other giving the micrometer 2 or 3 revolutions at a time ;
for the second very close circumpolars

are required and the wire should be moved forward by a few divisions only. For both kinds
t
of observa-

tion it inconvenient to have an electric chronograph for recording the transits.

It has been considered advisable to determine the mean value of one division under the conditions

which obtain during the latitude observations. For this purpose measurements of the differences of

declination of well known stars are made, either on extra nights devoted to this purpose at each station, or

at any convenient times during work eaoJi night. It generally happens that during a night's work there

are unavoidable intervals between pairs of stars, and it is frequently possible to find two stars lying near

each other both in declination and right ascension which may be observed for microiqeter value. * The
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observation is precisely similar to one for latitude except that a semi-revolution in azimuth is not given
.to the instrument. Stars selected for the purpose are about 15' to 30' apart in declination ; if less, the

deduced value of the micrometer becomes largely affected by an error of observation; if more, parts of

the screw are brought into play outside those ordinarily in use.

A list of sta^s for Talcott observations will almost always include some c< double pairs," i.e., two

stars of northern and one of southern aspect, or vice versa, on the same setting. It is quite legitimate

to use the observations of the couple that have the same aspect for a deduction of the micrometer value.

It is also possible and permissible to deduce the final value of the micrometer from the results of

the latitude observations themselves, and this was formerly done ; but the method just described is pre-

ferred for the following reasons :

(1) It is generally possible to observe the same couples of stars at several consecutive stations by
which means a satisfactory watch is kept on any variation in the value of the micrometer.

(2) When two stars are observed, one after the other, without the telescope having been moved in

the mean time, the level correction is generally so small as to be negligible.

(3) As the two stars are not only at the same altitude, but also close together in the heavens, there

is littlo probability of there being any difference in the atmospheric conditions under which they are

observed.

(4) If there is any systematic error in the declinations given in the catalogue it will affect the

places of stars which lie close together equally so that the difference between the two will be. free from

its effect.

As a rule four to six couples have been observed each night.

The Zenith Telescope. Method of Observing.

The observer prepares a programme of stars in pairs-: for any pair the interval of sight ascension

is not greater than 15 minutes nor less than 1 minute, and the difference of zenith distance does not exceed

40'. In former years the stars were chosen from Greenwich Catalogues only, but of late the Interna-

tional Catalogue of fundamental stars by Professor Newcomb has been largely used : the name of

the catalogue is entered against eacty star on the record of observation.

An observation may be described as follows : the recorder calls out the mean zenith distance : the

observer sets to this with the setting-circle vernier and clamps the level firmly, swings the telescope
towards the north till the bubbles of the levels float, and clamps the telescope ; then with the tangent
screw of the telescope, he carefully brings the bubbles to the centres of their runs.

He now seats himself, and having been informed of the position of the star, places the wire in the

proper part of the field. One minute before transit, the recorder gives warning and the observer prepares
to make the intersection. As soon as the star enters the field, the observer approximately intersects

and calls out to the recorder the name of the wire he is using, and the reading of the position of

wire B on ihe comb, e.g., "wire C four thousand eight hundred." To view wire B he will generally
have to traverse the eye-piece. Bringing the eye-piece back so that the star may be in the centre of

the field he completes his intersection, placing the wire exactly on the star as it crosses the central

vertical wire, the last motion of the micrometer head being always in the screwing up direction ; having
done this he at once reads the micrometer head, estimating the nearest tenth of a division, and standing
up reads both ends of the bubbles. This completes the observation of the first star*

He now releases the azimuth clamp and revolves the instrument through 180 bringing the clamp
block up against the other stop without jerk or jar. After allowing sufficient time for the levels to coma
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to rest, the observer examines them, and if the readings have changed by more than about two divisions

he brings the bubbles back to their original positions by means of the tangent screw, which moves the.

telescope as a whole.*

The second star traverses the figld on the opposite side of the centre of the comb, and' at the same
distance from it, so the observer has no difficulty in placing the wire in position. The observation is

the same as in the case of the first star.

The level is read with as little delay as possible after the intersection has been made ; if the

bubble is observed to bo moving when the reading is being taken the fact is recorded and the observa-

tion rejected.

The thermometers both inside and outside the observatory and the barometers arc frequently read

during work. The transit-axis level readings are recorded at the commencement and end of work for

both positions of < the telescope.

The programme always includes several stars from one or other of the almanacs
; their times of

transit are noted, so that the chronometer error and rate may be deduced.

Two or more circumpolar stars arc observed for deviation error each night, one at least in

each position of the telescope.

Lastly, one or more stars arc observed for collimation error. For this purpose a star whose zenith

distance is less than 1 is used. The observation consists in timing it over one of the vertical wires

which it reaches before wire iii, and again timing it over the same vertical wire after reversal of the

instrument.

At every station the wire intervals A to B and B to C are measured in terms of the micrometer.

The intervals are required not only on the central vertical wire, but on each of the vertical wires so that

if a star be intersected by A or C after passing wire iii the proper correction to reduce to B may be

known.

These measurements can be best made in tho day time. The telescope is pointed towards the

northern sky, and the observer intersects with each of the movcable wires any convenient little speck
or mark on each of the vertical wires in turn, recording in every case the reading of wire B. Several

times during tho season observations are made for determining the deviation of wire B from true

horizontally.

The normal number of nights of observation at each station is six, and of programmes three,

each programme being worked through twice over. These three programmes in the aggregate cover

the dark hours, each consisting of 4> hours' work. Each programme contains about 20 pairs of stars.

It frequently happens that two stars of northern aspect occur in connection with one of

southern, mvice'versd, and these "double pairs" may be observecl with adratitage; a double pair

does not yield so good a result as two independent pairs, but is better than a single pair. The

method of weighting the result of such observations is explained hereafter; more than two stars on one

side of the zenith should not be combined with one on the other side ; but if a number of sfeurs

occur some north and some south, which can all be observed on one setting, it is a good plan to

observe them without touching the level. The number of stars of each aspect are made as nearly

equal as possible.

Two stars can bo occasionally found which though both passing on one side of the zenith, are

well placed for observation with the zenith telescope. Provided that their ra^ean zenith distance is less

than half a degree, Talcott's method can be applied to them in principle.

* to use tho tangent screw before - observing the second star is alightly objectionable, as it may alter the strains in tho telescope tube and pro-*

dace flexure, or change such flexnre a* existed during the obserration of tho first star, There is less danger in doing this however than in allovgjog tho

level correction to be large.
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One star only can be occasionally observed instead of the usual pair. As an example we may
consider a star of zenith distance 20' : the telescope is set to ()' exactly ;

the star is intersected

in one telescopic position ; and the instrument is revolved 180 in azimuth and the star again intersected

in the other telescopic position. The two intersections and the revolving of tho telescope in azimuth

are carried out during the transit of. the star across the field of view; a star takes 40 seconds to

transit the field, and 35 seconds is ample for the observation. The star in these cases is not inter-

sected exactly on the meridian, and a small correction has to be applied to the zenith distance on

this account.

A glance, at the fundamental formula will show that if the zenith distance of the south star

of a pair is greater than that of the north the difference between them, as measured with the micro-

meter screw, is to be added to the mean of the declination^ to find the latitude, and if less subtracted.

In order therefore to cancel any error introduced by a faulty value of the micrometer the sum of the

positive differences has to be made equal to the sum of the negative.

The use of double pairs, however, introduces a complication, for each result receives a fractional

weight (the weight of an ordinary independent pair being unity). When the first rough draft of the

programme is made, the extent and sign of the difference of zenith distance for each pair and its weight
arc entered; the algebraical sum of the weighted differences is then taken out, and if there is a consi-

derable preponderance in either direction it is eliminated by the substitution of alternative stars. It is

not as a rule difficult to bring about an approximate balance; though there may have to be some sacrifice

of convenience, or even a reduction in the number of stars observed. It is useless to make the balance

exact at this stage, for the accidental missing of a few stars, or the interference of clouds may disturb it;

when the first part of the computations has been finished it
is^gcnerally possible to secure a balance by

the arbitrary rejection of one or two observations, if an approximate balance was designed at the outset.

The difficulty of obtaining a thgroughly trustworthy value of the micrometer is so great, that it is impor-

tant to arrange for the cancelment of errors arising from this source.

As there is a possibility of the existence of a personal error depending on the position of the

telescope, it is desirable that every pair of stars be observed twice, once E. to W.* and once W. to E.

7.

The Zenith Telescope. Record and Reduction.

The computations may be divided into three principal parts :

(i) North polar distance of every star, and the mean of each pair,

(ii) Difference of zenith distance of the stars of each pair,

(iii) The final co-latitude.

^ (i) North polar distances. The authorities consulted for the places of the stars, are the

following : Nautical Almanac, Berliner Astronomisches Jahrbuch, Connaissance des Temps, Greenwich

catalogue for 1880, Newcomb's International Catalogue of fundamental stars.

For the computation of the apparent places Turner's edition of Stone's tables has been employed
in recent years.

(ii) Differences of zenith distance. Let n and & Be the true zenith distances of the north and

south stars respectively, \ind let

> be the zenith distance to which the telescope is set,

M the reading of the centre .of the micrometer comb, viz, 9 6,000
d
,

* * Observed E, to W. mean* that the tat star o! a pair wa observed with the Telescope East, and the second with the Teleacopo Weat.
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MB and M8 the micrometer readings of the stars,

m the value of 1 div. of the micrometer,

6 the value of 1 div. of the level,

It the reading of the right-hand end of the bubble,

L the reading of the left-hand end of the bubble,

/n and /, the level corrections =
^

-b>

rn and r the refraction corrections.

Two cases occur: in the first the micrometer reading increases with the zenith distance: in the

second it decreases as the latter increases.

Case I.

The micrometer reading increases with the zenith distance if the south star is observed telescope
east and the north star is observed telescope west.

& = t,
-

(3H
- Mn) m + ln

& = - (M -
M,) m + {,

The fundamental formula is

co-latitude = < = ~ + *"
--;

- * = ^t + (M. - Ms) % + i (/.
-

fc) + ifo - r.).

Case II.

The micrometer reading decreases as the zenith distance increases if the south star is observed

telescope west and the north star is observed telescope east.

=
> + (M Mn) m /,, -H rn

t = > + (M - MO f - A + r,

., ^ = .4-.+A. + (Ms _ Mn) + H/s ^ /u) + i(f>
_

r0>

In case I the north star is observed in the position telescope west, and in case II the south star

is.observed in that position; hence in both cases

:** (A. + A,) + (Mw ^Me) + I (t.
-

fc) + J(rm
-

r,);
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since the refraction increases with the Zenith distance, (rn r.) has the same sign as ( n ,)
and

therefore the same as (M Me).

Then as

w, M
I (J*

- le)
-

4 &
so -

, i.0., half the difference of zenith distance,
A

In this formula it is assumed that there are no errors of adjustment and that each star is inter-

sected as it crosses the central vertical wire. The corrections when these conditions are not fulfilled

remain to he considered.

There are four sources of error :

(1) Intersection off the meridian.

(2) Collimation.

(3) Dislevelment of transit axis.

Deviation in azimuth.

The first and second are of the same nature. They cause the zenith distance to be measured

on a small circle parallel to the meridian, instead of on the meridian itself.

Let If be the distance (in equatorial seconds of time) from the centre wire at which the star

is intersected, e9 the collimation error :

then the correction to an observed zenith distance is

dh i 15* {ft + s

)
2 cot A sin l\

The upper sign applies to south and the lower to north stars. It is clear from this formula that

it would not be correct to treat k and c separately ; if this were done a term = 152 kc cot A sin 1" would

be omitted, which might be appreciable.

An inclination of the transit axis causes the zenith distance to be measured on a great circle

passing through the north and south points of the horizon and inclined to the meridian at an angle

equal to the dislevehnent.

Let b be the inclination to the horizon in seconds of arc ; then whichever end of the axis is

the higher, the correction to the zenith distance of a star is

W cos <

The upper sign is'applicable to south stars and the lower to north.

A deviation in azimuth causes zenith distances to be measured on a great circle passing through
the zenith and inclined to the meridian at an angle equal to the deviation.
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Let a be the deviation in 'seconds of are ; then the correction to a zenith distance is

a2 sin A sin . _"- nnl -

The sign of the correction is independent of the star'* aspect.

The following table shows the smallest values of (k + c), b and a which render corrections appre-

ciable, i.e., greater than 0"*005 :

This table shows that it is not difficult to keep the errors of adjustment small enough to render

corrections inappreciable. It is not possible altogether to avoid intersections off the meridian, especially
if the weather is cloudy, but they are resorted to as seldom as possible.

Various methods of computing the correction for refraction have been employed at different times

but none have been found so satisfactory as that of computing the refraction for each star and taking
the difference. The computation is effected by means of BesseFs Tables, published as a preface to

the Greenwich seven-year catalogue for 1860.

(iii) The final co-latitude. When the eo-latitudo by each pair of stars has been computed, the

combination of the individual values has still to be made. The method of combining the results has

been different in different years. Sometimes arbitrary weights have been assigned and sometimes they
have been derived from a discussion of the season's work.

Clearly all the mean results have not the same weight; those obtained from the components of

double pairs have less weight than that from an independent pair ; some pairs may only have been

observed once, others twice or more often.

The proper increase in weight on account of a second observation depends upon the relative accuracy
of the sum of two N. P. D's and of an observed difference of zenith distance. This could have been

determined for each series of observations from an analysis of the results, but as such investigations* are

laborious, and as their effects on the final co-latitude arc usually inappreciable the following method
was adopted except where a series possessed exceptional features :

If 17,
the probable error of the mean of two declinations, be (T-20; and e, the* probable

error of observation in a single determination of latitude, be 0"-30, and if n be the number of

observations,

then weight = w = ^
* n

* Conaalt U. 8. Coast and Geodetic Surrey, 67th Annual Beport, (1807*
Dooiittle'a Astronomy, p, 508.

Appendix No* 7, p, 358, Ckauvenet'B Astronomy, VoL II,
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As the normal number of observations is two, to has been made unity for that value of n.

Whence if n = 1, w= 0'7,

2 1-0

3 1-2

4 1-3

5 1-4

6 1-5.

The case of a double pair has next to be examined.

Every value of the co-latitude may be considered to be made up of two parts, one for each star ;

we may therefore put c = p + q.

In the case of a double pair we have a second value

c' = p + q'

The mean of these two is

2
= P + 2+2"

"We may consider the probable errors of p, q and q to be each equal to e,

then (p. e. )
2 of -

2
= c2 +

(^

=
fV

Also (jp. e. Y f the result of a single pair = 2<?
2
.

Thus if w be the weight of the result of a single pair, and to" the weight of the mean result

of a double pair
w" 2<?

2 4

W J6
J 3

o

Therefore w>', the weight of the result of one component of the double pair
= w.

u

Hence if w 1, w' = 0*66 or 0'7 nearly.

If a double pair be observed once only the result by each component has a weight of 0*7 on,

account of its belongmg to a double pair, and of 07 on account of having been observed only once : on

the whole therefore its weight is 0'7 X 0'7 = 0*5.

The balancing of the positive and negative micrometer differences is undertaken after the weights
have been assigned. If the sums of the weighted differences are not equal they are rendered so by
the rejection of a few observations. Those are selected for rejection in which the micrometer difference

is large aad the weight small.

Endeavours have been made to keep the difference between the sums so small that no error to

which the micrometer Yalue could reasonably be supposed liable, would have an appreciable effect on the

mean co-latitude. Thus if in the value of one revolution there be an uncertainty of 0"'05 (an excessive

estimate) and if d be the difference between the sums, expressed in resolutions, and SP the sum of the

..... i d x 0-05
f

.
,

'

weights, then ^p should not exceed (T-005.
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The final value of the co-latitude is equal to the sum of all the weighted means divided by P.

If v be the difference between the final co-latitude and an individual mean value and n the

number of individual values, the probable error corresponding to the unit of weight is -0745y'
~( i>/n

')

and tkatof the final co-latitude '6745V ^'"'^
.

( 1)2P
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Record and Reduction of Talcott Observations for Latitude at Rojhra JET.tf.,
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taken with Troughton and Simms' Zenith Telescope by Captain Cowie.

(27)
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8.

Latitude Observations with Theodolite^,

Station Kaulia. Captain Wood observed for latitude on three nights. On eacb night 8 to 12

observations were taken of both a north and south star at transit. The chronometer error was obtained

each night from observations of east and west stars- near the prime vertical. The instrument used was

a six-inch theodolite by Troughton and Simms : it was erected on a wooden stand, and its limbs were

read by two micrometers, of which one division represented 10".

Station Mahadeo Pokra. The same instrument and methods were employed as at Kaulia. The

observations were however limited to two nights.
V.

Quetta Telegraph Office Station. Circum-meridian observations for latitude were taken on four

nights. Eleven pairs of stars were observed. The chronometer rates were determined from the observed

transits of high and low stars.

The corrections for refraction were computed from Bcssel's Refraction Tables.

The reduction to the meridian was computed by the formula :

cos X sin A . . SP / cos X sin A\ 3
*, * o &P cos X sin A

ft . . SP / cos X sin A\ 3
^ v _,

8r = - 2 sm" -5- . .

r coscc 1" -j- 2 sin4 --A ~T;">~~ )
. cot cosec 1"

& sin ^ 4 \ sin (y
/

where is the zenith distance of the star, A its north polar distance, SP the interval in time before or

after transit and X the latitude of the station. The second term is not required when the zenith distance

exceeds 40 and the interval of time from transit is under 6 minutes.



CHATTER III.

THE ANGULAR, VALUE OE A BEVOLUTION OF TTTE MICROMETER SCREW OF THE
ZENITH TELESCOPE.

Methods of Determination.

Tho following methods have been employed to determine the angular value of a revolution of

the micrometer screw :

(1). Tho observation of transits of circumpolar stars at elongation was the first plan adopted.

(2). Then the several values for latitude given by the individual observations were discussed and
utilised to provide a value,

(3). Finally the measurement of the known difference of declination of stars of nearly the

same right ascension was found to give the most satisfactory results.

Tho first method is discussed in Chaiivonot's "
SpJicrirM and Practical Astronomy

" and in Doo-

little's
" Practical Astronomy as applied to Geodesy and Navigation" It \v&s tried in India in 1890-91

when the zenith telescope was first being employed, but the micrometer value obtained was not used

in the reduction of tlu) latitude observations.

When the second method is boing employed the observations for latitude have to be reduced with

the aid of a preliminary and assumed value for the micrometer. Each observed pair of stars then gives
an equation of the form

< + 84 = J (AI + AO + a (Mw - M,) fa + S/x) + i (lw
-

4) + \ (rw
- re)

where /x is the preliminary micrometer value,

Sjit the correction to /x, which is to be deduced,

<f>
the co-latitude resulting from the use of the value ft,

S< the correction to < following on the correction 8/1.

From a series of equations of this form S/x and S< can bo determined. This method was utilized

prior to 1896.

When the third method is being adopted, the procedure is as follows :

Two stars, differing in right ascension by from lm to 20m and in declination by froxA 15' to 30',

are selected. Tho telescope is placed in the meridian and set to tho mean zenith distance of the stars,

and the bubble of the level brought to the centre of its run. As each star transits the meridian it is

intersected with tho micrometer thread. The difference of N. P. D's of the* two stars corrected for

refraction and for change of level during the observation is thus given in terms of the micrometer; and

tho value in. seconds of are of one revolution of the micrometer screw can now be deduced by means of

the formula

M - m = 8A - 8r - * {(R - L) - (R' - I/)}
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M m is the difference of micrometer readings,

8A the difference of N. P. D's of the two stars,

Sr the difference of refraction for the two stars,

R and L the level readings corresponding to the micrometer reading M,
R' and L' the level readings corresponding to the reading m.

This method was first employed by Captain Burrard in 1894 and has been utilized generally
since 1896/

2.

Values of the Micrometer Screw.

The following table gives the several values of a revolution of the micrometer of the zenith

telescope, which have been adopted at various times in the reduction of the observations :

Micrometer value used in the various seasons.

The large change of value which occurred between the seasons 1897-98 and 1898-99 was due to a

change imthe object glass. At the conclusion of the former season, the object glass, which had
shown signs of a fungus growth on part of its surface, was sent to Calcutta t^W cleaned and polished,
and in this operation the curvatures of the surfaces of the lenses underwent fiBght changes, which
were accompanied by an alteration in the focal length.

The change of value between the seasons 1901-02 and 1902-03 was due to the fact that, at the

commencement of the latter the zero, of the micrometer was altered in order to bring into play a por-
tion of the screw, in which the variations of pitch were believed to be of a uniform nature.

In 1898-99 LilUt. Tandy calibrated the micrometer eerew and represented hia reiulto graphically : hia corrotiona were thua taken from a diagram.
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3.

Determination of the wire intervals BA and

In the zenith telescope the travelling frame of the micrometer is fitted with three parallel

separated by intervals of nearly 10 revolutions. These are designated A, B and C, the wire moving over

the lower readings being A, and that over the higher being C. When a star is being observed,

the wire lying nearest to it is used for the intersection. The reading taken from the micrometer,

however, is that of the reference wire B, and to deduce tho true micrometer reading at which the star

has been intersected it is necessary to apply to the recorded position of B the value of the interval

between B and tho actual wire used iu the intersection,

When the wire A has been used, the corrected micrometer reading becomes Reading of B minus

value of interval AB.

When wire C has been used the corrected micrometer reading is Eeading of B plus value of

interval BO.

The values of the intervals AB and BC have been determined as follows :

A speck of dust or a well defined irregularity on the central meridional wire, about the centre of

the field, was selected. The speck was intersected by wires A, B arid C in turn and a micrometer reading
taken at each intersection. The differences between the respective readings were measures of the

intervals AB and BC.

The several measures of these intervals, determined at different times and used in the reduction

of the latitude observations arc given in the following table :

The auxiliary wire A failed at the commencement of the field season 1901*02 and in consequence,
two wires only were in use during that year. Both wires were renewed before the following season.



CHAPTER IV.

AN EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES GIVEN IN PAIITS II AND III OF THIS VOLUME.

i.

Arrangement of Parts II and III.

Part II of this volume deals with astronomical latitudes, Part III "with deflections of the plumb-
line. In Part II have been given all the details of the latitude observations taken between 1885 and

1905 : in Part III the latitude results of Part II have been combined and classified with those obtained

prior to 1885, and which have already been published in Volume XL The lists of Part III are therefore

complete to date. As the latitude stations of Volume XI were numbered from 1 to 111, the numbering
of those in this volume was made to commence from 112.

2.

Contents of Part II.

Part II consists of three main divisions :

(i). Alphabetical List of Latitude Stations,

(ii). Descriptions of Latitude Stations,

(iii). Abstracts and Summaries of Observations and Results.

Of these the third alone requires any explanation. In order to reduce the number of forms and

tables the abstract and summary for each station have been printed together and not separately as was

done in Vol. XI. In the present volume each abstract of observations is followed immediately by its

summary.

In the abstract the co-latitude by each star, when the sector method was employed, and by each

pair, when the Talcotfe method was employed, is given for each day of observation.

The column " Position of Telescope during observation
"

takes the same form whether the obser-

vations have been made with the zenith sectors or the zenith telescope : with both instruments each

observation is composed of two parts, one with the telescope to the east of the vertical axis, the other

with the telescope to the west : in the case of the zenith sector each star observed is intersected twice,

once with the telescope east, and once with the telescope west : in the case of the zenith telescope one
star of each TalcoLt pair is intersected with the telescope east, and the other with the telescope west.

The column headed "
Position of telescope during observation" is intended to show whether the inter-

section with telescope east preceded or followed the intersection with telescope west. If it preceded,
the letters E, W will be found entered in the column : if it followed, the letters W, E will be recorded.

The tripod of a zenith sector or zenith telescope can be erected on its stand in two positions,

either of which is suitable for observation. The two positions are 180 apart in azimuth. Some observers

hqfe always noted on their records the position of the tripod during observation! and consequently for
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some stations the abstract form will bo found to contain a column headed "Position of Azimuthal Stud."

This stud, by which the azimuthal adjustment was effected, could be placed either due north or due
south of the vertical axis : though its position has been recorded, it is believed to be without significance.
No effect on results has ever been found to ensue from a change in this position.

The sector and Talcott methods of observation have already been explained in Chapter II, and
the system of weighting has been described: the meanings of the several columns in the abstract

form will be found to follow directly from the explanations and descriptions of the methods and systems.

In the summary, which follows each abstract, the geodetic value of latitude is compared with
the astronomical.

3.

Geodetic Values of Latitude.

The astronomical values of latitude are derived directly from observations of the stars : the geodetic
values are computed from the triangulation. Differences between astronomical and geodetic values are

regarded as measures of the deflection of the plumb-line. Tlie geodetic values are however known to

be ^ncorrect, and their errors affect directly the deduced deflections of the plumb-line. The magnitudes
of these errors cannot at present be precisely determined: they are due to two causes, viz., (1.) to the

adoption of an erroneous value of latitude for Kaluinpur, the origin of the triangulation, (2.) to the

adoption of an erroneous figure of the earth in the calculations of the triangulation.

The adoption of an erroneous value of latitude for the station of origin has the effect of producing
a constant error in every geodetic latitude and in every deduced deflection of the plumb-line. The
actual error of observation in the latitude of Kalianpur may be small, the error due to local attrac-

tion there may be large.

The adoption of an erroneous figure of the earth has the effect of rendering all differences of

latitude as calculated through the triangulation from Kalianpur incorrect, the greater the difference the

greater being its error.

The fundamental value of latitude originally adopted for Kalianpur in the geodetic calculations

extending over the whole of India was 21 7' H"*20. This was Colonel Everest's value and was deduced

by him with the aid of the star-catalogues then available.
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In 1901 Major Burrard deduced a new value for the latitude of Kalianpur as follows :*

This later value has been utilised in recent investigations and discussions, and deserves a greater

weight than Everest's value. But it has been considered advisable to adhere in this volume to Everest's value.

This volume is one of a series, and the preservation of uniformity throughout the series is a desideratum.

These volumes are published more for purposes of reference and record than as contributions to contem-

porary discussion, and it would only lead to confusion if the results of each successive volume were

based on newly derived fundamental values. So long as observations are being increased and improved,
the final mean values will be ever liable to correction.

The variation of latitude is a recent discovery ;
but little is as yet known of it, and it is not possible

at present to apply any correction for it to observed latitudes, or to reduce the latter to one epoch. When
so much uncertainty continues to prevail, and when the attainment of finality is nowhere in sight, it is

safer in continuous records of observations and computations to adopt one value and adhere to it, than

to introduce constant changes. The value of latitude that has been adopted for Kalidnpur in the

geodetic calculations of this volume is therefore

24 7' 11" -26

Similar arguments apply to the figure to be adopted for the earth. It is known that the major
axis of Everest's spheroid is too small, and that the ellipticity of Clarke's is too great, and it is possible

now to obtain a figure that approximates more nearly to the truth than either. But the subject is not

closed, great investigations are even now in progress, and it would lead to chaos if in every new volume
of this series the adopted figure of the earth was changed. Everest's constants have therefore been

retained in the geodetic calculations of this volume, viz :

Semi Major Axis = a = 20,922,932 feet
1

Semi Minor Axis 20,853,375

Ellipticity
= C = 3Bf

e = 0066378

I
- = 9933622.

* ProfessioMl Pper No. 5, Tk, Attraction of tkt Himalaya JKemfefo* on iht jPfomi.ftw in Indii," 1901.
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4.

Contents of Part III.

In Part III the final results of Part II an* classified with those of Vol. XI. The latitude

stations of Vol. XI were numbered from 1 to 111, and those of this volume have been numbered from
112 to 239.

fart III consists of three divisions :

(i). An alphabetical list of stations, in which the details and dates of observation are given.

(ii). An alphabetical list in which the astronomical values of latitude arc compared with the

geodetic.

(iii). The differences between the astronomical and geodetic values are rc-arrangcd and grouped
by regions.
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ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED TO DENOTE INSTRUMENTS AND OBSERVERS.

INSTRUMENTS.

Z. T. Troughton and Simms' Zenith Telescope.

Z. S. No. 1. Strange's Zenith Sector No. 1.

Z. S. No. 2. Strange's Zenith Sector No. 2.

T. S. 12 No. 2. Troughton and Simms' 12-inch

Theodolite No. 2.

T. S. 6 No. 1100. Troughton and Simms' 6-inch

Theodolite No. 1100.

S. G. B.-

J. E.

-S. G. Burrard.

-J. Eccles.

OBSERVERS.

E. A. T.-

H. W.-

G. P. L. C. G. P. Lenox Conyngham.

G. A. B.- G. A, Bcazeley.

[.M.C.-

-E. A. Tandy.

-H. Wood.

-H. M. Cowie.



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF STATIONS.

Stations 1 to 111 will be found in Vol. XI,

(4,1)
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF STATIONS.
(43)

* By T*lcott method. f #J 0*ctor method.
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* For the let fire visit* tec No, 42, Tol* XI, t For the 1st visit tte No, $2, Vol, XI.
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ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

* By Taicott method | 1*J Sector method.



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF STATIONS.
(4-7)
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DESCRIPTIONS OF STATIONS.

With a few exceptions tho station* nt which latitudes have been observed are Principal Stations
of tho Indian Triangulation and are I'ully described in other volumes of thr Account of (he

()})<>ration*

of the Great Trigonometrical Surety of India ; m such cases the serial number and the series of the

triancfulatioii in which the station occurs an* given with an abbreviated description. "Whenever tho
latitude observer has indicated tho character of the surrounding country his remarks are added followed

by his initials.

Latitude stations 1 to ] 11 will le found described /,/ T
r
ol. AT.

112. Achola Hill Station (Xo. IV of the Hombay Longitudinal Series, volume XII of the

Account of th'i Operations of Ihe Cre.dt TritfOHoiiflnral Surrey o/ [udni) is situated in the lands

of the village of Achola, taluk Udjjir, district Itidar, Ni/mii's territory. It is on a small knoll about
\

of a milo N.W. of Achola. Tho knoll is about 150 lent in height and is capped with lafmte. Nearly
due N. of tho station is a darguli in front of which stands a diyuuil li! feet square, the centres of these

arc distant 14*5 and 21*12 feel respectively from the station.

Tho directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are : T;ile^aon N.R,, miles 2 ; Valhindi

S.W. and W., miles V\\ Daunhipur^a S.S.E., miles 2]; and Chaunluparija N.N.W., miles 3. The
station consists of a perforated pillar of masonry having t\\o marks.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Shihou It is situated on the top of an isolated

liill some 200 feet high, capped with latcritc A te\r similar lulls are lo he se<n here and there on the hou/on, hut they
are unimportant and there seems no reason to anticipate any local attraction. <; i

1 L c
)

GeJdetie Latitude of the Astronomical Station = IS' 1 1/ W'-JS

113. Agra-j;roup oast point was fixod by special tri-ui ^illation arid is situafod in a Hold about

half a milo to tho N.N.W. of Mahuakhera and about 5} miles K by S. of the Ajjra TolcgraphOflicc. It

consists of a brick pillar 3 f<M*t in diameter, sunk flusli \vith the ground and boariug; a circle and dot.

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27" 9' 21" -00

114. Agra-group north point was fixed by special trian filiation and is marked by a circle and
dot on a brick pillar 3 feet in diameter, built on a small sandy mound some U feet high. This mound
is situated about 170 yards cast of the road which runs in a northerly direction* from the Judge's Court

of Agra to Poia Ferry on the Jumna. It is about 70 yards from a garden known as iladha Hugh, close

to the gate of which is the 6th milestone from Agra.

The Astronomical Station i* coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astrouomical Statiou = 27 14' U"- 10
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115. Agra-group south point was fixed by special triangulation and consists of a pillar 3 feet in

diameter built flush with the surface of the ground. It is situated about 10 feet to the west of the

path leading over the Delhi-Agra Canal by a small brick bridge to the village of Patti Pachgaon. The

village is about 5] miles south of the Agra Telegraph Offi.ee and about 1 miles east of the Gvr- i: -1

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude o the Astronomical Station = 27 5' 38"'51

116. Agra-group -west poiut was fixed by special triangulation and is situated about 5 miles

west of Agra Telegraph Office. It lies to the north of and about 150 yards distant from the Fatehpur Sikri

road, on a small mound in the open fields, and consists of a brick pillar 3 feet in diameter, which pro-

jects some 9 inches above the ground and is marked with a circle and dot.

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station - 27 9' 45" -86

117. Agra Longitude Station (vide volume IX of the Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated

in the enclosure of the Telegraph Oflice, 233 feet due south of the Telegraph Office station.

[The Latitude Station is coincident with the Longitude Station. s. r,.
JB.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 27 9' 39" -93

118. Agra parade point was fixed by special triangulation and is situated on the S.E.

end of a mound which is the site of the grand stand of the race-course on the garrison parade ground.
It consists of a brick pillar 3 feet in diameter, sunk flush with the surface of the ground and marked
with a circle and dot.

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27 8' 57" '47

119. Alimadpur llill Station (No. II of the Great Arc Meridional Series Section 18 to 21,.

volume VI of the Account of the Operations $#.) is situated on an artificial mound of very ancient

date. It is on an isolated hill near the village of Alimadpur, district Bhilsa of the Owalior territories*

A Hindu temple stands on the same mound to the W.
The pillar is solid, 3'75 feet in diameter and built of stones and earth; it contains two marks,

the upper 5*38 feet above the lower, which is on a stone at the ground level. A platform 17 feet

square surrounds the central pillar from which it is isolated by au annulus 3 inches wide. The large
town of Bhilsa lies about 10 miles S.E.

[The station is 1,715 feet above mean sea-level and situated on a conspicuous hill of almost solid rock, which

rises to a height of over 200 feet out of the losv plain to the south of the Kalumpur plateau. The ascent from the cast is

easy but on the other sides somewhat precipitous ;
there are many similar hills at intervals on every side but none so large.

The nearest is a small one about 2 miles to the south-east. The plain between Kamkhera and Ahmad pur is about 1,430
feet above mean sea-level. The Latitude pillar is situated in the prime vertical oi' the Trigonometrical Station, and 51
feet east of it, G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23 36' 20
v
-88

120. Akbar Platform Station (No. XIX of the Jogi-Tila Meridional Series, volume IV of the

Account of the Operations 8fc.) is situated on a mound in the tahsil of Gugera, pargana Fattipur,
district Montgomery, and about a distance of % mile to the north of the d&k bungalow and encamping
ground.

The pillar is solid, and raised about 3 feet above the surface of mound.

[The Latitude pillar is 210 feet W. of and 09 foot N. of the Trigonometrical Station which is on a mound some 80<

feet high above the ground level. It is about J mile S.S.W. of the village of Akbar and 4 mile E.N.E. from the old fort

of the same name. Akbar village is about 13 miles N. of Gambar Station N.W.R. There is uo apparent local cause*

for deflection of the plumb-line. H. M. c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 30 53' 43" 26
Iteduction to Astronomical Station = -4- -01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 30 53 48 27

*

121. Akyab Longitude Station (vide volume X of the Account of the Operation* $c,} is on th&
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meridian of the Telegraph Oflico station, 50 -1 foet north of it, and about 20 feet west of the centre of
the main building.

[The Latitude pillar is 2 If feet 2 indies west of the Longitude Station, arid 7 inelies south of same. The Instru-

mcut stood upon a masonry pillar of the usual pattern. The Longitude Station and the Telegraph Oflicc station (nJe
volume X of the Account of the Operations cSr )

are in good condition. The marble slab ami pillar rctcrrcd to m
Vol. X. p. (H) \\cre not ioiind in 1SHK5. H M r

|

(it-odetu: Latitude of the Longitude Station = 20 8' 12"-S7
Itcductioii to Latitude Station = ()!

Oeodetie Latitude of the Latitude Station = 20 8 12 -8(5

122. Alamkhun Toiror Shition (No. XCV of tlio Karachi Longitudinal Sories, volume III of the
Account of the Operation* ftc.) is situated in the Hyderabad eollectoratc of Sind. Alamkhrin rfigari

village is distant about 0-15 mile.

Tho pillar is 32 foot high, and carries eight mark-stones as follows: One at level of founda-

tion, the others 2, 8, 11, 20, 26, 31 and !J2 feet respectively above it.

[The Latitude pillar js 40 fret K. of the Trigonometrical Station. There is no apparent cause for any deflection

of the plumh-Linc. The Trigonometrical Station is m good order H M t.)

Geodetic Lut itiule of the Astronomical Station ~ 21 1-0' 31" '25

123. Alffi Hill Station (No. VIII of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the

of the Operations $v.) is situated on a hill uhont )J miles north of the hill fort and Inriyi* \ilht;vof
Diiumi: in the Gwaiior State. The station is marked on the rock in sitti around which a platform has

been built.

The distances and directions of surrounding villages are : Khirk 1*2 miles, N.NYW; Algi 10 miles,

S.W; and Guraira Lliij Ordiha 0*5 mile, due S.

[The Latitude pillar is 802 feet cast of the Trigonometrical Station and the azimuth of the former from the latter

measured Iroiu north by east is \)(f 1' \\" . The; Tngononietrieal Station is on a narrow ridge running approximately N and S
,

tlie Latitude pillar beini; on tho Hat at the foot of the slope
1

. Considering its mnonnt and distribution, the mass of, the

ridge cuu produce no appreciable (iefleetion of the pluiub-hnu in the meridian if M.i ]

Geodetic latitude of the Tugonomctncal Station = 2~> Z<J' 4G"-20
lied netion to Astronomical Station =^. ()()!

(ieodctic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = JJ3 9 l(i
*

1'J

12 !. Amritsar Lon^ifciule Stat ion (vide volume XV of the Amount of the Operations CS'^.) is situated

in the compound of the Government Telegraph Oilier, and about 20 feet to the west of the main building.

[The Latitude Station is coincident nith the Longitude Station. Himalayas visible to N.E. Marked northerly
attraction to be expected hen* -H <. H

]

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 31 37' jS^-TS

125. Arnua Hill Station (No. XVII of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, volume \ I of the

Account of the Operations $v.) is situnted iu the Maihur district, and stands on the souilcrnniost extre-

mity of the Kaimur ran j?e. Thn encamping ground of Siwaijanj, on the hi^h rftad from Mirzapurto
Jubhulpore, is distant about 3 rnilos to tho N, The station is marked by tlio centro of a circle engraved
on a stone which is fixed ou the surface of the platform, and placed perpendicularly over a similar stono

at the base.

[The station is about 4 miles cast of Jukehi station on the E. t. Railway. It is on the southern edge
of a long range which stretches on indefinitely in a N. K direction, at a uniform height of nearly 1,000 feet

above the surrounding plain, the only other feature likely to effect local attraction perceptibly is another similar range
N. W. of, and similar and parallel to the one on which the station is. The combined effect of these two might account

lor a deviation of the plumb-line of <1" N, E. E.A.T.]

The Astronomical Station is coincident \iitb the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23' 59' 56
/r
-24i

120. Andhiari Hill Station (No. IV of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VTI of tho
Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on the highest point of tho sandstone range of that name,
and about 100 yards north of a remarkable cave : iu the Gwaiior state. The distances and directions of
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the surrounding
1

villages are : Sirsocl 0*4 mile, N. by W, ; Jamursa 2*1 miles, S.E. ; and Larheri 2 miles,

S.W. 'The station consists of a solid pillar with a mark-stone at its upper surface.

[The Latitude pillar is 1080 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station, the azimuth of the former from the latter

measured from north by mist is 81) 57' 40".

The Trigonometrical Station is on a narrow ridge and the only possible situation in the prime vertical for the latitude

pillar was on the flat ground at the foot of the slope. The ridge however runs approximately north and south and is not

capable of influencing the plumb-line by any appreciable amount in the meridian, though it may be expected to produce a

deflection of not more than I" west in the prime vertical. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 21 4 1' 6* -77

llediictkm to Astronomical Station = -4- '01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 2 ! 41 6 78

127. Ankora (or Rebsilemfoa) Hill Station (No. XXXV of the Jabalpur Meridional Series,

volume VI of the Account of the Operations $*#.) is situated on the highest part of a very conspicuous
hill; pargana Sirpur, tahsil Cluhmur in the territory of the Nizam of 'Hyderabad.

The station, consists of a solid pillar having a mark-stone at its upper surface. The small

village of Ankora lies at the foot of the hill 2 miles \V., and the town of Sirpur about 5 miles N.

[The Latitude pillar is built on the Trigonometrical Station whirili is situated on the top of a hill 1500 Feet

high, the south and west sides of which are very precipitous but wlueu slopes more gradually on the north-cast side. The
lull and the surrounding country are covered with a moderately thick tree jungle. Duo north lies the valley of the Wardha
river, a level stretch and due south there arc no hills for 15 or 20 miles, On the cast at a considerable distance there

is a fairly high range of hills miming N. and S. and from it a low spur runs out, terminating in two hills similar to

Ankora and distant from it S. S.E. about 1 and 2 miles respectively. They arc nearly as high as Ankora but not very
massive. There is also a low range of hills about fi miles oil' running from a little S. of \V. up to N.W. Whatever
local attraction there is will probably be south, .1. E.

)

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 19 21' 34" '75

128. Bahalc Hill Station was fixed by special triangukftion and is on the highest point of tho hill

of tho same name in tho lands of the vilhigo Kaprole, Fatti MUM gar Santi (Tehri-tJurlnval) on tho

watershed of the Blmgirathi and Jumna rivers, about 2} miles RN.E. of Teh Hank village on tho

Burn! stream, a tributary of the latter, and
5.J,

miles N.W. of Gala village on a stream which flows into

the former between Gala and Thara villages.

The point is marked by the usual circle and dot inscribed cm a stone. Over this lower mark is

built a circular masonry pillar 2 feet 5 inches high and 8 feet in diameter carrying at the centre of its

upper surface an upper mark vertically above the lower. Surrounding this pillar, but isolated from it, is

a masonry platform 1-1 feet square and built to a level 3 inches higher than the top of the pillar.

The station is easily approached from the south from Chajoola village or from the west from

Kaprole. There is a site for a small camp a short distance west of and below the station, but the
nearest good water is over*2 miles in the same direction.

[The Latitude pillar is 5 feet 11 inches south and 24 feet 3J inches eiist of the Trigonometrical Sta-
tiou. n.M.c.J

*
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 30 45' 5" -28

Reduction to Astronomical Station. = ()(>

Geodetic Jjatitude oE the Astronomical Station = 30 45 5 -22

129. Bajamara Hill Station was fixed by special triangulation and is on the top of the peak locally
knowTi a*; Bajarnnra, on the watershed between the Tons and Jumna valleys. The station is not
identical with lisijmnsird h.s. of Synoptical Vol. VII, which is 170 feet lower and about a mile to the
west. A cairn ot; stones and a pole, possibly a triangulatkm signal, was found on the upper, but no such
mark was found on the lower peak.

It is marked in the usual way by a circle and dot on a large stone found about 1 foot below the
surface of the ground. Over this is built a circular masonry pillar 1| feet high and 3 feet in diameter,
carrying at its centre, on the upper surface, a second similar mark vertically over the lower. It lies in
the lands of the village Khatt Kailana, District Dehra Dun, and is about 100 yards from the Chaknita-
Mg&dali road which runs round the southern and eastern faces of the hill. The station is 2 miles from
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Deoban Forest Bungalow and 3J miles from Mandali Forest Bungalow. There is no good camping
ground near the station and good water is to be found only at a considerable distance.

[The Latitude pillar is 12 feet 6i inches north and 46 feet 10 inches west of the Trigonometrical Sta-

tion, H.M.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station* = 30 45' 56" -07

Reduction to Astronomical Station = -f- -13

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 30 45 56 -20

130. Bansgopdl Tower Station (No. XXXV of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated on a sandy mound (7 or 8 feet in height) distant 500 yards
west *of the temple of Bansgopal, a place of Hindu pilgrimage : tahsil and pargana Samblial, district

Moradabad.

The station consists of a tower of unburnt ^bricks and mud cement, 14 feet in diameter at top,

enclosing a central solid pillar of masonry 18'8 feet high : it has a mark-stone at a little below ground
level, and another at summit. The distances and directions of surrounding places are : Sambhal town
3 miles, N.E. ; Turrano Sarai 1*8 miles, E. by S. ; Gandhipura village 1 mile, N. by 1^ ; Busla village 17
miles, W. by S. ; and Bahadurpur Sarai Tl miles, S.W. by S.

[The Astronomical Station was situated 2429'7 feet west of the Trigonometrical Station. The azimuth of the

latter from the former was 270 I/ 20" so that the Latitude pillar was 0*94 of a foot north of the prime vertical of the

Trigonometrical Station. G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station - 28 33' 28"- 07
Keduction to Astronomical Station = 4- '01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 33 28 -08

131. Bhaordsa Ilill Station [No. (V) of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 24 to 30,
volume IV of the Account of the Operations fyc.~\

is situated on the highest point of a small rolling
hillock of sandstone, which rises very gently from the general level of the plain to the south and
west but falls more abruptly to the north and east. The Betwa river runs by the eastern end of the

hill at a distance of about \\ miles from the station. The height of the station above mean sea-level

is 1,387 feet, but under 100 feet above the general level of the plain. The station lies in pargana
Bhaorasa of the Gwalior territories. The circumjacent villages, with their distances and directions

are: Bherkheri about 2 miles, N.W. ; Kiria about 2 miles, Jf.E. ;
Salitra about 2 miles, S.S.W. ; and

Sarkandi about 2 miles, W.
The station consists of a solid masonry pillar, about 11 feet high and Z\ feet in diameter. It has a

mark-stone at top, another at bottom, and a third between them.

[The Astronomical Station is situated 16 feet 3 inches from the Trigonometrical Station on an azimuth of 269 1 7''.

Before leaving the station a protecting pillar of the form of a square truncated pyramid, 3 feet 6 inches in height, was

built over the Trigonometrical Station and a cairn of stones was heaped over alt. The Latitude pillar was not protected.

G.P.L.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 24 8' 3" -78

Reduction to Astronomical Station = -4-0-01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 8 3 * 74 .

132. Bhfrasain Hill Station (No. XXVI of the Jabalpur Meridional Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is on the boundary line between the tahsils of Bhamlara and Sakoli in

the Bhandara district of the Central Provinces. The villages of Manglee and Bandarjiri are 3 miles to

the east. It lies in the lands of the village of Koturli. t

The pillar is solid and contains two marks, the distance between which has not been measured ;

the height of the pillar is 6*67 feet.

[The Astronomical Station, which was built over the mark-stone of the Trigonometrical Station, is situated on

the highest part of a conspicuous range of hills and slightly south of the centre of gravity of the mass. The
direction of the range is east and west, but the northern slopes are more gradual than the southern ;

2 miles N.E. is a

small range 400 feet high, and 3 miles long : 7 miles to the N.W, is a rather larger range but of no great importance.
The northern horizon is broken by hills here and there but their small height and great distance render them barely

Visible. The only mountains to be seen towards the south are a small cluster some 12 miles off lying in a south-westerly
direction. All the hills mentioned above are of but small significance and their effects should be very slight. A more

likely source of local attraction than any neighbouring mountains is the uniform slope of the ground downwards from
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north to south, though this also should exercise no great effect on the astronomical latitude : the level of the ground at

Eetau, 12 miles sour.h of Hhimsain, is from 75 to 100 feet lower than that at Bhandurii, 12 miles to the north, and the
descent throughout is gradual. Taking the above facts into consideration, one may say that Bhimsain was a station wcll-

suited for astronomical observations (as far as any station in the'Central Provinces can be well-suited); a small local

attraction say of I", is expected here to the nortlu S.G.U.]

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = ^p 57' 35* '96

133. Birond Hill Station (No. VIII of the North-East Longitudinal Series, volume VII of the

Account of the Operations 8fC.} is situated in pargana Dianirao, thana Hakhvdni of the Kumaun
district and stands on the southern range of the Sub-Himalaya mountains. The village of Birond
is distant about 2 miles to the N.N..E.

The pillar is solid. It has a mark-stone at top, and a mark engraved on the rock in sitii.

[The Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station. Immediately to north and south of

the station, the ground falls rapidly to deep valleys, th'e bottoms of which arc probably about 3000 feet above mean sea-level.

The ridge including Birond peak runs, generally speaking, east and west. The station appears to be somewhat south of

the centre of mass of the hill and a slight local disturbance to the north may be expected.. H.M.C.]

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 29 15' 14" 15

134. Bithnok Hill Station (No. XXXVIII of the Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA
of the Account of the Operations 8rc.} is situated on the highest sand-hill of a range running N. and S.,

locally called Gajath Thai, a few hundred yards south of a cart-track from Bithnok to Bagu village.

The station is in the lands of that village in pargana Magra of the Bickaneer territories. The pillar
is solid, surrounded by a platform of sand and stones. No mention is made of a mark-stone having
been placed at the surface of the pillar. The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent villages are :

Bangarsar (approximately) 14>l s miles 9 nearly ; Bithnok 275, miles 5*22 ; and Mandal 323, miles
10 nearly.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. Perfectly flat sandy desert : plumb-
line unaffected by hills. S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27 53' 22"* 03

135. Bolarum Longitude Station (vide volume XV Appendix p. (8) of the Account of the

Operations fyc.) is 16*394 feet west, and 24*17 feet south of the old Longitude Station, which is in the

compound of the Public Works Office, and 221*63 feet north of Bolarum P. W. I). Oifice station.

Bolarum is the cantonment for a portion of the garrison of Hyderabad, the capital of the Nizam.

[The Latitude Station is identical with the new Longitude Station. To the north of Bolarum the general level of
the country is higher than to the south, so that there may perhaps he some deviation of the plumb-line in the former

direction, there is nothing in the immediate surroundings of the station to lead one expect any deviation. G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 17 30' 13" -41

136. Bolikonda Hill Station (No. XI of the Bider Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the
Account of the Operations tyc*} is in taluk Warangal, Sar-taluk Khamarnet of the Nizam's territories.

The hill is sacred to*ltamaswjimi, a Hindu deity whose image is carved in relief in stone and placed
with its stone attendants in a rude enclosure. The top of the hill is fortified and would afford a safe

refuge to small bands of robbers: rain water in sufficient quantity to form a plentiful supply
accumulates in a natural cistern in the rock within the walls. An annual fair is held on the hill top in
honour of the god.

The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry having two marks, one in its upper surface and
the other 6*00 feet below it. The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Inktirti
353. 56', miles 270; Bolikonda (deserted) 278 13', miiesTai ; Tumapoili 235 36', miles 2*10.

'

-

[The Latitude pillar is built on the Trigonometrical Station situated on the top of a very steep rooky hill some
1,500 feet high. To the n<wth there is an inextensive isolated hill 1,200 or 1,400 feet high and distant a mile and there
is a similar hill at the same distance to the south. There is a smaller hill distant 2 miles to the north and two small one*
about 2 miles N.W., but as the station is not quite over the centre of gravity of the hill on which it stands, the local
attraction should be insignificant. J.E.]

The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station m 17 42' 85*' 82
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137.
"

Bostan Tower Station (No. XXXVIII of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 21

to 30, volume IV of the Account of the Operations $Y?.) is built" on the high bank which bounds the

bed of the river Jumna to the east in pargana Dadri of the Bulandshahr district* The adjacent

villages arc Garabpur 3*9 miles, N.W., and IMdri 3*5 miles, N.E.
The station consists of a perforated pillar of masonry 50 feet high, having a mark-stone on the

ground floor. ,

[The Latitude pillar was situated 722 feot east of the Trigonometrical Station. The azimuth of the latter from
the former was 90 0' 35", so that the latitudes of the two may he considered identical. G.P L c.j

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 30' 59" -04

138. Budhon Hill Station (No. ITI of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated immediately above the village of that name, thana Barodia,
tahsil Kurai, pargana Bauda, district Saugor. The station consists of a solid masonry pillar having
three mark-stones, the two upper respectively 9 and 4 feet above the lowest. The distances and directions

of surrounding villages are : Jjiman Kheri 1*5 miles, N.AV.
;
Burruho 1*5 miles, N.; Duhri 1%S miles,

E.N.E. ; Khirea 1*1 miles, E.S.E.
;
and Kanera 2 miles, due 8.

[The Latitude pillar is 51 feet east o tho Trigonometrical Station on the flat-topped hill immediately north of

Budhon village near the northern edge of the top. Both to north and south the country is covered with jungle and
anomalies of refraction are not to he expected. The immediate locality shows a deficiency of matter to the north and
west to which one might attribute deflections of less than 0"*5 in amount to the south and east. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 2 i 5' 8* 41

139. Burgpaili (or Hdjula Ghuta) Hill Station (No. XLI of the Jabalpur Meridional Series,

volume VI of the Account of the Operations $<?.)' is situated about 2*5 miles E. of the village of

Burgpaili; pargana and tahsil Chennur of the Hyderabad States.

The station consists of a solid, masonry pillar 4*5 feet high having two marks, the distance

between which is not known.

[The Latitude pillar ia built on tho Trigonometrical Station situated on a low narrow hill about 600 feet high.
To the north there is nothing but the smallest of hills between the station and Ankora. In the immediate vicinity 1 mile
to the S.W. there is a small hill about the same size as that on which the station it situated. Due south, distant 8 or 10

miles, there is a fair-sized conical hill and in the distance, SO or 30 jpiles off, the very considerable range m which Ranigir
is situated. The attraction should be small and to the south. J.E.]

The Astronomical Station is coincident with thcTrlgonometiieal Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 54' 7"* 20

140. Chamu Hill Station (No. XVII of the Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA of the
Account of the Operations SfC.} lies within the boundary of Charnu in taluk Ketu of the Jodhpur
territories about a mile in a direction 42 E. of N. from it.

The pillar, which is solid and 3 feet high, has been sunk so that its surface is level with the

ground and has been built on a circular foundation 6 feet in diameter and 1 foot in thickness, resting on
wooden piles. It contains two marks one at the surface and the other at the bottom of the pillar.
Barn&n village lies about 4 miles N.W.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station of Chamu. It is situated on a
small sand-hill in the midst of au immense plain : with the exception of a few sand-hills and small rocky hills here
and there at wide intervals, there is nothing of a mountainous nature to be seen. No apparent cause exists for any
deflection of the plumb-line. S.U.B ]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 26a 39' 52* '74

141. Chandaos Tower Station (No. XXXVI of the Great Arc Meridional Series Section 24
to 3Gf; volume IV of the Account of the Operations fyc.) is built on a high bank of accumulated sand
about 400 yards from the village of that name in pargana Khair of tho Aligarh district* The adjacent
villages are TJmri 5*9 miles, S.W., and Elarnpur 2-4 miles, N.W.

The station consists of a perforated pillar of masonry, 40 feet high and having a mark-stone on
the ground floor.

[The Astronomical Station is 1,272 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station and is not more than four inches out
of the prime vertical, the latitudes of the two points may therefore be considered identical. G.P, L,C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 5' 1" -69
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142. Chandipur Tower Station (No. XXII of the East Coast Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) which was on a sand-hill near the sea coast, about 6 miles E.S.E. of

Balasore, was reported by Lieut. E. A. Tandy B.E. in 1898 to have entirely disappeared. There are no

traces left of the station except broken pieces of masonry.

[The Latitude pillar was erected on the.sand-cliff 151 feet to the west of the assumed station. The cliff is about

34 feet high and has a slope of about 60, and its foot is just lapped by the sea at high water. The pillar is about 2* feet

hack from the face of the cliff. Except for the effect of the Bay of Bengal to the S.E., no local attraction is to be

anticipated. There is a levelling beuch-mark 50 yards south of the Latitude pillar marked G. T. S. B. M. E.A.'T.]

The Latitude of the Astronomical Station is assumed to be the same as that of the old Trigonometrical Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 20' 36"* 99

143. Chanduria (Chendoria) Tower Station (No. XXXVIII of the Calcutta Meridional Series,

volume VIII of the Account of the Operations Sec.) is situated adout 300 yards N. of the nearest

portion of the scattered village of this name, 4} miles E. of Lochan village near the intersection of the

roads from Raiganj and Dinajpur; thana Pirganj, pargana Khara, district Dinajpur. The station

consists of a solid tower of sun-dried bricks, enclosing a central pillar of. masonry 20*75 feet in height
and is marked in the usual manner. * The azimuths and perambulated distances of the circumjacent

villages are : Brijgaon 316 31', mile 0*77 ; Karnai 226 28', miles T24 ; Malancha 158 41', miles T07 ;

and Mahadebpur 116 11', mile 63.

[The Latitude pillar is 45 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station. There is no reason to suppose any local

influences disturbing the direction of the plumb-line. Half the Trigonometrical pillar remains standing, protected by au

earthen mound. The " half way
" mark is in good preservation. The latter was covered by a small pillar 2 feet square

iu section and about 2 feet high. The whole was then covered by earth. H.M.C,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Statioji
= 25 44' 27" '47

144. Chdnga Hill Station (No. LXXX of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on a sand-hill bearing that name in that portion of the Thar,
or Little-desert, appertaining to Bhuj. The town of Chelar lies to the east at a distance of about 3

miles. The pillar is solid, and 3 feet high. Mark-stones were embedded at top and bottom, and 2 feet

above the latter.
*

[Though the Trigonometrical Station is described in Synoptical Volume III as having entirely disappeared,
a portion of the original pillar, 2 feet in height, was found some 3 feet below the surface of the sand. The Latitude pillar

is built over the Trigonometrical Station. There is no reason to suppose any deflection of the plumb-line. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station. = 24 58' 47" -00

145. Chaniana Hill Station [No. Ill (Siniana) of the Abu Meridional Series, volume XIV of the
Account of the Operations <$Y?.]

is situated in the lands of the village Chaniana, pargana and state Pdlanpur.
The station consists of a platform, enclosing a solid, circular and isolated pillar of masonry : there'

are two marks, one engraved on the rock in situ and the other 3 feet above it in the upper surface of the

pillar. The directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Chaniana N.W, by W., mile 1 ;

Gola N. by W., miles 2
; Vansol E. by N., miles 2

; Dhota S,, miles 2; and Varv&dia S.W., miles 2.

.[The Astronomical Station at Chanidna is built on the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station of

Chanifina, and about 400 yards east of the latter. It is on the summit of a conspicuous sand heap. The southern
horizon is broken by nofc

hills: a few small conical heaps of rock lie S.E. and S.W. but the whole land to the south is

flat. The Aravalli range commences 5 miles N.E., Mount Abu is 30 miles north, and Jairdj hill 20 miles N.W. The
Aravallis are considerable hills and northerly attraction is to be expected. S.O.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station 24 6' 36" -64

* 146. Charaldiinga Tower Station (No. XXVII of the Calcutta Meridional Series, volume VIII
of the Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in thdna Gumashtapuij, pargana Paltapur, (District
Malda. It is on the Barind, in the middle of a patch of thick thorny jungle, about 6 miles E. fey N.
of the large village of Bangabari on the left bank of the Mahdnada river and 5 miles N.W. of
Chotipur on the high road from Godagdri to Dinajpur. The station consists of a square solid tower

[The Latitude pillar is 220'8 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station and in the true prime vertical of the same
The surrounding country la undulating, covered with patches of thorn jungle. To the west there is a lowlying bit of ground
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of considerable extent. There is however no apparent cause of any appreciable local disturbance of the direction of the

plumb-line. The lower mark of the Ti igonomi'trical Station is iu satisfactory preservation, though the tower itself has

fallen and now forms ail earthen mound .some 14 feet hi^h. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 52' 43" '1)5

147. Coldba Latitude Station is 7 feet wost and 9 inches south of the Bombay Longitude Station

(vide volume IX of t\\Q Account of the Operations $*c.). The Longitude Station is situated in the1 com-

pound of the Colabzc Observatory, 55 feet north, and 53 feet oast of Colaha s., a secondary station of

the Bombay Longitudinal Series.

^
[The Latitude Station consists of a circular masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet 6 inches in height, o P.L.C.]

Geodetic: Latitude of the Longitude Station = 18 53' 49"-<19

Reduction to Latitude Station = *01

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 18 53 '19-48

148. Cuttack or Barabati Hill Station (No. XXXV o! the East Coast Series, volume VI
of the Account of the Operations 8fc.) is situated on a mound or bastion in the old ruined fort of

Cuttack. Trie station is marked by a stone embedded in the surface of a paka platform.

[The Astronomical Station is on a Innje mound or hillock in the old fort and within ]()() yards of Cuttack Club.

There arc a few small hills 12 miles to the north, and some more considerable ones JO to 50 miles in the same direction
;

the whole of these might account for a northerly attraction of 1". The isca is 50 miles distant to the JS.E. The Latitude

was observed from the Trigonometrical Station. 15 AT]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 20 29' 0"'68

119. Daiadhari Hill Station (No. II of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 24 to 30, volume
IV of the Account of the Operations fyc.) is situai<ni on a low detached hill in the Gwalior territory.
The adjacent places, with their distances and directions are: Sadhora, a town and railway station,

about -t miles, $.W. ; and the lars?c village and railway station of 1'uchar about GJ miles, S.E. In 1898
the pillar of the Trigonometrical Station was found to have been destroyed; it* had. been dug out

and the mark-stones removed or displaced. The well surrounding' thepillar was however intact and it

was assumed that the centre of this well would define with sufficient exactness the position of the old

mark. A mark-stone was consequently placed at the bottom of the well and adjusted centrally and then

a paka pillar 3 feet 6 inches in diameter was built to the level of the surface of the platform, making
it 5 feet high, arid a second mark-stone was placed on the top of the pillar in the normal of the lower one.

[The station stands on the highest point on an unimportant isolated lull about 100 feet above the surrounding

plain. The top is fairly level and about 50 yards wide by J50 long, the direction of the length being north and south.

The station is at the northern edge. Similar small hills are scattered over the country at intervals, the nearest being
about 1^ miles from the station. The Astronomical Station consists of the usual ciiculur pillar suitable for the zenith sector,

and is situated 58 feet 6 Indies west and 2 feet 4 inches north of the Trigonometrical Station G P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 24 88" 17" '57^

Reduction to Astronomical Station = -f '02

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 38 17 -59

150. Dalea Hill Station (No. XII of the Bildspur Meridional Series, volume VI of the Account

of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of Ambali, pargana Kenda, district Biluspur of the

Central Provinces. It is on a small isolated peak* locally so named, which overlooks the plains and
is separated from the great mass of hills to the north by a distance of about 10 miles. The station

consists of a solid pillar of masonry, having two marks, one in the upper surface and the other 4 ifeet

below it on the rock in situ. The azimuths and estimated distances of the circumjacent villages are :

Nawdgaon 175 54', miles 1-75 ; Billiban 227 9', miles 2 ; and Ambali 321 18', miles 2.

[Dalea is on a steep pointed hill rising 600 or 700 feet above the plain. It is amongst the southernmost of the

masses of hills which stretch all across the country to the north. A local attraction of about 5" N.W. might be ex-

pected. The Astronomical Station was coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. E.A.T.]
*

(reodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 22 19' SS'-GS

- 161. Ddnapa Hill Station (No. XIV of the Madras Meridional and* Coast Series, volume XIII of

the Account of the Operations Sec.) is situated in the lands of the village Gorepad, tdluk Narsaraopet,
district Kistna. It is on a range of hills lying nearly N. and S. and about 1 miles W. bf the high
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road from Madras to Hyderabad. The station is not on the highest peak of the hill, that being
taken up by a place of worship. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry having two marks,
one engraved on the rock in sit/I and the other 1 foot above it. The directions and distances of the cir-

cumjacent villages are : Kappcrapad E.. miles If; Vaidana N.E., miles 2|; Kukutlapalle N., miles 2;

Gorepad W. by S., miles 2; and the place of worship on the summit of the hill is N. by W. at a

distance of about 150 to 200 yards.

[The Astronomical Station is built in the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station, 1 mile and 44 yards to the

east of it. It is about a mile to the west of the; village of Kapurpad through which the main road runs. A number of

rather high hills belt the horizon on every side but in such a way as not to cause deviation of the plumb-line in the

meridian. G.F.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 15 56' 0"-14
. '.# .

152. Dargawa Hill Station (No. II of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume YII of the

Account of the Operations $*c.) is situated in the lands of Dargawa village ; pargana Baldeogarh of

the Orchha or Telirj State. It is on steep rocky ridge running nearly north and south, at the northern

foot of which is the village Dargawa (H mile from the station. The distances and directions of other

surrounding villages are: Parra (V3 mile, N.W. ; Rasoi 1 mHe, N.N.W. ; Bhadaura 1'A
iryles,

S.S.W. ;

and Magarkhcra 1*6 miles, E.S.E. The station is marked on the rock in situ.

[The Astronomical Station is built iii the prime vertical of the- Trigonometrical Station and 1369 feet cast of it.

The Trigonometrical Station is on a .steep rocky ridge rising
1

abruptly 500 feet above the surrounding plain, the Latitude

pillar being at the foot of the slope. The local masses arc not capable of producing any deflection of the plumb-line
of appreciable amount. The small attraction that may exist should be to the S.W. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 37' 13"'2l

153. Daviapur Tower Station (No. VIII of the East Coast Series, volume VI of the Account

of the Operations ijfc.) is situated on $$, $J$vated sand-ridge about 300 yards from the village of Daria-

pur-tiamaria which bears 137 30', in parg&W Balijora, district Midnaporo. The road from Contai to

Kedgri passes about 3 miles to the west of the station, and the Rasalpur ferry is about 3'25 miles N.W.
The hearings and distances of the surrounding villages are : Partabpur500', inileO'G; aiidGopinatlipur
3:tO 0', mile 3. A temple, which stands on the same ridge as the station, bears 251 40' and is

distant 0*4 of a mile. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry, having a mark-stone at the

bottom.

[The Astronomical Station is on the sea dyke 200 yards cast of Dariapur inspection bungalow. The const of the Bay
of Bengal lies 2 miles S.K. and 3 miles S. Beyond the vicinity of the sea there is no fact likely to cause local attraction.

The Latitude pillar is to the east of the Trigonometrical Station 28 feet from it, and in the prime vertical. Then- seems abso-

lutely no shadow of doubt as to the identity of the Trigonometrical Station, but the pillar is white-washed, and there

is no mark on the top and it is not the right height. Its height is 13 feet from bottom mark. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 47' 27'
X
-U5

154. Darutippa (also called Mangalapjipemtippa) Station (No. XXV of the Madras Meridional
and Coast Series, volume XIII of the Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the lands of the

village of Chalamcherla, taluk Kandukur, district Nellore. It is al3out 4| miles S. by E. of the village
of Gudliir, and 6| miles W.S.W. of Tettu on the road from Madras to Ongole...^ The directions and
distances of the circumjacent villages are: Peddavaram S.W. by S., miles 1; Chalamcherla 18.E.,
miles 3 ; Ammavaripalem W. by N., miles !] ; and Potlur N.E. by N., miles 3.

[The Astronomical Station is built in the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station, 1430 yards to the west of it

and about ^ a mile to the east of the village Ammavaripalera which lies close to a large tank. The surrounding country is

very flat aud up deviation is to be anticipated. The Trigonometrical Station had fallen into very bad repair in 1891.
O.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 15 0' 36* -47
*

155. Decsa Longitude Station (vide volume IX of the Account of the Operations frc.) is situated
in the compound of tye Telegraph Office. It is 89 feet S. and 56 feet W. of Deesa Telegraph Office s,,
a secondary station of the Abu Meridional Series.

[The Latitude Station at Deesa is coincident with the Longitude Station and 20 feet from the eastern comer

i i!?

w Tele
8'fPh

office. The Aravalli Hills lie 40 miles east : Mount Abu is 20 miles north-east, and a few isolated
rocky hills protrude here and there : otherwise the whole country is a flat desert. S.O.B.]

-

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 24 15' 297/
'35
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156. Dehra Dun Base-line East End Station [No. (IX) of the Great Arc Meridional Scries,

Section 24 to 30, volume IV of the Account of the Operations fyc.~\ is situated on the extremity
of one of the spurs of the, Glmti or Siwalik range of hills in the district of Dehra Dun. The
nearest village is Mokabawala, about a mile to the south-east. The Asan river winds round the

foot of the spur, and one branch of it takes its rise in a ravine about 100 yards to the west-

ward of the station. For its protection and to facilitate identification, a tower was built

over the masonry platform with sides parallel or perpendicular to the line of 4ho base, and with an
arched passage 5 feet wide and 6 feet high, to allow of access to the mark-stones, should the

base b6 remeasured at any future time. The mark in the stone? on the summit of the tower is 8*71 feet

above Colonel' Everest's upper mark, and consequently 1907*78 feet above the mean .sea-level of

Karachi harbour.

[liie Astronomical Station consists of a circular masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter, and 2 feet inches in height.
Its upper surface; is level with the ground. It is situated on the prune vertical ol the Base-line station and 22 feet 3J
inches to the west of it. The Siwalik hills rise immediately to the south of tins station and probably tend to reduce the

effect of the attraction, of the Himalaya. P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 30 17' 7" -33

157. Dehra Dun Longitude Station (vide volume XV of the Account of the Operations $*c.) is

situated in the north-eastern portion of the Survey of India Office compound, 33 feet 0^ inches north of

the Uaig Observatory, 4S feet 6 inches from, the northern boundary \\aJl measured on the ray to the

Mussooivo eastern meridian mark, and 628 feet 9 inches due east of the smaller Photo-heliograph
Observatory called Dohra Dome Observatory T. 8. (new) in Synoptical Volume II.

Dehra Dun (llaig Observatory) Latitude Station is GO feet 5 inches east of the Ilaig Observatory.
It is 39 feet 11 J inches south and 89 loot 8 inches east of the Dehra Dun Longitude Station.

Geodetic Latitude of the Longitude Station a 30 19' JJO^-13

Reduction to Latitude Station sat . U)

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station a 80*19 28-73

158. Dera Din Panah Platform Station (No. CXTI of the Great Indus Series, volume III
of the Account of the Operations $*c.) is situated on the top of the X.W. bastion of the old kacha
fort so called; tkiina Bora Din Panah, tahsil Adukot, district Muzailargarh. The pillar, 6 feet

deep, was countersunk into the bastion, and a mark-stone placed at its upper surface.

[The Astronomical Station was 300 feet due west of the Trigonometrical Station. The Suleiman Mountains are

visible all along the horizon from N.W. to S.W. Slight northerly attraction is to bo expected. S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 30 34' l"-87

159. Dhauleshvar Hill Station (No. XXVII of tbe Bombay Longitudinal Series, volume XII
of the Account of (he Operations fyc.) is situated on the roof of the temple of this . name
on a range of hills running E. and W. : it is about 2 miles E.N.E. of the Borghat, and on the

high road from tbe town of Jcjuri to the railway station of Until on the G. I. P. line. The station is

on the boundary of the villages of Dalimb and Amla of tiiluka* Purandbar and Bhimthadi, district

Poona. The directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are: Dalimb N.N.W., miles

1; ValtiW. by N., miles 3]; Vaghapur S.W., miles 3 ; Amla 8. by E., miles Ig; and Malsiras

E.S.E., miles 4f .

[The Astronomical Station was built in the prime vertical about 25 feet to the west of the Trigonometrical Station.

The hill is the highest point of a range which runs almost exactly east and west. The valley to the north is about 1100
feet below the station; while that to the south is only some 600 feet below, and besides this there are other hills to the

south and none of any consequence to the north; so that it appears probable that there may be some deviation of the

plumb-line to the south. O.P.L.C.] ,

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 25' 41"- 64

160. Dhiilipalla Station (No. VII of the Madras Meridional and Coast eries, volume XIII of

the Account of the Operations &c.) is situated in the lands of the village of Dhtilipalla, tdluk Sattenapalle,
district Kistna. It is on high ground in the midst of fields and lies fcbout 4 miles N.W. by W.
of the tdluk town of Sattenapalle on the high road from Hyderabad to Gunttir, and the same
distance N.N.W. of the large village of Mandala. The directions and distances of the circum-

jacent villages, are : Bhrugubanda N. by E., miles 1J; DMlipalla S. by W., miles If; Makkapdd
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N.W., miles 2}; Rcddigficlem W. by N. f mile4;2^; and Tondapi S.W. by S-, miles 3. The station

consists of a platform of stones
.
and oartb enclosing a solid, circular and isolated pillar of masonry in

which are throe mark-stones, one embedded in the soil and two others at 3 and 5 feet above it,

[The Latitude pillar is buik on the Trigonometrical Station. The surrounding country consists of a series of

undulations. There is a range of hills, running S.W. to N.E. and terminating at a distance of 16 miles. The nearest

point is about 8 miles off. There is another range running in the same direction-Hearing S.E. from the station at a dis-

tance of 12 miles and there is a small isolated hill due south 15 or 20 miles off. There is probably a little northern

attraction. J.K.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 16 25' 56* -75

*

161. Didawa Hill Station (No. LXII of the Karachi Longitudinal Scries, volume III of the

Account of the Operations $*c.) is situated on a sand-hill in the Thar or Little-desert, and distant

from the hamlet of Didawa of a mile* It is in the Jodhpore territories.

[The Astronomical Station is directly over the Trigonometrical Station of the same tiame. The nearest village is

Bidabav, li milfs to N.K. The country ivS rugged in appearance the sand-hills being steep and much eroded by water.

There are no grounds for expecting a deflection of the plumb-line from local causes. The Trigonometrical pillar had

entirely disappeared, the bottom mark and foundation being found with difficulty. U.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 51' 19"'36

162. Diwai Hill Station (No. XXXIII of the Jabalpur Meridional Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations $<?.) is situated in the lauds of the village of Pomurna ; pargaria Ghutktil,

tahsil Mul, district Chanda. The village of Kauarji lies about 4 miles W. by N. The station

consists of a solid pillar of masonry having two marks.
'

[The Latitude pillar is built on the Trigonometrical Station which is on the top of a hill some 900 feet high.
The hill is so thickly covered with a dense bamboo jungle that it is difficult to see the features of the surrounding country.
It is certain that there are no hills of any extent either to the north or south and as far as can be judged, the small hills

are about equally distributed so that no local attraction need be expected. J.E.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 19 49' 32" -57

,

163. Gudali Hill Station (No. XXXVIII of the Madras Meridional and Coast Series, volume
XIII of the Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Gudali, tluk
Gudur, district Nellore. It is on an isolated rocky hill lying about $ a mile from the left bank of the

Swarnamukhi river and immediately N. of the village of Gudali; about one mile S.W. of the high
road from Dugarazpatanam. The directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Kota
N.E. by E., miles 21 ; Kurrugonda W., miles 4; Kasipuram 8.E., miles 'if-; liazupalem W. by N.,

mile; and Vinnelapudi E.S.E., miles If. The station consists of a platform of stones and earth

enclosing a solid, circular and isolated pillar of masonry, having two marks, one engraved on the rock
in sittl and the other 6 feet above it.

'

[The Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station and is situated on th&highest point of a hill

some 300 feet higher than the surrounding country. This highest point is not over the centre of the mass of the hill but to

the north-west of it, so that a slight deviation to the south may possibly exist. The surrounding country is flat or gently
undulating for miles so that no other source of deviation is apparent. G.P.L.C.]

*
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station 14 1' 9" -45

164. Gtirmi Tower Station (No. XVII of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the
Account of the Operations tyc.) is situated on a bastion at a northern angle of the mud fort attached to the

village of Gurmi which lies between the S&nichri lulls and the Chlmbal river : in the Gwalior State.
The distances and directions of the surrounding villages are :~Silauli 1*6 miles, N.W. by W. ; Kalyanpura
T6 miles, S.W, by W. ; and Gopalpura 1-4 miles, E. by S.

[The Latitude pillar is 920 feet due west of the/JPrigonometrical Station. The Trigonometrical Station originally
consisted of a tower, with upper and lower marks, on the northern bastion of the mud fort in Gurmi village. Both tower
and bastion have been destroyed by the action of the weather the tower completely so so that in time the lower mark
became exposed. The short pilaster like stone on which this mark had been cut, originally buried with its longer axis

vertical, had, as the bastion crumbed away, fallen to one side. It was however re-erected by a Patwari about 1898. It is

evident, however, that if the tower had been in tho centre of the bastion, the error in the present position of the stone
cannot be more than 1 foot in any direction. Local disturbances of the plumb-line either in meridian or in prime vertical
are not to be expected. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station m 26 36" 3"* 63
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165. Hdthbena Hill Station (No. XLIII of the BiMspur Meridional Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the lands of the village of Kotgaon, pargana Raigarh of

the Jaipur State. It is on a long, high, isolated hill lying east and west. The directions and
estimated distances of the circumjacent villages .are: Kotgaon E., about 2*5 miles; the town of

Raigarh N.E., about 375 miles ; Birsari village S.E., about 3 miles ; and the deserted village of Hdthbena
N.W., about 2 miles. The boundary between Jaipur and Bastar passes about 4 or 5 miles to the west
of the station. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry having two marks, one on the upper
surface and the other engraved on the rock in situ.

[The Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station. It is on the highest of a small group of

low hills and is about 500 feet above the surrounding plain. There is no apparent reason to expect any particular
local attraction. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 19 51' 42" -34

166. Jalpaiguri ^Station (a secondary station of the Assam Longitudinal Series), is situated

on the roof of the Deputy Magistrate's kachahri, a paka building on a piece of land between the Tista

and Kulla rivers. The mark is 36 feet 4 inches, 26 feet 6 inches, 33 feet 6 inches and 22 feet 3 inches
distant respectively from N.W., S.W., N.E. and S.E. corners of the roof.

[The Latitude Station is 86*5 feet ea*t of the Longitude Station (vide volume X of the Account of the Operations

fyc.} and 228 feet north of the Trigonometrical Station. The station consists of anasolatcd pillar of masonry, 3 feet in dia-

meter, the top of which is flush with the ground surface. The Trigonometrical Station is in perfect preservation. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station == 20 31' 15" -13

Reduction to Latitude Station = -f- 2 '20

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 26 31 17-39

167. .Tamho Hill Station (No. XXVI of the Jodhporo Meridional Series, volume IVA of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Naneo, pargana Phalodi of the

Jodhpur territories. It is distant 2*4 miles from the village of Jarnbo, on a long sand-ridge which
runs in a N.E. and S,W. direction. The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent places are :

Phalodi town 45, miles 13*75 ; Sawanti village 76 30', miles 3 ; and Bc'tp village of the Jaisalmer territories

125, miles 12'2. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry, having three mark-stones, one in the

upper surface of the pillar, the second at the bottom of the pillar and the third at the bottom of the

foundation.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station of Jambo. It is situated on a small

sand-ridge in the midst of a flat nandy desert : with the exception of small sand-hills, the whole desert is a plain as far as

the eye can reach. No apparent cause exists for deflection of the plumb-line. s.o.u.J

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27^ 16' 28"* 88

168. Kalianpur Hill Station [No. (VII) of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Soction 2t to 30,
vide Base-line figures in volume III of the Account of the Operations 8rc.'\

is situated in the lands of

the village of Kalianpur in pargana Sironj of the Tonk State. It is on a flat, elevated ridge of iron-clay
formation, locally called "Bliuri Tori, which skirts the Sironj valley to the S.W. and N. The station

consists of a solid pillar of masonry 2 feet high, containing inark-stones at top and bottom and enclosed

in a platform of solid masonry 14^ feet square.

[The Trigonometrical Station, which is 1,765 feet above mean sea-level, is on the highest of a scries of rolling hills

or downs which form the eastern edge of an extensive plateau about 170 feet higher than the plain to the easrt. The edge
of the plateau runs north and then north-east and disappears in the distance ;

it is somewhat higher than the central parts
end more undulating. The town of Sironj lies about 2J miles to the south-east. The Latitude pillar is situated on the

east side of the Trigonometrical Station on an Azimuth of 270 4' 38" and at a distance of 39 feet 7 inches, so that the

latitudes of the two may be considered identical. o P.L.C.]

The adopted value of latitude (vide Chapter IV) is 21 7' 11" -26

169. K&mkhera Hill Station [No. (IV) of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the

Account of the Operations $v?.] is situated in the lands of th'o village of Imlam, in pargana Sironj of

the territories of the Nawab of Tonk. The circumjacent villages, with, their distances and directions

are: Jmlani 2 miles, N.W.; Kdmkhera 1| miles, W. ; Ladhora about, 2 miles, N.; and Kua about 2

miles, S. The pillar is solid, and 10 feet high. It has a mark-stone at top, another at bottom, and two
others at distances of 2 and 6 feet respectively above the latter.
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[The Trigonometrical Station is on a flat-topped hill near the southern end of the Kalwnpur plateau. Its height

is r,780.feet above giean sea-level. The Latitude pillar is situated in the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station

and 48 feet 11 inches east of it. G.T.L.C,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station ~ 23 59' 44" -93

170. Kanheri Hill Station (No. XVIII of the Bombay Longitudinal Series, volume XII of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on a knoll of tbe Buleghdt range, about
-J

of a mile N.W.
of the road from Sawargaon to Vasi, and 4f miles N.E. by E. of the largo village of Bhum. :

It is in

the lands of the village of Kanheri, district Naldurg, Nizam's territory. The directions and distances of

the circumjacent villages are: Kamira N.E. by N.
s miles 1*

;, Sondgiri W. hy N., miles 4; Pardi

E. by N., miles 2f ; Hadangiri S.S.W., miles 2
;
and Bonagiri W.'by N., miles 3|. The station consists

of a perforated pillar of masonry 4*9 feet high and has an aperture giving access to the lower mark.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with tfie Trigonometrical Station, It is situated on a high point of the

edge of the great raised plateau which extends to the north-cast. This edge is a very marked feature, being some 800 feet

above the country to the S.W. and rises rather abruptly. Its general direction is from N.W. to S.E. and it is possible

therefore that, there being so much more elevated ground to the north than to the south, there may be some deviation of

the plumb-line in the former direction. So far as immediate surrou tidings are concerned, the station is well placed.

G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 29' 30" -75

171. Karfa Hill Station' (No. L of the Bilaspur Meridional Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Tangapal which lies about

2'5 miles N. ; pargana A^bra of the Bastar State. It is on a well known hill of that name forming the

highest of a series of undulations on the north bank of the Indravati. The pillar is solid and contains

two marks, the upper 2*96 feet above the lower which is engraved on a block of stone imbedded in the

foundation. The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent villages are: Dasapal 104, miles 2*76 ;

and Auli 241, miles 8'37. The boundary between Jaipur and Bastar runs through the centre of the

village of Auli which is thus partly subject to the jurisdiction of Jaipur and partly to that of Bastar.

[The Astronomical Station is on a low hill in an undulating country, and is identical with the Trigonometrical
Station. The Eastern Ghfita are nearly 40 miles distant and might account for a local attraction of 1" to the S.E. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 19 12' 5" -98

172. Kdrothol Hill Station (No. CIV of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the Karachi Collectprate of Sind, on the highest part of a
hill of the same name. The pillar is 3 feet high.

[The Latitude pillar is 310^ feet due cast of the Trigonometrical Station which is on the highest point of a

small hill, 3 miles 8.S.W. of Janabad Railway Station, N.W, Railway. A deflection of not more than 2" to the N.N.W.
might be caused by the lower Baluchistan hills, the outer ranges of which are some 20 miles distant. II.M.C,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 53' 46" -69

173. Kaulia Hill Station is situated on the extreme summit of the range known locally as

Kaulia. This range forms part of the Kukani hill and lies due west of the Resident's bungalow at Kukani.
The mark is about 3^ hours sharp walk from the Residency in Katmandu. The bearings of the adjacent
places are : N.W. corner of Prime Minister's House (new) 324 5', Katmandu Clock Tower 324 15',

Kukani Bungalow 90 55', "Budhnath Pagoda 307 55' and Rocko 12 30
X

. A wooden peg, into the centre
of which a nail has been driven, marks the site of observation. The mark has been covered with
an old tin and surrounded by large rocks forming a cairn 6 feet in diameter and about 7 feet high. The
position of the station was determined from observations to known peaks.

Captain Wood's
"
Report on the Identification and Nomenclature of the Himalayan Peaks as seen

from Katmandu, Nepal
"

published in 1904, gives the geodetic co-ordinates of Kaulia as follows :

Latitude 27 48' 58"-6

Longitude 85 16' 47"'9

174. Khankharia Station (No. LI of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the
Account of the Operations $*<?.) is situated on a sand-hill If miles from Lelawa village, which is on the

telegraph line from Deesa to Umarkot. The station is in P61anpur State. The large village of Ninawa
lies about 3 miles to the N,E,, and Baja village is distant about 2 miles. The station consists of a
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. The directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Vadghula
R.N.E., miles 2; IJhangaou S.W., miles 3f ; and Dhorja Wls.W., miles 3J.

id pillar of masonry 8 feet high, having five marks, one at its base, and the others 2, 0, 7 and 8 feet

respectively above it.

[The Astronomical Station is on the prime vertical and 40 feet west of the Trigonometrical Station. It is about 30
miles from Deesa. The out-skirts of the Joy pore hill tracts are some GO miles to the N.K. The country is one of undulat-

ing sand-hills. There is no apparent local cause of deflection of the plumb-line at this station, JI.M.C J

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 36' 5G"*19

175. Khanpisura Ilill Station (No. XXI of the Bombay Longitudinal Scries, volume XTI of

the Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Khadgaon, tdluka Shrigonda
of the Ahmednagar district, on a hill about 1,} miles S.W. of the village of Khangad. The station

consists of a solid pillar of masonry having two mark-stones, ono at the ground level and the other

1 foot 7^ inches below it.

"

N., miles 2 ; Khadgaon E.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. It is situated on a flat-topped hill which
forms the eastern flunk of a pass through a range which runs rather irregularly to the N.W. A considerable spur runs
out to the north, while to the south the fall is abrupt. The hills to the S.E. on the other side of the pass are of much
the same height. The level of the country is somewhat higher towards the north than towards the south, and this to-

gether with the spur to the north, mentioned above, may cause some deviation to the north. g.p.L.c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 45' 30* '65

170. Khirsar Hill Station (No. XLIV of the Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA of the
Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the lands of the village of Khirsar in pargana Fungal of the
Bickaneer territories. The bill slopes gently from the south and terminates abruptly to the north

being there 180 feet above the adjacent plain. Tho path from Dattohar to Pungal runs south of the

hill. The pillar, which is surrounded by a platform of stones and sand, is solid and 5 15 feet high
with a foundation one foot deep, and has three mark-stones, ono at the top of the foundation, a second 2*54
feet above it and the third 2'GO feet above the second, flush with the top of the pillar. The

approximate directions and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Dattohar S.W. by S., miles

10'05; Pungal E., miles 9*5 ; Rarnra 8., miles G nearly ; and Khirsar E. by 8., miles 3'37.

[The hamlet o Khirsar, mentioned by Colonel Rogers in 1874, has disappeared ; there was no village within a

day's march, and water had to be brought daily from Pungal, a distance of 11 miles. Perfectly flat sandy desert; plumb-
line unaffected by hills. The Astronomical Station was coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. S.O.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 20' 40" -91

177. Khori Tower Station (No. XCI of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III 'of the
Account of the Operations Sfc.) is situated in the Hyderabad Collectorate of Sind at about 1 mile from
the largest of the three villages after which it is named. The village of Kariana is distant 2 miles,
at an azimuth of 350, and that of Rain 1-3 miles nearly due N. The pillar is 15 feet high, and has
five rnark-stones imbedded in it, one at level of foundation, the others at 0, 12, 14 and 15 feet

respectively above it.

[The Latitude pillar is 106 feet due west of the Trigonometrical Station. It is situated on the Sind plains 5$ miles

N.W. from Dad&h village. The Trigonometrical Station was in good condition, in 1901. There is no apparent cause for

any deflection of the plumb-line. H.M.C.]

Geodetic LatitiMe of the Astronomical Station = 25 0' 31"- 53

178. Khund&bolo Hill Station (No. XLI of the East Coast Scries, volume VI of the Account

of the Operations fyc.) is on the summit of the highest of the elevated and extensive hilly tract lying
to the west of the Chilka lake and dividing Gumsur from Bhdnpur. The hill on which the station is

situated belongs partly to the former and partly to the latter ; the part whereon the station is, appertains
to the village of Kordchdli in the Gumsur estate, district Ganjam. The country round is covered with

heavy tree jungle and is very thinly populated ; such small hamlets as exist are inhabited chiefly by
Khonds. The nearest village is Kalsuli in the Gumsur estate and it is distant about 10 miles to the

north-west. The ascent which is long and easy, commences from the small village of Annurna, distant

about 5 miles, N.E., and passes by the deserted Khond hamlet of R&jan. The pillar is solid, and con-

tains two marks, one at the upper surface and the other engraved on the rock in situ.

[The Astronomical Station is on a hill over 3,000 feet high (the highest in the vicinity) known locally as Khundahaua.
The surrounding country is broken bj> lower lulls of various heights, their mass does not seem to predominate greatly in

any particular direction. The mass of the hill itself lie* mainly to the N,E, of the station, and for this reason a deflection
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of 2" to the N.E. ttiiight be expected. The best way to the station is from Balugaon railway station vid Banpur Pertaup
and Aukula. After Ankula coolie transport is necessary and a small camping ground can be found \\ miles beyond the

forest guard hut at Kajan. The Latitude was observed at the Trigonometrical Station. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station =* 19 51' 12" -90

179. Kidarkaiita Hill Station is a secondary station of the N.W. Himalaya Series (mde Synop-
tical volume VII). Its position was re-determined in 1903 by special triangulation (vide Appendix No. 2

of this volume). It is situated on the highest point of Kidarkaiita hill on the watershed between the

Tons and Jumna valleys in the lands of the village Durgaon (Tehri-Garhwdl), and is about | mile E.

of the higher road from Onot and Bahshul to Shauro. It is about 3] miles N.N.E. of Our, 3| miles

13. of Lodrao and 3| miles S. of Shauro village. In 1903 the Astronomical Party marked the

station by a circle and dot cut on the upper surface of a stone embedded centrally in a circular

masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet high. Vertically below the upper mark, a similar mark
was embedded below the pillar. The pillar was isolated in the usual manner from the surrounding plat-

form, which was built up to the level of the upper surface of the pillar. The station is most easily approa-
ched from tho north, the best route being via Chakrata, Mandali, Thadiar, Sendra Forest Bungalow,
Naintwar Forest Bungalow (by Gainchra village) and Kidarkaiita.

[The Astronomical Station is 38 feet south and 32 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station. The station seems well

placed as regards the mass of the hill itself, and no local disturbance of the plumb-line of any importance need be

expected. There is a small preponderance of mass to the south. IT.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 31 1' 22" '09

Reduction to Astronomical Station = *38

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 31 1 21 *71

180. Kistama Hill Station (No. XXXI of the Madras Meridional and Coast Series, volume XIIJ
of the Account of the Operations $Y?.) is situated in the lands of the village of Prabhagiripatnam, tdluk

Atmakur, district Nellore. It is on the top of Kistama hill. The directions and distances of the circum-

jacent villages are: Prabhagiripatnam W. by N., mile |; Navuru W.N.W., miles 5; Bhattulapalle
N.W. by N, miles 5^; arid Tatiparti N. by E., miles 4^. Tho station consists of a platform of stones

and earth enclosing a solid, circular and isolated -pi liar of masonry, 3^ feet in diameter in which are two

marks, one engraved on the rock in situ atid the other 2*6 feet above it and level with the upper surface of

the 'pillar.

[Ti^t Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station and is on the top of the eastern of two
twin hills each about 350 feet above the surrounding country. The station is well placed over the centre of the hill mass.

There are isolated peaks both to north and so nth, varying from 1J miles to 30 miles distant, but no deviation in the

meridian is to be expected on account of them, as the attraction in each direction should be nearly equal. A new road from
Podalakur to Sangam is under construction and this runs within two miles of Kistama hill, for tjie last two miles there is

no road. G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = ,14 27' 14" -56

181. Kurseong Hill Station (a secondary station of the North-East Longitudinal Series) is

situated on the Kurseong spur. The part of the spur on which it is situated is extremely narrow.
The road from the Kurseong Railway Station going in a south-westerly direction towards Ambhuttia
and Pankhabari Tea Estates passes alongside and to the north of tho station. The station is about l

miles distant from the Railway Station of Kurseong. The bifurcation of roads, the one leading to

Ambhuttia in a westerly direction, the other lo Pankhabari in a southerly direction takes place about
350 yards S.W. of the station. The Kurseong Church and Cemetery are about 600 yards N.E. of tho
station. The pillar is cylindrical 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet high, the upper surface being flush with
the ground. There are two mark-stones, one vertically over the other at an interval of about 2 feet.

The mark-stones have engraved on them a dot and concentric circles. Tho upper mark-stone is on the
surface of the platform. .

'

[The Latitude pillar is 485 feet due west of the Trigonometrical Station and is 113 feet lower in altitude. H.M.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 26 62' 5" -56

182. L&dimsir Tower Station (No. XVII of the Sutlej Series, volume IV of 'the Account of
the Operations ^o.)^

stands on the summit of one of a group of sand-hills in the desert east of
Bahwalpur. It is in the Bahdwalpur territory. The village from which the station takes its name is
distant about | of a mile to the N.E. The pillar is perforated and has a mark-stone at the level of the
ground floor.
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[Perfectly flat sandy desert, plumb-line unaffected by hills^ The Latitude pillar was 600 feet due eat of the

Trigonometrical Station. S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 29 21' 41 "'58

183, Lambatach Hill Station is a secondary station of tho N.W. Himalaya Scries (vide Synop-
tical volume VII). Its position wasre-determiried in 1903, (vide Appendix No. 2 of this volume). It is

situated on the highest point of Lambatach hill, which lies N.E. of the junction of tho Pabar and Tons

rivers, in the lands of tho village Manjni (Tehri-Garhwal), about If miles N.W. of Deota Forest Bun-

galow, 1 mile N.E. of Maijon and Lambatach Forest Bungalow. In 1903 a circle and dot were cut in

a stone embedded in the upper surface of a masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and one foot high. This

dot was placed vertically over the old mark defining Lambatach or Lambathash of the secondary trian-

gulation. The pillar is isolated in the usual manner from the surrounding platform. The easiest

approach is via Thadiar and Deota Forest Bungalows.

[The Astronomical Station is 82 feet 1J inches north and 1 foot 8J inches east of the Trigonometrical Station.

There may be a slight local deflectiou of the plumb-liuc southwards, probably less than 1" in amount. U.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 31 1' 7"-6*5

Reduction to Astronomical Station = -f *81

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 31 1 8 -46

184. Lingmara (or Biilaji-ka-pahdr) nill Station (No. XVI of the Jabalpur Meridional Sories,

volume VI of the Account of the Operation* Sfc.} is in the tahsil and thana of llampaili, and tho

district of Biilaghat, formerly called Boorha, of the Central Provinces, the head quarters of the district

being 10 miles to the north-east. The station is situated on the southern edge, and not on the highest

part, of a long range of hills averaging 700 feet in height, and running cast and west. To the immediate
south of the range and I a mile distant are 5 conical hills 500 feet high.

[To avoid essentially local attraction, which promised to be considerable at the Trigonometrical Station,
the Astronomical Station was built 181 2 yards due east of the; former, a site that was also east of tho centre

of gravity of the Lingrmira range. 500 yards from the Astronomical Station in a N.N E, direction is a small

hillock 70 feet high : a heavy range of mountains looms along the northern horizon, 20 miles away, hut the southern view

is one unbroken plain. The Astronomical Station stands near the centre of a small plateau about ttO feet above the general
level of the ground to the north and south. A northerly attraction should be expected here

;
the mountains to the N.N.W.

and NN.E. are shewn by the map to be more considerable than they appear to the eye; there is nothing on.

the southern side to counteract them, and the whole tendency of the ground level i'rom 20 miles north of the station to 20

miles south of it is to slope downwards at 20 feet per mile, S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 13' 3" -07

185. LoMgara Tower Station (No. XLII of the Calcutta Meridional Series, volumo VIII of tho

Account of the Operations Sfc.) stands about a mile E. of a small stream called Nahara stream ; and 7

miles S.W. of the large village of Dakkhin Batina on the high road from Dinajpur to Titalia, thiiiia

Thakurgaon, pargana Skdlburi, district Dinajpur. Tho azimuths and perambulated distances of the

circumjacent villages arc : Lakkhipur 215 56', milo 0'73 ; Matrapur 278 20', miles T30; lioipur 341

40', mile 0*72 ; and Phakdampur 82 20', mile O'ii.

[The Latitude pillar is 42 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station and 2 feet south of thosame. Some 8 feet of the

Trigonometrical masonry pillar remain in good preservation covered by a mound of earth. No "half way
" mark was

to be found arid as it was thought inexpedient to open up more of the masonry pillar to got to the lower mark, the Latitude

was referred to the centre of the square masonry pillar. It is very improbable that an error of as much as + 0"-005
has been thus introduced into the value for the reduction to the Trigonometrical Station. H.M c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 26 V 12" -04

Reduction to Astronomical Station = *02

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 26 2 12 02

186. Losalli Station (No. I of the Karachi Longitudinal Scries, volume III of the Account

of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the Sironj district of the Tonk territory, 1^ miles W. of Pagrani,
and the same distance S.E. of Bara Losalli, on a gentle undulation of the high table-land which rises

immediately to the west of the Sironj valley. Some of the circumjacent villages with their directions

and distances are as follows: Manakheri N., 2'33 miles; Alinagar W., 0*85 mile; and IJogra S.E.,3 39
miles. The pillar is solid, 144 f et high, and has the usual mark-stones at top and bottom! besides two
intermediate ones at 5 and 10 feet respectively above the lower mark.
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[The Latitude pillar was to the west of the Trigonometrical Station and 60 feet from it. Its centre is practi-

cally in the prime vertical. Losalli Station is situated 1,749 feet above mean sea-level and in the middle of the

Kafianpur plateau, in perfectly flat ground, which is slightly lower than the undulating country to the west. G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 6' 19" '17

187. Lunki Hill Station (No. LXXI of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on a sand-hill in that portion of tho Thar, or Little-desert, apper-

taining to Bhuj. The village of Dadia is S.B. at about 2 miles, and that of Janji-kd-kua N.W. at about

1*7 miles. The station consists of a solid pillar 3 feet high, having three mark-stones, one at top, another

at bottom and a third 2 feet above the latter.

[The Astronomical Station is over the Trigonometrical Station o the same name, the centre of the instrument being
1 foot south of the Trigonometrical mark. The Trigonometrical Station is on the highest ridge of the locality aud was

found in good condition. II.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 24 58' 23"- 1G

Reduction to Astronomical Station = '01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 58 23 *15

188. Madhupur (Modupur) Tower Station (No. XIV of the Calcutta Meridional Series,

volume VIII of the Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated immediately on tho right bank of the

Twalangi river and about a mile below its junction with the Bhairali; tluina Nauda, pargana Kulboria,

district Murshidabad. The a/i ninths and perambulated distances of the circumjacent villages are : Ma-

dhupur "(Indigo factory) 79 35', mile G'4,8 ; Madhupur 120 4,7', miles 1-41; Dengapara 179 59',

miles 1-31 ; Pidrpur 304 29', miles T99 ; and Hclnagar 233 47', mile 0'68. The station consists of a

square tower of masonry 33*25 feet in height which has a mark-stone at bottom.

[Tho Latitude pillar is in the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station and 492*9 feet east of the same.

There is nothing visible to which local deflection of the plumb-line could be attributed. The country seems of uniform

character for miles all around, flat low lying, alluvial tracts, wooded or nnder cultivation. The Trigonometrical Station

is in excellent preservation. II.M.C ]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23 56' 38" '97

189.
'

Madras Longitude Station (vide volume IX of the Account of the Operations
was 65 feet due north from the axis of the Meridian Circle of the Madras observatory, which latter

point was fixed by triangulation and called Madras Observatory No. 2 s. in Synoptical Volume XXVII
of the Madras Longitudinal Series.

[The zenith telescope was set np on a small circular granite pillar originally erected by some officers of the

U. S. Navy who were engaged on Electro-Telegraphic Longitude operations ;
it was on the same meridian as the Longitude

Station of the Survey of India, arid 41 feet 74 inches north of it. The zenith sector pillar was 30 feet 7 inches due east

of the zenith telescope pillar. S.G.H
]

Geodetic Latitude of the Longitude Station = 13 M 3" -75

Reduction to Latitude Station == + "42

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 13 4 4 -17

190. Mahadco Pokra Hill Station is situated in Central Nepal : the station is marked with a

pile of stones 6 feet in diameter and 6 feet high. The position of the station was determined from obser-

vations to known peaxs.

Captain Wood's "
Report on the Identification and Nomenclature of the Himalayan Peaks as seen

from Katmandu,) Nepal
"
published in 1904, gives the geodetic co-ordinates of Maliadeo Pokra as follows :

Latitude 27 4V 31"-5

Longitude 85 33' 4/7"'l.

191. Majhdr Hill Station (No. XIV of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the

Account of the 'Operation* $<?.) is situated on the same elevated plateau as Gujara fort from which it is

distant about 1| miles duo north : in the Gwalior State. The distances and directions of neighbouring
places are : Jamruha fqj*t 2 miles, E.N.E. ; and Naugamo village 8'1 miles, E.S.E. The station consists

of a solid pillar, having a mark-stone at its upper surface.

[The Latitude pillar is 41 feet east of the site of the Trigonometrical Station. The original low tower and
platform of which the Trigonometrical Station consisted, had fallen and about the year 1892 the platform was rebuilt by
the local official to a height of about six feet. Some seven years later a small stone tower was built on the platform, in

height some eight feet above the platform. The original top mark-stone which had fallen, is now, in 1902, to be seen built
into the side of the platform. The lower mark seems to hare been destroyed as none was found. The Latitude pillar
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cannot be more than 4 feet out of position however. The local visible masses are capable of producing a slight deflection

of not more than 0"*5 southwards, H.M.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 2G 6' 17^-00

192. Mai Hill Station (No. LI of tho East Coast Series, volume VI of the Account of the

Operations tyc.) is situated in the Lands of tho village of .Birimi on a low hill stretching about 1*5 miles,
N.E. and. S.W. ; zamindari Maiidisa, district Ganjam. The hill originally belonged to Ankdpilli, but
that village having been abandoned it was attached to Birimi. The village of Birimi lies E.N.E.,
distant about 1 mile and the sea-coast is about 1'5 miles E. The station consists of a solid pillar,

having two marks, the upper J/50 feet above the lower which is engraved on the rock hi sittl.

[The Astronomical Station is on a hill nearly 500 foot high, or 350 feet above the surrounding plains. The country is

interspersed with low hills. The local attraction of tho*e in the immediate vicinity, including that on which the station

stands, would probably be a little N. by E
,
but there arc heavy masses of hills, rising to nearly 5,000 feet about 10 miles

distant to N.W. A local attraction towards the N.W. should be expected accordingly. This is however neglecting any efleet

which may be due to the fact that the sea-coast is within 2 miles in a S.E direction from the station, the general direction

of coast line being N.E. to S.W. The Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station. E.A.T.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 47' 1(5"

* CJ7

193. Mandvi Hill Station (No. XXXI of the Bombay Longitudinal Series, volume XII of the
Account of the Operations fyv.) is situated in the lands of the village of Tikona, taluka Povan Msival,
Bhor State. It is on a ridge of the Western Ghats and occupies the peak locally known as Mandvi : it

is 1^ miles W. of the village of Vaula whence there is a very decent path to the station, and-l-J miles

E. of Tikoria bill fort which is connected with it by a remarkable ridge about a mile in length along
which there is a foot-path. The station is at the N. end of the summit which rises precipitously from
all sides to a height of about 500 feet above the level of the high ridges of the table-land. The hill

is composed generally of hard vesicular basalt; the lower part is of amygdaloid. The directions and
distances of the circumjacent villages arc: Malaundi N.W. by N., mile 1 ; Kasig S.W. by W., miles

1| ;
Kolvdn S., miles 3\ ; and Audhali S.E. by E., miles If. The station consists of a solid pillar

of masonry having two marks.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. This is situated at the summit of a coni-

cal peak of the Western (xhtits. Its height is 4,1 10 feet above sea-level, and about 2,200 feet above the surrounding country.
There are mountains on every side and it is impossible to foretell what their effect may be on th< plumb-hue ;

so far as the

mure immediate surroundings are concerned, an attraction to the south seems probable, as to the north the fall is very

abrupt and there is a valley on this side about 4 miles wide, while to the south the hill extends, though at a low altitude,
for a long way. G.P.JL.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 37' 51''- 11

194. Mooltan Longitude Station (vide volume XV of tho Account of the Operations $c.) is

ahout 53 feet north and 102 feet cast of Mooltan Telegraph Office station, which is situated at the N.W.
angle of the paka roof of the Government Telegraph Office. A circle and dot engraved on a stone

let into the roof marks the Telegraph Office station. It is 2*83 feet from an arrow on the western

parapet, 8*08 feet from the S.W. corner of the westerly of the two northern chimneys and 9 90 feet

from the N.W. corner of the single central chimney.

[Suleiman mountain peaks just visible to N.W. ou very clear days: otherwise the whole country is flat. The
Latitude Station was coiucideut with the Longitude Station. s.o.u.J

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 30 10' 58" -70

195. Moulmein Longitude Station (vide volume X of the Account of the Operation*
is on the meridian of the Mess House station, 10*0 feet south of it. In 1884 a marble slab 15 inches

square with a circle and letters GK T. S. painted thereon was placed between the transit pillars,

[The Latitude was observed from the Moulmein Longitude Station, the zenith telescope being plrfml on the

westernmost of the two Transit pillars. These pillars were found in sound condition. The adjacent building describ-

ed in Volume X is no longer the Mess House of Moulmein Volunteer Rifles. It is a private dwelling hou&e. It is

situated on the high ground of "
Battery Point ". In Jauuary 1905 there was no marble slab between the two transit

pillars, H.M.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = v

16 29' 54" -63

Note. It will be found that the Geodetic Latitude of the Longitude Station as given in Volume X is 1^*87 in excess

of the value adopted here. The Series of Triangulatiou following the Burma Coast emanates from the side Gojalia,
XLIX Tulamura L of the Eastern Frontier Series. The values of the length and azimuth of this side were adjusted
iti the simultaneous reduction of the North-East Quadrilateral and this adjustment has necessitated a recalculation o
the triangulatiou iu Burma,
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196. Nagarkhdna Hill Station (No. LXXI of the Burma Coast Series, Section ll
c

-23) is

situated on the westernmost range in the Chiltagong district known by the Muggs as the Hinglimoin
Range, and extending from, the Fenny river on the north to the Karnaphnli on the south, the range
runs in a direction N.W. and S.E. and is distant from the latter river about 4 miles. It is on
eastern edge of the range, overhanging the plains about % mile distant from the village of Naseerabad

at W. A large tank, the Sultan JBajubasta claryah is situated N.N.E. about ^ mile, and the Judge's
Kachahri in the civil station of Chittagong is distant 2*890 miles at an azimuth of 818 58' 39"*51. The
station is in pargana Naseerabad, in tluina and zillah Chittagong, and is marked by a masonry pillar 3

feet high and 3| feet in diameter at top. The pillar contains 3 mark-stones, one at the top and the

others 2 feet apart, the lowest being a foot below the surface of the hill.

[The Latitude Station is 23 feet 2 inches east of the Trigonometrical Station. n.M.c,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 22 22' 56" '38

197. Naharmau Hill Station (No. VI of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations $c.) is situated within a ruined fort on a hill about half a mile S.E. of the

village of that name; thana Gaurjhamar, tahsil Rehli, district Saugor. On the hill top, adjacent to the

Trigonometrical Station, is a reservoir of water, known as Nilkanth Maharaj's tank, which is resorted to

by pilgrims immediately after the setting in of the rains. The station consists of a solid pillar 2 feet

high, having two marks.

[The Latitude pillar is 2010 feet west of the Trigonometrical Station. The azimuth of pillar from Trigonome-
trical Station measured from north by west is 89 58' 35". The Naharmau hill lies slightly to N.E., while to N.N.W.
and W. there are extensive low lying tracts. To S.E. and S. is broken hilly country. No large masses are involved and
the existence of more than a very small local attraction to south is not to be expected. TI.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 23 30' 18" '14

Reduction to Astronomical Station = + *01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23 30 18*15

198, Nialamari Hill Station (No. II of the Madras Meridional and Coast Series, volume
XIII of the Account of the Operations SfC.} is situated in the lands of the village of Malkapuram,
tdluk Nalgonda, Nizam's territories. The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent villages are :

Nialamari 251 57', miles 2'45 ; Chidalla 27 3V, miles 3*57; Malkapuram 277 1', miles 1*97; and

Siirayapet 136 25', miles 9'8. The station consists of a platform enclosing a solid, circular and
isolated pillar of masonry in which are two marks, one engraved on the rock in situ and the other 2 feet

above it on a stone imbedded flush with the upper surface of the pillar.

[The Latitude pillar is built on the Trigonometrical Station. The hill on which the station stands is very steep,
about 500 feet hi^h and may be best described as one vast granite rock. There is a small hill due north about ^ mile off

and two others N. by W. distant 1| and 2 miles respectively and a considerable mass of hills N.N.W. distant 3 miles.

There is a small hill due south distant 2 miles. All these hills are bare rocks. There is probably a small amount of nor-
thern local attraction, J!K.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 17 1' 33" -63

199. Nitali Hill Station (No. X of the Bomhay Longitudinal Series, volume XII of the
Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Nitali, district Naldurg,
Nizam's territories.

"""' " * " * ^ * ^ ^

The directions

miles If; Javoti

pillar of masonry, having two marks, one at the bottom and the other at its upper surface.

[The Latitude Station is coincident with the
Trigonometrical

Station. It is situated on a low stony hillock in
the raidsj of a large and slightly undulating plain. No hill of auy importance is in sight so that there is no reason to

suspect any deviation ot
%

the plumb-line. G.P.L.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 17' 7" -16

200. Ongole Hill Station (No. XVIII of the Madras Meridional and Coast Series, volume XIII
of the Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the lands of the town of Ongole, taluk On^-ole,
district Nellore. It is on a low hill about 200 feet in height, lying immediately W.S.W. of the taluk
town of Ongole, and f of a mile W. of the road from Nellore to Ongole. The direotipns and
distances of the circumjacent villages are : Anavaripud E.S.E., mile 1 ; Perana Mitta N.W., miles 3*
Mamidipalem S.S.W., mile i; and Guddalagimtap&lem N.W,, mile . The station consists of a platform
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enclosing a soli(J, circular and isolated pillar of masonry 3 feet in diameter in which are two marks,
one engraved on the rock in sitil and the other 2 feet above it on a stone imbedded flush with the upper
surface of the pillar.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station and situated on the top of the northern of

two small hills which lie to the south-west of the large town of On^ole and about half a mile from it. Owing to the pre-
sence of this hill to tlic south, the station is not a very good one, and it would have been preferable to select a station in

the prime .vertical, but no suitable spot could be found and so the old station was adhered to. The hill is about 300 t'ect

higher than the surrounding country which i* very flat. It is very rocky and is difficult to pitch tents on. Ongole is a

largo native town through which the main road to Hyderabad passes <i.p.L c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station =' 15 29' 56" -85

201. Oria llill Station is situated on a small plateau ; it is 200 yards S/VV. of the Rest-house,
and 1 mile S.S.W. of Guru Sikkar Hill Station (No. XLlt of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume
III of the Account of the Operations fyc.)

[The position of Oria h.s. was fixed by secondary triangulatum, specially executed for the purpose. The original
intention of the* observer was to observe from Guru Sikkar, but a landslip had destroyed the path, and il was not possible
without great expense; to take the heavy Zenith Sector to the peak. It is intended in the future to observe with tlu* Zrmth

Telescope at scu*ral stations .situated on a section through Mount Abu: oi these stations (iiiru Sikkar and Orui uill form
two The Latitude Station was originally misnamed (jiiru Sikkar, hut 111 view of its great distance* from thr Principal Sta-

tion of that name, and of the prospect of latitude observations being taken in the near future at Guru Sikkir itself, it has

been considered advisable to rename it Oria. s O.B.]

Guru Sikkar Hill Station is situated on the highest pinnacle of Mount Abu, in the territories of the Rao of

Sirohi, in Hajputaua. The small rock temple of Guru Sikkar, a roort of pilgrims from all parts of Indi.i, adjoins the.

station platform towards the S.W The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry having a mark-stone at it's upper
surface and another engraved on the rock hi sitd.

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station at Oria = 24 37' 50" -96

202. Parampudi Hill Station (No. LX of tho Madras Meridional and Coast Series, volume XIII
of tho Account of the Operations ^c.} is situated in the land* of the viilnijo of Parampudi, taluk Yerna-

gudcin, district (jodiivari. It is on a low hill about t miles W. by N. of the large village of Ganapava-
raiu, the same distance E. of Jeluijurnilli, and 5 miles N. of the large village of Taduvayi. The directions

and distances of the circumjacent villages are : IJ/imanapalem W.S.W., miles 2-J; VirachCttigi'idem S.W.

by W., miles 1-J; Ganganugiidcm S.E. by S., miles 2{-; Rantugudcin E. by S., miles 2} ; and Nar-

napuram N.E. by N., miles 1J. The station consists ol* a platform ol* stones and earth enclosing a solid,

circular, and isolated pillar of masonry in which are two marks, one engraved on the rock in, situ and
the other 2^ feet above it on a stone imbedded flush with the upper surface of the pillar.

[The Astronomical Station is identical with the* Trigonometrical Station. This is situated ai thr highest point of a
small rising ground of insignificant height. There is nothing to lead to the anticipation of any deviation of the plumb-
line, O.P.L.C ]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 17 12' 38" '28

203. Pathaidi Tower Station (No. XIX of the Bilaspur Meridional Series, volume VI of tho

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on rising ground 0*17 mile E.N.E. of the deserted village of

Pathaidi, pargana Ratunpur, district Bihispur of tin; Central Provinces. The jwmiuths and distances

of the following villages are : Keonthara 170 10', miles T70; and Kari 207 lO', miles 1'8B. The
station consists of a perforated pillar of masonry 25*13 feet high, having a mark-stone in the ground
floor and another 2 feet below.

[Pathdidi is a tower station ; the masonry core was found intact, hut the outer imid masonry has long since

collapsed into a shapeless mound which envelopes the tower for half its height. There was no cuu*e to expect any local

attraction. The Latitude pillar was erected JUS'S feet to the west of the Trigonometrical Station and was found to be 1*5

feet south of its proper position in the prime \ertieal.-~K AT]
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station 21 IS' 15* -97

Reduction to Astronomical Station = - () *01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station 21 4 45 -96

204. Patna Tower Station (No. XV of the East Coast Series, volume VI of the Account of the

Operations fyc.) is situated on the left bank of tho Subarnarekha river at the northern extremity of the

village of Patna in pargana Jellasore, district Balasore. The Baptist Mission Chnpe) is 100 yards
south-west of the station. The" azimuths and perambulated distances of the circumjacent villages
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are : StikeMkhia 123 28', mile 0'908; Bhelbaria 172 24', mile 0'432 ; Cbakharia 209 41', mile 0762 ;

Bagawflli 257 55', mile 0'566 and'Balampur 357 7', mile 0'464. The tower is solid, 36'50 feet high, and
has a central pillar of masonry, isolated from the ground level upwards, in which the mark-stones have

been placed.

[The station is by the road about 1$ miles from Jellasore Railway Station
;
50 yards to the north of it flows the

Subarnarekha river, flowing at this point roughly from E. to W. The kachcha portion of the tower is in ruins, but the paka
core appears intact, and the upper mark-stone uninjured. The Latitude pillar is 40 feet 9 -inches due west of the Trigono-
metrical Station. There are no hills in the vicinity to cause local attraction

;
the effect of the channel of the Subarnarekha,

which is here "some 400 yards broad with its bed 20 feet to 30 feet lower than the surrounding country, would probably
be nearly balanced by the fact that the country is falling imperceptibly to the south. No local attraction should be

anticipated accordingly. The sea is nearly 20 miles distant in a S.S.E. direction B.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 47' 20" -83

205. Phallut Hill Station (a secondary station of the North-East Longitudinal Series) is situated

on the watershed boundary between British Sikkim and Nepal ; Pillar No. 1 of the series of pillars

defining the said boundary is about 30 feet to the north of the station. This boundary pillar is the tri-

junction point of British Sikkim, Independent Sikkirn and Nepal. The Traveller's Bungalow lies S.E.

of the station at a distance of about 1150 feet measured horizontally. The frontier road terminates

about 60 feet north of the station.

[The Trigonometrical mark had been .destroyed and all traces of the pillar removed. The description given of

the station says that it was about 30 feet" south of Boundary Pillar No. 1 of the Sikkim-Nepal Boundary.
The highest point on the hill is this distance south of the Boundary Pillar, and as the ridge here is very sharp and runs

roughly S.E. to N.W., there is little doubt as to where the station originally was
;
on this spot was found the usual

Bhutia cairn and prayer flags. The position of this reclaimed point cannot be more than 1 foot north or south of the

original mark. The Astronomical Station is 97*8 feet south and 88-3 feet east of the assumed point. The azimuth and

distance of Boundary Pillar No. 1 from the Astronomical Station are 144 0' (from S. by W.) and 160 6 feet respectively.

H.M.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 27 12' 41" -83

Reduction to Astronomical Station = 97

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27 12 40 *86

206. Pirmulo Hill Station (No. V of the Bider Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on a rock 10 feet high on a hill within the lands of the

village of Wadapaili, pargana Tupren, Zilla Mcdak of the Nizam's territories. A rohd from Wadapaili
village leads to the station. The bearings and estimated distances of the circumjacent villages are :

Wadapaili W.S.W., miles 1-3; Rdmar&m N. by W., miles 2; Girpaili E.S.E., miles 2'3. The station

consists of a solid pillar having two marks, the upper 1-13 feet abovo the lower, which was found deeply
engraved on the rock in sitit and adopted for the station.

[The Trigonometrical Station of this name being unsuitable for the observations, a new station was selected to

the east. The azimuth of this station from the original one is 270 32' 56" and the horizontal distance between the two
1460*5 feet. Hence the Astronomical Station is 13-99 feet south of the Trigonometrical Station. There is a small hill to

the north, the highest point being about 350 yards distant and 150 feet above it. The mass of the hill is small but being so

close may have some slight effect on the plumb-line. O.P.L.C.]
Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 17 53' 2" -95

Reduction to Astronomical Station == '14

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station =? 17 53 2 *81

207. Prome Longitude Station (vide volume X of the Account of the Operations -c.) is 105*3
feet due east of Prome Club s., and about 320 feet south-east of the Prome Club and Reading Room.

[The Latitude Station is 71 feet 2 inches north and 2 feet east of the Longitude Station. The old Reading
Koom appears to have been moved to make way for the buildings of the Pumping Station. Prome Club s. is described
as being 120 feet south-east of the Prome Reading Room. The present Club and Reading Room lies midway between
the Longitude and Club Stations, which are no longer intervisible. The Longitude Station is marked by a marble slab in
the surface of the concrete-tennis court of the Club. The Club Station is in good condition. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Longitude Station = 18 49' 13" -47

Reduction to Latitude Station =c -f -71

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station == 18 49 14 -18

Note. It will be found that the Geodetic Latitude of the Longitude Station as given in Volume X is 1* 65m excess
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of the value adopted here. The Series of Triangulation following the Burma Coast emanates from the side

Gojalia, XLIX Tulamura, L of the Eastern Frontier Series. The values of the length and azimuth of this sfde were

adjusted in the simultaneous reduction of the North-East Quadrilateral and this adjustment has necessitated a recal-

culation of the triangulation in Burma.

208. Quetta Telegraph Office Station is a station of the Quetta Secondary Series which
emanates from the Great Indus Series. It is situated in the compound of the house occupied by the

Deputy Superintendent of Telegraphs, Quetta Division, and lies between the house and an out-office

east of the house. It is 58*33 feet from the S.E. corner of the house, and 66*5 feet from the south
corner of the out-office. The station consists of a platform enclosing a circular, isolated pillar of masonry
having a wooden peg in its centre with two linos cut on it.

[The Latitude Station is coincident with the Quetta Telegraph Office Station, which is 22 '25 feet west and 8*08
feet north of the Quetta Longitude Station (vide volume XV of the; Account of the Operations ty<?.)]

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 30 11' 57" -87

209. Rajpur Latitude Station is situated about the centre of the small level field immediately
to the east of the ruined bungalow known as Seal's Kothi which stands just to the east of the upper
end of the Rajpur Bazar. It consists of a circular masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet (5 inches
in height, its upper surface level with the ground.

[The Latitude Station was connected by secondary triangulation with Kulh&n s. and Rajpur h s
, secondary

stations of the North-East Longitudinal and Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 21'-30, respectively. For the purposes
of triaugulation a point was selected 1(5 feet south and 9 inches west of -the centre of the Latitude pillar, O.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 30 23' 56" -67

Reduction to the Latitude Station = + -16

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 30 23 56-83

210. Rajuli (or Karoba-ka-Dungar) Hill Station (No. XXX of the Jabalpur Meridional Series,
volume VI of the Account of the Operation* Sfc>] is situated in the lands of the village of Balarpur,
tahsil Mul, district Chanda. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry 9 feet high, having at

least two mark-stones, the distance between which is riot known.

[The Astronomical Station was built over the mark-stone of the Trigonometrical Station. It is sitnated on the

highest part of a small hill, 400 feet high. To the immediate; north are two more similar hills hut not so large, the
three together forming: one small range 2 miles in length. The horizon from west to south-west is broken hy a small

cluster of low hills, 7 or 8 miles distant : with the exception of these and a few detached hillocks 100 to 200 feet high
scattered about to the north, the entire field of view is one unbroken plain, studded in every direction with tanks The
Astronomical Station is slightly north of the centre of gravity ol the Hajuli Hill itself. The surrounding hillocks are so

small and low, that their effect on the plumb-line must be inappreciable: the ground however has a very constant fall

from north to south. This station should be a suitable one for Latitude observations, and the amount of local attraction
is insignificant. s.o.B.J

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 20 12' 55" -45

211. Ramai Hill Station (No. XXXIII of the Bilaspur Meridional Series, volume VI of the
Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the lands of the village of Ameti; zamindari Fingeshwar,
district liaipur of the Central Provinces. It, stands on a small detached flat hill, situated in the midst
of a low densely wooded mass of hills, lying north and south, overlooking the plains to the west called the

Rarnai-Pat. The azimuths and estimated distances of the circumjacent villages are : Sorid 10 41*,

miles 1-5 ; Nawaptira 310 56', miles T75 ; and Ameti 323 20', miles 1-5. The station consists of a solid

pillar of masonry having two marks, the upper 4'00 feet above the lower which is engraved on the rock
in situ.

[Ramai Hill Station is on the southern end of a steep flat-topped hill rising to a height of about 450 feet above
the surrounding plain ; there is no visible cause for a marked local attraction in any particular direction. The Astronomical
Station is identical with the Trigonometrical Station. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 20 56' 51" -47

212. Rdmgir Hill Station (No. XIV of the Bider Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the
Account of the Operation* $v.) is situated in the jdgir of Fakfnin Miilk (son-in-law of the Nawdb
SaUr Jang) in the Hyderabad States, and has been, built on the site of an old platform supposed to be

ColoneLLambton's "*Ramgeer". It is in the middle of a flat-topped conspicuous range with very
precipitous approaches. From about half a mile to the east of the station the hill is extensively
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fortified and the works are on a most stupendous scale* The village of Rdmgir lies about 5 miles E.

The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry 8*25 feet high, having at least two marks, the distance

between which is not known.

[The Latitude pillar is built on the Trigonometrical Station, situated on the plateau on which the ruins of the fort

of Ramgir stand. The particular part of the plateau on which the station is built runs N.W. and S.JE. and there is appa-

rently as much to the north as to the south. To the north there are no hills of any description ; but to the south as far as

the eye can reach, some 50 miles, there is a succession of hills and hillocks of -all descriptions dotted about. There is

probably some southern local attraction. -J.E.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 35' 26* -12

213. Ranjitgarh Tower Station (No. XCV of the Gurhagarh Meridional Series, volume IV of

the Account of ike Operations $Y\) is built in the old fort of that name, close to the road from Sialkot

to Chaprar and Jummoo, and distant about 7 miles from station of Sialkot; '/ilia,, pargnna and tluimi of

Sialkot. The pillar is perforated and 20'5 feet high. It lias a mark-stone at the ground iloor.

[The Astronomical Station is 299 feet west and 1-48 feet north of the Trigonometrical Station. The latter is

situated 011. a mound, which forms part of the old fort of Kanjitgarh, th of a mile E.N.E. of the village of Khinnpur.
This village is 7 miles from Sialkot on the Jummoo Chapj^r road. A largo northerly deflection of the plumb-line, perhaps
10", might be expected due to the Himalayan masses some 40 mile,s to the N. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 32 35' 12" -10

Reduction to Astronomical Station = -t- *01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 32 35 12 11

214. Rawal Hill Station (No. LIX of the East Coast Series, volume VI of the Account of
the Operation* 8cc.) is situated on a low hill about 1 mile 8.W. of the largo village of (jdngava in tliaria

Palkonda, taluk Parvatipur, district Vixagapatam. The nearest villages are Sitadipuram at the northern
base* of the hill and Kshvaisa at the southern base. The station consists of a solid pillar having two marks,
the upper 1*75 feet above the lower which is engraved on the rock in il&.

[The Astronomical Station is on a group of hills running E. and W. It is at a height of (500 feet ahovc the surround-

ing plain (this was measured with 6" theodolite from a 10 chain base). The local attractions of the range of hills on which
the pillar stands would appear to cancel, but this is a difficult thing to estimate. Jhcre arc hills all round except to the E.

and S.E. The masses of the Eastern Ghats lying 80 miles \V. and -10 miles N. should exert a W.N.VV. attraction, but there

is a considerable mass of hills 15 miles N.E., and a few small hills to the 8., 8 miles distant. On the whole a probable
attraction of 6" N. should be considered. The Astronomical Station coincides with the Trigonometrical Station. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 32' 9" '22

215. Rojhra Hill Station (No. LXXV of the Karachi Longitudinal Scries, volume III of the
Account of the Operations #Y?.) was situated on a sand-hill in that part of the Thar, or Little-desert,

appertaining to Bluij. The village of Pariara is distant about 3-J miles to the N.N.W.

[The Latitude pillar is 28 feet due east o[ the remains of the Trigonometrical Station of the same name. The
latter had disappeared entirely in 1900 and it was only by digging extensively that the remain* of the foundations were
found 4 feet below the surface. The centre of these foundations was adopted as the Trigonometrical Station. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 57' 26" 28

216. Salimpiir Tower Station (No. XXVI of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the
Account of the Operations $*e\) is situated on tbe crest of a mound (about 20 feet in height) distant

600 yards west of the small village of Salimpiir : thana and tahsil KAsganj, pargana Bilram, district Etah.
The distances and directions of the surrounding villages are : Badatnpur 0*9 mile, E.8.E. ; Narainpur
0*5 mile, S. ; Kutubpur 1'2 miles, N.W. ; and JMmrampur 1*3 miles, N.E. by N. The station consists of
a tower. of sun-dried bricks and mud cement, 48 feet high and 13 feet square at top, having a central
hollow core of burnt bricks; it has a mark-stone at 1 foot below the ground floor.

[The Latitude pillar was situated 1222 feet west of the Trigonometrical Station. The azimuth of the latter
from the former was 270 <)' 20", so that the latitudes of the two points may be considered identical. O.P.JL.C.]

Oeodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station SB 27 46' 36" '46

217. Samdari Hill Station (No. VII of the Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA of
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66> miles 1*7 ; Mokrundi 180, miles 2-25 ; Deopura 213, miles 2-1 ; and Kamawas 335, milrs 2-0. The

pillar, which is surrounded by a platform, is solid and contains three marks, one in the foundation, 2 feet

below the ground, another flush with the hill top and the third on the surface of the pillar ; the
difference of heights between the upper arid lower marks is 3'13 feet.

[The Astronomical Station is built on the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station, and about 600 yards
west of tli latter. The southern horizon is broken by a rocky ranpe, but this i* not sufficiently large to affect the plumb-
line at Samdari sensibly. The nearest range is south-west rather than south Due south is a hill some 20 miles distant,
and to the S.K. are a few scattered hills. The northern horizon is free from hills. There is thus no apparent cause for

any appreciable deflection of the plumb-line. S.O.D.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 25 48' 59"* 55

218. Sdnjib Hill Station (No. XLI of the Eider Longitudinal Scrips, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in the estate of the Kaja of Fratla, tiiluk Golgonda, district

Vizagapatam. It is on the summit of a high and conspicuous hill so named, the most elevated of the

group or range running parallel with the coast, of which it forms a part. The sea is about 10 miles

from the station. The large village of Ural la, the residence of the Raja, lies about 3 miles N. and

Gotiara, near which the ascent commences, is 2 miles E.N. E. The station consists of a solid pillar, having
two marks, the upper 1'50 feet above the lower.

[The Astronomical Station is identical with the Trigonometrical Station. This is situated at the top of a lofty hill

2000 feet troru base to summit. This hill is one of the highest points of the range uhirh runs nearly N,E and S.W. jKirallcl

to the coast. As there are large masses of hills on all sides except the west it is impossible to say what the resultant e fleet

on the pluinb-liiic is likely to be o p j,.c ]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 17 31' 18" -68

219. Sankrao Tower Station (No. XXVIII of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated on the site of an old fort on a high spur of the hank which
bounds the southern edge of the Khddttr or low lands of the Ganges, and stands close to the west side

of the village of Sankrao which is less than half a mile from the south bank of the old bed of that river;

tahsil Atrauli, pargana Gangiri, district Aligarh. The distances and directions of the surrounding villages
are: R'ustamnala 1*1 miles, W. by N. ; Mohkampur 1-2 miles, S.S.E. ; and Sikri I'l miles, R by S.

The station consists of a tower of burnt bricks and mud cement, 37 o feet bigh and 14 feet in diameter

at top, having a central hollow core of masonry ; it has a mark-stone at 1 loot below the ground lloor.

[The Latitude pillar was situated 121.5 feet west of tlio Trigonometrical Station. Tlio azimuth of the latter from
the former was 270 2' 15", so that the Latitude pillar was 0-8)2 foot north of the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical
Station. o.p.L.c.J

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 28 2' 28" -99

Reduction to Astronomical Station =s 4- '01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = i>8 2 29-00

220. Sarey Khan Latitude Station is situated J mile S.AV. of Sarandi Pat Hill Station (No. XI
of the Jahalpur "Meridional Series, volume VI of the Arcoiiut of tin? Operations tjr.) and near the

village of Sarcy Khan, thana Gour-Jhola, tahsil and district Seoni. Tlio village of Sarandi Pat lies

about \\ miles N.N.E. and that of Chilki about 1 mile north. The station conSists of a brick pillar,

having two* marks Its position was fixed by secondary triangulation specially executed for the purpose.

[Thin Astronomical Station was formerly called Sarandi Pat, but as it is situated some distance from the Trigonome-
trical Station of that name it lias been considered advisable to rename it Sarcy Khan. The Astronomical Station is

identical with the Trigonometrical Station of the special secondary triangulation s G.u.J

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 22 12' 55"'G1

221. Sarkdra Tower Station (No. XLV of the Budhon Meridional Series, volumo VII of tho

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated close to the high road from Hardw&r to Moradabad, and

distant about 0*6 mile S.S.E. of the village of Sarkdra, tahsil Dhdmpur, paj-gana Shorkot, district

Bijnor. The distances and directions of the surrounding villages are : Bujmul 0'3 mile, S.S.E. ; Nasirpur
Bhunwari 1-3 miles, W.8.W.; and Salimpur Sarni O'S'milc, S. by W. The station consists of a tower

of unburnt bricks and mud cement, 14 feet in diameter at top, enclosing a central solid pillar of masonry
16*3 feet high ; it has a mark-stone at summit.

[The Latitude pillar was situated 1702 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station on an azimuth of 270 1' 33", it

U therefore 0-77 foot south of the latter.
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Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 29 15' 46"-92

Reduction, to Astronomical Station = '01

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 29 15 46 "91

222. Saugor Hill Station (No. V of the Calcutta Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the Account

of the Operations $<?.) is situated on the Bhunria hill about half a mile clue east of Saugor, jail and

immediately ahove the old miut. The station consists of a solid pillar 2 feet high, having two marks.

[The Latitude pillar is 39 5 feet due east of the Trigonometrical Station. Immediately to the north and west extends

the hollow in which Saugor lies, some GOO feet below the general level of the tops of the surrounding hills. To the south

and east rims the ridge which contains the flat-topped hill. This ridge extends for about 1 mile eastwards before the mass

merges gradually in the plain, and for some 2^ miles southwards. The country in the immediate neighbourhood would
lead one to expect a small southerly deflection of the plumb-line not exceeding 0"'5. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23 49' 48" -07

223. Senchal Hill Station (a secondary station of the North-East Longitudinal Series) is situated

about 7 miles south of Darjecliug, and about of a milo S.E. of Majling-jong (Tiger Hill), west of

and below which is the old cantonment of Senchal. The approach to the station is from Jor-Bungalow,
whence a road has been cut to Tiger Hill, and from the latter a pathway is followed to the station*

The station is identical with Sir A. S. Waugh's point pertaining to the North-East Longitudinal Series.

It consists of a paka pillar 3 foot in diameter, surrounded by a^platform of stones 4 feet high.

[The Latitude observations were taken from the Trigonometrical Station. The station is situated well over the

centre; of the hill ; J <> a. mile to the north is Tiger Hill, the mass of which is balanced to a great extent by other masses

to the south. Beyond and north of Tiger Hill the ground falls rapidly to the Rangit valley. This deficiency of mass is

balanced by the fall to the plains on the south of the station. Considering only the masses within 10 miles radius of the

station, there should be only a very small deflection of the plumb-line, perhaps as much as V and that to the south.

The deflection in the prime vertical should be small and to the cast.- H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 26 59' 8" -25

224. Siliguri Station (a secondary station of the North-East Longitudinal Series) is situated to

the west of the Caragola-Darjeeling road and at the angle where it branches off to Pankhahari.

[The Astronomical Station consists of an isolated circular masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and whose top is flush

with the ground surface. It is 147 feet due cast of Siliguri Trigonometrical Station. The Trigonometrical pillar was not

found in very good condition and was therefore carefully rebuilt. H.M.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 26 41' 40" -37

225. Singawaram Hill Station (No. XXIII of the Bider Longitudinal Series, volume VI of the

Account of the Operations Sfc.) is on an isolated hill about 1 mile N.E. of the village of Gattuguram,
within the lands of which it is situated, tdluk Bhadrachalam, district Upper Goduvari of the Central

Provinces. A road to the station was made from the village of Gattiiguram. The directions and
distances of the circumjacent villages are : Blmndarguram W., miles 1'5 ; Singawaram N., miles 2 ;

and Bhadrachalam (city) 8.W. by S., miles (5*9. The station consists of a solid pillar, having two marks,
the upper 3*88 feet above the lower which is engraved on a stone built into the foundation.

[The Astronomical Station is identical with the Trigonometrical Station. This is situated on an isolated hill of

considerable height, about 500 feet. The station is considerably to the north of the centre of the hill, which is likely
therefore to cause some deviation to the south in the plumb-line. In other respects thgre is no cause to anticipate any
disturbing influences. G.P.L.C.]

*''

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station =s 17 45' 10* -38

V

226. Sironj Base-line N.E. End Station [No. (II) of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section
24 to 30, volume IV of the Account of the Operations $<?.] is situated in the lands of the village

The circumjacent villages, with
Barodia T5 miles, N.E. ; Thanarpur
consists of a pillar of masonry 2 feet

high, and 4 feet in diameter, having two mark-stones, one at its tipper surface and the other at the
bottom.

[The Latitude pillar was built in the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station and 50 feet west thereof. The
centre of the pillar was within half aa iuch of the prime vertical. The station lies in the plain to the east of Kaliinpur and
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is 1,481 feet above mean sea-level. The plain is perfectly flat and the horizon almost unbroken except to the west \\here
the edge of the plateau rises slightly above it. G.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 8' 03"- 57

227. Sirsa Tower Station (No. XL of the Budhon Meridional Series, volume VII of the

Account of the Operations $v,\) is situated on a mound (about 15 feet in height) distant 600 yards north,

of the village of Sirsa; tahsil and pargaua Amroha, district Moradahad. The distances and directions

of the surrounding villages are : Daryapur 0*7 mile, S.W. hy \V. ; Mauye Cliak O'-l mile, N.E. by N. ;

Raghuiuithpur 1 mile, S.li. by S.
; and llashampur 0*9 mile, "N.W. The station consists of a tower of

unburnt bricks and mud cement, 1-1 foet in diameter at top, enclosing a central solid pillar of masonry
26 feet high : it has a mark-stone at summit.

[The Latitude pillar was situated 2077 feet east of the Trigonometrical Station. The azimuth of the latter from
the former was 90 0' 7". G.P.L.C ]

Gcodetie Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 54' 39" '64.

228. Sitiip&r (or Garhi Hurki) Hill Station (No. XX of the Jabalpur Meridional Series,
volume VI of the Account of the Operations ffc.} is in the tahsil of Tirora and the district of Hhandara
of the Central Provinces; it is situated on a hillock, CO feet bigh, about half a mile E. by N. of

the village of Chicharband. Tho hillock is 800 yards long, and the Trigonometrical Station is placed at

its southern extremity, 400 yards from its centre of gravity.

[For fear that the inequality of matter to the immediate north and south might affect the direction of the plumb-
line, the Astronomical Station ^ as built oOO j ards due west of the Trigonometrical Station, a site at which the small Siliipfir

mound could have no appreciable rifect. A small northerly atit action should be expected at this station. The northern
and eastern horizons are everywhere broken by the Hahl^tmt range. The southern and western horizons are unbroken;
but the whole iield of view is studded with conical hills 400 feet high, a mile in circumference at their bases and from 5

to 8 uiiles apart; they should however exercise no appreciable eileet on the observations. s G u.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 21 21' 50"* 54

229. Sonfida (Sauoda) Tower Station [No. XIX of the Gujarat (Guzerat) Longitudinal Series,

volume XIV of the Account of the Operations $-c.~\
is situated in the lands of the village of Sonada,

sub-division "Dehgam, Baroda (Vadodra) State. It. stands on rising ground covered with large trees,

ahout a mile S.E. by E. of Somida village on the E. bank of the Kliuri river, and 1| miles S.W. of the
town of Dehgam on the road from Ahmedabnd to Modasa. The directions and distances of the circum-

jacent villages are: Galudan N.W. by N., miles 1}; Vadodra N. by W,, miles 2|; llathoda Vusna E.

by N., miles 2 ;
Jalundra Motu S.E., miles 1{ ; and Jlmnk S.W. by S., miles 2. The station consists

of a tower enclosing a solid pillar of masonry, having a mark-stone in its upper surface and others below
at every 5 feet. .Four small pillars, u ith marks thorron, are built around the tower, and the intersection

of the lines joining these marks indicates the position of the upper mark on the central pillar.

[Somida Astronomical Station \vas built on the prime vertical of the Trigonometrical Station, ahout 100 yards
west of the latter. It conld not be made coincident with the Trigonometrical Station, because the latter is a high brick

tower. The country is absolutely Hut and no hills are to be seen. Owing to large numbers of hig trees, onc\s view is

however much circumscribed on all sides There, is no apparent cause for a deflection of the plumb-line. S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 23 7' 19"* 89

230. St. Thomas's Mount Trestle Station (No. XLIV of the Madras Longitudinal Scries, volume
XIII of the Account of the Operations $*c.) is situated in the taluk of Saidaprt, district Chingleput. It

is in the N.W. corner of the terrace of the Portuguese*, (Itoiuan Catholic) Chapel of St. Thomas which
stands on the well-known mount so called, distant 8 miles S.W. of Fort St. George, and 1'3 and 0*8

miles respectively W. by S. and N.W. of the Railway station of Guindy (Kandi) and St. Thomases Mount.
The station is 50 yards W. of tlio signal flng-stalf and 19 yards N.W. of the N.W. corner of the chapel.
The station consists of a large slab of stone 3 J feet in diameter laid down flush with the ground level,

on the upper surface of this stone in addition to the usual circle and dot, a broad arrow and the letters

G.T.S. are also engraved.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station, which is situated on the N.W. corner of

the flat-topped hill, called St. Thomas's Monnt. The mount is about 250 feet above the surrounding country ;
there are a few

unimportant hills to the S.W., but as these are not less than 2 miles distant no deviation ofr the plumb-line is to be appre-
hended : possibly there may be some little attraction towards the south owing to the station not being centrally placed on
the hill. o,r.L.c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station =s 13 0' 14" -79
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231. Surantdl Hill Station [No. (Ill) of tho Great Arc Meridional Series, volume IV of the

Account of the Operations $*c.] is situated in pargana Sironj of the territories of the Nawab of Tonk,
and stands on the highest swell of an extensive range of flat hills running north and south. The circum-

jacent villages, with their distances and directions are : Surantdl about 2 miles, N.N.E. ; Bemakheri about

1^ miles, 8.W. ; and Sareko about 2 miles, 8.S/W. The station consists of a solid pillar, having the

usual mark-stone at top,

[The Latitude pillar is situated 39 feet 11 \ inches east of the Trigonometrical Station on an azimuth of 269 52',

so that the latitudes of the two may be considered identical. It is from a point very near this station that the edge of the

Kalianpur plateau bends towards the east. G.P.L.C,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 14' 20" -42

232. Tclu Hill Station (No. LI of the Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA of the Account

of the Operations *c.) is situated in thana Maujgarh, pargana and state J3ahawalpur. It is on a sand rise

of ground hardly to be called a hill, about (> miles N. of Bhiawala tank and 7*77 miles S.E. of Maujgarh
town. There are two old mud towers near Telu from which tho station takes its name, distant O'oo.of
a mile at an azimuth of 86 16'. Water is obtained from either Bhiawala or Maujgarh. The azimxith

and distance of Gidarwala village are 180 45,' miles 2*37. The station consists of a solid pillar 5 feet high
with 2'5 feet foundation, having three mark-stones, one at the bottom of the foundation, the second 2|
feet above it flush with the hill top and the third 5 feet above the second at the surface of the pillar.

[The Astronomical Station was coincident with the Trigonometrical Station. It is situated in a perfectly flat

sandy desert. S.G.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 28 5G' 11" -34

233. Thob Hill Station (No. VIII of tho Jodhpore Meridional Series, volume IVA of tho

Account of the Operations fyc.) is sitiiatcd on a low hill, about half a mile W. of the large village of

Thob and 10 miles N. of Pachbudra village, in taluk Siwuna of the Jodhpur territories. There is a well

of fairly good water near the village. The azimuths arid distances of the circumjacent villages are :

Havadlian llodro 35, miles 2'95; Thob 200, mile 0'63 ;
and Roaro 318, miles 222. The station

consists of a solid pillar, having two marks, one in the foundation, flush with the hill top and the other

in the surface of the pillar which is 3 feet high.

[The Astronomical Station is coincident with the Trigonometrical Station, It is situated on the highest point of

a hill of rock, rising 500 feet out of the plain. The southern horizon is broken by the Nagar IJills; peaks IHiadrajan and
Kundol are visible. The northern horizon is unbroken. The whole country round is a flat desert plain. There is no

apparent cause for deflection of plumb-line. S.O.B.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 2G 3' 5" '85

234. Tinsia Hill Station (No. Ill of the Karachi Longitudinal Series, volume III of the

Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the Tonk territory on the western border of the Sironj
district, half a mile S. of the small village of Tinsia, and 5 miles W.S.W. of Isavwds. The station

consists of a solid pillar, having mark-stones at top and bottom. It was repaired in 1870 and mark-
stones were inserted which are probably within 1 foot of the true positions.

[The Latitude .pillar is 39 feet cast of the new Trigonometrical Station and on the prime vertical of the latter.

The station is surrounded by dense jungle, but is not far from a track which runs from Sironj to the valley of Parbatti.

O.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 6' 27" 97

235. Tonglu Hill Station (a secondary station of the North-East Longitudinal Series) is on a lofty
mountain, situated on the boundary line between Sikkim and Nepal. At a distance it bears an aspect
of a flat-topped cliff, but the summit is composed of three knobs or hillocks, whereof the north-western
is the highest. There is a pond in the hollow between the centre and northern summits. Boundary
pillar No.

^

17 stands 33 feet from the station in the direction of Kanchanjangha, and the travellers'

bungalow is about 250 yards to the north-wr
est. The station consists of a solid pillar containing a mark-

stone and surrounded by a masonry platform,

[The Latitude observations were taken from the Trigonometrical Station. In the case of this station, on account
of the distances of the masses, their enormous size and the absence of^mv experience in respect to stations so situated, it

was impossible to form any opinion of the deflection of the plumb-line to be expected. The configuration of the ground
in the immediate vicinity is not such as would lead one to suppose any appreciable local disturbance. HM*c,]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 27 1' 53* -54
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236. Vandkonda mil Station (No- IX of the Bidcr Longitudinal Series, volume VI of tho

Account of the Operations fyc.) is situated in taluk Warangal, sar-tdluk Khamamet of the Nizam's

territories. It is on a conspicuous hill surrounded by isolated hillocks distant from it about G miles.

The azimuths and distances of the circumjacent villages are : Mddapur 165 47', miles 1'13 ; Isniir

231 18', miles 3*21; Darmapur 330 21', miles 1*58. The station consists of a solid pillar, having two

marks, the upper 2*4(1. feet above the lower which is engraved on the rock in situ.

[The Astronomical Station is identical with the Trigonometrical Station. This is situated on a high hill, about 700

feet above the surrounding country, there are a few similar isolated hills in the neighbourhood, but no deviation of the

plumb-line is to be anticipated on their account. With regard to the; position of the station with respect to the mass of

the hill itself it is probable that the centre of attraction is somewhat south of it, but only slightly so, if at all, so that

the situation may be regarded as favourable. G.P L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 17 30' 6" -87

237. Viraria Hill Station (No. LXVII of the Karachi Longitudinal Scries, volume Til of

the Account of the Operations 8fc.} is situated on a sand-hill in that portion of the Thar or Little-desert,

which appertains to Bhtij. The large village of Jharpa is distant about 3 miles. The station consists

of fe solid pillar, having three mark-stones.

[The Astronomical Station is 1890 feet west and 1 1 -95 feet south of the Trigonometrical Station of the same name.

The country is rugged iu appearance the sand-hills being very steep and water-worn. In general the height of

these hills from trough to crest is from 150 to 300 feet. The top of the Trigonometrical Station was found to ha\c hn*u

destroyed but the rest was iu good condition. The Trigonometrical pillar was found with difficulty as it had been

covered by drifting sand to a depth of about ii feet. H.M c.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 24 50' 36" -25

Reduction to Astronomical Station = '12

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 24 DC 3(> -13

238. Vizagapatam Base-line North End Station (No. LXVII1 of the East Coast Scries, volume VI
of the Account of the Operations fyc.} is situated in the Srungarapiikota tuluk of Vizagapatam district,

about 1000 yards S.S.E. of the village of Itambliadrupuram-Agraharain, and about 3 miles west of

Alamaada llailway station. The station consists of a solid pillar of masonry, having 3 circular mark-

stones, 38 inches in diameter by 6 inches thick, the lowermost resting about 2 feet from the bottom and
the two others in order vertically at intervals of 3 inches apart. Above the ground level there is a

platform of cut-stone masonry, 8 feet square and 1 foot high, reaching to the edge of the annulus,
there is also a fourth mark-stone resting over tho others and separated from tho nearest by a G-inch

layer of masonry. A pyramidal stone cap about 20 inches square by 15 inches high hollowed out at the

base, protects the uppermost mark and a cut-stone masonry dome rises to the height ot about 12 feet

over the station.

[The Astronomical Station is 137 feet 7 inches to the east of the Trigonometrical Station ;
it is 4-6 out of

the prime vertical; i.e. it is 1-84 feet north of its proper position. The surrounding country has very gradual
undulations and the Trigonometrical Statiou is on the highest point in the vicinity. The sea- coast runs in a N E -S W.
direction and its nearest point is 17 miles S.W. of the station. The Eastern Gh&ts run roughly parallel to the soa-ronst,

and are at their nearest point 15 miles N.E. of the station. Peaks in the vicinity arc 3000 to 1000 feet high ;
these hills

probably exert au N.E. attraction but this would be counteracted by a mass of low hills S.E. and S. of the station. The

resultant attraction should be very small. E.A.T.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Trigonometrical Station = 18 ]' 2* -91

Reduction to Astronomical Station = + *02

Geodetic Latitude of the Astronomical Station = 18 1 2 -93

239. Waltair Longitude Station (vide volume XV of the 'Account of the Operations fyc.) is

situated in tho enclosure of Narsin? Rao's house, and lies 95*50 feet east, and 44*25 feet south of the

western end of the gable of the house.

[The Latitude Station is identical with the Longitude Station. The presence of the Demru-Simaclnlum

range to the north makes a deviation of the plumb-line in this direction probable. In other respects the situation is

favourable. O.P.L.C.]

Geodetic Latitude of the Latitude Station = 17 43' 29" -31
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Acho\a Co-latitude 71 45' +

Latitude ... 18 15' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in

Longitude ... 77 2 Mean Height of Barometer 27 '90

'Height ... 2274 feet Mean Temperature 73 -1

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

11 SUtioiu from 1 to UMrill be found in Vol. XI of the Account of ike Operation* fa
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(81)

112. Achola Co-latitude 71 45'



(82) A8TEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

. Achola Co-latitude 71 45' +

Summary.

No, of pairs 39

No. of observations 69

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4-
;/
*14,

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 45' IS'^Ofi 0'
7
-072

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
/x

*07

Final Co-latitude 71 45' 15
/x

-13

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetie Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

18 14 44-87 0-072

18 14 48-12

- 3-25



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSEEVATJONS AND EESULT8.
(83)

775. Agra-group east point Co-latitude 62 50' -f

Latitude ... 27 9' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 78 9 Mean Height of Barometer 29-42

Height

78 9

550 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut. O. A. Bcazcley, R.E.

50



(84)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

773. Agra-group east point Co-latitude 62 50' -f

Summary.

No. of pairs 21

No. of observations 39

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those, taken W, E = 0"*71.

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 50' 45" -77 0" -065

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0^-02

Final Co-latitude 62 9

50' 43"- 79

o / if

27 9 1G-JW. + 0-065 .Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G) =27 9 21-00

Deflection of plumb-line (A G) = 4 * 79



AB8TEACTS AND STJMMABIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(85).

774. Agra-group north point Co-latitude 62 45' +
Latitude .. 27 14' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 78 4 Mran Height of Barometer 2920

Height . . 550 feet Mean Temperature 49 5

Observer Lieut. G. A. Bcazcley, R.E.



(86) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

774. Agra-group north pointCo-latitude 62 45'

Summary.

No. of pairs 23

No. of observations 37

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 7/

-48.

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 45' 49" -67 (T-103

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0" * 02

Final Co-latitude 62 45' 49" -69

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-~G)

27 14 10-31 0-108

27 14 14-10

- 3'79



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAKIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(87>

775. Agra-group south point Co-latitude 62 54' +

Latitude 27 G' Instalment Zenith Telescope
in

Longitude . 78 3 M<>un Ihiyht of Barometer 2934

Height 550 feet
'

Mean Tcmpemture 6f>'4

Observer Lieut. G. A. Hea/eh-j ,
H E.



<88)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Summary.

No. of pairs 25

No. of observations 47

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"'90

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 54
X

27
/x

'03 G

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f Ox/
'02

Final Co-latitude 62 54' 27'
/

-05

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

O / ff 9f

27 5 32-95 + 0-096

27 5 38-51

- 5-66



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESTJLTS.
(89).

116. Agra-group west point Co-latitude 62 50' -f

Latitude ... 27 10' Instrument Zeiiith Telescope
in.

Longitude . 77 59 Mean Height of Barometer 29'4
'

Height

77 59

550 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut, (j. A. Boazclc-y, 11 K.



(90) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

775. Agra-group west point Co-latitude 62 50' +

Nummary.

No. of pairs 24

No. of observations 40

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"-&1

Observed Co-latitude (weighted rnean) 62 50' 18
/7
-55 (T'091

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- O'
x
-02

Final Co-latitude 62 50' 18" -67

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A~G)

o / //

27 941-43 +

27 945-86

- 4-43



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(91).

777. Agra Longitude station, 1st visit Co-latitude 62 50' -f

Latitude . 27 10' Instrument Zeuith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude .. 78 3 Mean Height of Barometer 29'34

Height ... 550 feet Mean Temperature 63'l

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



.(92)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

777. Agra Longitude station, 1st visit Co-latitude 62 50' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

777. Agra* Longitude station, 1st visit Co-latitude 62 50'

(93)

Summary.

No. of pairs 43

No. of observations 77

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = 0'
r
'04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 50' 25" 49 0"-061

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- (T-02

Corrected Co-latitude 62 50' 25" -51 + 0"-061

Far final Co-latitude and deduction of (A G) see 2nd vi*it.



(94) A8TBONOMICAL LATITUDES,

777, Agra Longitude station, 2nd visit Co-latitude 62 50' +

Latitude ... 27 10' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

longitude ... 78 3 Mean Height of Barometer 29'27

Height ... 550 feet Mean Temperature 690<9

Observers -Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E. and Lieut. G. A. Beazclcy, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

777. Agra Longitude station, 2nd visit Co-latitude 62 50'

(95)



(96)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

777. Agra Longitude station, 2nd visit Co-latitude 62 50' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

777. Agra Longitude station, 2nd visit Co-latitude 62 50' +

(97)

Summary.

No. of pairs 86

No. of observations MO

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and tjiose taken W, E = 0" * 53Off/ H

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) G2 50 25-23 0-061

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0*02

Corrected Co-latitude 62 50 25-25 0*061

by 1st visit 62 50 25-51 0-061

Final Co-latitude 62 50 25*38 0-043

o / // //

= 27 9 34-62 + 0-043Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G) = 27 9 39 '93

Deflection of plumb-line (A
- G) ~ - 5-31



(98)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

*

775. Agra parade point Co-latitude 62 51' +

Latitude . , . 27 9' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 78 4 Mean Height of Barometer 29'24

Height ... 550 feet Mean Temperature 78'6

Observers Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E. and Lieut, G. A. Benzelny, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

118. Agra parade 'point Co-latitude 6a 51' +

(99)



(100)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

775. Agra parade poini Co-latitude 62
31' -f

Summary.

No. of pairs 30

No. of observations 66

Mean difference between observations taken E,
f
W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 51
X

7" -80 (T-069

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O
r/

*0,2

Final Co-latitude 62 5V 7" -82

- 0"-80

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o / //

= 27 8 52-18 + 0-069

= 27 8 57*47

- 5-29



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (101)

119. Ahmadpur Co-latitude 66 23' +

Latitude . . 23 30' Instrument -Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude 77 43 Mean Ih'ifjht of llarmnettr J2S*Jl

Height 1713 feet Mean Temperature 8-i'4

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Con} ngharn, II.E.



(102) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.
..;

775. Ahmadpur Co-latitude 66 23' +



ABSTEACTS ANU SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

119. Ahmadpur Co-latitude 66 23' +

(103)

Summary.

No. of pairs 35

No. of obserrations 70

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f- 01 -08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 66 23' 41
//

-51 + 0^*075

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4-
/x
-07

Final Co-latitude 66 23' 41" -68

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / // '/

= 233618-42 0-075

= 233620-88

= - 2-46



(104)
ASTJRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

120. Akbar Co-latitude 59 6' +

... 30 54-' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

... 7320 Mean Htiyht of Barometer 29*36

... 611 feet Mean Temperature 69'4

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, Il.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

120. Akbar Co-latitude 59 6' +

(105)

Summary.

No. of pairs 25

No. o observations 50

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 6' 2l
/x
-44. 0"' 073

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O'^OS

Final Co-latitude 59 6' 2V 47

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 30 53 38-53 0-073

= 30 53 43-27

- 4-74



(106) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

121. Akyab Co-latitude 69 51' +

(107)

Summary,

No. of pairs 19

No. of observations 39

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = Ov< 0t-

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 69 51' 45"- 13 0"-OG3

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f *0"'0()

Final Co-latitude 69 6V 45* -13

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 20 8 1V87 0-063

= 20 8 12-80



(108) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

122. Alamkhan Co-latitude 65 10' -h

24 50' Instrument Zenith Telescope

08 46 Mean Height of Barometer

G7 1'eet Mean Temperature i

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, R.E.

in.

2995



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

122. Alamkhan Co-latitude 65 10' +

(109)



(110)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

122. Alamkhan Co-latitude 65 10' -f



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

122. Alamkhan Co-latitude 65 10' +

(111)

Summary.

No. of pairs 58

No. of observations 108

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f O''**03

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 1(X SO'^O 0"-034

Correction for Height above Sea-level +0V
-00

Final Co-latitude 65 10' 29'
x

-50

Astronomical.Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

24 49 30-50. + 0'034

24 49 31*23

- 0-73



(112)
ASTRONOMICAL LATiJTUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

123. Algi Co-latitude 64 3' +
25 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope

78 24 Jf<?<m Height of Barometer 29- 11

854 feet Temperature 59 1

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, RE.

in.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

123. Mg\-Co-latitude 64 30' +

(113)



(1U) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

123. Algi Co-latitude 64 30' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 34 <*

No. of observations 109

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = O"*!!

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 64 30' 11" '81 + O'-OSS

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"-03

Final Co-latitude 6430'ir-84

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A~G)

25 29 48*16 0-038

25 29 46' 19

+ 1*97



4BSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(115)

124. Amr\tsar~Co-latitude 58 21' -f

Latitude ... 31 38' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude . 74 55 Mean Ihnyht of Barometer 29*13

Height ... 770 feet Mean Temprrdfi/rc 61 2

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



(116)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES, r

124. Amritsar Co-latitude 58
' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES 01? OBSEBYATIONS AND RESULTS.

124. Amritsar Co-latitude 58 21' +

(117)

No. of pairs 19

No. of observations 88

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0* f 03

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 58 21
7

57
v
-45

7/

'077

Correction for Height above Sea-level H- 0"*04

Final Co-latitude 68 2V 57"-49

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

31 38 2-51 + 0-077

31 37 58-72

+ 3-79



(118) ASTBONOHICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

125. Amua Co-latitude 66 o' +

24 0' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

80 32 Mean Height of Barometer 27 87

, 2113 feet Mean Temperature 6i'3

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, Il.E.



ABSTRACTS AND 3UMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

125. Amua Co-latitude 66 o' +

(119)



(120)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

125. Amua Co-latitude 66 o' +



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.

125. Amua Co-latitude 66 o' +

(121)

Summary.

No, of pairs 45

No. of observations 110

Mcati difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0'
/
*04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 66 0' 2" -90 0"'052

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"'08

Final Co-latitude 66 0' 2"-98

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o / a ff

23 59 57-02 0-052

23 59 56 -2t

+ 0-78



(122) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES,

126. Andhiari Co-latitude 65 i8'-f

Latitude ... 24 41' s Instrument Zenith Telescope
in,

Longitude ... 78 16 Mean Height of Barometer 2874

Height ...1330 feet Mean Temperature 64 1

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND ST7MMAKIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EESULT3.

126. Andhiarl Co-latitude 65 18' +

(123)



(124)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

126. Andhiari Co-latitude 65 18' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 37

No. of observations 103

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f 0"'04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 18
X

48//> 64 (T'

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f- 0" 05

Final Co-latitude 65 18' 48"-69

o / if

Astronomical Latitude (A) =24 41 11-31 0-026

Geodetic Latitude (G) 24 41 6-78

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G) m + 4'53



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(125)

127. Ankora Co-latitude 70 35' +
Ldtitude ... 19 25' Maximum recorded Height of Barometer = 28-076

Longitude ... 79 39 Minimum = 28-528

Height . 14*63 feet Maximum Reading of Therimmeter 75 -0

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2 Minimum n =65-5
Observer J. Ecoles, M,A.

Note, The barometer was read daring work every hoar, the thermometer erery fifteen minutes. For the calculations of refraction a separate

Talue for the preaeure and temperature was deduced for each star.



(126)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

127. Ankara Co-latitude 70 35' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

127. Ankara Co-latitude 70 35' +

(127)



(128)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

127. Ankora Co-latitude 70 35' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSEBVATIONS AND RESULTS.

727. Ankara Co-latitude 70 35' +

(129)



(130} ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

127. .Ankora Co-latitude 70 35' +

Summary.

No. of North Stars 42 No. of South Stars 29

No. of observations 212

O ' // //

Co-latitude by North Stars 70 35 33 '81 0-059

South 70 35 32-8^ 0-085

Mean Co-latitude 70 35 33-32 + 0-052

Correction for Height above Sea-level * +0*05

Final Co-latitude 70 35' 33"- 37

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

19 24 26-63 0'052

19 24 34-75'

- 8-12



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(131)

Latitude

Longitude,

Height

128. Bahak Co-latitude 59 *5' +

30 45' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

78 1G Mean Height of Barometer 21 08

9715 feet Mean Temperature 35'G

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



(132)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

128. Bahak- Co-latitude 59 1

Summary.

No. of pairs 18

No, of observations 36

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0* 14

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 15' 21
/x

'96 0"'102

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0*
f< 44

Final Co-latitude 6915'22"-40

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

30 44 37-60 + 0*103

30 45 5*22

- 27-62



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(133)

129. Bajamara Co-latitude 59 14' +
Latitude ... 30 46' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 77 56 Mean Height of Barometer 2M9

Height ... 9681 feet Mean Temperature 39-2

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, R.E.



(134) ASTBONOMIOAL LATITUDES.

129. Bajamara Co-latitude 59 14' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 18

No. of observations 32

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =s 0** 13

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 14' sr-77 0"*077

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0*-44

Final Co-latitude 69 14' 32
//

*21

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

30 45 27-79 0-077

30 45 56*20

- 28-41



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS*
(135)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

130. Bansgopal Co-latitude 61 26' +

, . . 28 33' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

. 78 34 Mean Height of Barometer 29*35

... 677 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

50'5



(136)
A8TBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

750. Bansgopal Co-latitude 61 26'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

130. BansgopalCo-fatitude 61 26' +

(137)

Summary.

No. of pairs 32

No. of observations 108

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f 0*'J09

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 61 26
X

30" '69 + 0" 050

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O^-OS

Final Co-latitude 61 26' 36"- 72

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

28 33 23-28 + O'OSO

28 33 28-08

- 4-80



(138) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

757. Bhaorasa-

... 24 8'

... 78 3

... 1387 feet

Observer Captain G.

-Co-latitude 65 51' +

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Mean Height of Barometer 28 63

Mean Temperature 67 *0

P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND RESULTS.

757. BhaorasaCo-latitude 65 51' +

(139)



(140)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Bhaorasa Co-latitude 65 51' +

Summary,

No. of pairs 40

No. of observations 75

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W/E = + 0**21

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 51
X

54"-82 0'
/
-131

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0'
/g 05

Final Co-latitude 65 6V 64"* 87

o / //

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

24 8 5-13* 0-134

24 8 3-74

+ 1'39



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSEKVATIONS AND RESULTS. (Ml)

752 Bhimsain Co-latitude 69 a'

Latitude ... 20 58'

Longitude ... 79 49

Height ... 1490 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Minimum .. , t

in.

28-716

28-663

76 -8

62 -0

Observer -Lieut. S. G. Biirrard, R.E.

Note. The barometer was read during work every hoar, the thermometer trerr fifteen aiiaatej, For the calculations of refraction a separate
for the pre*ure and temperature Waj deduced for etch Ur.



(142)
ASTBOtfOMICAL LATITUDES.

752 Bh\msa\n Co-latitude 69



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

132, Bhimsain Co-latitude 69 2' +

(143)



(144)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES. '

132. Bhimsftin Co-latitude 69 2' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

132. Bhimsain Co-latitude 69 2' +

(145)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 34 No, of South Stars 3*

No. of observations 134*

O / // '/

Co-latitude by North Stars 69 2 31-264 0-062

South 69 2 31-546 0-065

Mean Co-latitude 69 2 31-405 0'045

Correction for Height above Sea-level H- 0*05

Final Co-latitude 69 2' 31"*455

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetie Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

20 57 28-545 + 0'045

20 57 35-96

- 7-42



(U6) ASTHONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

133. Birond Co-latitude 60 45' +

29 15' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Mean Height of Barometer79 4?5
:V>

6967 feet Mean Temperature
'

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.

m.

2290

45-8



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

133. B\rondC0'fatitude 60 45' +

(U7)

Summary,

No. of pairs 16

No. of observations 51

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = H- 0'
/
'02

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 60 45' 29" -97 O
x/
-052

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"'31

Finat Co-latitude 60 45' 30" '28

Astronomical latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

'29 14 29-72 0-05S

29 15 14-15

- 44-4S



(UB) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

734. B\thnokCo-fatitucte 62 6' +

Latitude ... 27 53' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 72 42 Mean Height of Barometer 29' 18

Height ... 774 feet Mean Temperature 62 9

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

134. BithnokCo-latitude 62 6' +

(149)



(150) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

134. Bithnok Co-latitude 6a 6' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 45

No. of observations 85

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E s= 4- Ov *29

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 6
7
SS^-OO 0'

/
-055

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0^*03

Final Co-latitude 62 6' 35^03
O f H

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

27 53 24-97 + 0-065

27 63 22-03

+ 2-94



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(151)

755. Bolarum Co-latitude 72 29' +
Latitude ... 17 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 78 34 Mean Height of Barometer 28*22

Height ... 1971 feet Mean Temperature 53 '3

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



(152)
ASTKONOMlUAJLi L.ATII UJUHSU.

755. Bolarum Co-fatituile 72, 29' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND RESULTS.

755. Bolarum Co-latitude 7* 29' +

(153)

Summary.

No of pairs 47

No. of obsc-nations 81*

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = O'
r

'fi5

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 29' 32
//

'5G (T-OCO

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- O'
x< 08

Final Co-latitude 72 29' 52"-64

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o ' v if

= 17 30 7-36 0-080

= 17 30 13-41

= - 6-05



(154)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

136. BottkondaColatitude 72 17' +

Latitude ... 17 43'

Longitude ... 79 50

Height ... 1303 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer = 28 764

Minimum = 28 '520

Maximum Reading of Thermometer = 86 '0

Minimum ,, ,, ,, = 72 *0

Observer J. Eccles, M. A.

Note, The barometer WAS read during work every honr, the thermometer erery fifteen minute*, For the calculation* of refraction a aeparate
Y&lue for the pressure and temperature was deduced for each star,



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES

136. Bolikonda-

OF OBSEBTATIONS AND EESULTS.

-Co-latitude 72 17' +

(155)



(156)
ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

136. Bolikonda Co-latitude 72 17'



ABSTBACT8 AND SUMMARIES

136. Bolikonda

OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

-Co-latitude 7* 17' +

(157)



(158)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

186. Bolikonda Co-latitude 7* 17' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

136. Bolikonda Co-latitude 72 if +

(159)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 39 No. of South Stars 35

No. of observations 204

O ' ft If

Co-latitude by North Stars 72 17 31-31 +0-060

South 72 17 30-44 0-059

Mean Co-latitude 72 17 30-88 0-0-42

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0-04

Final Co-latitude 7217'30"-92

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

17 42 29-08 0*042

17 42 35-83

- 6*74



(160)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

137. Bostan- Co-latitude 61 29' +

28 31' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 usea as /^cnun leieacope
in,

77 33 Mean Height of Barometer 29*29

758 feet Mean Temperature 50'l

Observer* Captain G. P. Lcuox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

757. Bostan Co-latitude 61 29' +

(161)



(162) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Bostan Co-latitude 61 29'

Summary.

No. of pairs 32

No. of observations 106

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0"'33

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 61 29' 6"- 72 (T-OGO

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"*03

Final Co-latitude 61 20' 6" -76

o i * tf

= 28 30 54-25 + 0*060Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G) cs 28 30 59-64

Deflection of plumb-line (A- G) = 5 39



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(163)

138. &udhon-Co-latitude 65 54' +

Latitude ... 24 5' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 78 34 Mean Hfight of Barometer 2821

Height ... 1807 feet Mean Trmjtfi alure G2*0

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowir, R.K.



(164)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

755. Budhon Co-latitude 65 54' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

138. Budhon Co-latitude 65 54' '+

(166)



(166) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

755. Budhon Colatitude 65 54'

Nummary.

No. of pairs 35

No. of observations 127

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E 0**03

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 54' 50
/x

-94 0*-034

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O'^O?

Final Co-latitude 66 54' 5f-01

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A 0)

= 24 5 8-99 034

= 2i 5 8-41

= + 0-S8



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(167)

139. Burgpaili Co-latitude 71 5' +
18 f>4' Masnnum recoi dcd Herphi of Barometer

in.

29-156Latitude ... 18 5V

Lontfilude ... 79 44 Minimum == 28 '9 16

IMyht 983 feet Mtwtmum Reudiny of Thermometer = 8()*5

Instrument Zenith Sector No, 2 Minimum = GJ> *5

Obseiver J. liccle*, M A.

Note.Tha baromoter waa read during work every honr Ike thermometer every fifteen minute* For the calculation*^ refraction, a separate
take te the preflture and umperatnre wat deduced for each tar.



(168)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

139. Burgpaili Co-latitude 71 5' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND UEST7LTS.

139. BurgpailiCo-fatitude 71 5' +

000)



(170)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

M. Burgpaili Co-latitude 71 ff+



AHSTJMtCTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSBBVATIONS AND RESULTS.

'

139. Bur^B\\\ Co-latitude 71 5' +

(171)



(172) ASTEONOMTCAL LATITUDES.

139. Burgpaili Co-latitude 71 5' +

Summary.

No, of North Stars 40 No. of South Stars 31

No. of observations 211

South

Co-latitude by North Stars 71 5 57-01 + 0-064

71 5 55-96 - 0-078

W
Mean Co-latitude 71 5 56 '49 0*050

Correction for Height above Sea-level -I- 0-03

Final Co-latitude 71 6' 66"-62

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

18 54 3-48 0-050

18 54 7-20



ABSTEAOTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(173)

Latitude

Lonyitu.de

Height

HO. Chamu-rCo-tatitude 63 20' +
20 40' InsfrumetitZmitii Sec-tor No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

72 38 Mean Height of ttarowetrr 2S-60

10G5 feet Mean TemprmtHre 71 *0

Observer Captain S. G ISurnircl, R E.



(174)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

140. Chamu Co-latitude 63 20' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 24

No. of observations 62

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = Q'^2

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 20' 6" -52 0"-076

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0**04

Final Co-latitude 63 20' 6"' 66

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

26 39 53-44 0-076

26 39 53-74

+ 0-70



A.BSTBACT8 AND SUMMAEIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND BEStLTS.
(175)

Latitude

Longitude

Heiyht

747, Chandaos Co-latitude 61 54' +
28 5' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

77 54 Mean Height of Barometer 29 -33

699 feet Mean Temperature 53 -42

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox ConyngLam, R.E,



(176)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

747. Chandaos Co-latitude 61 54' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

747. Chandaos Co-latitude 61 54' +

(177)

Summary.

No of pairs 31

No. of observations 92

Moan difference between observations taken E, \V and those taken W
;
K = 0" 01

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 01 5 1/ 59* -20 0^-019

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"'0#

Final Co-latitude 61 54' 69"- 29

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o / ff *

= 28 5 0-71 0-049

= 28 5 1-59

= - 0-88



(178)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

longitude

Height

142. Chandipur Co-latitude 68 33' +

21 27' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

87 5 Mean Height of Barometer 29*83

53 feet Mean Temperature 75'3

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, R,E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMAKTES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

142. Chandipur Co-latitude 68 33' +

(179)



(180)
ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

142. Chandipur Co-latitude 68 33' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESFLTS.

142. Ohandipur Co-latitude 68 33' +

(181)

No. of pairs 49

No. oi' observations 95

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, K = 0"'5-1

Observed Co-latitude (weighted moan) 68 33
X

25" -97 + O'^OGl

Correction for Height above Sea-level Ov *00

Final Co-latitude 68 33' 25 x/

97

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

Off/ ff

= 21 26 31-03 0-061

= 21 26 36-99

- 2'9G



(182) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

143. Chanduria Co-latitude 64 15' +

Latitude . . . 25 44' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 88 25 Mean Height of Barometer 29'87

Ileiyht ... 160 feet Mean Temperature 50'l

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowic, ll.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

745. Chanduria Co-latitude 64 15' +

(183)



(184) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

143. Chandur\a~Co-latitude 64 15' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 41

No. o observations 74

difference between observations taken E, W and those taken TV, E = O
v

* 15

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 64 15' 28" -06 0"-058

Correction for Height above Sea-level -fp 0'
/B 01

Final Co-latitude 64 15' 28X/

-07

Agronomical Latitude (A) =25 44 31 '93 0-058

Geodetic Latitude (G) m 25 44 27-47

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G) + 4*46



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(185)

744. Changa Co-latitude 65 i' +
Instrument -Zenith Telescope

in

Mean Height of Barometer 29 67

Mean Temperature 54j'l

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, U.K.



(186) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

144. Changa Co-latitude 65



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.

144. Changa Co-latitude 65 i' +

(187)



(188)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

144. Changa Co-latitude 65 i' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 60

No. of observations 115

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 1' 12" -74 + O'^OSG

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"'01

Final Co-latitude 65 V 12'
x

-75

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 24 58 47-25 + 0-036

= 24 58 47-00

= + 0-25



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (189)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

145. Ghaniana Co-latitude 65 53' -f

24> 7' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in

72 35 Mean Height of Barometer 29-12

953 feet Mean Temperature G8*7

Observer Captain S. G. Burrardj R.E.



(190) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

745. Chaniana Co-latitude 65 53' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 25

No. of observations 46

Mfean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = Ox/
'26

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 53
X

34"- 57 O'-OSS

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0**04j

Corrected Co-latitude 65 53' 34^-61 -f G

For final Co-latitude and deduction of (-4-G) $ee page (193).



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AISD UESULTS. (191)

145. Chanlana Co-latitude 65 53' +
Latitude

Lotnjitude

recorded Heir/lit of Barometer =
Minimum

2i 7'

... 72 35

l):>') feet

Instrument Zenith Sector JNo. 1

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R K.

in

29-15

= 29-0!)

>/' Thermometer / i

- Gl

Be* Appendix 3.



(192) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

145. Chaniana Co-latitude 65 53'



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSBBVATIONS AND BEStfLT3.

745. Chaniana Co-latitude 65 53' +

(193)

Summary.

No. o North Stars 17 No. of South Stars 15

No. of observations 57

Co-latitude by North Stars

South

Mean Co-latitude

Correction for Height above Sea-level

65 53 34-74 + 0-12

65 53 34-38 0-11

65 53 34-56

+ 0-04

Corrected Co-latitude by Sector Method 6553 31'GO 0'080

Corrected Co-latitude by TalcotL Method, p. (190) 6553 31-61 0-053

Final Co-latitude 65 53' 34" -61

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

21 6 25-39 0-018

21 6 36-64

- 11-25



(194)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

146. Charaldanga Co-latitude 65 7' +

Latitude . . . 24 53' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 88 26 Mean Height of Barometer 29'88

Height ... 149 feet Mean Temperature 56-0

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, ll.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

U6. Charaldanga Co-latitude 65 7' +

(195)



(196)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

746. Charaldanga Co-latitude 65 7' -}-



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

146. Chara\danga~Co-latitude 65 7' +

(197)

Summary.

No. of pairs 50

No. o observations 100

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*02

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 7' 14" -03
;/
'051

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0*-01

Final Co-latitude 65 7' 14" -64

o / //

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

24 53 45-30 0-051

24 52 43-95

+ 1-41



(198)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

147. Colaba Co-latitude 71 6' +

Latitude ... 18 54' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 72 51 Mean Height of Barometer SO'Ol

//eiy/i* ... 75 feet Afrw Temperature 72 9

Observer L\eui. G. P. Lenox Conyngliam, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

747. Colaba Co-latitude 71 6' +

(199)



(200) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

747. Colaba Co-latitude 71 6' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 39

No. of observations 74

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 6' 20" -85 0"-OC1

Correction for Height above Sea-level O'^OO

Final Co-latitude 71 6
; 20//

-85

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o t

= 18 53 39-15 0-061

s= 18 53 49-48

= - 10-33



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(201)

745. Cuttack Co-latitude 69" 31' +
Latitude ... 20 29' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 83 51 Mean Height of llarometer 2t)'57

Height .. 133 feet Mean Temperature 73'l

Observer Lieut. E. .\. Tandy, ll.E.



(202)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

148. GuttackCo-lcttitude 69 31' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.

H8. Cuttack Co-latitude 69 31' +

(203)



(204)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

748. Cuttack Co-latitude 69 31' -f

Summary.

No. of pairs 59

No. oi
?

observations 124

V

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0'/f 81

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 60 31' 7'
x
-95 0"-018

Correction for Height above Sea-level O'
x
*00

Final Co-latitude 69 3V 7"- 96

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

Q f tf If

20 28 62-05 0-048

20 29 0-68

- 8-63



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIBS OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(205)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

149. Daiadhari Co-latitude 65 21' +
24 38' Instrument Zenith Sector No 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in.

77 42 Mean Hnght of Barometer 28- 10

1867 feet Mean Temperature G8-0*

Observer Captain G P. Lenox Conyiigharn, R.E.



(206) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

149. Daiadhari Co-latitude 65



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

149. Daiadhari Co-latitude 65 ai' +

(207)

Summary.

No. of pairs 41

No. of observations 80

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0^*71

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 2i
7

41" -14 0"'12t

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0* * 07

Final Co-latitude 65 21" 41" -21

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection oi plumb-line (A O)

O ' tf V

24 38 18-79 0-124

24 38 17-59

-f 1-20



(208) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES,

Latitude

Lontfitndc

Height

150. Dalea- Co-latitude 67 40' +

22 20' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

82 4 Mean Height of Barometer 28' 14

1622 feet Mean Temperature 83 9

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, K.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

150. Da\eaCo-/atitude 67 40' +

(209)

Summary.

No. of pairs 22

No. of observations 54 . ,

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f O
v
'32

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 67 40' 29" '09 + 0"'071

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f- (T'06

Final Co-latitude 67 40' 29"-?5

Astronomical Latitude (A) =22 19 30-25 0-071

Geodetic Latitude (G) 22 19 33-62

Deflection of plumb-line (A- G) m 3-37



(210) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDE*

Latitude

Longitude

Height

757. Danapa Co-latitude 74* 3' +

15 56' Instrument Zenith Telescope

80 Mean Height of Barometer

15.0 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

in.

2982

76-6



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND EESULT&

757. Danapa Co-latitude 74 3-' +

(211)



(212) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Danapa Co-latitude 74 3' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

757. Danapa Co-latitude 74 3' +

(213)



(214) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Danapa Co-latitude 74 3' +

No. of pairs 43

No. of observations

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 3' 60" -31 0*'-052

Correction for Height above Sea-level 0" 00

Final Co-latitude 74 3' 6CT3t

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Peflectipn of plmnbrline (ArG.)

O / If- >

= 15 55 59-69 0-05^

= 15 56 0-14

B. - 0-45.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND- RESULTS.

152. Dargawa Co-latitude 65 22' +
Latitude . . . 24- 37' Instrument Y*\\\\ h Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 79 4 Mean lf<
if/fit of Baromt'tcr 28'!X)

Height ... 1152 feet Mettn Tempwalure Gl *8-

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, U K.



(216)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES,

152. Dargawa Co-latitude 65 22'



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESULTS.

152, DargawaCo-fatitude 65 22' +

(217)



(218)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

152. Dargawa Co-latitude 65 22'

Summary.

No. of pairs 28

No. of observations 188

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"-03

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 22' 42" -63 0^-040

Correction for Height above Sea-level + /A
-05

Final Co-latitude 65 22' 42" -68

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection o plumb-line (A O)

24 37 17-32 0-040

24 37 13-21

fr 4-11



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(219)

Latitude

Lonyitude

Height

153. Dariapur Co-latitude 68 12' +
,. 21 47' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Mean ffch/ht of ]larometcr 2 (J-T87 55

G3 feet Mran T

Observer Lieut. K A. Tandy, It K
78-3



(220)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

153. Dariapur Co-latitude 68 12' -f



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

755. Dariapur Co-latitude 68 12' +

(221)



(222) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

755. Dariapur Co-latitude 68 12' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 51

No, of observations 106

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*35

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 68 12
X

Sl^-lS O'^OSG

Correction for Height above Sea-level O'^OO

Final Co-latitude 68 12' 31
X/

-18

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

a 21 47 28'82 005&

= 21 47 27-95

+ 0*87



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSBEVATIONS AND BESULTS. (223)

J54. Darutippa Co-latitude 74 59' -f

%
Latitude ... 15 1' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 79 57 Mean Heu/ht of Barometer 29'91

Height ... 195 feet Mean Temperature 73'l

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, Il.E.



(224)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

754. Darutippa Co-latitude 74 59' 4-



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

154. Darutippa Co-latitude 74 59' -f

(225)



(226)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

154. Darutippa Co-latitude 74

Summary.

No. of pairs 61

No. of observations 121

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = O"-

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 74 59' 26* -47 (T-044

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0'
x
'01

Final Co-latitude 74 59' 26
/x

-48

o /

Astronomical Latitude (A) =15 33*52 0'044

Geodetic Latitude (G) =15 36*47

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G) a 2*95



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(227)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

155. Deesa Co-latitude 65 44' +
21 15' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in.

72 1 i Mean Height of Barometer 20 05

443 feet Mean Temperature 72'0

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R E.



(228)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

755. Deesa Co-latitude 65 44' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

755. Deesa Co-latitude 65 44' +

(229)

Summary.

No. of pairs 24

No. of observations 71

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*5G

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 41' 38" -80 J_ 0"-074

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0*-02

Corrected Co-latitude 65 44' 38" '82 + 0"'

For final Co'latitude and deduction of (AG) see page (



(230)
ASTKONOMfCAL LATITUDES.

755, Qeesa Co-latitude 65 44' +

Latitude ",., 24 15'

Longitude ... 72 14

Height ... 443 feet'

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum Heading of Thermometer

Minimum 3 ,

in.

29-58'

29-53

79 -4

Observer Captain S. G. Durrani, ll.E.

Sea Appendix 3,

Summary.

No, of North Stars 5 No. of South Stars nil

No. of observations 14

O ' V //

Co-latitude by Sector Method 65 44 38-85 0128

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0*02

Corrected Co-latitude by Sector Method 65 44 38-87 0*128

Corrected Co-latitude by Talcott Method, p. (229) 65 44 38*82 0-074

Final Co-latitude 65 44' 38
y/

-85

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O ' // tt

- 21. 15 21-15 0-074

= 24, 15 20-35

ss - 8-20



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(231)

156. Dehra Dun Base-line East End Co-latitude 59 43' +
Latitude ... 30 17' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Lonyitude ... 78 1 Mean Height of Murometer 28 00

... 1058 feet Mean Temperature 48'8

Observer Lieut, G. P. Lenox Conyiigliam, 11 1C.

Height



(232)
A8TEOKOMICAL LATITUDES.

156. Dehra Dun Base-line East End Co-latitude 59 43' 4-

Summary.

No. of pairs 19

No. of observations 36

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = H- O'
x
-21

Observed ^-latitude (weighted mean) 59 43
X

22" -65 Q^-

Correction for Height above Sea-level + //B 09

Final Co-latitude 59 43' 22^74

o / //

30 16 37*26Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G) = 30 17 7-35

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G) a? - 30*09

//

0-082



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (233)

757. Dehra Dun Haig ObservatoryCo-Iatltude 59 41' +
Latitude ... 30 19' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 78 6 Mean Height of Barometer 2774

Hviyht .:. 2240 feet Mean Temperature 55' 5

Observer Captain H. M. Co^ie, R.H.



'(234) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Dehra Dun Haig Observatory Co-latitude 59 41' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 16

No. of observations 49

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0*-09

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 41' 8"-10 + 0" '079

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0" 10

Final Co-latitude 69 4V 8^20

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A- G)

30 18 51-80 0-079

30 19 28*73

~3G<93



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(235)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

158. Dera Din Panah Co-latitude 59 25' +

. . . 30 34' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in

Mean Height of Barometer 29 '5870 59

490 feet Mean Temperature 50 * 2

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



(236)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

158. Dera Din Panah Co-latitude 59 15' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 25

No, of observations 52

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4- 0'
/
-42

i

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 25' 60" -35 0"*086

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"*02

Final Co-latitude 59 25
7

6CT-37

O t >f

80 33 59*03 + 0-086Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G) = 30 34 1-87

Deflection of plumb-liue (
A- G) = 2-24



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(237)

159. Dhauleshvar Co-latitude 71 34' +
Latitude ... 18 i.'G' Instrument /nnlli Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 71. 12 Alcan llciyht of Uaiounter 2721

Height ... 2939 feet Mean Tt'iHjuriilurr G6'0

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, It E.



(238) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

159. Dhauleshvar Co-latitude 71 34' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

159. Dhauleshvar Co-latitude 71 34' +

(239)



(240)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

159, Dhauleshvar Co-latitude 71 34' +

Summary.

No, of pairs 57

No. of observations 102

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4- O'
x
*13

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 34' 17" '07 O'^

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0"'09

Final Co-latitude
'

71 34' 17"-16

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

Of// If

= 18 25 42-84 + 0-045-

= 18 25 41-64

- + 1-20



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(211)

160. Dhulipalla Co-latitude 73 34' +
Latitude ... 16 26' Maximum recorded Height of Barometer = 29 '814

Longitude ... 80 8 Minimum = 29-716

Height ... 245 feet Maximum Reading of Thermometer =s 8G-0
Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2 Minimum

})
* = 7J, -5

Observer J. Ecclcs, M. A.

barometer WAS read daring work every hour, the thermometer every fifteen minutes. For the calculations of refraction a separate

T*ta* to the prewar* and temperature was deduced for each star.



(212)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

160. Dhulipalla Co-latitude 73 34' 4-



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND KESULTS.

160. Dhulipalla Co-latitude 73 34' +

(213)



(244)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

160. Dhulipalla Co-latitude 73 34' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMAEIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.

160. Dhu\ipa\\3iCO'/atitude 73 34' +

(245)



(246)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

WO. Dhulipalla Co-latitude 73 34'

Summary.

No. of North Stars 28 No. of South Stars 29

No. of observations 210

o * tf tr

Co-latitude by North Stars 73 34 7-05 0-096

South 73 34 5-98 0-062

Mean Co-latitude 73 34 6-52 0-057

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0-01

Final Co-latitude 73 34' 6"* 53

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / // N

= 16 25 53-47 0-057

= 16 25 56-75

a - 3-28



ABSTEACTS AND SFMMAEIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(247)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

161 Didawa Co-latitude 65 8' +
. . . 24 51' Instrument Zenith Telescope

71 21 Mtan Height of Barometer

212 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, R.K.

in.

2976

71'8



(248)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

161 Didawa Co-latitude 65 8' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

161 Didawa Co-latitude 65 8' +

(24,9)



(250) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Didawa Co-latitude 65 8' -f

Summary.

No. of pairs 64

No. of observations 111,

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*05

4

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 8', 42" -67
/y

-Q36

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0'
/
01

Final Co-latitude 65 8' 42"- 68

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

Q / it If

- 24, 51 17-82 0-036

= 24 5JI 19 30

=B - 2-04



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(251)

162. D\wa\ Co-latitude 70 10' +
Latitude

Longitude

... 19 50'

... 79 35

... 967 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Minimum

Observer J. Eceles, M.A.

in.

29-21*

29-082

74 8

64 *0

Koto. The barometer was road during work every hoar, the thermometer every fifteen minutes* Jfor the calculations u refraction a separate*
wtlae tor tbe prestture and temperature was deduced for each star.



(252)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

762. Diwai Co-latitude 70 10' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

162. Diwai Co-latitude 70 10' +

(253)



(254)
ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES,

162. Diwai Co-latitude 70 10' +



ABSTIIACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

162. D'wai-Co-latitude 70 10' +

(255)



(266)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

162, Diwai Co-latitude 70 10' +

Summary.

No. of North Stars 44 No. of South Stars 30

No. of observations 204

O ' // tf

Co-latitude by North Stars 70 10 33 -66 0-073

South Stars 70 10 32 -54 0'079

Mean Co-latitude 70 10 33-10 0-054

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0*03

Final Co-latitude 70 10' 33" -13

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A O)

O / tf

19 49 26-87

19 49 32-57

- 5-70

tf

0-054



AB8TEACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSEBVATION3 AND EESULT8.
(257)

163. Guda\\ Co-latitude 75 58' +
Instrument Zenith Telescope

m.
Mean Height of Barometer 29 80

Mean Tenipciature 72*4

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyiighani, K K.



(258)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

163. Gudali Co-latitude 75 58' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND KESULTS.

163. Gudali Co-latitude 75 58' +

(259)



(260)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Guda\\-Co-latitude 75 58' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

163. Guda\\ Co-latitude 75 58' +

(261)

Summary.

No, of pairs 45

No. of observations 170

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = 0^-05

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 75 58' 49" -34 0^-059

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f- 0"*01

Final Co-latitude 75 68' 49 /7

-35

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-liue (A-G)

O / ft ff

= 14 1 10-65 + 0-059

=14 1 9-45

= -f 1-20



(262)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

164. Gurmi Co-latitude 63 23' +

26 36' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

78 33 Mean Height of Barometer 29*42

575 feet lUean Temperature 61'l

Observer Lieut, II. M. Cowie, K.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

164. Gurmi Co-latitude 63 23' +

(263)



(261)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

164. Gurmi Co-latitude 63 23' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 25

No. of observations 94

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =2^4- 0*'15

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 23' 54" -01 + O"' 049

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f-

/x
'02

Final Co-latitude 63 23' 64" -03

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

Off/ //

= 2G 86 5-97 + 0-049

= 26 36 3-63

B + 2-34



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(205)

165. HaihbenaCo-tatitude 70 8' +
Latitude ... 19 52' Instrumad Zenith Telescope

in

Longtlude ... 82 4 Mean 1/ciyhl of Barometer 27 -12

Height ... 2GOO feet Mean Temperature 7F-4

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tumly, R E.



(266) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

165. Hathbena Co-latitude 70 8'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

165. Hathbena-Co-latitude 70 8' -f

(267)

Summary,

No, of pairs 29

No. of observations 70

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f 0"'21

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 7tP 8
X

17
r/

'31 0"-07S

Correction for Height above Sea-level -i- (T-09

Final Co-latitude 70 8' 17"-40

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / // If

= 19 51 42-60 0-078-

= 19 51 42-31

= 4- 0-26



(268) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

166. Jalpaiguri Co-latitude 63 28' -f

Lvtitude ... 26 31' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 88 47 Mean Hdt/ht of Jlarometer S'J'Gl

Height ... 280 feet Mean Temperature 589

Observer Lieut. II. M. Cowie, K.E.



ABSTKACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

166. Jalpaiguri Co-latitude 63 a8' +

(269)



(270)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

166. Jalpaiguri-Co-latitude 63 28'

Summary.

No. of pairs 23

No. of observations 83

Mean difference between observations taken E., W and those taken W, E = -f 0" 12
*

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 28' 48" 55 0" OSS

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f (T'Ol

Final Co-latitude 63 28' 48'
7

-66

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

26' 31 11*44 0-056

26 31 17-30

- 5'95



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMAE1ES OF OBSERVATIONS AND KESULTS.

Latitude

Lonr/itude

167. Jambo Co-latitude 62 43' +
27 16' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

72 34 Mean Height of Barometer 2 (.H8
772 feet Mean Temperature 01 -0

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



(27?)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

167. Jambo Co-latitude 6a 43'

Summary.

No, of pairs 25

No. of observations 58

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0** 16

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 43' 28//
-03 + (T-051

Correction for Height above Sea-level + (T'03

Final Co-latitude 62 43' 28"*06

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

27 1C 31-94 0-051

27 16 28-88

+ 3-06



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (273)

168. Kalianpur 6th v\s\i* Co-latitude 65 52' +
Latitnde ... 24 T Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 77 42 Mean Height of llaromettr 528-J29

Height ... 1765 feet Mean Temperature 57'3

Observer Captain G P. Lenox Conyngliam, R E.

For the ftrtt firt rifitf to this itatian 9 f No. 43, Volumo XI of the Account of th* Operation* fc.



(274)
ASTKOJS'OMICAL LATITUDES.

168. Kalianpur 6th visit Co-latitude 65 52' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

168. Kalianpur 6th visit Co-latitude 65 52' +

(275)

. Summary.

No, of pairs 44

No, of observations 87

Mean difference between observations takcnt E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 52
X

49" ^4G 0*-07

Correction for Height above Sea-lerel -f 0^*07

Final Oo-latitude 65 52' 49^53

Astronomkal Latitude =24, T 10* -47 (

This value was corrected for variation of latitude and printed on p. (34) ag 24 7
X

10^*59

For other five value* o/ the Agronomical Latitude see pp. (33) and (34).



(27ft)
ABTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

769. Kamkhera Co-latitude 66 o' +

Latitude ... 24 0' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 77 46 Mean Height of Barometer 2809

Height ... 1780 feet Mean Temperature 68'0

Observer Captain O. P, Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS,

169. Kamkhera Co-latitude 66 o' +

(-277)



(278)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

169. Kamkhera Co-/a/fc/flfe 66 o' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 42

No. of observations 84

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0"'02

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 66 0' 17* -04
;/

-069

Correction for Height above Sea-level
'

+ (T'07

Final Co-latitude 66 0' 17^11

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

23 59 42-89 0*069

23 59 44-93

- 2-04



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(279)

170. Kanherl Co-latitude 71 30' +
Latitude ... 18 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 75 46 Mean Height of Barometer 27-42

Height ... 2610 feet Mean Temperature 66 '0

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



(280)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

170. Kanheri Co-latitude 71 30' +



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

770. Kanheri Co-latitude 71 30' +

(281)



(2*2)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

170. Kanher\Co-latitude 71 30' -f-

Summary.

No. of pairs 61

No. of observations 103

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0*-20

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 30' 38" -08 O x/

'050

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
/x
-08

Final Co-latitude 71 30' 38" 16

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

18 29 21-84 + 0-050

18 29 30-75

- 8-91



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMAEIE8 OF OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(2,83)

777. Karia Co-latitude 70 47' -f

Latitude ... 19 12' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in,

Longitude ... 82 10 Mtan Height of Barometer 2797

Height ... 2014 feet Mean Temperature 68'6

Observer Lieut. E, A Tandy, R.E.



(284)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

777. Karia-Co-latitude 70 47' +



. ABSTBACTS AND STJMMAEIE3 OP OBSERVATIONS AND BESULT3.

777. Kar\a-Co-tatitude 70 47' +

(285)



(286)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

777. Karia Co-latitude 70 47' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 43

No. of observations 104

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = -f
/y

*10

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 70 47' 57'' -26
;/

'053

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
//< 07

Final Co-latitude 70 47' 57 ;/

-33

Astronomical Latitude (A) = 19 12 2 -67 0'053

Geodetic Latitude (G) =19 12 5 -98

Deflection of plumb-line (A -~ G) o 3 31



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(287)

172. Karothol Co-latitude 65 6' +
Latitude ... 24 54' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 67 56 Mean Hciykt of Barometer 29'95

Height ... 260 feet Mean Temperature 51 1

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, U.K.



(288)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

172. Karotho\-Co-latitude 65 6' -f



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

112. Karothol Co-latitude 65 6' +
(289)



(290)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

172. Karothol Co-latitude 65 6' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 50

No. of observations 100

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = 4-

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 6' 15" 21 0" * 028

Correctipn for Height above Sea-level -f- 0"-01

Final Co-latitude 65 6' 15" '22

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

24 53 44-78 0-028

24 58 46-69

- 1*91.



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND EESULTS. (291)

titude

Longitude

775. Kaulia Co-latitude 62

27 49'

85 17

Height ... 7051 feet

Instrument T. S. 6-inch Theodolite

Observer Captain H. Wood, R.E.

Summary.

No. of observations 21
o / i*

Observed Co-latitude ... ... 62 11 34-2

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f &

Final Co-latitude 62 1V 34"- 6

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 27 48 25-5

= 27 48 58-6

= - 3S-1



(292)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

774. KhznkY\aria-Co-latitude 65 2*' +

Latitude ... 24 37' Instrument ftcmtli Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 71 56 Mean Height of Barometer 29'57

Height ... 3G2 feet Mean Temperature 72'0

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowic, R.E.



ABSTHACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

774. Khankharia-Co-Atf/fc/cte 65
' +

(293)



(294,)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

174. Khankharia Co-latitude 65 22' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

774. Khankharia Co-latitude 65 aa' +

(295)

Summary.

No. of pairs 51

No. of observations 93

Mean difference between observations taken K, W and tl^osc taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 23
7

l*-82 0"-082

Correction for Height above Sea-level + O'^Ol

Final Co-latitude 65 23' r-83

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

24 3G 0847 +

24 8G 56-19



(296)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

775. Khanpisura 2nd visit* Co-latitude 71 14' +
Latitude ... 18 46' InstrumentZcmili Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 74 49 Mean Height of Barometer 27*23

Height ... 2751 feet Mean Temperature 65 3

Observer Lieut, G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

For the lt riiit to this CationM *Q, w< | the 4<w**t <tf tto Oration fa



ABSTBACTS AND STJMMAEIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESTTLT8.

775. Khanpisura 2nd visit Co-latitude 71 14' +

(297)



(298)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

775. Khanpisura 2nd visit Co-latitude 71 14'



AB8TKACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

775. Khanpisura 2nd visit Co-latitude 71 14' +

(29,9)

Summary.

No. of pairs 57

No. of observations 110

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E ~
-f 0^*08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 14' 37" -43 (T-055

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"'09 .

Final Co-latitude 71 14' 37" -52

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / If V

=* 18 45 22-48 0-055

a 18 45 30-65

= - 8-17



(300)
ASTfiONOMlOAL LATITUDES.

77ft Khirsar Co-latitude 61 30' +

Latitude ... 28 30' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 7242 Mean Height of Barometer 29*42

Height ...603 feet Mean Temperature 67'3

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

178. Khirsar-0o-/atffc/(te 61 30' 4-

(801)



(302) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

176. Khirsar Co-latitude 61 30' +



1BSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

775. Khirsar Co-M/tacte 61 30' +

Summary,

No. of pairs 48

No. of observations 93

Meia difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0"'10

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 61 30' 16" '22 0"-061

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"*03

Final Co-latitude 61 30' 16^25

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / r 9

m 28 29 43-75 0-061

= 28 29 40-91

. + 2-84



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

777. Khori Co-latitude 64 $9' +

, 25 1' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

69 6 Mean Height of Barometer 30-04

63 feet Mean Temperature 67- 5

Obterver Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIE8 OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

777. Khori Co-latitude 64 59' +

(305)



(SOB)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

777. Khori-<?0-/<rf/to<fe 64 59' -f



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEBVATION3 AND RESULTS.

777. Khorl-Co-latitude 64 59' +

(30T)

Summary.

No. of pairs 5ff

No. of observations 11&

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0"-09

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 64 59' 2<Jf-40 (T-032

Correction for Height above Sea-level 0^*00

Final Co-latitude 64 59'29*-4Q

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A

= 25 0' 30-60 0-032'

= 25 31-53

> - 0-98



(308) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

178. Khundabolo Co-latitude 70 8' -f

... 19 51' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

... 85 i Mean Height of Barometer 2675

... 3115 feet Mean Temperature 58C<8

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, R.E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

775. Khundabolo Co-latitude 70 8' +

(309)



(310)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

178. Khundabolo Co-latitude 70 8' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

178. Khundabolo Co-latitude 70 8' -f

(311)

Summary.

No. of pairs f>5

No. of observations 110

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = Ov -

11

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 70 8' 5^-K7 0"-OG3

Correction for Height above Sea-level 0"-10

Final Co-latitude 708'52"-97

o / // //

Astronomical Latitude (A) = 19 &1 7-03 0-063

Geodetic Latitude (G) -19 51 12-90

Deflection of plumb-line (A G) = a -87



(312)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

179. Kidarkanta Co-latitude 58 59 +

Latitude ... 31 1' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude .,. 78 13 Mean Height of Barometer 18'95

Height ,.. 12509 feet Mean Temperature 27'4

Observer Lieut. H. M, Cowic, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

179. Kidarkanta Co-latitude 58 59' +

(313)

Summary.

No. of pairs 20

No. of observations 36

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4- O v< 04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 58 59' 7" -85 O'
x
073

Correction for Height above Sca-lcvcl + 0'
/4 57

Final Co-latitude 6869'8"-42

Astronomical Latitude (A)

.Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

31 51-58 0-073

31 1 21-71

- 30-13



(31*) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

180. Kistama Co-latitude 75 3*' +

, 14 27' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

. 79 48 Mean Height of Barometer 29*55

. 458 feet Mean Temperature 69 3

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

WO. Klslama-CO'latitude 75 32' +

(315)



(316)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

180. Kistama Co-latitude 75 32' +



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

180. Kistama-Co-latitude 75 31' +

(31?)



(318) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

180. Kistama Co-latitude 75 32'

Summary.

No. of pairs 45

No. of observations 164

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0" 00

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 75 32' 47
;/

-70 0"'051

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
/x

*02

Final Co-latitude 7532'47"-72

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 14 27 12-28 0-051

= 14 27 14-56

= - 2-28



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

181. Kurseong Co-latitude 63 8' +

26 52' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

88 18 Mean Height of Barometer 25 63

4 128 feet Mean Temperature 46 -2

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R E.



(320) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Kurseong-<?o-/otf/Ytfflte 63 8'

Summary.

No, of pairs 19

No. of observations 57

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = - 0**05

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 8' 44" - 76 0* 060

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0" 19

Final Co-latitude 63 ?44"-95

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection oE plumb-line (A-G)

+1 *

26 51 15*05

26 52 5*56

- 60-51



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIBS OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(321)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

182. Ladimsir Co-latitude 60 38' +
29 22' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

ID.

72 2 Mean Height of Barometer 29 59

468 feet Mean Temperature 51'l

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R,E.



(322) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

182. Ladimsir Co-latitude 60 38' +



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND BESULTS.

182. LadtmsirCo-fatitude 60 38' +

(323)



(324)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

182. Ladimsir Co-latitude 60 38'

Summary.

No. of pairs 62

No. of observations 108

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E - - 0"'04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 60 38' 20"- 15 0"'059

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"*02

Final Co-latitude 60 38' 2<T *17

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A 0)

29 21 39*88 0*059

29 81 41 '58

1-75



ABSTEACTS AND SUHMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BEStTLTS. (325)

188. Lambatach Co-latitude 58* 59' +
Latitude ... 31 I' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 77 57 Mean Height of Barometer 20*48

Height ... 10474, feet Mean Temperature 34*75

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R,E.



(326)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

183. Lambatach Co-latitude 58 59' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 23

No. of observations 48

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E 0*- 18

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 58 59' 25"- 14 0**099

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0^*48

Final Co-latitude 68 69' 26"* 62

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb*line (A G)

81 34*88 0*009

81 1 8-46

- 84*08



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(327)

754. Lingmara Co-latitude 68 17' -f

Latltude

Longitude

Height

Instrument-

... 21 43'

... 80 11

... 1400 feet

-Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum n
Minimum

in.

29-111

= 28-995

, Reading of Thermometer = 70 !

= 57 -1

Observer Lieut. S. G. Burrard, R.E.

Not,~TA bfttomotw w*fl read during work every hour, the theraomtr cvry flfteefl minute^ For the ejaculation* ot refractioa a wparaU



(328)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITtTOBS.

184. Lingmara Co-latitude 68 17' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

184. Lingmara Go-latitude 68 17' +

(329)



(330) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

184. Lingmara Co-latitude 68 if +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

184. Lingmara Co-latitude 68 17' +

(331)

Summary.

No. of North Stars <33 No. of South Stars 33

No, of observations 182

O ' // *

Co-latitude by North Stars 68 17 4-540 0-077

South 68 17 4'6i2 0-074

Mean Co-latitude 68 17 4-591 0-053

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0*05

Final Go-latitude 68 17' 4" 641

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflation of plumb-line (A-O)

* 21 42 65-359 0-05&

= 21 48 3-07

* - 7-71



(332) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

185. Lohagara Co-latitude 63 57' +
... 26 2' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

... 88 24 Mean Height of Barometer 29*81

... 205 feet Mean Temperature

rLicut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.

530>6



AB8TEACTS AND 8TTMMABIE3 OP OBSERVATIONS AND EESULTS.

185. Lohagara Co-latitude 63 57' +

(333)



(334) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

185. \-Qh3garsi Co-latitude 63 57' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 33

No. of observations 64

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 57' 45" -82 O'
x
-057

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"'01

Final Co-latitude 83 57' 45" 83

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

26 2 14-17 0*057

26 2 12-02

-f 2*15



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OB8EBVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(335)

186. Losalli Co-latitude 65 53' +
Latitude ... 24 & Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 77 36 Mean Height of Barometer 28*23

Height ... 1749 feet Mean Temperature 59'8

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conynghara, R,E.



(336) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

186. Losalli Co-latitude 65 53' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

186. Losa\\\-Co-latitude 65 53' +

(337)

Summary.

No. of pairs 38

No. of observations 77

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = 0"'00

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 53' 41" -74 0"-076

Correction for Height above Sea-level
^
+ 0"*07

Final Oo-latitude 65 63' 4r- 81

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

' // f

=24 6 18-19 0-076

=s 24 6 19-17

0-98



(338)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES/

757. Lunki Co-latitude 65 i' +

Latitude ... 24 58' Inttrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 70 42 Mean Height of Baromtter 29'48

Height ... 588 feet Mean Temperature 64

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

187. Lunki Co-latitude 65 i' +

(330)



(340) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

757. Lunkl Co-latitude 65 i

Summary.

No. of pairs 39

No. of observations 39

Mean difference between observations taken B, W and those taken W, E = -f- 0"*26

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 1
'

41" 25 0* 053

Correction for Height above Sea-level + G^-02

Final Co-latitude 65 V 4f-27

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

24 58 18-73 0-058

24 58 23-15

- 4-42



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND KE8T7LTS.
(341)

188. M&dhupur -Co-latitude 66 3' +
Latitude ... 23 57' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 88 32 Mean Height of Barometer 29*$

Height ... 92 feet Mean Temperature 62 -4

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



(342)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

W8. Madhupur Co-latitude 66 3' 4-



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

188. Madhupur Co-latitude 66 3' +

(3-13)



(344) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

188. Madh upur Co-latitude 66 3' +

Summary,

No. of pairs 47

No, of observations 91

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = O'^OO

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) f>6 3' 17" '18 Q"-04Q

Correction for Height above Sea-level (T-00

Final Co-latitude 66 3' 17" 18

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

23 56 4*82 0-040

S3 56 38-97

+ 3-85



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMAMES OF OBSBBVAHONS AND BBSULTS.
(315)

189. Madras Observatory Co-latitude 76 55' -f

Latitude ... 13 4'

Longitude ... 80 17

Height ... 54 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Minimum

m.
30-17

30-14

78- 8

70 -0

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.

Note, Tbd barometer WM read daring work every hour, tl&a thermomeUr every fifteen mmnte*. For the cAlcoIaUona o retractioa awpwU
Y)V|ift <ot the iretf load temperatai* was do4ncd lot e$uiii ur



(S46)
A8TBONOMIOAL LATITUDES.

189. Madras Observatory Co-latitude 76 55'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMAEIBS OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

189. Madras Observatory Co-latitude 76 55' -f

(347)



(348) ASTRONOMICAL LATITTOES.

189. Madras Observatory Co-latitude 76 55' -f

Summary.

No. of North Stars 28 No. of South Stars 15

No. of observations 101

O ' // if

Co-latitude by North Stars 76 55 50-87 0*087

South 76 55 51-18 0-100

Mean Co-latitude 76 55 51-03 0*066

Correction for Height above Sea-level O'OO

Final Co-latitude 76 55' 51" -03

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A~G)

13 4 8*97 0*066

13 4 4-17

+ 4-80



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (349)

190. Mahadeo Pokra Co-latitude 62 19' +
Latitude ... 27 42'

Longitude ... 85 34

Observer Captain H. Wood, R.E.

Height ... 7095 feet

Instrument -T. S. 6-inch Theodolite

Summary.

No. o observations 15

o /

Observed Co-latitude , . , ... 62 19 6-1

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0*3

.Final Co-Latitude 62 19' 6"*4

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

o / //

at 27 40 53-6

= 27 41 31 5

= - 37'9



(350) ASTBONOMICAIi LATITUDES.

191. Majhar Co-latitude 63 53' +
Latitude ... 26 6' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 78 31 Mean Height of Barometer 28*98

Height ... 1028 feet Mean Temperature 67-7

Observer' Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R,E.



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSEEVATIONS AND BESULTS.

757. Majhar Co-latitude 63 53' +

(351)



(352) ASTHONOMICAL LATITUDES.

191. Majhar-Co-tatitude 63 53' -f



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

191. Majhar Co-latitude 63 53' +

(353)

Summary.

No. o pairs 36

No. of observations 104

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E ~ 0"'06

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 53' 39" -66 + 0"-039

'

Correction for Height above Sea-level + (T-04

Final Co-latitude 63 63' 39
/x

-70

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o ' // if

= 26 6 20-30 0-039

= 26 6 17-00

c= + 3-30



ASTKOKOMIGAft LATITUDBS.

Latitude

Longitude

192. Mai Co-latitude 7**
' +

... 18 47' Iwlnment Zenith Telescope
in.

... 84 33 Mean Height of Barometer 29-53

... 483 feet * -Sfean Temperature 66*1

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

792. Mai Co-latitude 71 12' +

(365)



(356) ASTEONOMIOAL LATITUDES.

192. Mai Co-latitude 71 xa'



ABSTBACT3 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSBBVATIONS AND EESTJLTS.

192. Ma\-Co-latitude 71 ia' -f

(357)

Summary.

No. of pairs 53

No. of observations 102

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 12' 53"* 23 + (T'071

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0'
/
*02

Final Co-latitude 71 12' 53"- 25

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

18 47 6'75 0*071

18 47 16-97

- 10-22



(358)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Mandvi Co-latitude 71 **' +

Latitude .,] 18 38' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 73 35 Mean Height of Barometer

Height ... 4121 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.

in.

26*04

62'l



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

193. Mandvi Co-latitude 71 22' +
(359)



(360)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

193. Mandvi Co-latitude 71



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

193. Mandvi-Co-latitude 71 a a' -f

(361)

Summary.

No. of pairs 53

No, of observations 99

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = + 0"-06

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 22' 11' -98 0"-055

Correction for Height above Sea-level -I-

/x - 13

Final Co-latitude 71 22' 12"-06

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o / if *

= 18 37 47-94 0-055

18 37 51-11

a * - 3-17



(362) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

194. Moo\tanCo-latitude 59 49' -f

30 IT Instrument Zenith Sector No, 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

71 29 Mean Height of Barometer 29'48

420 feet Mean Temperature 61'0

Observer Captain S. O. Burrard, R.E.



ABSTBACT8 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

194. Moolian Co-latitude 59 49' +

(363)



(364) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

194, Moo\\an^Co-latitude 59 49'

Summary.

No. of pairs 47

No. of observations 75

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E a 0*'04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 49' 3* '83 (T-067

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0**02

Final Co-latitude 69 49' 3^85

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

80 10 66' 15 0-067

30 10 58-70

- a-6S



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (365)

195. Mou\me\n~Co-latitude 73 29' +
Latitude ... 10 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 97 40 Mean Height of Barometer 29 '98

Height .. 90 feet Mean Temperature 75 -0

Observer Captain II. M. Covvic, R.E.



(366) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

195. Moulmein Co-latitude 73 29'

Summary*

No. of pairs 27

No. of observations 52

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, B = (T'04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 73 29' 57'
x
-03 0*'113

Correction for. Height above Sea-leyel 0*'00

Final Co-latitude 73 29' 67* -'08

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

16 30 2*97

16 29 54*62

+ 8*85



ABSTE1CTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEKVATIONS AND EESULTS.
(367)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

196. Nagarkhana Co-latitude 67 37' +
22 23' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in

91 51 Mean Heir/ht of Barometer 2975

290 feet Mean Temperature 01- 1

Observer Captain H. M. Ccnut*, li.E.



(368)
ASTKONOaiJCAL LATITUDES.

196. Nagarkhana- Co-latitude 67 37'

Summary.

No. of pairs 24

No. of observations 41

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"-11

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 67 37' S^-Ol (T'059

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0**0l

Final Co-latitude 67 37'- 2* -.92-

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

22 23 67-08 0-059

= 22 82 56-38

+ 0'70



AB8TBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND RESULTS.

757. Naharmau Co-latitude 66 29' -f

Latitude .. 23 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude . . 78 52 jlfean /W0A* o/ Barometer

Height ... 1940 feet Mean Temperature 68*0

Observer Lieut. H. M. COWKV, K.E.

in.

28-28



(870)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

197. Naharmau Co-latitude 66 49'



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS.

197. Naharmau Co-latitude 66 29' +

(371)

Summary.

No. of pairs
22

No. of observation* 121

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 6ft 29-' 46" -79 0"*04

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- Q'^07

Final Co-latitude 66 29 46" 86

Artronomujal Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

23. 30 13-14 a-

2 80 18-15.

- 5-01



(872)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES/

198. Nialamari Co-latitude 72 58'

Latitude ... 17 2'

Longitude ... 79 46

Height ... 1144 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum ,, Reading of Thermometer

Minimum }t

Observer J. Ecclcg, M.A.

in.

28 -950

28 -760

85 -0

72 -0

^Tbe barometer was read dortog work w*cj lioiir, th ttormomtr mstj ifcew O^atitp4 F<Wf tfc*
fw the pre*rare and xemperattufe wai deduced fot each itar.



ABSTRACTS AND ST7MMABIE3 OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

198. N\3i\amar\ Co-latitude 72 58' +

(373)



(374)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

198. Nialamari Co-latitude 72* 58'



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

W8. Nialamari Co-latitude 72 58' +

(375)



(376)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

198. Nialamari Co-latitude 72 58'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

198. Nialamari Co-latitude 72 58' +

(377)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 35 No. of South Stars 87

No. of observations 211

Of// tt

Co-latitude by North Stars 72 58 34-57 0-056

South 72 58 33-50 0-058

Mean Co-latitude 73 58 34-04 0-040

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0-03

Final Co-latitude 7258'34W
-07

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

ss 17 I 25-98 0*040

= 17 1 33-63

m - - 7-70



ASTfiOHOMICAL LATITUDES.

199. Nitali Co-latitude 71 4*' +
Latitude ... 18 1 7' Inttrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 76 19 Mean Height of Barometer 2773

Height ... 2289 feet Mean Temperature 71*0

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



AB8TBACT3 AND SUMMARIES Off OB31BVATIONS AND BSSULTS.

199. MlsAi Co-latitude 71 4*' +

(379)



(380)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES,

199. W\l*\\-Co-latitude 71* 4*'



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EBSULT8.

199. N\ta\\-Co-latitude 71 4*' +

(381)

Summary.

No. of pairs 61

No. of observations 118

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E + 0"*07

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 42' 57"^19 (T-051

Correction for Height above Sea-level + G^-07

Final Co-latitude 71 42' 67* 26

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

o t * tr

18 17 2-74 0-051

18 17 7-16

- 4-42



(888)
ASTEOKOMIOAL LATITUDBS.

200. On&ole Co-latitude 74 3' +

Latitude ... 15 30' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 80 5 Mean Height of Barometer 29*70

Height ... 250 feet Mean Temperature

Observer Lieut. G, P. Lenox Conyngbam, R.E.

77 1



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EESULT8.

200. Or\go\&-Co-latitude 74 30' +

(383)



(884)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

200. Ongole Co-latitude 74 30' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

200. Ongole Co-latitude 74 30' +

(385)

Summary.

No. of pairs 47

No. of observations 167

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, B as 0*'OS

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 74 80' 7" -12 + 0*'053

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0*-01

Final Go-latitude 74 30' T -13

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Defection of plumb-line (A-G)

15 29 52-87 O'OSS

15 29 56-85

- 3*98



(386) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDB8.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

201. Or\a-"Co-/atitude 65 22' +
24 38' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in.

72 48 Mean Height of Barometer 25-59

4200 feet Mean Temperature 68'l

Btin 8. O. Burrard, B.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OB8EBVATIONS AND EESULTfl.

201. Qr\a Co-latitude 65 a*' +

(3S7)



(888) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

201. Or\a Co-latitude 65 aa

Summary.

No. of pairs 21

No. of observations 84

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =s + 0**08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 22' 12" -15 0"-070

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0^-17

Corrected Co-latitude 65 22' 12^-32 0*070

For final Colatitude and deduction of (A-G) fee page (391).



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (399)

201. Oria Co-latitude 65 22'

Latitude ... 24 38'

Longitude ... 72 48

Height ... 4200 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1

Observer -Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum
)9 })

Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Minimum .

in.

25-66

25-50

71 -5

62 '9



(390)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

201. Oria Co-latitude 65
' +



ABSTRACTS AND S0MMAEIE8 OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESTJLTS.

201. Oria~Co-latitude 65 22' +

(391)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 18 No, of Sottth Stars 15

No. of observations 66

o > rr if

Co-latitude by North Stars 65 22 12-18 0-063

South 65 22 12-30 0-070

Mean Co-latitude 65 22 12-24

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0-17

Corrected Co-latitude by Sector Method 65 22 12-41 + 0*04?

Corrected Co-latitude by Taloott Method, ? . (388) 65 22 12-32 0-070)

Final Co-latitude 65 22/ 12"-37

Aitronomieal Lttitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

plamb.lin* (A-G)

24 37 47-68 0-042

24 87 50-96

- a-as



(392)
A8TBONOMICAL LATITin>B8.

202. Parampudi Co-latitude 7* 47' +

Latitude ... 17 13' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 81 15 Mean Height of Barometer 29 - 20

Height ... 684 feet Mean Temperature 77 *0

Obterver Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngbam, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESULT8.

202. Parampudt Co-latitude 72 47' +

(393)



(394)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

202. Parampudi Co-latitude 72 47' -f

Summary.

No, of pairs 43

No. of observations 73

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4* 0"-02

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 47' 27" -34 0*'063

Correction for Height above Sea-level. -f 0*-03

Final Co-latitude 72 47' 27"- 37

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

17 12 82-68 0-063

17 12 38-28

- 5'65



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(395)

in.

203. Pathaidi Co-latitude 68 i r +
Latitude ... 21 49' Instrument -Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 82 19 Mean Height of Barometer 29-08

Height ... 879 feet Mean Temperature 67*8

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, It.E.



(396)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

203. Pathaidi- Co-latitude 68 n' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

203. Pathaidi Co-latitude 68 n' -f

(397)

Summary,

No. of pairs 27

No. of observations 61

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E -f O'
x
*39

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 68 11' 16"'91 + O

Correction for Height above Sea-level + O'^OS

Final Co-latitude 68iri6"-94

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of pluiab-line (A G)

= 21 48 43-06 0-063

= 21 48 45-9(5

= - 2-90



(398)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

204. Patna Co-latitude 68 x*' +

... 21 47' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

... 87 14 Mean Height of Barometer 29*77

... 80 feet Mean Temperature 75*4

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, R.E.



ABSTBAOTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

204. Patna Co-latitude 68 12' +

(399)



(400)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

204. Patna Co-latitude 68 ia'-f-



ABSTEACTS AND 8TTMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND BEStJLTS.

204. PatnaCo-latitude 68 u' +

(401)

Summary.

No. of pairs 48

No. of observations 126

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = - 0'
7
'66

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 68 12' 42" -72 + (T 047

Correction for Height above Sea-level 0" 00

Final Co-latitude 68 12' 42" -72

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

21 47 17-28 0-047

21 47 20-83

- 3'55



(402) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

in.

205. Phallut Co-latitude 62 47' +

Latitude ... 27 1 3' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 88 3 Mean Height of Barometer 19*45

Height ... 11815 feet Mean Temperature 29'9

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.

Summary.

No. of pairs 12

No. of observations 14

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E = + 0^*01

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 47' 55* '20 0*'07S

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0^*50

Final Co-latitude 62 47' 86"- 70

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 27 12 4-80 0'078

w 7 12 40-88.

-.. 86-66



AB8TEACT8 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEBVATIONS AND BESULT8.
(403)

206. Pirmulo-Co-latitude 72 6' +
Latitude ... 17 53' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 78 38 Mean Height of Barometer 28*11

Height ... 2093 feet Mean Temperature 63'6

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



(404.)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

206. P\rmu\o Co-latitude 72 6' 4-



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

206. Pirmulo Co-latitude ^^ 6' +

(405)

Summary.

No. of pairs 48

No. of observations 89

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f- Or/t 28

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 7' 1
;/

59 0'' 068

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"*09

Final Oo-latitude 72 T 1"*68

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Defection o plumb-line (A-G)

O / If If

17 62 58-32 0-068

17 53 2-81

- 4*40



(406)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDI8.

207. Prome Co-latitude 71 10' +

Latitude ... 18 49' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

longitude ... 95 15 Mean Height of Barometer 29-89

Height ... 100 feet Mean Temperature 71 2

Observer*-Captain H. M. Cowie, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

207. Prome Co-latitude 71 10' +

(407)

Summary.

No. of pairs 18

No, of observations 39

Mean difference between obervationa taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 10' 41" '88 (P-Wl

Correction for Height above Sea-level 0"'00

Final Co-latitude 7f 10' 4V-38.

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection o plumbJine (A G)

= 18 49 18*62 0-101;

= 18 49 14-18

SB -fr 4*44



(408) A8TBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

208. QuettaCo-latitude 59 47' +
. 80 12' Instrument T.S. 12-inch Theodolite No. 2

in.

. 67 3 Mean Height of Barometer 24-31

. 5500 feet Mean Temperature 54 -5

Observer Captain H. Wood, R.E.

*
f>



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

208, Qu&ta-Co-latitude 39 47' +

(409)

NOTE. The places of the stars markdd J, *, ha?e boon taken from Connaiasanco Des Tiiupg, 1004 and Astronomisches J&lirbuch, 1904 respectireij.

Summary.

No. of pairs 11

No. of observations 42

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 48' 8* 93 0" 089

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0'
;

25

Final Co-latitude 69 48' 4*- 18

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-Hue (A G)

30 11 55-82 0-089

30 11 57-37

- 1-55



(410) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

209. Rajpur -Co-latitude 59 36' +
30 24' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

78 8 Mean Height of Barometer 26*59

3500 feet Mean Temperature 63*3

Observer Lieut. O. P. Lenox Conyngham, ll.E.

Summary.

No. of pairs

No. of observations

10

19

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E as

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 59 36' 50x
'-69 CT-104

Correction for Height above Sea-level + -'

'

0**16
.

Final Co-latttude 59 36' BCT'85

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (0)

Deflection of plumb-line (A Q)

80 23 9-15 0;104

30 23 56*83

- 47*68



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(411)

210. Raj u 1 1 Co-latitude 69 47' +

Latitude ... 20 13'

Longitude ... 79 47

Height . . . 1070 feet

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2

Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Minimum

Maximum )}

Minimum
Rea-ding of Thermometer =

in.

28 -932

28 -815

89 -2

7G -9

Ofoerre?*~Licut. S. G. Rurrard, R.E.

Tiie barometer w read doling work very hour, thd thomometer **enf fifteen, nuDutw,
r^>^4^ ^ Kortlw ot rttraction-a aeparaU



(412)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

210. Rajull-Co-latitude 69 47' +



ABSTRACTS AND STTMMAEIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

210. Rajuli Co-latitude 69 47' -f

(418)



(414)-
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

210. Raju\\ Co-latitude 69 47' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

210. Raj u II Co-latitude 69 47' +

(415)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 44 No. of South Stars

No. of observations 174

40

Co-latitude by North Stars 69 47 8-483

South 69 47 8-931 0-059

Mean Co-latitude 69 47 8-707 0-037

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0-04

Final Co-latitude 69 4r8 // -747

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflectioa of plumbJiae (A-G)

O f

20 W 51-253.

m 20 12 55-45

= - 4-20

0-037



(416)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES,

577. Ramai Co-latitude 69 3' +

Latitude ... 20 57' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in*

Longitude ... 82 11 Mean Height of Barometer 28*60

Height , 1313 feet Mean Temperature 72 4

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, KJE.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

211. Ramai Co-latitude 69 3' +

(417)

Summary.

No. of pairs 20

No. of observations 60

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f- O
v * 13

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 69 3' 9" -64 O'-OZG

Correction for Height above Sea-level + O^-OS

Final Co-latitude 69 3' 9'
x

-69

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

20 56 50-31 + 0'076

20 56 51*47

- M6



(418)
ASTBONOMIOAL LATITUDES.

212. Ramgir Co-latitude 71 24' +

Latitude ... 18 35' Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Longitude ... 79 34 Minimum

Height ... 1772 feet Maximum Reading of Thermometer

In$trument Zenith Sector No. 2 Minimum

Observer J. Eccles, M. A.

in.

28-176

28-080

82-5

70-5

^IM f
M read daring work etery hour, the thni^m^rle for the pwasure and temperature WM deuced



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

212. Ramgir Co-latitude 71 *4' +

(419)



(420)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

212, Ramgir Co-latitude 71 24' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

212. Ramgir Co-latitude 71 24' +

(421)



(422)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

212. Ra.ms\r~-Co-latitude 71 34'



AB8TKACTS AND SUMMABIBS OF OBSEBTATIONS AND BB8ULTS.

212. Ram&r Co-latitude 71 24' +

(423)

Summary.

i of North Stars 39 No. of South Stars 30

No. of observations 208

Co-latitude by North Stars

South

Mean Co-latitude

Correction for Height abore Sea-level

Final Co-latitude

71 24 33-47 0-063

71 24 32*01 0*062

71 24 33-04 0-044.

+ 0*OG

71 24' 33"* 10

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection o plumb-line (A- G)

18 35 26-90 0-044'

18 35 26-12

h 0-78'



(424)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES,

57 *4' +
Latitude .,. 32 35' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 74 40 Mean Height of Barometer 28*91

Height ... 900 feet Mean Temperature 72*3
\

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R,E.



ABSTBACT8 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

213. Ranjitgarh Co-latitude $f 24' -f

(425)

Summary.

No. of pairs 15

No. of observations 27

Mean difference between observations taken E, \V and those taken W, E = + 0"-16

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 57 24' 53" 44 Q" 065

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0* 04

Final Co-latitude 57 24' 63"-48

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o

= 32

= 32

35 6-52

35 12-11

- 5-59

0-065



(426) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

214. Rawa\C0~latitude 71 27' +
... 18 32' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

... 83 36 Mean Height of Barometer 29-02

874 feet Mean Temperature 71*4

Observer Lieut. E. A. Tandy, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND StJMMAEIES 07 OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

214. Rawal Co-latitude 71 27' -f-

(4557)



(428) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

214. Rawal Co-latitude 71

Summary.

No. of pairs 46

No. of observations 87

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E +0^*43

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 27' 65
/7
-24 Q

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"*03

Final Oo-latitude 71 27' 65"- 27

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A O)

18 82 4-73 0-076

18 32 9-22

4-49



ABSTEACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(129)

215. RojhraCo-latitude 65 2' +

Latitude ... 24 57' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in

Longitude ... 70 17 Mean Height of Barometer 29 '55

Height ... 5 18 feet Mean Temperature G3-H

Observer -Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.



(430)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

575. Rojhra-Co-latitude >
a



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

215. Rojhra-Co-latitude 65 * +



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

215. Rojhra Co-latitude 65 a' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEHVATIONS AND BESULT8.

215. Rojhra Co-latitude 65 2' +

(433)

Summary.

No, of pairs 64

No. of observations 127

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f 0"*05

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 2' 33'^ 89 /x
-032

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0" 02

Final Co-latitude 65 2' 33"-91

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 24 57 26-09 + 0-032

= 24 57 26-28

= - 0-19



(434)
ASTSONOmCAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

216. Salimpur Co-latitude 62 13' +

... 27 47' Instrument Zenith Sector No, 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

... 78 33 Mean Height of Barometer 29*27

... 645 feet Mean Temperature 61'5

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

216. Salimpur Co-latitude 62 13' 4-

(435)'



(436)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

216. Salimpur Co-latitude 62 13'

Summary.

No, of pairs 25

No. of observations 90

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E z= 0"*05

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 13' 23" '74 + 0"050

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0"*03

Final Co-latitude 62 13'23"-77

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

27 46 36-23 0*050

27 46 36-46

- 0*23



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(437)

277. Samdari Co-latitude 64 10' +

Latitude ... 25 49' Instrument -Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 72 37 Mean Height of Barometer 29 '55

Height ... 600 feet Mean Temperature 66 '0

Observer Captain S, G. Burrard, R.E.



(438)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

277. Samdari Co-latitude 64 10' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND EBSULTS.

217. Samdari Co-latitude 64 10' +

(439)

Summary.

No. of pairs 27

No. of observations 72

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E 0"-50

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 64 11' 0"*40
;/
-057

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"-02

Final Co-latitude 64 IV (T'42

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

25 48 59-58 0*057

25 48 59-55

+ 0-OS



ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES*

Latitude

Longitude

Height

218. Sanjib Co-latitude 7* *8' +

17 31' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

82 44 Mean Height of Barometer 27'89

2142 feet Mean Temperature 75'6

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTBACT8 AND SUMMABIE8 OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

218. Sanjib Co-latitude 72 28' -f

(441)



(442) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

218. Sanj\b~-Co-latitude 74 a8'

Summary.

No. of pairs 41

No. of observations 78

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f O'
7 ' 16

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 28' 47"; 59 0**067

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0*-09

Final CO'latitude* 72 28' 47"-68

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line(A- G)

17 31 12-32 0-067

17 31 18;68

-' 6-36



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(413)

Latitude

Longitude

219. Sankrao Co-latitude 61 57' +

.. 28 2' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

.. 78 35 Mean Height of Barometer 29*30

.. 670 feet Mean Temperature Gl-2

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

219. Sankrao Co-latitude 61 57' +



ABSTBAOTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSEEVATIONS AND EESTJLTS.

219. Sankrao Co-latitude 61 57' +
(445)

Summary.

No. of pairs 27

No. of observations 121

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = - 0"'08

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 61 57' 31" -05 + (T-OSO

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0*03

Final Co-latitude 61 67' 31^08

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

28 2 28-92 + 0-050

28 2 29-00

- 0-08



(446)
ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

220. Sarey Khan Co-latitude 67 47' +

Latitude ... 22 18' Maximum recorded Height of Barometer

Longitude ... 80 5 Minimum

Height ... 1409 feet Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2 Minimum

Obterver Lieut. S. O. Bnrrard, R.E.

in.

29037

28-911

69-7

50-3

For tbe 0cul*tion of wfrwtlon * wptwte ralw te ibe



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

220. Sarey KhanCo-latitude 67 47' +



(4AB) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

220. Sarey Khan-Co-latitude 67 47' +



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMABIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

220. Sarey Khan Co-latitude 67 47' +
(419)



(450) ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES,

220. Sarey Khan Co-latitude 6f 47' +

Summary.

No. of North Stars 25 No. of South Stars 27

No. of observations 183

O ' //

Co-latitude by North Stars 67 47 9*104 0-07*

South 67 47 9-484 0-05S

Mean Co- latitude 67 47 9-294 0-047

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0-05

Final Co-latitude 67 47' 9"-344

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

22 12 50-656 0*047

22 12 55-61

4-9&



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(451)

221 Sarkara Co-latitude 60 44' +

Latitude ... 29 16' Instrument Zenith Sector No, 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 78 85 Mean Height of Barometer 29*22

Height ... 761 feet Mean Temperature 55*9

Observer Capt. G. P. Lenox Conyiigham, R.K.



(452)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

221. Sarkara Co-latitude 60 44' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

221, Sarkara Co-latitude 60 44' +

(453)

No. of pairs 29

No. of observations 84

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, B = 0"-44i

#

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 60 44' 24" -88 0'
7
'060

Correction for Height above Sea-level + /x

'03

Final Co-latitude 6044'24"-91

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G.)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

= 29 15 35-01) 0-060

= 29 15 46-91

- 11-82



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

222. Saugor Co-latitude 66 10' +

Latitude ... 23 50' InstrumentZenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 78 49 Mean Height of Barometer 27*99

Height ... 2033 feet Mean Temperature 64 '2

Observer -Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R,E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

222. Saugor Co-latitude 66 10' +

(455)



(456) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

222. Saugor Co-latitude 66 10'

Summary.

No, of pairs 18

No. of observations 102

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E Of/
'05

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 66 10
X

11" -21 0"-043

Correctioa for Height above Sea-level + 0^*08

Final Co-latitude 66 10' ir 29

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Oeodetic Latitude (O)

Deflection of plumb-line (A 6)

= 23 49 48*71

23 49 48-0?

+ 0-64

0*048



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

223. Senchal Co-latitude 63 i' +
Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Mean Height of Barometer 2202

Mean Temperature 40 8

Observer Lieut. H. M. Cowie, R.E.

(457)

Summary.

No. of pairs 11

No. of observations 20

Mean difference between observations taken E,W and those taken W, E =s + 0"-14

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 1' 26" -63 0"-092

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"-36

Final Co-latitude 63 1'26"-99

Agronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

26 58 33-01 0*092

26 59 8*25

- 35-24



(458) ASTEOKOMICAL LATITUDES;

224. SMguri-Co-latitude 6? 18' +
Latitude ... 26 42' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 88 27 Mean Heiyhi of Barometer 29*51

Height ... 401 feet Mean Temperature 61 C<4

Observer Lieut. H. M. Come, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

224. S'\\\gur\-Co-latitude 63 18' -f

(469)

Summary.

No. of pairs 18

No. of observations 42

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E SB 0"-Q6

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 18' 41"-88 0"-080

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
/x

02

Final Co-latitude 63 18' 41"- 90

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o

26

36

41 18-10 0-080

41 40-37

- 2U-27



(460)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

225.

Latitude

Longitude

Singawararn Go-latitude 71 u' +

17 45' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

80 59 Mean Height of Barometer 29'39

714 feet Mean Temperature 78-0

Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

225. Singawaram Go-latitude 72 14' 4-

(461)



(462) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

225. Singawaram Co-latitude 72 14'

Summary,

No. of pairs 44

No. of observations 83

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f
;

'-04

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 7Si 14' 51"-26 (T-071

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
/x
'03

Final Co-latitude 72 14' 51^29

O 9 -

ft

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

17 45 8-71 0'071

17 45 10-38

1'67



ABSTSACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(463)

226. Sironj Base-line N, E. End Co-latitude 65 51' +

Latitude ... 24 9' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
m.

Lonyitude ... 77 53 Mean Height of Barometer 28*46

Height ... 1481 feet Mean Temperature 51 7

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

226. Sironj Base-line N. E. End-Co-latitude 65 51'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

226. Sironj Base-line N. E. End Co-latitude 65 51' +

(4G5)

Summary.

No. of pairs 47

No. of observations 90

Mean difference between observations taken E
;
W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 51' 4'
r
'49 0"'080

Correction for Height above Sea-level + //4 06

Final Co-latitude 65 5V 4"-55

)"-27

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line(A- G)

o

24 8 55-45 + 0-080

8 53-57

+ 1-88



(466)
ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

227. Slrsa Co-latitude 61 5' +

28 55' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

78 35 Mean Height of Barometer 29*32

739 feet Mean Temperature 48 9

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conynghara, R.E.



ABSTBACT8 AffD- SUMMAEIE8 OF OBSERVATIONS AND BESTTLTS.

227. Sirsa Co-latitude 61 5' -f



A8TBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

227. Sirsa Co-latitude 61 5' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 32

No. of observations 86

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 4- 0*-15

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 61 5' 29" '70 0*-044

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f
4 03

Final Co-latitude 61 6
; 29^73

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (6)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

28 54 30-27 + 0*044

28 54 39*64



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (469)

228. Sitapar Co-latitude 68 35' +

Maximum recorded Height of Barvmeter

Minimum

Maximum Reading of Thermometer

Instrument Zenith Sector No. 2 Minimum ,,

?

Observer Lieut. S. O. Burrard, R.E.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

21 25'

80 22

1237 feet

28-781

72'5

52 *8

fltr^ea ijcdaa^. Kor the calculation of refraction A separate yaiae tor tfc



.(470)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

. Sltapar Co-latitude 68 35' +



ABSTKACT8 AND SUMMARIES OK OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

228. Sitapar Co-latitude 68 35' +

(471)



<472) ASTEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

228. Sitapar Co-latitude 68 35'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

228. Silapar-Co-latitude 68 35' +

(473)

Summary.

No. of North Stars 32 No. of South Stars 33

No. o observations 166

o / // *

Co-latitude by North Stars 68 35 16*225 0-062

South 68 35 16-039 0-069

Mean Co-latitude 68 35 16-132 0-016

Correction for Height above Sea-level -4- 0-04

Final Co-latitude 68 35' 16
//

'172

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

O / ff If

- 21 24 43-828 0-046

= 21 2ft 50-54

- 6-71



(474) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES,

Latitude

Longitude

229. Sonada Co-latitude 66 5*' +

.. 23 7' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

.. 72 48 Mean Heif/ht of Barometer 29*70

.. 250 feet Mean Temperature 64 -0

Observer Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

229. Sonada Co-latitude 66 52' +

(476)



(476) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

229. Sonada Co-latitude 66 52' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 30

No. of observations 77

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 66 52' 44" -38 0"'091

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0"-01

Final Co-latitude 66 62' 44^39

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o

23

23

7 15-61 0-091

7 19-89

4-28



ABSTEACT8 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (477-)

230. St. Thomas's Mount Co-latitude 76 59' +

Latitude ... 13 0' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 8014 Mean Height of Barometer 29-86

Height ... 250 feet Mean Temperature 72 3

Observer Lieut. G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.E.



(478) ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

230. St. Thomas's MountCo-latitude 76 59'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF QBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS.

230, St. Thomas's Mount Co-latitude 76 59- +

(479)



(480) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

230. St. Thomas's Mount Co-latitude 76 59'

Summary,

No. of pairs 89

No. of observations 123

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 76 59' 39'
/
-35 + Ov

Correction for Height above Sea-level + O^'Ol

Final Co-latitude 76 59'39'
x

-36

-- 0* * 81

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A~G)

13 20-64 0*077

13 14-79

4- S'S5



ABSTRACTS AND 8UMMAEIBS OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS. (481)

Latitudc

Longitude

Height

231 Surantal Co-latitude 65 45' +

... 24 14' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

... 77 43 Mean Height of Barometer 28- 11

... 1802 feet Mean Temperature 59*9

Observer Captain Or. P. Lenox Conyugliam, R.E.



(462)
ASTKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

231. Surantal Co-latitude 65 45' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

231 Surania\-Co-fatitude 65 45' +

(183)

Summary.

No. of pairs 43

No. of observations 81

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = O^-OO

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 45/ 38'
x
-57 0" * 080

Correction for Height above Sea- level -f 0^-07

Final Co-latitude 66 45' 38"- 64-

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

O

24

24

14 21-36 + 0-08O

14 20-42

4 0-94



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

232. Telu Co-latitude 61 3' +

28 56' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope
in.

72 17 Mean Height of Barometer 29*48

470 feet Mean Temperature 58*1

Observer Captain S. G, Burrard, R,E.



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

232. Te\u-Co-/atitude 61
3' +

(485)



(486) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

232. Telu Co-latitude 61 3' +

Summary.

No. of pairs 44

No. of observations 77

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = 0"*21

Observed Co-latitnde (weighted mean) 61 3' 47'
/
-57 O'

x
-045

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0" 2

Final Co-latitude 61 3' 47"59

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

28 56 12-41 0-0^5

28 56 11-34

+ 1'OT



ABSTBAOTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

233. Thob Co-latitude 63 56' +

26 3' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

72 25 Mean Height of Barometer 29'25

856 feet Mean Temperature C9'0

OSsertw~Captain S. G. Burrard, R.E.



(488)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

233. Thob-Co-latitude 63 56' +

Summary.

No. of pairs

No, of observations

24

65

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = W * 50

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 63 66' 57" -06 0"'080

Correction for Height above Sea-level + (T'04

Final Co-latitude 63 66'57"-10

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o

26

26

3 2-90 0-080

3 5-85

- 2-95



ABSTBACT8 AND SUMMARIES OF OBSBBVATIONS AND BESULTS. (489)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

234. Tinsia Co-latitude 65 53' +
24 6' Instrument Zenith Sector No. 1 used as Zenith Telescope

in

77 21 Mean Height of Barometer 28' 1 4

1776 feet Mean Temperature 65'9

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R.K.



(490) ASTfiONOMICAL LATITUDES.

234. Tins'ia Co-latitude 65 53'



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

234-. Tinsia Co-latitude 65 53' +

(4W)

Summary,

No. of pairs 35

No. o observations 70

Mean difference between.observation* taken K W and those taken W, E = 0'
x
'09

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 53' 30" -88 O'
x
-077

Correction for Height above Sea-level 4- 0"-07

Final Co-latitude 65 63' 30"*9&

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumbJine (A

O

24

24

6 29-05 0-077

fr 27-97

1-08



A6TKONOMICAL LATITUDES.

Latitude

Longitude

Height

235. Tonglu~tfo-/0/to<fe 62 58' +

27 2' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

88 8 Mean Height of Barometer 20-70

10073 feet Mean Temperature 36 '2

Observer Lieut. H, M. Cowie, R.E.

Simmary.

No. of pairs 11

No. of observations 17

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f (T-30

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 62 58' 48" -28 G"*096

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0*-42

Final Co-latitude 62 58' 48* 70

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

27 1 11-30 0-096

m 27 1 53*64



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OP OBSEEVATIONS AND RESULTS. (408)

Latitude

Longitude

Height

236. Vanakonda Co-latitude 72 23' +

17 36' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

79 25 Mean Height of Barometer 28*42

1664 feet Mean Temperature 67*8

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngliam, R.E.



ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

236. Vanakonda Co-latitude 71 23' -f



ABSTEAOTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND EBSULTS.

236. Vanakonda Co-latitude 7* *3
r

-f

(496)



(496) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

236. Vanakonda Co-latitude 72 23' 4-

Summary.

No. of pairs

No. of observations

46

85

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = Q

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 23' 59" -71 0"'057

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O'
x
-07

Final Co-latitude 72 23' 59"- 78

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

17 36 0-22 0-057

17 36 6-87

- 6-66



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.
(497)

237. V\rar\a~-Co-fatitude 65 3' +

Latitude ... 24 57' Instrument Zenith Telescope
in.

Longitude ... 71 5 Mean Height of Barometer 29-58

Height ... 460 feet Mean Temperature 67 6

Observer Lieut, H. M. Cowie, R.E.



(498) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

237. V\raria-Co-latitude 65 3'



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

237. V\rariaCo-/atitude 65 3' +

(499)



(500) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

237. Vtraria Co-latitude 65 3' -f-

Summary.

No. of pairs 54

No. of observations 102

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E =s 0"*00

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 65 3' 27* 34 0* 035

Correction for Height above Sea-level + 0**02

Final Co-latitude 65 3' 27*'36

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

o

24

34

' *

56 32-64 0*035

56 86-13

- 8-49



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS ANT) RESULTS.
(501)

238. Vizagapatam Base-line N. End Co-latitude 71 59' +
Latitude ... 18 1' Instrument Zenith Telescope

Longitude ... 83 16 Mean Height of Barometer 29*82

Heiyht ... 181 feet Mean Temperature G9'0

Observer Lieut. E. A, Tandy, E.E.



(602)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

238. Vizagapatam Base-line N. End Co-latitude 71 59' +



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

238. Vizagapatam Baee-line N. EndCo-Iatitude 71 59' +
(503)



(501-)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

238. Vizagapatam Base-line N. End Co-latitude 71 59' 4-

Summary.

No, of pairs 52

No. of observations 100

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = /x
' 10

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 71 59' 3
x/

*33 0"-065

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f O^-Ol

Final Co-latitude 71 69' 3" -34

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A G)

o

18

18

t tf ff

56-66 0-065

1 2-93

- 6-27



ABSTRACTS AND SUMMARIES OF OBSBEVATIONS AND BESULTS. (505)

239. Waltair Co-latitude 72 16' +
Latitude ... 17 43' Instrument Zenith Telescope

in.

Longitude ... 83 22 Mean Height of Barometer 29*85

Height ... 200 feet Mean Temperature 74*6

Observer Captain G. P. Lenox Conyngham, R,E.



(506) ASTBONOMICAL LAHTUIMB3.

239. Waltair Co-latitude 72 16'



ABSTBACTS AND SUMMAEIES OP OBSERVATIONS AND BBSI7LTS.

239. Waltalr-Co-latitude 72 16' +
(507)



(508) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

239. Waltair Co-latitude 72 16'

Summary.

No. of pairs 52

No. of observations 102

Mean difference between observations taken E, W and those taken W, E = -f 0" '06

Observed Co-latitude (weighted mean) 72 16' 39" '55 (T'053

Correction for Height above Sea-level -f 0"'Q1

Final Co-latitude 72 16' 39''- 56

Astronomical Latitude (A)

Geodetic Latitude (G)

Deflection of plumb-line (A-G)

m 17 48 20-44 0p53

- 17 43 29-31

m - 8-87



ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES

PART III.

DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.



(510)

ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED TO DENOTE INSTETJMENTS.

Z. S. E. Ramsden's Zenith Sector.

A. C. No. 1. Astronomical Circle No. 1.

A. C. No. 2. Astronomical Circle No. 2.

Z. S. No. 1. Strange's Zenith Sector No. 1.

Z. S. No. 2. Strange's Zenith Sector No. 2.

T. S. 36. Troughton and Simons' 36-inch
Theodolite.

T. S. 24 No. 2. Troughton and Simms' 24-inch
Theodolite No. 2.

T. S. 14 No. 5. Troughton and Simms' 14-inch
Theodolite No. 5.

T. S. 12 No. 2. Troughton and Simms' 12-inch

Theodolite No. 2.

T. S. 6 No. 1100. Troughton and Simms' 6-inch
Theodolite No. 1100.

Z. T. Troughton and Simms' Zenith Telescope.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.

TABLE L Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.

(611)



(512) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES

TABLE L Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.



PEFLECTION3 OF THE PLUMB.LTNE.

TJ.BLE I. Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.

(613)

Btfort to Umnftrk at tto ground level of the Qbeerotory,
Do.

.,

do. floor do. do.



(614)
ASTEONOJHCAL LATITUDES,

TABLE I.Alohabetical List of all Latitude Stations.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.

TABLE L Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.

(515)



LATITUDES.

TAZLE I. Alphabetical IM of all Latitude Stations.



DEFLECTIONS 01 THE PLUMB-LINE.

TABLE I. Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.

(517)



(518) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE L Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.



DEFLBCTIOWff OF THE"

TABLE l.-Alphabetical List of all Latitude Station*.

(519)



(520) ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TJ.BLE L Alphabetical List of all Latitude Stations.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(521)

TABLE IL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.

In T*bl* III India hw ton difidod into ten region! : the division is illustrated in Plate VI.



(522)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE 17. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(523)

TABLE IL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



(624)
ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE 11 Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.

For value* of Astronomical Latitude t* pages (3d) and (31).



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(525)

TABLE ILDeflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



,(526)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE I/. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(527).

TABLE It Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



(528)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE IL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



DEFLECTIONS OP THE PLUMB-LINE. (620)

TABLE IL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged alphabetically.



(580)

ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

For the purposes of the next table India has been divided into the ten following

regions, which are shown on Plate VI.

1. Himalaya Mountains

2. Plains at the foot of the Himalaya.

3. North-East India.

4. Central India.

6. North-West India.

6. Baluchistan.

7. Western India.

8. Eastern India.

9. Southern India.

10. Burma.



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(53

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 1. Himalaya Mountains.



(632)
A8TEONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE HI. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 2. Plains at the foot of the Himalaya.



DEFLECTIONS OP THE PLUMB-LINB,
(538)

TABLE IIL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Regior> No. 3. North-East India.



(584)

ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 4. Central India.

Forvaluwof Aetroaomical UUUdew p^t (83) wid (34).



DEFLBdlONS 09 THB PLTJIO-IINB.

TABLE in.- Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 6. North-West India.



ASTBONOMICAL LATITUDES.

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 6.- North-West \nd\a. (Continued).



DEFLECTIONS OP THE PLUMB-LINE. (537)

TABLE III.- Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 7. Western India.



(538)
ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDES

TABLE IIL Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 7. Western India. (Continued).



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
(539)

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 8. Eastern India.



(640) ASTBONOMICAD LATITUDES.

TABLE III.- Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 8. Eastern India. (Continued).



DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE.
V64il)

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions.

Region No. 9. Southern India.



(548) A8TBOPTOMICAL LATTTTTt>BS.

TABLE III. Deflections of the Plumb-line at Latitude Stations arranged according to Regions*

Region No. 9. Southern India. (Continued).



DEFLECTIONS OF THB PLtJMB-LIIfB,
(643).

Abstract of Table III.





APPENDICES.





No* 1.

ON DEFLECTIONS OF THE PLUMB-LINE IN INDIA.
BY REV. O. FISHER, M.A., F.G.8.,

Hon. Fellow of Jet** College, Cambridge, and of Ki*g't College London.

In the Report of 1901* on the attraction of the Himalaya Mountains npon the plumb-line in India certain

anomalies of deflection are described, which require to be accounted for: and in the Philosophical Magazine for January
1904 I published an article in which I claimed to have shown, that the chief of them may be explained upon the

hypothesis of "isostacy" of the earth's crust. The following note is an amended and somewhat abridged edition of

that article.

Prefixed to the Report is given a cross-section of outer Himalayan ranges OH the meridian of 77 25', to the scale

of one inch to four miles. This was constructed by Colonel St. G. C. Gore, R.E., Surveyor General of India. It

appears from this section that through a distance of 124 miles the summits rise fairly regularly from the plains to a

height of 18,000 feet. Now according to the maps the ranges in this meridian appear to be inclined at about 40 to the

prime vertical* Since then the length of the meridian cross-section is 124 miles, that of the section perpendicular to the

ranges will be about 95 miles. These outer ranges may therefore, as far as their attraction is concerned, be taken as

approximately represented by an inclined plane, or slope, whose base is 95 miles and height 33 miles.

Beyond these ranges lies the Tibetan plateau, estimated to be on an average three miles high and 400 miles acrostk

To facilitate calculation I suppose the entire area to be rectangular, and to extend to an equal distance on each side of the

meridian of the station. Pratt estimated the area to be equal to that of a circle of radius 335 milesf. This would make
the length of the rectangular area about 880 miles. I suppose this mass to have been accumulated out of the compression
of a crust 25 miles thick, and that by far the greater volume of the crushed-together mass went down into the denser

substratum upon which it is supported by isostacy. I take the density of the crust rock to be 2*68 (that of granite),
and that of the substratum to be 2'96 (that of basalt). The consequence of this arrangement would be that for exact

isostacy the " root" of the plateau would dip about 29 miles into the substratum, and that the root of the inclined plane
of the outer ranges would be represented by an inverted plane having an angle of 24 31' 5*.

Major Burrard has calculated by the method of compartments the deflections which the mountains might be

expected to produce at various stations in the meridian of Kalianpur, and at p. 94 of the Report he has given a table

containing an analysis of the calculated deflections, separating the components of the deflection due to the Himalayas
from those due to other areas. This affords a criterion as to what extent our assumption respecting the form and position
of the visible mass represents for our purpose the actual high land. Major Burrard has assumed 2*65 to be the density,
while I have taken 2*68, to agree with the value used in

'

Physics of the Earth's Crust/ but the discrepancy is immaterial.

The deflection in the meridian at Dehra Dun due to the mountain masses alone, as calculated by the method of

compartments, Major Burrard finds to be 72". Our hypothesis regarding the form and density of the highlands pivrs
70" as the deflection at the foot of the outer ranges, which is nearly in that position. This shows that the hypothesis

reproduces the correct attraction very closely.

There is however reason to doubt whether the "
roots

"
of the slope and plateau would dip into the denser sub-

stratum quite so deeply as would b^ required for exact local isostacy, because Mr. Putnam's ' Transcontinental Gravity

Measures, U.S.A/, seemed to show that "
general continental elevations are compensated by a deficiency of density

in the matter below sea-level, but that local topographical irregularities are not compensated for, but are maintained by the

partial rigidity of the earth's crust "J.

* By Major S. Q. Burrard, R.E., Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey of India.

f
l

Figaro of the Earth,' 4th ed. art. 201,

t G, . Putnam, Phil Soc. Bulletin, Washington, U.S.A., vol. xiii.
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Following up the suggestion made by Mr. Putnam we notice how M*. Oldham tells us that "the very close resem-
blance between the upper Sivalik beds and the recent deposits of the Gangetic Plain leaves little room for doubt that the
Sivalik beds were deposited subaerrally by streams and rivers/' "'The thickness attained by the Sivalik series is immense.
Mr. Wynne estimated it at 14,000 feet in the North-West Punjab. In the Sivalik Hills there 'are at leiust 15,000 feet of beds
and the series is by no means complete, and similar vast thicknesses may be measured in any section." In Mr. Oldham'g
diagram (Man, Geo). India, p. 473) (fig. 1) he represents the Sivalik strata as lying beneath modern alluvium except at
the northern edge where they have been disturbed and elevated into the Sub-Himalayan Sivalik range. Following
the above description, we may assume a layer of rock of somewhat less than crust density three miles thick where it abuts
on the foot of the Himalayan elope, and thinning out to nothing against the trappean area. It will be observed that a

g I

"Diagram to illustrate the theory of the elevation of the Himalayas corresponding to the right-hand half of fig. 26 (copied from '

Physics
ol the Earth's Crust'). Horizontal tscale about -CO miles, 'Vertical about 30 -mile* to -one inch. [This makes tke crust much thinner than assumed in

P.B.C.]

A. Massif of the Himalayas.
B. Root of the same.
C. Earlier marginal deposits compressed and elevated.
c. Continuation of the same, depressed and undisturbed.
D. Subsequent deposits overlapping C.

b. Sinking of lower surface of crut due to C and D."*

<pileof rock three miles thick above the surface of the sphere would reach an altitude-equal to that of the Tibetan plateau,
but the Gangetic plains do not rise to as niucli ns u thousand feet above the sea-level, and the recent alluvium has to be
allowed for. The conclusion is that the crust of the earth must be depressed 15,000 feet at least into the substratum at the
foot of the Himalayau slope. We need, therefore, to calculate the effect of this arrangement upon the plumb-line.

According to the present hypothesis, the Himalayas and Tibetan plateau are not supported solely ty the root imme-
diately beneath them, but partly by the depressed crust beneath the Sivalik rock of the plains. It follows that for isos-

tacy the root of the plateau and slope will not need to be quite so deep; we may tak-e the height of the plains above the
sea-level as compensating their presumable defect of density from that of the general crust.

The width of the alluvium, where'the meridian of Dehra Dun in Mr. Oldhara's geological map crosses its boundary,
appears to be about 230 miles. This will give for the base of the Sivalik beds an inverted inclined plane, whose depth
is three miles and width 230. If we apply the principle of general isostacy to half of the area -we aredeahng with, that i,

Fig. 2.

Modification of Mr. Oldham's diagram to suit the present hypothesis.

Scale about 105 miles to an inch.

A. Slope of the Himalayas, including the marginal deposit C of Mr. Oldham's diagram.
B. Boot of the same.
D. Sivalika undisturbed and covered by subsequent deposits.
b. Sunken lower surface of the crust contributing to the general support of half the highlands according to Mr. Putnam's theory.

* Manual of the Geology of India/ 2fcd. Bd., Calcutta, 1*93, p. 47.
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from the middle of the Tibetan plateau to the further edge of the alluvial deposit 230 miles from the foot of the slope,

we find that the depth of the root of the plateau will he diminished by one mile and four tenths, or more exactly the

depth of the root of the plateau for exact isostacy would be 28*71 miles, and the diminution for general isostacy 1 39

miles, which gives for the depth of the root of the plateau 27*32 miles, and for that of the slope at its culminating

height 30*19 miles. By this change the attractions of the visible masses and of the crust \vi}l not be altered, but

the negative attraction of the root will be slightly diminished, and the balance of attraction towards the range conse-

quently increased.

Looked at in a general way, the visible masses of the highlands will attract the plumb-line towards them, their

roots, where the denser substratum is displaced by the lighter crust, will repel the plumb-line, and the deflection at any
station will be the balance of the two effects.

The effqct of the plain will resemble that of the mountains' roots, because it will depress and displace the

heavier substratum. Consequently at either edge the plain will produce a deflection away from itself, northward at

the northern edge* and southward at the southern, while at some intermediate place the effect of the plain will be nil.

To estimate the final deflection at any station we must strike the balance of all these effects.

It must be borne in mind that the object of this investigation is one of principle, and that no exact accordance

with the results of the Survey is to be expected, because the natural data cannot be presented in a form amenable to

mathematical treatment.

The following is a summary of the results of the hypothesis :

At the foot of the slope the meridional deflection will be,

Due to the slope ... ... , . , 30"*2 10

Due to the plateau ... .., ,,. 40 '014

Total due to the visible masses ,., ... 70 "254

Negative deflection due to the root ... ... 51 *825

Residual deflection, northward ... ... 18 '429

Northward negative deflection due to the plain ... 3 '837

Final result, northward ... ... ... 22 '266

At 60 miles from the foot of the slope the meridian deflection will be,

Duo to the slope ... ... ... 1 1"*804

Due to the plateau ... ... ... 28 '924

Total due to the visible masses ... ... 40 *728

Negative deflection due to the root ... ... 37 '156

Residual deflection, northward ... ... 3*572

Southward deflection due to the plain ... ... 1*049

Final result, northward ... ... ,,, 2 -523

The meridian deflection at the southern edge of the plain will be,

Due to the slope . . , , . . ... 3"-884

Due to the plateau ... ... ... 14 '923

Total due to the visible masses ... ... 18*807

Negative deflection due to the root ... ... 17*333

Residual deflection, northward ... ... 1 '474

Southward deflection due to the plain ... ... 3*006

Filial result, southward , . * . , . , , 1 532
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Thus the hypothesis of the general isostacy of the Himalayan region and the Gangetic plain combined gives the con-

siderable meridian deflection of 2^
x/
northward at the foot of the range. At a distance of 60 miles from the foot of the

slope this deflection will be reduced to about 2"'5, and at a greater distance disappears altogether. These results are

in accordance with Airy's prediction.
* The deflection then changes its sign, and becomes southerly, and is 1" 5 in the

meridian at the furthpr edge of the plain. At a greater distance the effect of the plain would no doubt disappear, which
would account for the deflection at the edge of the plain being more southerly than it is at KaMnpur.

It is owing to the thickness of the crust that the attraction of the visible masses, though nearly compensated by
the root at a distance from them, is much less so at places in their neighbourhood.

The extreme difference of the deflections in the meridian at the northern and southern edges of the plain will

thus be about 24". In the table following p. 14 of the Report it is, in the meridian of Kalianpur, about 30", as observedf.

It is obvious that the dense rock of the Deccan will tend to intensify the southerly deflection on the southern edge
of the plain, and that, in general, irregularities in the geological structure of the country buried beneath the post-eocene

deposits will be responded to by irregularities in the deflection of the plumb-line. That this must occur appears from the

table, where, in the column of deflections, there are irregularities over the plain which seem inexplicable in any other way.

Nevertheless, on the whole the trend of the deflections from the foot of the slope to the southern edge of the plain
in the meridian of Kalianpur has been fairly well accounted for; and the existence of an area of southerly deflections, as

indicated in the table following p. 14 of the Report, explained, without the necessity of assuming the presence of a chain

of excessive density, seeing that it would be the natural consequence of the displacement of the dense substratum by the

depression of the Gaugetic plain in accordance with the general isostacy of the entire region.

Moreover, the hypothesis of general rather than local isostacy permits us to suppose that the root of the southern

portion of the Himalayas is somewhat less deep, and that of the Tibetan plateau deeper than would be required for local

isostacy, and the geological observation that comprcssive elevation is going on along the main axisj appears to support
this view. If this be the case, the repulsive effect of the root would be diminished at the foot yf the slope, on account of

the greater distance of the mean mass of the root; and the deflection caused by the visible masses would be less nearly

compensated. This would bring the excess of deflection at the foot of the slope above that at the southern edge of the

plain more into accordance with the observed amount.

It must be remembered that certain gratuitous hypotheses have been made, which will affect the quantitative,

though not the qualitative, results of this investigation. Such are the relative densities of the crust and substratum and

the thickness of the crust. But the quantitative agreement of the results with the observed facts shows that the assump--
tions made are not very improbable.

* Phil. Trans, vol. cxlv. p. 102.

f The following is taken from the above table. N signifying a northern and 8 a southern deflection as referred to Kah'&npui:

<k Kver since our p:rrat pioneer in Himalayan goology, Mr. Medlicott, first examined and described the Sab-Himalaya in his memoir (Mem.
Gool. tsurv. of India, vol. iii.)and since the Uev. O. Fi8hor wrote his far-seeing Physics of the Earth's Crust,' it has been gradually becoming evident to
ail who really examine the question in detail, that the Himalayas are and have been in a constant state of change : a state of elevation along the main
axis and depre&uitm along the mountain foot, with intermediate zones of crashing, crumpling, and over-riding along shear and thrust planes. This is

KO evident that, if one desired to be very particular, one might say literally that the Himalayas of to-day are not the same as those of yesterday."
Memoirs o the Geological Survey of India, vol, xxvi. by 0. 8. Middlemiw, p. 285.
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MATHEMATICAL NOTES.

T. Attraction of the Mountains.

The diagram (fig. 3) represents a section perpendicular to the range. It is drawn approximately on a scale of j
1

^
of an inch to 5 miles. K M C F B is the crust, out of which the mountains aud their roots were Torined, and is &uppos-

H
K

M

D

E

cd to be 25 miles thick. G H D K is the Tibetan plateau, three mileslhigh and 400 miles across. DA II is the slope of
the mountains, A I) being 95 miles. 1) H is 3'S miles. M L hE is the root of the plateau. ER equals 28 71 miles.

EJRC is the root of the slope.

We require to find the horizontal attraction at a station P on the surface of the crust. P may be either to the

right or left of B. Sphericity is neglected Then the horizontal attraction of the mountain and root together at P
equals the horizontal attraction, positive of the slope, plus that of the plateau, combined with the horizontal attraction,

negative produced by the substitution of their less dense roots for the more dense substratum. The crust, whether dis-

turbed or not, will produce no horizontal attraction. The negative attraction of the root will be the same in amount as if

the root was composed of matter whose density was equal to the excess of the density of the substratum over that of
the crust, and the attraction of the root M L JIC at P will be the same as would be produced by a mass K L R C B minus
that which would be produced by a mass K M C B, each mass being of similar density. Consequently we need to calcu-

late these several attt actions. The attraction having been calculated from the formulae, the corresponding deflection

may be found by multiplying it by a factor whoso logarithm is 0'3.>41084*.

Attraction
*)

of the slope j {(+ tan"* 1

ha a + P \\* 2/r

a

*ap
tan

)_.

p . , / ,
, a(a -h 2f* cos- a)\

-f
'

sill a COS a logt I 1 + - - -

o
-

.

-

I

2 \ p" Cu?>-tt /

The upper or lower sign is to be used according as the attracted particle P is to the right or left of the foot of

the slope under consideration.

-,
/

.

Attraction of the plateau=2/> ] .rtan"" 1 '- -
log/-

-

loge -,
v J!V f / ** V /

const.

The limits of x are the nearest and furthest distances of the base of the plateau from the station P, t'/j., PI)

and PD +400,

v =5 </P -*- A2
4- #2 and its limits depend upon those of #.

The unit of length is a mile.

21 is the length of the range = 880. *

(1) When the attraction of the slope IIDA is required :

^
p = 2-68.

a = DA a 95 milesf.

h = 3 3 miles.

HD ^A _'
DA

""
a

"""

95

/ = 440.

p is the distance from the foot of the slope A of tne station where the attraction is required

tan =

* See CJlarke's
'

tteodcsy,' p. 296

t Observe : lu the Addendum DA ia taken at 95 mile*.
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(2) When the attraction of DRB is required :

DE = 25.

p = 2 96 - 2-68 = 0-28.

h = ER = 8Q-191.

.

-

D ER 30191
tan a = tan ECR = .,- =

,vi .DA 9o

a = AD + AB =95 + DE cot = 173'666.

p is the distance from B of the station.

(3) When the attraction of ACB is required :

p = 0-28.

80-191
tan a *

-95-*
. a = 25 cot a = 78*666.

h = 25.

p is the distance from B of the station.

II.^Attraction of the Plain.

Referring to figure 2,
'

'

'

Let a be the width of the plain DR = 5l50 miles.

k the thickness of the crust = 25 miles.

p the distance from the southern edge of the plain of a station P where the deflection is required.

p the difference of the densities of the crust and the substratum = 0*28.
o

fttthe tangent of the angle at which the under side of the crust is depressed into the substratum = Q/T'

/ the length of the area supposed rectangular, and conterminous with the mountain range.

Then the attraction of the plain at P may be found from the following formula, it being premised that the attraction

so obtained will be a negative attraction, due to the displacement of the dense substratum by the lighter crust thrust down
into it. Consequently negative results will indicate deflections towards R, the southern edge of the plain, and positive
ones deflections towards C, the foot of the slope of the Himalayas.

..... r ., , . of. i ma(a--p) mk p . , a(mp 4- A)
Attraction of the plain s=2p -j

a tan- 1
-: r r/y' r i - tan" 1

-73 VafrTi T"r K
I (fl>~pY -H k(k + ma) 1 H- m2

(p
2 + k2

) + (mk-p)a

P
g*

,

*p + * 1 !/( (l +m^+2(**-J))
, }

\ *
, (^Jf^+^^(^P

tf-p(a-p)+ T+H? 2 10ge
\ ^MHfc

2 +
/ 2

l ge
~~p* '+ A3 2/

2 \S

If we put tan a a=
,
the expression for the attraction of the slope may be put into the form

which is slightly more convenient for computation. In the expression for the attraction of the plateau, whefc x is consi-

derably larger than A, the sum of the first and third terms, viz., x tan" 1
5- loge v, may be taken as approxi-

mately equal to

lfh\*(v + h) (v
-

A)lfh\*(v + h) (v~
3 \T/ ~1?

In the ease of the visible masses this sum is inappreciably small.

The attraction of the plain might also be found in a manner similar to that used for ECR, by taking a difference

of two attractions.

Harlton Rectory,

Cambridge.

April, 1904.
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DETERMINATION OF THE GEODETIC ELEMENTS OF THE LATITUDE STATIONS OF 75AJAMARA,
BAHAK, LAMBATACH AND KIDARKANTA.

1.

. General Remarks.

The triangulation emanated from the side Banog-Sirkanda of the Principal Triangulation of the Great Tri-

gonometrical Survey : the station of Nag Tiba was fixed in October 1902 by Captain Wood, R.E., observing with Troughton
and Simms' 12-inch theodolite on 12 zeros,

In order to determine the geodetic elements of the Latitude Stations, Captain Cowie, R E., observed the angles of

two single triangles and one quadrilateral on 12 zeros with Troughton and Simms* 7-inch theodolite in October, November
and December 1903, vide Triangulation chart attached.

2.

Descriptions of Stations.

BANOG HILL STATION is a principal station of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 24 to 30 and is situated

on a detached peak of the lower range of the Himalaya Mountains, being thrown back about a mile to the north of the

range whereon stands the sanitarium of Mussooree. The station is in the district of Dehra Dun.

The pillar is solid, and 2 feet high. It has a mark-stone at top, and another at bottom.

SIRKANDA HILL STATION (NEW) is a principal station of the Great Arc Meridional Series, Section 24 to 30.
It was made to coincide as nearly with the site of the old station of that name, described in Synoptical Volume II, as

could be estimated from the remains of t&$ platform found there, the isolated pillar together with the mark-stones having
been removed by Natives visiting the temple to build a wall round it. The present mark is distant from the N.W.
corner of the temple 26 feet 6 inches, from the S.W. corner 18 feet 7 inches, and from the S.E. corner 31 feet 2 inches.

The pillar is solid and two feet high, having a mark-stone embedded level with the surface, and is surrounded by
a platform from which it is isolated. In 1902-03, the station was found to consist of an unisolated pillar of stones and

mud. This was carefully pulled down and a small mark-stone was found at the bottom of the pillar close to a large rock

in sitd. This mark-stone was not disturbed, but the ground on one side of it was excavated 2 feet lower down, but no other

stones or remains of a pillar were found. This forms the lowest mark-stone of the new pillar.

A new pillar has been built of which the mark-stones are all vertically above that found in sitA and which forms

the lower mark-stone of the new pillar. This is circular in shape, 40 inches in diameter and 3 feet i inch high, built of

rubble masonry, in lime, and isolated by an annulus 2 feet thick at the bottom and 1 foot at the top, and of similar

height to the pillar, leaving a concentric space, 3 inches wide around the pillar. The lower and centre -mark-stones are 3

feet 0*25 inch and 1 foot 6'5 inches respectively below the upper one. Around the annulus a platform of earth and stones

14 feet square has been built*

NAQ TIBA HILL STATION is situated ou the summit of the highest of three peaks known locally by that namo on
^

watershed of the Bhdgirathi and Jumna rivers, about 3J miles N.N.W. of Unthal village on a branch of the Uglar, a con-

fluent of the latter, and 2| miles E. of Parbati on the Badri (Tehri-Garhwdl) . The hill can lie approached from Mussooree

in twt> marches by several different paths all of which are very steep in places. There is a Kite for a good camping ground
ou the fepur ruining north from the station and water is found on the north side of the main ridge to the east.
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A circle and dot inscribed on the upper surface of a stone embedded centrally in a circular masonry pillar 40 inches

in diameter and 2 feet, high. Vertically below this upper mark two other stones similarly inscribed are embedded at the

centre and in the foundation of the pillar respectively. Around the pillar a circular masonry ring has been built, 1 foot

thick, and of similar height as the pillar, leaving a concentric space tf inches wide and surrounding this a platform of earth

and stones 14 feet square has been constructed.

BAJAMARA HILL STATION is on the top of the peak locally known as Bajnmara, on the watershed between the

Tons and Jumna valleys. The statiou is not identical with Mjanuira h,s. of Synoptical Vol. VII, which is 170 feet lower

arid about a mile to the west. A cairn of stones and a pole, possibly triaiigulation signal, was found on the top, but no*

such mark was found on the top of the lower peak.

It is marked in the usual way by a circle and dot on a larg:e stone found about 1 foot below the surface of the

ground. Over this is built a circular masonry pillar l^ feet high and 3 feet in diameter, carrying at its centre, on the

upper surface, a second similar mark vertically over the lower. It lies in the lands of the village Khatt Kailana, District

Dehra Dun, and is about 100 yards from the Chakrata-Mandali road whk'h runs round the southern and eastern faces of

the hill. The statiou is 2 miles from Dcoban F. B, and 3i miles from Xumdali F.B. There is no good caiuping ground
near the station, arid good water i$ to be found only at a considerable distance.

The latitude station is 12 feet 6^ inches north and 46 feet 10 inches west of the trigonometrical station.

BAHAK HILL STATION is on the highest point of the hill of the same name in the lands of the village Kaprole,
Patti Mungar Sauti( Tehri-Garhwal) on the watershed of the Bhiigirathi and Jumna rivers, about 2 miles E. N. E. of

Tehliank village on the Burni stream entering the latter, and 5^ miles N. W. of Gula village on stream entering the

former between Gula and Thara villages.
The point is marked by the usual circle and dot inscribed on a stone. Over this lower mark is built a circular

masonry pillar 2 feet 5 inches high and 3 feet in diatnetc? carrying at the centre of its upper surface an upper mark ver-

tically above the lower. Surrounding this pillar but isolated from it is a masonry platform 14 feet square and built to

a level 3 inches higher than the top of the pillar.

The station is easily approached from the south from Chajoola village or from the west from Kaprole. There is a
site for a small camp, a short distance west of and below the station, but the nearest good water is over 2 miles in the same
direction.

The latitude station is 5 feet 11 inches south and 24 feet 3J inches east of the trigonometrical station.

LAMBATACH HILL STATION is on the highest point of Lambntach hill, which lies N.E. from the junction of the

Pabar and Tons Hivers, in the lauds of village Manjni, Patti Pingal (Tehri-Garhwal), about If miles N. W. of Deota F.B.,
1 mile N.E. of Maijon and Lambatach F.B.

The circle and dot are cut in a stone embedded in the upper surface of a masonry pillar 3 feet in diameter and
one foot high. This mark is placed vertically over the mark defining Lambatach or Lambathash of the Secondary Trian-

gnlation (vide Synoptical Vol. Vll). The pillar is isolated in the usual manner from the surrounding platform.

The easiest approach is vid Thadiar and Deota F.B.

The Latitude Station is 82 feet If inches north and 1 foot 8J inches east of the trigonometrical station.

[There may be a slight local deflection of the plumb-line southwards, Jess than 1* in amount probably. H.M.C.]

KIDARKANTA HILL STATION is on the highest point of Kidarknnta hill on the watershed hetween the Tons and
Jumna valleys in the lands of village Dnrgaon, Patti Siktur (Tehri-Garhwal), and is about mile E, of the higher road
from Onot and Bahshul villages to Shauro by Our village, about 3i miles N. N. E. of Our, 3J miles E. of Lodrao and 3|
miles S. a little W. of Shauro village.

T
masonry
below

of the upper surface of pillar.

The station is most easily approached from the north, the best route being Chakiita, Mandali, Thadiar, Sendra F.B.,
Naintwar F.B. (By Gainchra village) and Kidarkanta,

^

The Latitude station is 38 feet south and 32 feet east of the trigonometrical station.

[The station seems well placed as regards the maw of the hill iteelf, and no local disturbance of the plumb-line of any ito need be expected
There is a email preponderance of mra to th ormth H M n 1
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TABLE A. TBIANGULATION FOR THE CONNECTION OF LATITUDE STATIONS.

Computation of Triangles.
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TABLE B. TRIANGULATION FOE THE CONNECTION OP LATITUDE STATIONS.

Geodetic Latitudes, Longitudes and Azimuths.
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TABLE C. DEDUCTION OF THE GEODETIC ELEMENTS OF THE LATITUDE STATIONS.

Name of Station

Bajamant h.s.

Reduction to Latitude Station

Bajamara Latitude Station

Bahak h.s.
*

Reduction to Latitude Station

Bahak Latitude Station ...

Lambatach h.s.

Reduction to Latitude Station

Lambatach Latitude Station

Kidarkanta h a.

Reduction to Latitude Station

Kidarkanta Latitude Station

Latitude North

30 45 56-07

f 0'12

30 45 56*19

30 45 5 'a8

0*06

30 45 5-22

3'

o'8i

31 i 8-46

Longitude

East of Greenwich

77

77

0-54

78 i6 4-16

-f 0-28

78 16 4*44

77 5*> 3 f| i

f 0'02

77 5 6 3 f| 3

31 r 22*09

- 0-38

31 i 21*71

78 13 50-55

78 12 50-92

REMARKS <

Fixed by p< cial tnangulation (vide Tabk* A and /?).

The Lat.if.ud0 Station is 12 foot 6.] inches north and
40 feet 10 inches west of Bajamara li ., vide page
(10).

Fixed by special triangulation (rfr Tables A and K),

The Latitude Station is 5 feet 11 inches south and
24 feet 3 inches east of Bahak h.s

,
r*de

Fixed by special triangulation (vide Tables A and H)

The Latitude Station in 82 feet 1 1 inches north and
1 foot 8^ inches east of Lambatach h.s., r\d?

page (10).

Fixed by special triangulatiou (tWf Tables A and ).

The Latitude Station is 38 feet south and 32 feet

east of Kidarkanta h.g., vide page (10).
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ON THE (N~S) DIFFERENCE EXHIBITED
BY

ZENITH SECTOR NO. T.

fDetracted from the report of Captain Burrard for the 8ea*on 1892-93.

The instrument used this season was zenith sector No. 1. It was designed by Colonel Strange, and purchased by the
Indian Government in 1871. It is a sister instrument to zenith sector No. 2, but is in many ways superior to the latter.

Zenith sector No. 2 arrived in India in 1870, and was used by Colonel Herschel in 1870-71. Colonel Herschel suggested
many valuable improvements and additions, which the makers had time to adopt in the construction of zenith sector No. 1.

Zenith sector No. 2 has been used on several occasions in the last twenty years, and has always given uniformly
good results. On the other baud, aenith sector No. 1 was only used once, and that occasion was in 1871-72, when
Colonel Campbell observed for latitude at eight stations of the Maugalore Meridional Series. At those eight stations the
zenith sector exhibited a "

(N-~ S) difference," by which is meant that a difference was found to exist between the results

by north, and south stars respectively ; the latitude derived from observations by north stars was always giveu too small,
whilst the latitude derived from south stars was always given too large.

Now for north stars-
Latitude = declination zenith distance,

and for south stars-
Latitude = declination -f zenith distance.

It thus became apparent that this instrument, zenith sector No. 1, measured all zenith distances too large.
Colouel Campbell writes in 1872 :

" Zenith sector No. 1 measures zenith distances in excess of their true value, and the

most superficial examination shows that the error is a function of the zeuith distance, being nearly exactly in direct

proportion to it.
" In fact this (N S) difference was apparently subject to a law: every zenith distance was observed

too large, the error in a Z.D. of 10 being twice the error in a Z.D. of 5 and ten times the error in a Z.D. of 1. On
account of this (NS) difference, zenith sector No. 1 has been laid aside for twenty -two years aud never used since

its first season.

In 1890 a zenith telescope arrived in India, and the method o observing astronomical latitudes was changed from
the "sector" method to the "Talcott " method. By the sector method the absolute Z.D. of a star is observed, and the

latitude deduced from the formula
'

i

Latitude = declination zenith distance.

By the Taleott method the difference of Z.D. is observed between a north and south star, and no absolute aenith

distance is measured. Thus a pair of stars are chosen, one north and one south, that transit within a few minutes of

each other, and that are as nearly as possible the same distance from the zenith. The telescope is set to the mean Z.D.

of the pair, and pointed to whichever star of the pair transits first. The sta* is intersected by the micrometer. The

telescope is then revolved on its vertical axis 180 in azimuth, but its setting is not disturbed. It will now be pointing
to the second star of the pair : this star is also intersected by the micrometer. The difference of the micrometer readings
is equal to the difference between the zenith distances of the two stars, and this quantity is all that we have to measure.

H d*, a, as declinations of the two stars, and zu , z, their zenith distances, then the Talcott formula is
'

'

Latitude . *L

We measure (** zj, but do not require the absolute values of z* and
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The zenith telescope gave excellent results, and was consequently looked upon as a good instrument. But it be-

came evident that zenith sector No. 1 would also have given excellent results, with no (N S) difference, if it had been
worked as a zenith telescope by the Talcott method. *

In the formula

T tt^f,io d n -fd ft
zn z,

Latitude =- -----

,& A

zn and z. would have been observed both too large, but zn and z8 being nearly equal, the errors in their measurements
would also have been equal, and their difference (zn za) would have remained correct, for the peculiarity of the (N S)
difference was, that errors in equal zenith distances were equal. The state of the case was this then : zenith sector No. 1,
a very valuable instrument, was lying discarded, because it showed a (N S) difference with the sector method, though it

clearly would have given excellent results if used with the Talcott method. On the other hand, the new zenith telescope
was being constantly used, merely because it gave good results with the Talcott method, though it had never been tried

with the sector method: for anything known to the contrary, this new zenith telescope might also exhibit a (N S)

difference, if worked with the sector method. For these reasons I obtained sanction from the Deputy Surveyor-General
to be allowed to use the zenith sector No. 1 this season ou the Jodhpore Meridional Series, and to work it both on the

Talcott and sector method.

After a season's experience with this zenith sector, I am of opinion that the (N S) difference is due to a constant

error running throughout the graduation of the limb, and that it in nowise vitiates results.

This season, 1892-93, the same (N S) difference to the last decimal place has appeared, as was discovered by
Colonel Campbell in 1871. As flexure of the telescope tube has at times been suggested as the cause of the phenomenon,
1 should like to give my reasons for thinking that flexure has nothing to do with it.

The image of a star is seen on the centre wire, when the line joining the star with the centre wire passes through
the centre of the object glass. If then the instrument be perfectly adjusted, and the telescope be set at an angle 6 with

the vertical, a star of
zenith distance will be observed on the centre wire, provided the telescopic tube does not suffer

from flexure. If however there is flexure of the object end, the object glass will be lower than in its correct position, and
the line joining it with the centre wire will make a larger angle than with the vertical, though the angle of inclination,
as read on the limb, remains unchanged at 0. If instead of the object end it is the eye-end that is suffering from flexure,
the centre wire will fall lower than its correct position, and the line joining the centre wire with the centre of the object glass
will consequently make an angle less than 0, the reading of the limb still remaining 6.

Therefore, if the telescope be permanently set at angle of d with the vertical, the following cases occur : (t) If there

is no flexure, the image of stars of zenith distance 6 will appear on the centre wire; (it) if there is flexure of the object

end, the image of stars of a zenith distance somewhat greater than will appear on the centre wire ; and (in) if there is

flexure of the eye-end, the image of stars of a zenith distance somewhat less than will appear on the centre wire. In
other words, if there is flexure of the object end, the observed zenith distance will be less than the true zenith distance,
whilst if there is flexure of the eye-end, the observed zenith distance will be greater than the true zenith distance. Now,
in the zenith sector No. 1, the instrument under review, observed zenith distances are always too large, and hence if flexure

be the cause of this phenomenon, it must be flexure of the eye-end.

The following considerations led me to abandon the theory of flexure and to seek another cause :

(a) The telescope tube is elliptical in cross-section, and especially designed against flexure,

(b) The object end is longer than the eye-end, and is consequently more liable to flexure than the eye-end, but
if the (N S) difference be due'to flexure, it must be flexure of the eye-end.

(c) As pointed out by Colonel Campbell, the (N S) difference is clearly subject to a law, and varies accurately
with the amount of the zenith distance. I cannot conceive a telescope, that waves from side to side after

the manner of a fishing-rod, obeying any such law. The amount of flexure would not only depend on
the zenith distance, but on the direction of motion, with which the telescope was brought up into posi-

tion, and on the rapidity of this motion.

(d) After lying in its box, discarded as useless for twenty-two years, it is tried again, and in 1893 the (N S)
difference in its ratio to the zenith distance is precisely the same as it was in 1871. Can the

bending properties of any metal act so accurately, and remain so constant ?

Now, in one of the astronomical circles there was also a large (N S) difference, but in this instrument zeiith
distances wene measured in defect of the truth, as would be the case if there were flexure of the object end : moreover
th$ amount of the error was subject to no traceable law whatever, and it was but reasonable to attribute the (N-S)
difference to flexure.
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I believe now tliat the (N S) difference in zenith sector No. 1 is due to error of limb graduation. Zenith

distances arc all measured too large, and this is exactly what would occur if the graduations of the limb of 1he vertical

circle were all too small for the radius of the limb. The amount of the (N S) difference is such that an angle of

10 is measured on the vertical circle as 10 0' l'"80. The effect on resulting values of latitude may be found thus:

suppose a north star and a south star arc both observed for latitude, both having a zenith distance <*f 10. In both cases

their zenith distance, as observed, will be 10 0' l'"80.

In the case of the north star: latitude = declination Z D.; and the resulting latitude will be 1*"80 too small. In
the case of the south star: latitude = declination 4- Z.D. ; and resulting latitude will be l'"80 too large.

The two values of latitude by the two stars will thus differ by S^'fiO : in the ordinary astronomical latitudes, as

observed in India, it is quite common for results from forty stars (each observed four times) to all fall within a range
of two seconds of arc, and differences of 3'"6 arc quite inadmissible: if moreover the two stars in the above example
had each had a Z.D. of 15 instead of 10

Q
, the difference between their resulting values of latitude would be 5*"4.

i

Now, the limb of the zenith sector is not a complete vertical circle, but consists of two segments of 50 each,

struck, or intended to have been struck, wifh a radius of 18 inches.

The surface of the limb is, moreover, not in the pltnc of the circle of the limb: the sectors arc "dished/
1 and

meet at an angle at their junction at the horizontal axis : the silver limb has been let into a groove cut on thr face of the

brass sectors : the surface of the limb is such that if it were produced inwards, it would form not a circle but a cone with

its apex at the horizontal axis Ft seems apparent that the artificers
7

difficulties in centering and graduating such segincntal

arcs, and in placing them in their proper positions relatively to one another, must be greater than in the rase of a

theodolite with n complete plane horizontal eirele. Yet in many of our best theodolites periodie errors amounting to 1*"8

in 10 have been found.

Now, suppose the graduations of the two arcs of 55 have all been made at too small intervals from one another,
and that on each arc the graduations for the whole 55 have been distributed through an angular space of only 54 ft I)' f>0

$//
l.

In the zenith sector this error cannot be compensated, as the limb is not complete: in the horizontal circle of a theodolite

it would be compensated. In this latter case, the whole circle must be eventually divided into 3(50 degrees, so that if the

graduations are placed too near together at one part of the limb, tluty must be too far apart at another, and if the well-

known method of changing zero be followed, angles measured with such a circle arc unaffected by these periodie errors.

But with the zenith sector there is not only no means of changing zero, but the compensating portion of the limb

is altogether absent : so that if there is any error in limb graduation, whether periodic or. not, it cannot be got rid of.

*

Supposing the (N S) difference to be due to graduation error, the amount of the artificer's error may be arrived

at thus: the radius of the limb should have been 18 inches, so that the length of an arc of 10 measured along the limb

should be 3* 141(5 inches: but by observation we have found that au angle of 10 at the centre is subtended at the limb

by graduations of 10 0' l'"8. This can have resulted in two ways: either the limb has been graduated with a radius of

17'9991 inches and then placed on the sectors with a radius of 18 inches, or else the graduations must have been made
with a correct radius of 18 inches, but the limb through some miscalculation was shrunk.ou to the sectors with a radius of

18*0009 inches. One fact is clear, viz., that the radius of the limb is 0'0009 inch too larfie for its graduations.

Suppose the two arcs of 55 are each produced circularly into arcs of 180, the graduations being made at the same
intervals as at present. Then, when the graduations have been extended to 180, each are of 180 will only subtend at

the centre an angle of 179 59' 27'"6. At each of the two points of junction the final graduations instead of being

coincident, as they ought to be, will be apart by 0'00282744 of an inch, the length on the liuib that subtends an angle
of 32' "4.

The amount of the error of graduation has been found as follows :

In Colonel Campbell's observations at eight stations, his mean X. D. was 5 5i' 30", and his meari'(N S) difference

was 2"' 125 : that is, his final value of latitude deduced from north stars of a mean /. O, of 5 54' SO" was smaller by
2* -125 than his final value of latitude deduced from south stars of a mean Z. D. of 5 54' 30" : thus both his north and

2"*r*5
south zenith distances (of 5 5 if 30*) were each measured too large by %j

Colonel Campbell's observations thus give

the error of the limb graduation to be 1"-063 in 5 54' 30", from which the following corrections can be deduced:

(t). An angle of one degree in shown by the graduations on the limb as 1 0' 0"* 18 ; (/) an angle of 1' 0*"00 is gra-
duated on the limb as 1' 0-"003 ; (Hi) au angle of T is shown on the limb as 0' 1 -"00005.

Prom my observations this season, the (N S) difference is given at 2*"50for a mean Z!D. of f> 39' : from these .d^ta
the amount of limb error is given as 0*"J86 for each degree, O'"0031 for each minute, arid 0*^000052 for each second.

Colonel Campbell's results have been used to deduce a "limb correction," and every observed zenith distance has

been decreased by O'"18 for each degree, 0^003 for each minute, and "00005 for each second. This Correction has

been applied to observations takeu this season by the sector method, and has brought them into accordance, eliminating
all ligus of a (N-S) equation.
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ON THE VALUE OF THE MICROMETER OF THE ZENITH TELESCOPE.

BY CAPTAIN H. McC. COWIE. R.E.,

In charge of the Astronomical Party.

1.

A comparison of values determined by independent methods.

In 1902-03 the micrometer value was determined at five stations from measurements of known differences of

declination.
'

In order to eliminate from the final latitudes errors due to the use of an incorrect value, positive and negative
micrometer quantities have been equalised, and the residual correction entering into the final result of the observations

reduced to a minimum.

The differences shown in the above table between the values deduced from the latitude results and those deter-

mined by independent observations may be due to a combination of the following sources of error :

(1). In the independent observations only micrometer wire B is used and in consequence the length of screw

involved is from 20 to 40 revolutions.

In the latitude observations when the auxiliary wires A and C are utilized, the intervals AB and BC being

approximately, each 10 revolutions, a length of screw greater than I5.;or 16 revolutions is rarely necessary. It is not diffi-

cult to suppose that the accumulated systematic errors of the 40 retortions used in the first case, differ from those of

the central 16 revolutions employed in the latitude observations, and consequently it is to be expected that the respective
values for the micrometer given by the two methods should differ slightly.

(2). When the auxiliary wires A and C are made use of in the latitude observations, the value of the interval

(A C) will ent6r as a correction always of one sign when the micrometer correction is positive and always of the other

wgti when the correction is negative. Consequently the result of a discussion of the respective latitude values giveu by
positive and negative micrometer corrections will be in error unless the interval (A-C) i* known absolutely exactly.
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(3). In consequence of the changes in the objective, in the telescope tube and in the micrometer screw owing to

variations of temperature, unless the mean temperature during the latitude operations is the same as that for the inde-

pendent micrometer observations, the values for a revolution of the screw deduced by the different methods will

not agree.* <**

There is still another complication introduced in consequence of the effect of changes of temperature. The

auxiliary wires A and C lire carried by the brass sliding plate of the micrometer, actuated by the steel screw. The
determination of the value AC in terms of the screw is made at a certain temperature. The value so determined is

correct for that temperature only and by using it for observations taken at any other temperature, errors are introduced,*

The method of determining this interval is such that it is diilieult to get satisfactory results when the field is lighted only

faintly by the axis lamp. It has therefore been usual to measure the interval during the day. If we suppose the

temperature during the day observation to differ from the night temperature during the latitude operations an error

will be introduced into every result obtained from observations into which the (A C) interval enters. The sign of this

error will be according as the sign of the (A C) reduction is positive or negative and as the change of temperature is a

fall or a rise.

From this it is apparent that it is not sufficient to balance positive and negative micrometer quantities without

having regard at the same time to the number of times that AC enters as a positive and as a negative quantity. As well

as balancing positive and negative corrections, we should effect cancehucnt of positive and negative (A C) intervals.

I am of opinion, in view of the complications they introduce, that the advantages which these auxiliary micrometer

wires exhibit in respect to convenience in observing and reduction of the wear of the screw, do not quite justify their

employment.

2.

The examination of the micrometer screw of the Zenith Telescope under " G "
microscope and the

effect the errors, thus determined, would have on the micrometer correction.

The micrometer, detached from the zenith telescope, was securely mounted on one of the gun-metal "camels" of the

apparatus for the comparison of standards, by means of which it could be moved vertically and also horizontally in the

line of the micrometer screw. The microscope
" G" was then mounted on one of the isolated masonry pillars of the Bar

Room and adjusted as for the comparison of standards.

The eamel carrying the micrometer was next placed under " G "
in such a way as to bring the screw of the

micrometer as nearly as possible parallel to the screw of the microscope
" G ". As only relative values tor each revolution

were required, it was not necessary that the two screws should be absolutely parallel ;
it was sufficient if the directions

of motion in the two micrometers were so nearly parallel that the same part of "G"'s micrometer wire would always
coincide with the same part of the zenith telescope wire,

The apparatus having been carefully prepared, "G" microscope adjusted, and the zenith telescope micrometer
levelled in position, with its wire illumined and clearly focussed in the microscope, the observations were commenced.
The procedure was as follows :

"G" was set to a convenient* reading about the centre of the field. The zenith telescope wire, JB, was then set

to the reading 3VOO revolutions, and by means of the (< camel" screw, the whole micrometer traversed horizontally until

]} came into position between the two parallel intersecting wires of "G". The mean of several readings of "G" was

then determined, corresponding to this position of the wire B. The zenith telescope micrometer was now set to read

3(vOO revolutions and for the new position of B, a corresponding mean reading of
" Q" determined. The difference of the

two readings thus gave a value in terms of " G "
for the revolution 35 to 36.

"
(x

"
microscope was next set at its first reading, that for zenith telescope 35*00 ,and the zenith telescope

micrometer remaining at the setting 36*00 revolutions was traversed horizontally, until B again came into position between
the wires of " G". Readings were now taken as before for the revolution 36 to 37. This procedure was followed until

the setting 65*00 revolutions was arrived at.

In this way values for each revolution of the zenith telescope micrometer between readings 35*00 and 65'00 were
obtained in terms of the same portion of the screw of t( G n

microscope.
One complete set of observations having bpen taken the whole apparatus was dismantled, re-erected, the illumination

changed and a second series of measures made; this time the observations were commenced with the zenith telescope

reading 65*00 and finished at 35*00 revolutions.
Three series of observations were made in this way. Each value was then reduced to terms of the mean of the

series to which it belonged, the mean being put equal to unity. The resulting quantities for each series are shewn in

columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table A.

S* penultimate paragraph, page (C), Chapter I of thin Volumi.
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Column 5 gives the mean value for each revolution, and column 6 the difference of each from the mean revolution.

The values in column f> were then plotted and a smooth curve drawn to represent those observed quantities. Column
7 gives the final errors of each revolution as measured from the curve. These quantities reproent the difference of each

from the mean revolution for that portion of the screw lying between leadings 35 00 and 05 Op. Column 8 gives the

accumulated errors.

Table A.

Before enquiring mto the effect of the ayatematic errors it is necessary to ascertain the quantities entering
'

into

the micrometer correction and the methods by which they are determined.
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In the micrometer of the zenith telescope, the travelling frame carries three wires A,R and C at intervals of

approximately 10 revolutions. When intersecting a star, nse is made of the wire lying nearest to it as it crosses the field, but

the reading taken from the micrometer is the reading for the central wire B. Consequently to determine the true

micrometer reading for an observation to a star, it is necessary to
applj to the recorded reading of B, the value of the*

interval between B and Jhe wire used. The corrected quantity for the intersection of a star is then of the form B i

according as the wire C or A is used, and the -difference ofc the micrometer readings for the two stars of a pair, the

quantity entering into the micrometer correction fcfc the reduction of an observation for co-latitude, will be of the

form

(Biw)- (Be if )

the sign + being according as the wire C or A was used in intersecting the star.

This general form covers four individual cases :

(a) when B
tl,

is greater than Bf and wire C is used with Bw and A with Bc .

(b) when Bv is greater than Be and wire A is used with R and C with B .

(c) when Bw is less than Be and wire C is used with B*, and A with B
ff

.

(d) when B is less than Bf and wire A is used with Bw and C with Be .

In the cases (a) and (c) expression (a) takes the particular form

and since the wire A is never used for an intersection at a point above and the wire C never for an intersection below 50-00-

(/3)
is always a positive quantity.

In fcases (b) and (d) equation (a) becomes

(B.-B,.)-(v+,)-

which is always a negative quantity. Thus it appears that of those micrometer corrections of which the A and C intervals

form a part, into such as are positive, the values of these intervals enter as positive quantities and into those that are negative,
as negative quantities.

Only a very few co-latitude observations do not involve the use of either wire A or wire C. In over 80 per cent,
both wires are.nsed. In the great majority of cases, then, the micrometer correction is composed of -two quantities, one
of which is actually measured on the screw, the other being the interval between the wires used in the two star intersections.

Let the micrometer correction applied in the reduction of observation* for co-latitude be represented in amount by

where M is the quantity Bw Bf , actually measured on the screw.
t

/ the quantity iw -4- ie 9
the sum of the wire intervals.*

p the value of a mean revolution of the micrometer;.

If M be supposed in error by SM,

p >>

The true correction would be

\ (M + 7+8JT+ 81) (/*-

The applied correction is in error by 9

% (
BM + SI) (p + SfjL ) + 4

The term

+ /) fy is negligible.
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and the error in the applied correction may be taken as

The quantity Jf , measured on the central portion of the screw, is distributed equally on either side of the point

50*00, the reference point of the micrometer. As regards, itp magnitude, a consideration of a number of records has given
the following results :

*
->

In .18 per cent of observations M lies between and 5 revolutions.

1 5 10

18 15 20

o *)/i o flo >y *U **>

o )y a )9 y> A3 60

4 over 30

It appears that the most frequently occurring value of Mis 12 revolutions. Suppose M to be 12 revolutions,

that is
;
to have been measured on the portion of screw between readings 44?'00 and 56'00.

From column 8 of Table ^thc systematic error of screw accumulated

at 44*00 i 1*26 divisions

at 56'00 - 1*75

The table thus shows that the portion of screw from- revolution 44 to revolution 56 is equal to

12 mean revolutions 0'49 division.

The quantity Af which* from the difference of the micrometer readings appears to be 12 revolutions is, then, too

large by 0*49 division.

= -f 0*49 division*

A consideration of the method by which the intervals AB and BC are determined will at once show that these

quantities cannot be measured in terms of any particular portion of the screw we please. The portion of the screw involved

is regulated by the position of the "speck" selected as the reference point. It thus has happened that for many seasons

the interval A<B has been determined in terms of revolutions 45 to 53 and BC in terms of revolutions 46 to 56.

Table A gives the systematic errors of these portions of the screw.

The accumulated error at revolution 45 is 1*26 divisions*

56 1*85

The portion o screw between revolutions 45' ami 55 is then less than 10 revolution* by 59 division, and the

value A /J. deduced, from the micrometer readings is too large by 0*59 division.

-The value of BC similarly appears to be too large by 0*44 division^

The quantity /is therefore too large by 1*03 divisions*

87 = + 1*03 divisions.

Im the last few> seasons* the programme of observation* for th determination of the micrometer value

has been framed so as to deal particularly with the 30 central revolutions that is, from revolution 35 to revolution} 65.

Hence for these seasons /i may be considered as fairly representing the standard revolution of Table A and /x as an

accidental error of observation.

The errors in the applied micrometer correction, due to systematic errors of the screw, are, as given

4
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In wliich the quantity 57 lias been shewn to he a constant error for all micrometer corrcotieiw of Hkeign. Taking
the value of p to he (>U" and ?>/ as determined ahove.

4 /./*
= 0" 36.

If we take as an example
t

M = 12 revolutions,

then -SiW is = 4- 04!) division :

also taking 6/u,
= ()"()! an extreme value,

the values of the terms of the expression above are seen to be

HSM + S/^sr 4 0"-52

i (M 4-/)S/i= 0"'16.

The Table /I gives the following- values for 8A/ for different values of Af.

Prom this it is seen that to all intents &M is constant in &igu that sign being the same us for

The error \ (%M 4 87) /i is then constant in sign for all micrometer corrections of li)

from 0"-56 to O
v
'33 according to the value of M.

i, end varies in amount

All positive micrometer corrections are thus burdened with an error of constant sign and all negative corrections

similarly affected by an error of opposite sign. In. consequence, the consideration of the values for the co-latitude given
respectively by 4-

ve and v " micrometer corrections with the object of determining tH& quantity &fi can lead to no reliable

result, until the systematic errors of the screw have been determined and correctiott^-lor them applied in the reduction
of the observations for latitude.

Dehra Dun,

March

i Dun,
")

y 1905. )

H. M. COWIK.
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ON THE AZIMUTH OBSERVATIONS OF THE GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

BY

LIEUT-COL S. Q. BURRARD, R.E-, F-R-S.,

Superintendent of Trigonometrical Surveys.

(1). From 1802 to the present time rigorous astronomical observations for azimuth have been regularly taken
at stations of the Principal Triangulation. The practice has been for the officer conducting the triangulation to observe

for azimuth himself at every 40 or 50 miles. Although much time and trouble have in the aggregate been expended on
the measurements and reductions, no use has so far been made of the undoubtedly valuable results. In this paper I have

attempted to analyse the geodetic evidence furnished by our azimuth observations but 1 have not been wholly convinced that

my investigation is worthy of publication. I have decided to publish it, firstly, because the results though imperfect are

perhaps as good as are obtainable from present data, and secondly, because the narrative will place on record for future

use the obstacles encountered, will explain the causes of failure, and will indicate the remedial steps, that will have to be

taken as soon as observers are available.

(2). The purposes' served by Azimuth Observations. In a geodetic survey astronomical observations for latitude

and longitude serve two purposes, the measurement of the earth's axes, and the determination of the local direction

of gravity. An azimuth observer has, however, no less than three objects in view, the measurement of the earth's axes,
the determination of the local direction of gravity, and the deduction of the azimuthal erroi; accumulated in the triangu-
lation.

In comparing the values of latitude and longitude calculated through the triangulation with the observed values,
we are confronted with the difficulty, that each difference is made up of two component parts, which we are required to

separate : but a difference between an observed and a calculated azimuth has uo less than three entangled components.

(8). 1799-1823. Azimuth observations were taken by Colonel Lambton for the purpose of determining the

of the earth from arcs perpendicular to* the meridian. In his day the figure of the earth was not known to any degree
of certaiAty, and in all probability-the discrepancies then between geodetic and observed azimuths were mainly due to the

errors in the adopted values of the earth's axes. Lambton did not utilise his observed azimuths to determine either deflec-

tions of the plumb-line or errors of triangulation.

(4). 1823-1843. Colonel Everest regarded observed azimuths as checks upon the accuracy of the triangulation.

On page 84 of his Account of the Measurement of an Arc fyc., 1830, he describes an observation for azimuth at Takalkhera,
and computes from it with the aid of the triangulation an azimuth at KaKanpur.

" We get", he writes,
" 10 27' 32"-170

" for the computed azimuth of Soorental at Kullianpoor. But from twenty-seven observations of circumpolar stars the
r<
azim|ith

* * * is objierved to be * * * 10 27' 30"*717." "The difference of 1^-458 is", he says,
" a quantity quite

" within the limits to wHich so extensive a series could be expected to arrive.
"

In his deterrtiinations of the figure of the earth Colonel Everest took great pain* to refer the sides of his triangles
to the meridian before deducing the terrestrial arc : to carry out this operation he required an accurate knowledge of the

agimuth of the triangulation, and he introduced several observed azimuths as
"
verificatory of each other ."

He did not however regard his azimuth at Banog as verificatory : to the north-east of this station, he pointed out,

were the Himalaya Mountains with nought on the south-west to counterbalance them but a flat plain : "the principal

"attraction", he wrote, "being on the north-eastern side, the tendency would be to tnake the observed azimuths less
" than those brought up by computation: whether the error of 4 seconds noted at Kaliana has arisen from an accjimula-
"
tion of errors in the observed angles or is also attributable to the same cause it is impossible to say. I had hoped

"to have placed*that station far enough to be beyond the influence of that irregularity."
*

& JLco**** of ike Jtfeowwuwii* of too 8*otio*$ ofM ifff*toJ Arc tf India, 1847> Introduction,
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(5). 1858. When the figure of the earth was being determined by Col. Clarke from the triangulation' of Great

Britain, an equation of condition was formed from each observed azimuth, and the azimuthal errors of the triangulation
were neglected. Discussing these equations on page 293 of his work on Geodesy, Col. Clarke writes:

" The azimuth and longitude equations are from the nature of those observations entitled to much less weight" than the latitude equations: the azimuth equations in particular are directly affected by accumulation of errors of the
" observed angles of the triangulation."

(6). 1861-1884. In General Walker's time azimuth observations had come to be regarded in practice as determi-
nations of the direction of gravity. Thus the fundamental azimuth at Kalianpur was derived from a surrounding group of-

observed azimuths treated by the method of minimum squares : such a course could not have been pursued except on the

assumption that the differences treated between observed and geodetic azimuths were due to accidental and local

attractions.

Moreover the closing errors of the great circuits of the Principal Triangulation were adjusted by the method of
minimum squares, and this course would not have been adopted, had it been suspected that the whole triangulation
was being deflected from the true direction by .an ever-increasing azimuthal error: for would it not have been considered
inconsistent to introduce the complicated machinery of minimum squares to adjust the closing errors of circuits, which
in South India averaged 2" in amount*, if it had been suspected that the whole of the South Indian Triangulation was in
error by 6" in aziniuthf.?

The following extracts from chapters xi and xii of Volume II of the Account of the Operations of the Great

Trigonometrical Survey of India show General Walker's opinions :

" The difference between the observed azimuth of any line at a station B and the geodetic azimuth of the same line
" as brought up through the triangulation from a fundamental station A, may be due cither to local deflections of the plumb-
"line at A and JB, or to errors in the astronomical determinations of the azimuths at those stations, or to errors in the

"connecting triangulation; very possibly all three causes operate in every instance, but it is impossible to disentangle them," and determine the value of each separately ; practically the only thing to be done is to assume the astronomical observa-
<
tions and the triangulation to be errorless, and that the entire difference is due to deviations of the plumb-line/*

" It will be seen that there is a large number of stations at which astronomical determinations of latitude and azimuth
" have already been made, and the number of these may be expected to be somewhat increased before the triangulation
t
is completed ; besides these there are a few stations at which electro-telegraphic differences of longitude have already" been made, and several at which they will probably be made hereafter. But all these observations a*e liable to be influ-

" enced by local deflections of the plumb-line to a greater extent than the principal triangulation of the Survey is liable to
" be influenced by errors generated in the measurement of the angles. The differences between the direct determinations
" of the elements of any station and the computed values brought up to it from the origin, are due to errors of operation,
rr to errors in the adopted elements of the figure of the earth, and to local deflections of the plumb-line; and of all these
" causes the last is, in this Survey, the most significant."

In his paper entitled India's Contributions to Geodesy and published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society in 1895, General Walker made no use of the Indian observed azimuths.

(7). In 1897 Capt. Lenox Conyngham, U.E., pointed out that the large differences between astronomical and

geodetic azimuths, which obtained in South India, could not be attributed to local attractions.

(8). In 1900 I commenced a classification of all deflections of the plumb-line observed in India; arid as more
latitudes had been observed than longitudes I decided to equalise the numbers of deflections in the meridian and of

those in the? prime vertical by including the observed azimuths. I was not then conversant with the investigations
carried out at Potsdam and published in Lothabweichungen, Heft I: 1886 and in Die Europaische Langengradmessung von

Greenwich bis Warschau von Borsch and Kruyer 1896. I was only aware of iftiat Colonel Clarke had written in

chapter xii of his Geodesy; on page 291 he shows that " the observation of the difference of longitude givea US no in-

formation that is not also given by the observation of azimuth."
,

r

^
v

.
' v -v.

'-

'

'

In appendix No. 2 to my paper on Himalayan attraction published in 1901, the azimuth observations of India were

compiled and classified.

It was then found that at a few stations both longitude and azimuth observations had been taken. The two
methods of observation, it was at once seen, did not yield accordant values of the deflection of the plumb-line, and it

required but little insight to discover that the differences between the astronomical and calculated values of aaimuth
were largely due to the effect on the latter of the azimuthal errors accumulated in the triangulatia|u , .,

-4W"'
'

The conclusion that I arrived at was that, though the difference in azimuth between twota^J&n be more accurately
det

c
erjnmed by triangulation than by astronomical observations when the tfayg are not distant from one another, yet the

errors of triangulation tend to accumulate and at great distances' from the origin the accumulated error of the triangula-

may easily exceed the error that local attraction is liable to produce in an pbserved azimuth.

* Volumes XII and XIII of the Account
trf*

ihe Operation* of the O. T. Survey of India.

t Survey ol India. Professional Paper No. 6 of 1901, part I, page 18.
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On%page 17 of the paper on Himalayan attraction will be found my first attempt to determine the azimuthal errors
of the principal triangulation from comparisons of longitude and azimuth results. I had fully intended in that

paper to take a step further and, by applying corrections to the geodetic azimuths, to render the azimuthal observa-
tions available for a discussion of the direction of gravity. But this course was not practicable: our azimuth observations
had been taken on one plan by the triangulation parties and our longitude observations on another by independent
astronomical parties, and when the results came to be compared, but three stations were found at whic'h both an azimuth and a

longitude had been observed. Colonel Clarke's proof that an observation of longitude gave no information that was not
also given by an observation of azimuth had led observers to believe that the determination of both longitude and azimuth
at one station would be a somewhat unprofitable duplication of results.

Nevertheless the table published on page 18 of the paper on Himalayan attraction gave a fair indication of tho

magnitude of the azimuthal errors of the triangulation : and this table convinced me that the azimuth observations accu-
mulated by our survey would never be of use to anyone, until we had observed both for azimuth and longitude at a great
number of selected stations. I had to abandon for the time all idea of utilising the observed azimuths : it was perhaps a
first step to have got a complete list of azimuths compiled, but the possibility of making use of them seemed as far off as

ever.
,

(9). The supplementary Azimuth Observations of 1903-5. Azimuth observations are simpler than those of longi-
tude; they occupy less time and require but one observer; in order to supply the data that had been found wanting, it

appeared at first sight only necessary to arrange for an azimuth to be observed at every longitude station, and in 190$

Captain II. Wood, R.E. undertook this task.

At the commencement of his work however a new difficulty was encountered. The longitude stations were
selected by our predecessors for the purpose of measuring arcs of parallel arid a comparison of longitude and azimuth
results was not contemplated. The selection of longitude stations was based on two principles : (i) India was to be
covered by a network of equal triangles formed by longitude arcs : (ii) each longitude station was to be placed at au

important telegraph office.

The telegraphs of India have been widely extended since our longitude arcs were planned, and now-a-days wo
should possibly not experience much difficulty in obtaining

"
through

"
telegraphic communication from one longitude

station to another, even if they were located at small telegraph offices. But formerly it was considered desirable to

place each longitude station at a large central telegraph office where the telegraph Blaster was of superior rank and
abld to order "

through
" communication and to prevent minor offices from breaking in.

The longitude stations were consequently often located at distances from the principal triangulation, and their

geodetic positions were determined by secondary chains carried from the nearest stations of the principal triangles. It

will be seen fjom the Appendices to Volumes IX and X of the Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of India that triangular errors of 3" and 5" were common in the very small triangles which generally closed the

secondary chains in the hearts of towns.

(10). In justice to our predecessors we have to admit that the special chains of secondary triangles satisfied all

the requirements of the immediate object in view, viz., the determination of the lengths of the earth's axes from the

measurements of arcs of parallel. The use to which we are now putting our longitude observations was not considered

in the original scheme.
The probable error of an observed arc of longitude is seldom less than 0"-05 : and it is consequently unnecessary

to determine the geodetic longitude of the arc's terminals to a greater degree of accuracy than 2 or 3 feet. The triangles

in which triangular errors of 3" and 5" occur arc invariably small ; their sides are perhaps one or two miles in length and

few only of such triangles occur in any single chain : it is consequently unlikely that the geodetic longitudes have been

affected to a larger extent than one or two feet. A geodetic difference of longitude and a geodetic azimuth are both

angular measurements, but they are affected in a different way by a linear displacement. The resulting error in the

longitude is represented by the angle which the station's displacement subtends at the pole ;
the resulting error in tho

azimuth is the angle, which the station's relative displacement subtends at the next station of the triangle, distant perhaps
a mile. In a triangle witfy an area of half a square mile and with a triangular error of 5" the stations are fixed

correctly within an inch, and are suitable for longitude work
;
but the azimuths of the sides are not known within

2" or <T aud are useless for geodetic purposes.

(11). To revise the secondary triangulation with which longitude stations had been fixed was found to be no

simple matter. The longitude stations had been located in the gardens of telegraph offices near the centres of cantonments

and cities : no triangulation would have been possible, until many valuable trees had been cut flown, and even if these

clearances had been sanctioned, the view would still have been obstructed by houses, which would have rendered small tri-

angles necessary. Moreover in the case of some stations the chains of triangulation requiring revision were long; Mooltan

was 46 miles from a^Hcipal station ;
Peshawar was 106 miles.

It is true that the secondary chains connecting these places with principal scries had been, with the exception of

their small terminal triangles, well-observed, but still they were secondary, and having regard to the accumulation of e'rrbr

in long chains I came to the conclusion, that if they were to be revised at all, they ought to be revised ^ntirely.

With principal triaugulation urgently required in Burma and Baluchistan, there is practically no early prospect
of cmr being able to carry out the revisions to longitude stations, and iu my opinion it will be better to extend 'the
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longitude work to the existing principal triangulation than to^xtend the triangulation tb the existing longitude stations :

it will too be cheaper to select new longitude stations and to observe new longitude arcs. When therefore two astrono-

mical observers are next available, and the long prospected longitude arcs of Burma come to be undertaken, the

utilisation of our azimuths should be kept in view, and supplementary longitude stations should be selected at the critical

points of our principal triangulatiou.

(12). Meanwhile Capt. Wood had to proceed with his programme of azimuths and to make the most of the secondary
triangulation at his disposal. His original intention had been to observe for azimuth over the marks of the longitude

stations, but this ideal procedure he was unable to carry through, and he had to fall back on a compromise.

Let us suppose that a longitude station is situated on a flat plain in the heart of a city, and that the principal

triangulation has determined an accurate geodetic azimuth at a station two miles distant outside the walls. To observe

for azimuth at such a longitude station is useless, because the geodetic azimuths of the sides of the small urban triangles
are not known within 2" or 3"; the only simple way out of the difficulty is to observe for azimuth at the nearest station of the

principal triangulation, and then to compare the resulting deflection of gravity with the deflection at the
longittid'Q-jrtation

itself. In following such a course we arc abandoning our ideal plan, and we are making the assumption that 1$# local

attraction is identical at both stations. Such an assumption would perhaps be admissible if the two stations W$fo iiefir

each other, if the country was flat, and if no geological disturbances were apparent ;
but the maximum permissible interval

between longitude and azimuth stations, whose results are to be used for the formation of Laplace's equation, is not

a subject suitable for discussion. There ought, we know, to be no interval : that is the only proper course and every other

is a make-shift.

In order to secure a reliable value of geodetic azimuth in the case of weak terminal triangles, Captain Wood was
authorised to admit an interval of 5 miles between the longitude and azimuth stations, when the country was flat, and
one of 2 miles when hills were visible on the horizon : in hilly country no interval was regarded as permissible.

Captain Wood was unable to observe for azimuth at all the longitude stations in one field season, and on his return
it was found that his result at Prome rendered an intervening Laplace station between India and Burma necessary ; in 1904

Captain H. McC. Cowie, li.E. was able to furnish such a station by observing for azimuth near Chittagong,

(13). Table I shows the stations at which Laplace equations have been formed: Table II shows the longitude
stations which were too far from the principal triangulation to be utilised. The positions of the stations of Table I are

shown ou the attached chart,
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TABLE I. Name* and Descriptions of accepted Stations.

(9)

Kates. T.O. diraotea Telegraph Office. T S. denotes Tower Station, principal.
&Utlon, principal, la the plain*. s. denotes station, secondary, in the plains.

H.S. denotes Hill Station, principal. S. denotes
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The stations of Waltair and Nagarkoil have been included in Table I on account of the importance of their posi-
tions in the triangulation ; but the distances at both places between the longitude and azimuth stations are excessive.

TABLE II. Names and descriptions bf rejected Stations.

(14). General Walker's initial azimuth. We have for our data the results of longitude and azimuth observa-

tions at 20 stations: but before we can proceed to form equations we have to consider another difficulty. When the

calculations of the principal triangulation were being undertaken, General Walker deduced a value for the initial azimuth
from a great group of observed azimuths. In taking this step General Walker hoped to free the fundamental azimuth,
on which the orientation of the whole triangulation depended, from the^ffects of local attraction. The course pursued
has since been regretted : the complications introduced have added greatly to the difficulties of subsequent investigation,
and nothing was gained, for we now realise that the initial azimuth at Kalianpur was not freed from the effects of local

attraction.

When in India we compare a geodetic and an observed difference of longitude, the observed difference is measured
from the astronomical meridian of Kaliaupur: but when we compare a geodetic and an observed azimuth^ the geodetic
azimuth has been brought up from Walker's meridian ut Kaliaupur, and this meridian is not coincident with the astrono-

mical meridian.

For purposes of this investigation I have .had to adopt a new value of the initial azimuth and to recompute through
the triangulation all the geodetic longitudes and azimuths employed. The value of initial azimuth now adopted is

190 27' 6**29, being the mean of the observed values as deduced on page 7 of Professional Paper No, 5 of 1901. In,

the comparisons now to be instituted between longitude and azimuth results both sets of observation will be referred

to the astronomical meridian at Kalianpur.

This course has the disadvantage of bringing into use different geodetic values of longitude and azimuth from those

published in our preceding volumes. Every member of an old survey knows the objections to incessant changes of

data; and I hope it will be clearly understood that no general recomputation is at present contemplated, and that the

geodetic data iix the following tables have been only deduced for the one particular purpose.

*. T.O. denotes Telegraph Office.

Platform Station, principal

H,S. denotes Hill Station, principal. T.S. denotes Tower Station, principal. ?.8. denote*
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TABLE III. Recalculation of Geodetic Azimuths of Sides of the Triangulation.

s. T.O. denotes Telegraph Ofllce. T.S. denotes Tower Station, principal

Station, principal, in the plains. s, denotes statigo, secondary, in the plains,

U S, denotes Kill Station, principal. S. denotes
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TABLE IP". Deflections of the plumb-line in the prime vertical as deduced from comparisons

of Observed and Geodetic Azimuths.

Not?*.T.C). drniotcR Telegraph Office. T.S. denotes Tower Station, principal.
Station, principal, iu the plains. a. denotes station, secondary, in the plums.

H.S. denotes Hill Station, principal. S. denotes

*
13y the "Beoscl-Clnrke Spheroid" is meant the spheroid which results from a combination of the major axis of Clarke and the ellipticity of

Bess el.

t It will be found that the quantities in this colnmn do not agree exactly with the valnes published on page 17 of Professional Paper No. 5 of
1901 : the discrepancies have arisen, firstly, becanse the observed a/i ninths in Table IV above have been recomputed with the latest values of declination,

secondly, becau.so ihe observed azimuths 'have now been corrected for aberration, and, thirdly, because the geodetic azimuths ia Table II have been U-
ctuatcd from the astronomical meridian at Kalianpnr instead of from an assumed meridian,
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TABLE V. Deflection* of the plumb-line in the prime vertical deducedfrom comparison of

Observed and Geodetic differences of Longitude.

.' 1. T.O. denotes Telegraph Office.

2. The geodetic values of longitude have been specially recomputed for the purposes of this table: the observed axiinath mt

has been substituted for Walker's azimuth in the rccomputation.
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(15). We are now in a position to deduce the azimuthal errors generated in the principal triangulation as follows :

TABLE VI. Deduction of the Azwwthal errors accumulated in the Triangulation.

(16). We have now deduced the azimuthal errors of the triangulation at several points : our remaining tasks are :

(i). to determine by interpolation the azimuthal errors of the triangulation at intermediate azimuth
stations.

(ii). to correct the geodetic azimuths at these stations for the errors so determined,

(iii).. to deduce finally the deflection of the plumb-line in the prime vertical from comparisons between
the corrected geodetic and the observed azimuths.

In Table VII these last steps have been taken.

Notes. T.O. denotes Telegraph Office. H.S. denotes HiQ Station, principal

principal, in the plain*. , denotes station, secondary, in the plaint.

T.S, dtnotei Tower Station, principal 8. denotes 8taiio0>
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A CATALOGUE OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE GREAT TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

An Account of the Measurement of an Arc of the Meridian between the parallels of 18 3' and 24 7\

being a continuation of the Grand Meridional Arc of India, as detailed by the late

Lieut.- Colonel Lambton, in the Volumes of the Asiatic Society of Calcutta. London, 1830.*

An Account of the Measurement of tico Sections of the Meridional Arc of India, bounded by the

parallels, of If? 3' 15" ; 24 T 11" ; and 29 30' 48'. London, 1847*

Account of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India :

Vol. I. The Standards of Measure and the Base-Lines, also an Introductory Account of the

early Operations of the Survey during the period 1800-1830. Dehra Doon, 1870*

Appendix No. 1. Description of the method of comparing, and the apparatus employed.

Appendix No. 2. Comparisons of the Lengths of 10-feet Standards A and B, and determinations of the Difference of their

Expansions.

Appendix No. 3. Comparisons between the 10-feet Standards Is l# and A.

Appendix No. 4. Comparisons of the G-inch Brass Scales of the Compensated Microscopes.

Appendix No. 5. Determination of the Length of the Inch [7.8] on Gary's 3-foot Brass Scale,

Appendix No. (k Comparisons between the 10-feet Standard Bars Is and A lor determining tho Expansion of bar A.

Appendix No. 7* Final determination of the Differences in Length between the 10-feet Standards lir l# *d A.

Appendix No. On the Thermometer* employed with the Staudtirds of Length.

Appendix No. 0* Determination of the Lengths of the Sub-divisions of the Inch [<*. ft].

Appendix No. 10. Report on the Practical Errors of the Measurement of the Capo Comorin Base.

Vol. II. History and General Description of the Principal Triangulation and of its Seduction.

Dehra Dun, 1879*

Appendix No. 1, Investigations applying to the Indian Geodesy.

Appendix No. 2* The Micrometer Microscope Theodolites.

Appendix No, 8 On Observations of Terrestrial Infraction at certain stations situated on the plains of the Panjab.

Appendix No. 4. On the Periodic Errors of Graduated Circles, &c.

Appendix No. 5. On certain Modifications of Colonel Everest's System of Observing introduced to meet the specialities of par-

ticular instruments.

Appendix No. 6* On Tidal Observations at Kurrachee in 1855.

Appendix No. 7* An Alternative Method of obtaining the Formulae in Chapters VIII and XV employed in the Reduction

of Triangulation. Additional Formulae and Demonstrations.

Appendix No. 8. On the Dispersion of Circuit Errors of Triangulation after the Angles have been correcteJ for Figurtl

Conditions.

Appendix No. 9. Corrections to Aximuthal Observations for imperfect Instrumental Adjustments.

Appendix No. 10* Beduotion of the N. W, Quadrilateral the Non-Circuit Trianglet and their Final Figurml Adjustments.*

Appendix No, 11* The Theoretical Errors of the Trimngulation of the North*West Quadrilateral.

Appendix No. 12. Simultaneous Reduction of the N. W. QuadrUateml the Computations.

O*tof
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Vol. III. The Principal Triangulation the Base-Line Figures, the Rar&chi Longitudinal, N. W.
Himalaya, and GreatIndus Series of the North- West Quadrilateral. Dehra Doon> 1873.*

Vol. IV. The Principal Triangulation the Great Arc (Section 4-30), Rahun, Gurhdgarh and

Jogi- Tila Meridional Series and the Sutlej Series of the North- West Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1876.

Vol. IVA. General Description of the Principal Triangulation of the Jodhpore and the Eastern

Sind Meridional Series of the North-West Quadrilateral, with the Details of their

Reduction and the Final Results. Dehra Dun, 1886.

Vol. V. Details of the Pendulum Operations and of their Reduction. Dehra Dun and

Calcutta, 1879.

Appendix No. 1* Account of the Remeasnrement of the Length of Hater's Pendulum at the Ordnance Survey Office,

{Southampton.

Appendix No. 2. On the Relation between the Indian Pendulum Operations, and those which have been conducted elBCwhere.

) . General Considerations on Pendulum Operations.

2. General Considerations on the Reduction of Pendulum Observations.

3. On a proposed Method of treatment of the Results of Pendulum Operations, with a view to facilitating
the Solution ot the General Problem of Local Variation.

4. Sketch of the Method of Solution from the Data ae proposed in foregoing Sections.

5. Notes for a History of the Use of Invariable Pendulums.

6. On the Estimation of the Provisional Equatorial Numbers of different Pendulums.

7. Account and Explanation of the Table of Provisional Equatorial Vibration-numbers of Invariable

Pendulums,

8. General Synopsis of Determinations.

Appendix No. ft. On the Theory, Use and History of the Convertible Pendulum.

1. The Convertible Pendulum as used by Kater.

2. The Theory of the Convertible Pendulum.

3. Application of the Theory in the case of Kater's and Sabine's Experiments

4. Application of the Theory to the use of the Reversible Pendulum.

B. On the Constancy or otherwise of the Difference A J5.

6. Relation of the Subject to the Use of Invariable Pendulums.

Appendix No. 4. On the Length of the Seconds Pendulum determinable from. Materials now existing.

1. Review of the Operations with Hater's Convertible Pendulum.

2. Final Comparison of Experiments with Kater's Convertible Pendulum.

5. Other Values of the Length of the Seconds Pendulum.

Appendix No. 6. A Bibliographical List of Works relating to Pendulum Operations in connection with the Problem erf the

Figure of the Earth,

Vol. VI. The Principal Tringulation of the South-East Qu/adrilaterat, including the Great Are >

Section Jf8 to 2<P> the Hast Coast Series, the Calcutta attd the Mder
Series, the Jabalpur and the JBil&spur Meridional Series and the Retail* of the*

*Simultaneous Reduction. Dehra Dun, 1880J
'.
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Vol. FIL General Description of the Principal Triangulation of the North-East Quadrilateral,
including the Simultaneous Reduction and the Details of five of the component Series,
the North-East Longitudinal, the Budhon Meridional, the ttanglr Meridional, the Amua
Meridional, and the Kardra Meridional. Dehra Dun, 1882.

Appendix No. 1. The Details of the Separate Redaction of the ttudhou Meridional Series, or Serien J of the North-Kaht
Quadrilateral,

Appendix No. 2. Reduction of the North-East Quadrilateral. The Non-circuit Triangle* and their Final Figural Adjnbtmcnts.

Appendix No. 3. On the Thoorotioul Errors Generated Respectively in Side, Asdniuth, Latitude and Longitude in a Chain
of TriaugicH.

Appendix No. 4* On the Dispersion of the Residual Errors of a Simultaneous Reduction of Several Chains of Triangles.

Vol. VIIL Details of the Principal Triangulation of eleven of the component Series of tlu> North -East

Quadrilateral, including the following Series; the Qurwdui Meridional, the Cora
Meridional, the IlurUdong Meridional, the Chendwdr Meridional, the North Parasndth
Meridional, the Sorth Maluncha Meridional, the Calcutta Meridional, the JSasl Calcutta

Longitudinal, the Brahmaputra Meridional, the Eastern Frontier Section 23 to 26,
and the Assam Longitudinal. Dehra Dun, 1882.

Vol. IX. Electro-Telegraphic Longitude Operations executed during the years 1875-77 and 1880-81.
Dehra Dun, 1883.

Appendix to Part I. 1. Determination of the Geodetic Elements of Longitude Station^.

2. Description* of Points used for Longitude Stations.

3. Comparison of Geodetic with Electro-Telegraphic Arcs of Longitude.

4. Circuit Errors of Observed Arcs of Longitude.

6. Results of Idiometer Observation made during Season 1880-81.

Appendix to Port H. 1. Situations of the Longitude Stations at Bombay, Aden and Suez,

2. Survey Operations at Aden.

8, Results of the Triaugulation.

4. Right Ascenmons of Clock Stars.

Vol. X. Electro-Telegraphic Longitude Operations executed during the years 1881-82, 1882-83 and
1883-84.

*

Dehra Dun, 1887.

Appendix to Part I. 1. Determination of the Geodetic Elements of the Longitude Stations.

2. Descriptions of Stations of the Connecting Triangulutitm and of those at which tta Longitude Obserra-
tious were takeu.

5. On the Errors In AL caused by Armature-time and tlie Retardation of the Electric. Current,

4. On the Rejection of some doubtful Arcs of Season 1881-82.

D. On the probable Cause* of the Errors of Arc-rnojwuremonts, and on the Nature of tb-e Defects in the
Transit Instruments which might produce thorn.

Vol. XI. Astronomical Observations for Latitude made during the period 1805 to 1885, with a

General Description of the Operation* and Final Results. Dehra DUH Y 189(L

Vol. XXI. General Description of the Principal Triangulation of the Southern Trigon, including
the Simultaneous Reduction,, and the Details of two of the component Scries, the Groat

Arc Meridional Section S to JIS , and the Bombay Longitudinal. Dehra Dun, 1890.

Vol. XIII. Details of the Principal Triangulation of five of the component Series of the Southern

Triffon, including the following Series; the South Konkan Coast, the Mangalore
Meridional, the Madras Meridional and Coast, the South- East Coast, and the Madras

Longitudinal. Dehra Dun, 1890.

Vol. XTFi f
General Description qf the Principal Triangulation of the South- West Quadrilateral,

including the Sinwltaneou* Reduction and the JDetail* of its component Serw*.

2><?Ara jftf, 1890*
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Vol. XV. Electro-Telegraphic Longitude Operations executed during the years 1885*86, 1887-88,
1889-90 and 1891-92, and the Revised Revults of Ares contained in Volumes IX and X\
also the Simultaneous Reduction and the Final Results of the whole of the Operations.
Dehra Dun,

Appendix No. 1. Determination of the Geodetic Elements of the Longitude Stations.

Appendix No. 2. On lletardation (a numerical mistake was made in this appendix in the conversion of a formula from
*

kilometres to miles: the conclusions drawn cannot therefore be upheld).

Vol. XVI. Details of the Tidal Observations taken during the period from 1.873 to 1893 and a

Description of the Methods of Seduction. Dehra Dun, 1901.

*

Vol. XVII. Electro- Telegraphic Longitude Operations executed during the years 1894-95-96. The

Indo-European Arcs from Karachi to Greemcich. Dehra Diln, 1901.

Appendix No. ! Descriptions of Points used for Longitude Stations.

Appendix No. 2. The Longitude of Madras.

Vol. XVIII. Astronomical Observations for Latitude made during the period 1885 to 1905 and the

Deduced Values of the Deflections of the Plumb-line. Dehra Dun, 1906.

Appendix No. ! On Deflections of the Plumb-line in India.

Appendix No. 2* Determination of the Geodetic Elements of the Latitude Stations of Bajamara, Bahak, Lambatach and
Kidarkanta.

Appendix No. 3. On the (N -
8) Difference exhibited by Zenith Sector No. 1.

Appendix No. 4. On the Value of the Micrometer of the Zenith Telescope.

Appendix No. 5. On the Azimuth Obser?ations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Appendix No. 6. A Catalogue of the Publications of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Synopses of the Results of the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Suruey of India, com-

prising Descriptions, Co-ordinates, &c., of the Principal and Secondary Stations and other Fixed Points

of the Several Series of Triangles. For the use of Surveyors in the field.

Vol. I. The Great Indus Series, or Series D of the North* West Quadrilateral. Dehra Doon, 1874.

Vol. II. The Great Arc Section 24 to 30, or Series A of the North-West Quadrilateral
Dehra Doon, 1874.

Vol. III. The Kardchi Longitudinal Series, or Series J? of the NorthWe*t Quadrilateral.
Dehra Doon, 1874.

Vol. IV. The Qurhdgarh Meridional Series, or Series F of the North* West Quadrilateral*
Dehra DUn, 1875.

Vol. V. The RaMn Meridional Series, or Series S of the North* West
Dehra Dun, 1876.

Vol. VI. . TheJofft'Ttt* Meridional ^S^^W
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Vol. VII, The North' West Himalaya Series, or Series of the North-West Quadrilateral;
and the Triangulation of the Kashmir Survey. Dehra Diin 9 1879. (Vol. VII is of

great use to Diouutaineers).

Vol. VIIA. The Jodtipore Meridional Series and the Eastern Sind Meridional Series of the North-
West Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, 1887.

Vol. VIII. The Great Arc Section 18 to 34\ or Series A of the South-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1878.

Vol. IK. The Jabalpur Meridional Series, or Series E of the South-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1878.

Vol. X The Bider Longitudinal Series^ or Series D of the South- East Quadrilateral.
. Dehra Dun, 1880.

Vol. XI. The Bildspur Meridional Series, or Series F of the South-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1880.

Vol. XII. The Calcutta Longitudinal Scries, or Series 2i of the South-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1880.

Vol. XIII. The East Coast Series, or Series C of the South-East Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, J880.

Vol. XIIIA. The South Pdrasndth Meridional Series and the South Maluncha Meridional Series of
the South-East Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, 1885.

Vol. XIV, The Budhon Meridional Series, or Series J of the North-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1H83.

Vol. XV. The Bangir Meridional Series, or Series K of the North-East Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1883.

Vol. XVI. The Amua Meridional Series, or Series L, and the Kardra Meridional Series, or Series

Mof the North-East Quadrilateral Dehra Dun, 1883.

Vol. XVII. The Gurwdni Meridional Series, or Series N, and the Oora Meridional Series, or Series O
of the North-East Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, 1883.

Vol. XVIII. The Hurildong Meridional Series, or Series P, and the Chendwdr Meridional Series, or
Series Q of the Nvrth-JSast Quadrilateral. Dehra Diin, 1883.

Vol. XIX. The North Pdrasndth Meridional Series, or Series 72, and the North Malnncha Meri-
dional Series, or Series S of the North-East Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, 1883.

Vol. XX. The Calcutta Meridional Series, or Series T, and the Brahmaputra Meridional Series, or

Series V of the North-East Quadrilateral. Dehra Dun, 1883.

Vol. XXl. The East Calcutta Longitudinal Series^ or Series U, and the Eastern Frontier Series

Section 23 to 26, or Series W of the North-East Quadrilateral Dehra Diin, 1883.

Vol. XJEZT. The As$am Valley Triangulation$ E. of Meridian 92?, emanating from the Assam
Longitudinal Series, or Series X of the North-East Quadrilateral, Preliminary Issue.

Dehra D&n, 189L

Vti.XXIIL The South Konkan Coast Series, or Series C of the Southern Trigon. Dehra Dun, 1891.

* The Mangalore Meridional Series, or SeriesD of the Southern Trigon. Dehra Dun, 189L

; #*? 8ouM*Ea8t Qotut Series, or Seriea F of the Southern Trigon. Dehra Dfa, 1891.
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Vol. XXVI. The Bombay Longitudinal Series, or Series B of the Southern Trigon. Dehra Diin, 1899.

Vol.XXVIL The Madras Longitudinal Series* or Series G of the Southern Irigon. Dehra Dun, 1893.

Vol. XXVIII. The Madras Meridional and Coast Series, or Series E of the Southern Trigon.
DcKra Dun, 1892.

Vol. XXIX. The Great Arc Meridional Series Section 8 to 18?9 or Series A of the Southern Trigon
Dehra Diln, 1899.

Vol. XXX. The Abu Meridional Series, or Series /, and the Gnjardt Longitudinal Series, or Series K
of the South- JFest Quadrilateral. Dehra Du,n

y 1892.

Vol. X.XXI. The Khdnpisura Meridional Series, or Scries G of the South* West Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1893.

Vol. XXXII. The Singi Meridional Series, or Series H of the South- West Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun, 1893.

Vol. XXXIII. The Cutch Coast Series, or Series L of the South- West Quadrilateral.
Dehra Dun 1893.

VoLXXXlV. The Kdthidwdr Meridional Series, or Series J of the South- West Quadrilateral,
Dehra Dim, 1894.

Spirit-Levelling Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

Heights in Sind, the Punjab, N. W. Provinces and Central India, Seasons 1858-62 :

From Kurracboe to Attock t>id Sehwan. Shikarpnr. Mithankot and Dera Ghwsi Khan: from Mithankot to ftironj rid Bahawalpnr, BahawalgarU,
Ferozepore, Ludkiana, Utnballa, Sahiiranpur, Meerut, Aligarli, Agra, Dholpur and Gwalior: and from Haharanpur to Dehra Dun.

Heights in the N. W. Provinces and Bengal, Seasons 1862-65 :

From Agra to Calcutta vi4 Tdndla, Cawnpore, Fatehpnr, Allahabad, Mirzapur, Benares, Buxar, Arrah, Dinapore, Bankipore, Patna, Mongbyr
Bhagaljmr, NiUhati, Bordwan, Pandua, Chiusura, Serampore and Ilowrah.

Heights in the Punjab and N. W. Provinces, Season 1866-67* Sections I to IV :

From Ferozeporc to Lahore and Meean Mcer via Anarkali : from Mooltan to Khemwala vid Muzaffargarh: from Delhi to Meerut ic! Qhfeiabad:
nn<l from baharanpur to Khanua vid bareawa and Umballa.

Heights in the N. W. Provinces, Season 1867-68, Section V ;

From Meerut to Pilibhit vid Moradaba<l and Bareilly.

Heights in the N. W. Provinces and Oudh, Season 1868-69, Section VI:

From Bareilly to Cawnpore vid fchahjahanpur, Sitapur and Lncknow.

Heights in the N. W. Provinces and Oudh, Seasons 1868*70, Section VII :~~

From Luckuov to Dildamagar vid Bara Banki, Fyzabad, Basti, Gorakhpnr, Azamgarh and Ghazipnr.

Heights in the N. W. Provinces and Bengal, Season 1870-71, Section VIII:-*
From Qorakhpv to Pamrman ti4 Bettiah, Begowlie, MQtihari, Muzaflorpur and Darbhanga, ;

Heights in Bengal, Season 1871-72, Section IX':~~

m PawnnrUui to Pirpainti *4 SaWbgwj, Ittfnc aud Ewagola 0)it ; Mtoom Fiui^
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Heights in the Bombay Presidency, No. 1, Seasons 1874-78 :

From Navan&r to Bombay vid fihikarprir, Viraragiira, Ahmodabad. Kaira, Cambay, Baroda, Broach and Snrat: from fihikarpnr to Okha rut

WawAnya, Hanntal and Jorya: and from Jorya tu Viramgam vid llujkui ami Wadhwdu.

Heights in the Bombay Presidency and Nizam's Dominions, Nos. 3 and 3, Seasons 1877-80 ;

From Bombay to Bidar vid Thaxia, Kalyan, LonanJi, Poona, Lake Fifc.Kcdgaon, Pikwil, Kom, hJholapur and (Julbnraa- from Krdgaon to Hnhli n<i

Bnpa, Dik.sdl, Bardmabi, Nira, hatiira, Kolhiipur, Belgautu and Dharwar- from bhohipnr to Bijapur vul Jhalki and Jlippurgi. and from Gul^nivra to

Kaichur vid Yadgiri.

Heights in the JSombay Presidency and Central India Agency, No. 4, Seasons 1877-78 and 1881-84 :

From Kalydn to Sironj via Nasik, Manmad, Nandgaon, Dhulia, Mhow, Indoro and Khopa) : and from Dhond tu Shirsoli rw* Atnncduagar, Manm&t,
Ndndgaon and ChaliHgaon.

Heights in the Bengal Presidency, Seasons 1881-83 and 1887-titi :

Fn>m Fulflo Point to Nadiat'id Kendrapara, .lajpnr, Bhadrak, Balawrc, Jellasort.', Contai, Knkrnhuti, ITlubaria, Howruh, Chinmira, Triboni :iml

CtiJna: from Calcutta to Saup>r Inland rid 1'halta anil Diamond llaibour. and from lluwrah to the tnuiitli ut the Uastilpiir n\er r*a Kiddcrporc,
Diamond Harbour, Knkruhati, i'bulbdna and Kcjui.

Heights in the Madras Presidency, No. 7, Seasons !<%9-8o :

From Madras to Karwar viA Arkonam, Kodur, (7nddapah, Tfidp.uH, Gnoty, Bollary and Hubh from Uai^hnr in Arkonam vin Adimi. Oooty,

Bellaiy, Tumktir, Bangalore, Jalarpct an<l Vrllorc. from Jalaipet to Bey]ore vid 8aloui,Krode, Coimbatoro and I'dlghat* and from Tut icoriu to Cape
Comorin vid Pulanicottah.

Heights in the Madras Presidency, No. 2, Season 1885-86 :

From Madras to Negapatam "M St. Thomas' Monnt. ChinglrpntA^llupnram, Cuddaloro. Porto Novo. Chidambaram, Hayavaram, Knmbakonain and

Tanjorc. from Taujoro to Kamesvaraui vid Arantan^i, Dcvipatnain and Uanmad: and from lUinmad to Tuticoriii.

Heights in the Madras Presidency > No. 5, Season 1886-87 :

From Tuttcorin to Tnnjore ri'rf Mairiyachi, Maduia, Dindicrul and Tnchinopoly from Triohino|>oly to Erode ind Ldlapet and Pugalur. from

Bborannr to Cochin vid Trichur fioiu Karwdr to Mormugao. and from Aguada Fort to Agoada Fort Julty.

Heights in the Madras Presidency, No. 4, Season 18S7-88 :

From Madras to Vizagapatam vid Ncllore, Gnntdr, Rajahmanilry and Coranada.

Heights in the Madras Presidency, No. >, Season 1888-89 :

From Bangalore to Mangaloro vid Magadi, Kunigal, Channaj'aypntna, Onima, Hassan, Saklcspur, Uppinangadi, Pani Mangalnr and Faring! pet.

Heights in the Madras Presidency, No. 6, Seasons 1888-90 :

From Bidar to B<tavda vid Saddshivpet, Pal tancharu, Secuudcrabad, Hyderabad, iSurayapet, Munagal and Naudigama.

Heights in the Bombay Presidency, No. o, Season 1889-90 :-

From Navandr to Tatta vid Mundra, Bhuj, Nakhtrana Mota, Matanomadh, Lakhpat, Moghnl Bbm and Sujdwal.

Heights in the Bombay Presidency, No. 6, Season 1890-91 :

From RftjkOt to Bhavnagar vid Sardbar, Atkot, Babra, Dhola and Sanosra: and from Sancwra to Port Albert Victor tid Noghanvador, Khnntdrad*
and Dungar.

Heights in the Bombay Presidency, Hyderabad Assigned Districts and Central Provinces, No. 7,

Seasons 1877-78, 1882-83 and 1890-91-92. Revised Edition :

From Nandgaon to Nagpur vid Chriiisgaon, Pachora. BUusaval, Malkapur, Shegaow, Akola, Mnrtazapnr, Badncra, Amraoti and Wardha: and from

Klgpnr to Bilaspur vid Kamptee, Tnmsar, Bongargarh, Nandgaon, Dnig ana Uaipar.

Height* in Surma, No. 1, Season 1892-9& :

Firont Rangoon to Elephant Pointing Daia, K6ndan, Dan&lr and IMlafcat Creek: from Rangoon to Murulalay along the Sittang and Mandalay
I4nes of the Burma State Hallway : also poinU about Mcrgui.

Heights in the Central Provinces and Ori*aa> No. 8, Seasons 1891-92 and 1893-94. Revised Edition ;

From BilieptiT to ambahm* ^ ChAmpa, Sakti, Raigarb and Jhtauguda: and from Sambalpur to Kendrapfea tti Brahmaoi Tunun, Binfca,

iM Charahi-ka-Binki and Cuttack.
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Heights in Kardchi and its Neighbourhood, Season 1893-94 ; *

, From Maiiorn to Sooth Knd Karachi Base, through Kitnarj and Karachi.

Heights in Orissa and the Northern drears, No. 9, Season 1S94*9R :

From Cuttack to Vizafcapatam vid Khunia, (j anjam, Chatrapur and Borhampw, thence along the East Coaut Railway vid IchchUfpnrftna, Baruva,
Mandasa Koad Hallway Station, Chlpurupalle. Vizianagram and Waltair: and from Kburda to Puri viti Pipli,

Heights in Calcutta, Season 1894-90 :

Her Majesty's Mint to the Standard Bench-Mark at the Mathematical Instrument Office, with an extension to the Kklderpore Tidal Station,

Heights in the Madras Presidency, Central Provinces, Central India Agency and the United Provinces

of Agra and Oudh, No. 10, Seasons 1891-92, 1894-9o, 1896-97 and 1898-99 :

From Vizag&patam to Visdanagrara, vid Waltair, and Almanda.
From Vizianagram to Kaipnr, miA Gajapatinagarum. Saluru. Potanghi, Kor&put, Jeyporo, Nanraogapur, Uinarkot and
From Haipar to BUaspur, along tho main line of the Beugal-Nagpnr Railway.
From Bilaapur to Katni, vid Sahdol and Urn aria.

From Katni to Allahabad, viA Maihar, Rewah and Mangawan.
From Katni to Sironj, vid Damoh, Saugor, Kurai, Bina and Knrwai.

Heights in Bengal and Assam, Seasons 1899-1903.

From Calcutta to Dtankdia, along the Eastern Bengal State Kaiiway.
From D&raokdia to 8iligari, vid Nator, Nilphamari and Jalpaignri.
From Silignri to Son&khoda, t'4 Ham^anj U. T. Hnrvoy Station.

From Parbatipnr to Dhnhri, eid Kan<;pur'. along the Eastern Bengal State Kaiiway,
From Poriidaha to Faridpar, along the Eastern liengal State Railway.
Froru Parbatipur to Mauihari Ghat, vid Pumjptir, Barsoi and Katihar.

From Barsoi to Kishanganj, along the Eastern Bengal State Kaiiway.
From Katihar to Anchava Ghat, vid Purnoa and Araria.

Professional Papers of the Survey of India.

Professional Paper No. 1. On the projection for a Map of India and Adjacent Countries on the

Scale of 1 : 1000000. Second Edition, Dehra Dun, 1903.

fl No, 2. Method of measuring Geodetic Bases by means of Metallic Wires by
M. Jdderin. (Translated Jrom Memoires Prdaentds Par Divers Savanfo

A &acad6mie Des Sciences Be L'institut De France}. Dehra Dtin^ 1899.

ft f> No. 3. Method of measuring Geodetic Bases by means of Colby's Compensated
Bars, Dehra Dun, 1900.

If 91 No. 4. Notes on the Calibration of Levels. Dehra Dtin, 1900.

No. 5. The Attraction of the Himalaya Mountains upon the Plumb-Line in

India*. Considerations of recent data. Dehra Dun> 1901.

f> fl No. 6. Account of a Determination of the Co-efficients of Expansion of the toirea

of the Jdderin Base-Line Apparatus. Dehra Dtin, 1902.

91 M No. 7. Miscellaneous, Calcutta, 1903 :

(1) On the values of Longitude employed in maps of the Survey of India.

(8) Levelling across the Ganges at Damukdia.

(3) Experiment to test the increase in the length qf a Levelling Staff due
to moisture and temperature.

(4) Description of a Sun-dial designed for use with tide gauge*.

(5) Nickel-Steel alloys and their application to Geodesy (Translatedfrom
the French.)

(6) Theory of electric projector* (Trwtlated from the

.
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Prt>fe**tonal Paper No. 8. Experiment* made to determine the Temperature Coefficient of Watson's

Magnetographs. Calcutta^ 1905.

ff No. 9. An Account of the Scientific work of the Survey of India and a Comparison

of its progress with that of Foreign Surveys. Prepared for the use of
the Survey Committee, 1906* Calcutta, 1905.

Hand-boohs for the use of Surveyors.

Sand-book qf General Instructions for the Survey of India Department. Second Edition.

Calcutta, 1900.

Hand-book of Professional Instructionsfor the Trigonometrical Branch, Survey of India Depart-
ment. Second Edition. Calcutta, 1902.

Sand-book of Professional Instructions for the Topographical Branch* Survey of India. Third

Edition. Calcutta, 1905.

Auxiliary Tables to facilitate the calculations of the Suwey of India. Fourth Edition.

Revised and extended. Itehra Dun, 1906.

Special Publications on Scientific subjects.

Report on ike Exploration* in Great Tibet and Mongolia made by A~K in 1879-82. Dekra

Mn, 1891.

Catalogue of 249 Stars for the epoch January 1, 1892, from observations by the Great Trigo-
nometrical Survey of India. Dehra Dtin, 1893.

Report on the Recent Determination of the Longitude of Madras. Calcutta, 1897.

Report on the Trigonometrical Results of the Earthquake in Assam. Calcutta, 1898.

The Total Solar Eclipse, JamiarfSSnd, 1898. Dehra Dun, 1898.

(1) Report on the observations at Dumraon.

(2) Report on the observations at Pulgaon.

(3) Report on the observations at Sahdol.

Report on the Identification and Nomenclature of the Himalayan Peaks as seen from Katmandu,
Calcutta, 1904.

General Reports on the Operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India from 1861 to 1877.

General Reports on the Operations of the Survey of India from 1878 to 1904.

Extracts from Narrative Reports of the Survey of India.

1900'01. Reoent improvements in Photo-Zincography. O. T. Triangnlafion, "Upper Surma.
Latitude Operation*, 1900-01. Experimental Base Measurement with Jaderin Apparatus. Magnetic

Survey. Ttial and Levelling Report for 1900-01. Topography, Upper Burma. Calcutta, 1903.

1901-02. Or. T, Trtangulation, Upper Surma. Latitude Operations, 1901-02. Magnetic Survey
Tidal and Levelling Report for 1901-02. Topography in Upper Burma. Topography in Sind. l*opo-

graphy in the Jhtnjab. Calcutta, 1904.

Fv*. fttt&t, ToL , No. 117 of Jnlv w, im.
i P4.MMmNYoL Tl. KM. 18SS ad 1MO of NTnber 10th ad 84th. UOi,
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1902-03. Prinoipal Triangulation, Upper Surma. Topography> Tipper Surma. Topography\
Shan States. Survey of the Sdmbhar Lake. Latitude Operations. Tidal and Levelling Operations.
Magnetic Swvey. Introduction of the Contract System of payment in Traverse Surveys. Traversing
with the Subtense J3ar. Compilation and Reproduction of Thdna maps, Calcutta, 1905.

1903-04. Tfie Magnetic Suwey of India. Pendulum Operations. Tidal and Levelling Opera-
tions. Astronomical Azimuths. Utilisation of old Traverse data for modern Surveys in the United
Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Identification of Snow Peaks in Nepal. Topographical Surveys in Sind.
Notes on Town and Municipal Surveys. Notes on Riverain Surveys in the Punjab. Calcutta, 1906*

Accounts of the progress of Indian Geodesy were submitted to the International Geodetic

Conferences that met at

Stuttgart in 1898,

Paris in 1900,

Copenhagen in 1903,

jBuda Pesth in 1906,

and were published in the reports of the Conferences.

Accounts of the progress of Geodesy and Geography in India were published in the Annual
Reports of the Board of Scientific Advice from 1905 to date.

A paper on Himalayan Attraction was published in the Monthly Notices of the Eoyal Astronomi-
cal Society, January 1902.

Summaries of the progress of Geodesy in India were published in the following numbers of the

Philosophical Transactions of the Itoyal Society of London :

Series A, Vol. 186 (1895) pp. 754-816.

Series A, Vol. 205 (1905) pp. 289-318.
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ON THE COMBINATION WEIGHTS EMPLOYED IN THIS VOLUME.

BY CAPTAIN H* McC* COWIE, R. E.

1. An examination of the abstracts and summaries of observations and results will show that the system of

relative combination weights described in Section 7, Chapter II has not always been adhered to and that, in many cases,

the reasons for departure from this system are not at once evident. Some explanation, then, seems called for with an

account of the development of the system now adopted.

2. Before the year 1899, in combining the individual values to obtain the final co-latitude, no system of relative

., . , , . , . weights was used. That is to say, every value, whether dependent on one or on
opu n g

several observations, or whether the pair were independent or entangled with others,

was allotted equal weight. By this procedure, valuer which depended on several observations of the same pair of stars

were relatively under-weighted, while those derived from single observations and from entangled pairs were over-

weighted.

8. In 1899, for the first time, a system of relative weights was introduced. This was purely an arbitrary one,

Ad at' f b't r w '

ht having no theoretical basis. To the result from each single obserration of an inde-
option o wr i *wy weig ,

pendent pair of stars was allotted a weight of 0*5. Two observations raised the weight

tol'O; three to 1*5 and soon. Each component value of a double pair, deduced from a single set of observations,

was given a weight of 0'5. Values dependent on two or o three observations of entangled pairs received weights of

0'7&. Under this system, it is evident, the values given by single observations of independent pairs were relatively

under-weighted, while results derived from repeated observations of independent pairs and all values from entangled

pairs were over-weighted,

4, In 1901, the system described in Chapter II was first introduced, though for this and the following year,

A* .. , .
.. ,

the numerical values of the relative weights differed slightly from those given on page
Adoption of a scientific lyitem.

(24), in consequence of the derivation of the values of the quantities 17 and e from

the season's work. This investigation entailed somewhat laborious computations and as each successive season's results

showed that the values of 17 and e did not differ materially from 0"-20 and 0"-30 respectively, it was considered

that an annual examination of results was unnecessary and that the adoption of the above mentioned values for 17 and e

wa* fully justified. The table o the relative weights given on page (24), computed with these data, has been in use

from the season 1902-Q&.

5, Snob, from time totme, have been the wious methods of procedure followed in combining the individual

values of the co-latitude. In the compilation of this volume, however, it has been

thought advisable for the sake of uniformity, to reconsider all observations made prior

^ t^e S6ason 1898-99 and to
apply

to the individual observations the most recent

relative weights, andsato deduce final values comparable with the work of later years. But as the chw^ta
the final values of co-latitude, consequent on the alteration of the combination weights, were nx>t of a magnitude

to fo$*y tke labow of recomputation, the results of the four seasons 1898-99 to 1901-02 have not been recomputed

a$|ftfte itatWfcCts ot observations give* in this book for the years 1898-1902, the system o weights employed i that

originally adopted for the sewoa's work.
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6. IE many of the abstracts, again, the weights applied will be seen to conform neither to the system of 1901

w nor to that of 1903, and the reasons for the discrepancies not being at once evident,

Sr to\
T

ca K%d njlE a note
.

of explanation is necessary. In the concluding paras pf Section 6, Chapter II

micrometer correction*. attention is drawn to the importance of balancing the sums of positive and negative
micrometer corrections, for the purpose of eliminating errors due to a faulty value of a

revolution of the micrometer screw. It is generally possible to contrive au approximate balance of positive and nega-
tive differences at the time of drawing up the programme of work. The desirability of balancing, however, was not

recognized till the year 1891 and the micrometer differences in observations taken prior to this date had to be subse-

quently balanced by the arbitrary alteration of weights. Even when a programme of stars has been so framed as to

produce a perfect balance, the latter will frequently be disturbed by the accidental missing of stars or by the inter-
ference of clouds or by the rejection of certain individual values of co-latitude, on account of gross errors of oboervation.
Measures have then to be taken to readjust the balance of corrections. This may be done in two ways :

( 1 ) By rejecting arbitrarily one or more observations.

( 2 ) By slightly altering the combination weights.

Both methods are the same iu principle. To reject an observation is to give it a weight of 0*0. By the first

method, a few results are given no weight at all
; by the second, the weights of a greater number of results are altered

by smaller amounts. In some instances the first method has been followed, in others the second, and itistothia

arbitrary alteration of weights that the discrepancies referred to at the beginning of this paragraph are due.

7. The case of entangled pairs has no.w to be considered. There will be found in the abstracts of this volume

Weight* of entangled pain.
several instances in which the weights employed are not theoretically correct, but of
which the errors cannot be attributed to any of the causes discussed above. These

instances will be seen to occur wherever a number of stars have been observed with the same instrumental setting and
where several individual values of co-latitude have been derived from the same observations. These values are, iu con-

sequence, not independent. The cpmmonest case is that in which observations to two stars of one aspect are combined
irith observations to one star of the other aspect and two values of co-latitude deduced from the three observations,

The case of a double pair has been considered on page (24), where the appropriate weights have been determined.
But though a double pair is of commonest occurrence, the abstracts contain many instances of a more complicated kin*
Such as, for example, when four stars are, perhaps, combined to give three values of co-latitude, or five stars to give
four values. Chi some occasions four stars of one aspect have been combined with but one of the other; and there are
eases of three stars of one aspect being combined with two of the other, All these various cases should have beea

treated individually in order to obtain the appropriate weights. This, however, has not been done, as it was not con-
idered necessary to introduce refinements whose effect on the final corlatitmte was negligible. The procedure has
been to treat each component as if it were one of a double pair, atxd to weight the individual result* accordingly.

8. In addition to the cases already dealt with, there are in the abstracts a few instances of a weight having
">eetl arbitrarily altered by the observer ; the observation in Ms opinion not meriting
full weight.

9, In Section 7, Chapter II, the case of three stars being combined to form two entangled pairs haa been: invcs-

s,flt *i*ht** tigated and the appropriate weights determined; As has been already started, thi*,
oiwa*weigtof*fortn- the double, is the most common form of entangled pairs. Of recent years observers

4
have endeavoured to reduce and if possible to eliminate intricate entacgleroents; tori

the abstracts of earlier work show many combinations of great complexity. Following the procedure of Section?;
I have determined the relative combination weights for a few specimen cases. These are given below :

Case (a) iit which a star transits so close to the zenith that it may be observed in both. Wescopie positiont with the

s*m instrumental setting and where e w A + * T -

> where Z,
- Z* i* the difference of the wnith dirtiunrflt

measured in the twa positions of the instrument and c tbe co-hvtitud&.

Instances of
"

thfe witt be found in

Station 112 pair number 27

, of * single dccUwtuw be O^ftMfrtto^

4.
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Where a pair of stars is observed one north, the other south of the zenith

_ AN 4- Ag ZM Z
8c

^
_

and (p. e.)* ot c (0'2)
8

-f (0'3)
3 0*13.

Hence if w he the weight appropriate to a value for the co-latitude deduced from observations to one zenith star, and W,
the weight of a result by a pair of stars,

W
~

(FI8
~ ' 7

If W =55 1-0 w = 0-7.

The mean result from two sbts of observations to a zenith star should then be given a weight w = 0-7. The result by
one set of observations should receive a weight

w = 0-7 x 0-7 = 0-5.

Case (b) in which two north stars and two south stars are observed with the same instrumental setting ;
for example

Station 142 pairs 22 to 25
145 8 11

158 8 11

Utilizing the symbols p and q of Section 7, the combinations we may form are

c
\
=

Pi + 9i
ca = Pi + 9

*s
= ft + 9i

^4 ft + 92

of which, as is at once evident, two are redundant. For the mean value of co-latitude from the four combinations

above is

c ** 4 [Pi + 9i + ft + 9a]

which is the mean result from the two combinations

*i
- Pi + 9i

c*
= ft + 92

It is, thus, a mistake to introduce the other two combinations

Pi + 9a

and /?3 + q

In determining the weight of the mean result, we may consider the p. e.'s of pr pr qv q% each equal to e-, then

(p. e.)* of c

Again the (p. e. )
3 of the result by a single pair =s 2**.

Therefore if W be the weight of the result from a single pair and w the weight to be given to c

W " 7 " *

from which, if W 1 w ** 2

Hence, if all four stars be twice observed and the four possible combinations be formed from the observations, a w&ght
of 0*5 should be allotted to each component. Had the observations been combined to form the two independent pairs

Pi + 9i

Ps + ?t
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a weight of TO would have accrued to the result from each, under system of Chapter II, the aggregate weight of the

mean co-latitude deduced from the observations being as before 2*0.

The two combinations p {
-f (/

and ;>, 4 ql
are thus superfluous, they influence neither the final mean result

nor the aggregate weight of that result.

When several stars have been observed with the same instrumental setting, it is essential that the observations

should be so combined as to give the most probable value to the mean result.

In the case o the four observations considered above, two courses are possible : either both the superfluous
combinations should be rejected or both should be included. It would be incorrect to reject one only. Fbr if, for

example, we formed the three combinations

c Pi

Pi

Pi

9i

9%

the mean result would be

instead of

Pt + 2?*]

fc L

the most probable mean value resulting from the four observations.

The aggregate weight of c' cau be shown to be 1
*

8, the introduction of the combination

% = Pi + 9s

actually diminishing the aggregate weight by 0*2; a clear proof that the data at our disposal has not been combined

to give the most probable mean result.

The following table shows the combination weights determined for a few cases :

TABLE L

10. Table II gives a summary of all cases, in which the weights allotted in thit volume differ frota those
under the system described in Chapter II : it also shows the effect on the final co-latitude of the adoption of arbitrary
tod Uu-gystematic weights.

*
""

The differences, M' M, must not however be regarded as errors* la all cases in which the substitution 6|
systematic for arbitrary weights has disturbed the balance of micrometer differences, the final result bai been rendered
less jre^ableattd- the value of M' lesa trastworthy thaa that of M.

- ,
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TABLE II.
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TABLE II.
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TABLE II.
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*11. Table III gives details, relating to observations by the Talcott method with the Zenith Sector No. 1 and

with the Zenith Telescope. This table shows the'p. e. and the aggregate weight, SP, of the fiAl values of the co-latitude.

From which two quantities, the p. e. of a result, having unit weight, has been deduced. This latter is exhibited in the

last column of the Table.

TABLE III. Details relating to observations by the Talcott Method.
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TABLE III. Details relating to observations by the Talcott Method.
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TABLE III. Details relating to observations by the Talcott Method.
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TABLE III. Details relating to observations by the Taloott Method.
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